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Introducing the mobile that can move 
you out of the world of the ordinary 
and into the world of the serious CB'er. 
The Cobra 138XLR Single Sideband. 
Sidebanding puts 
you in your own 
private world. A 
world where there's 
less congestion. 
More privacy. 
More time to talk. 

AM USB'uLSC .' 
n 

It's a1 possible because instead of 40. 
channels you get your choice of 120 
channels. Both AM and SSB. And 
instead of 4 watts of legal power you 
get 12 watts of legal power. So you get 
almost double the range of AM. 

With the 138XLR Single Sideband 
there's less background noise and less 
interference. So there's cleaner, clearer 
reception. Because like all Cobras, the 
138XLR SSB is engineered to punch 
through loud and clear. Even in crowded 
metropolitan areas. 

. 

And like all Cobras it comes equipped 
with such standard features as an easy - 
to -read LED channel indicator. 
Switchable noise blanking and limiting. 
An RF/signa- strength meter. And 
Cobra's exclusive DynaMike gain control. 

You'll find the 138XLR SSB wherever 
Cobras are sold. Which is almost every- 
where. Because Cobra's got a nationwide 
network of dea_ers and Authorized 
Service Centers offering sales, installation, 
service and advice. So come on in. 
And move on up. 

óbr a 
Punches through loud and clear. 

Cobra Communications Products 
DYNASCAN CORPORATION 

6460 W. Cortland St., Chicago, Illinois 60635 
Wnte for color brochure 

EXPORTERS: Empire Plainview. N Y CANADA: Atlas Electron,cs Toronto 
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New integrated circuit technology and 
a major electronic breakthrough brings you 
the world's smallest citizens band transceiver. 

Scientists have produced a personal com- 
munications system so small that it can easily 
fit in your pocket. It's called the PocketCom 
and it replaces larger units that cost con- 
siderably more. 

MANY PERSONAL USES 
An executive can now talk with anybody in 

his office, his factory or job site. The house- 
wife can find her children at a busy shopping 
center. The motorist can signal for help in an 
emergency. The salesman, the construction 
foreman, the traveler, the sportman, the 
hobbyist-everybody can use the PocketCom. 

LONG RANGE COMMUNICATIONS 
The PocketCom's range is limited only by 

its 100 milliwatt power and the number of 
metal objects between units or from a few 
blocks in the city to several miles on a lake. 
Its receiver is so sensitive, that signals several 
miles away can be picked up from stronger 
citizens band base or mobile stations. 

VERY SIMPLE OPERATION 
To use the PocketCom simply turn it on, 

extend the antenna, press a button to trans- 
mit, and release it to listen. And no FCC 
license is required to operate it. The Pocket - 

Corn has two Channels-channel 14 and an 
optional second channel. To use the second 
channel, plug in one of the 22 other citizens 
band crystals and slide the channel selector to 
the second position. Crystals for the second 
channel cost $7.95 and can only be ordered 
after receipt of your unit. 
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The PocketCom components are equivalent to 
112 transistors whereas most comparable 
units contain only twelve. 
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A MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH 
The PocketCom's small size results from a 

breakthrough in the solid state device that 
made the pocket calculator a reality. Scien- 
tists took 112 transistors, integrated them on 
a micro silicon wafer and produced the 
world's first transceiver linear integrated cir- 
cuit. This major breakthrough not only re- 
duced the size of radio components but im- 
proved their dependability and performance. 

BEEP -TONE PAGING SYSTEM 
You can page another PocketCom user, 

within close range, by simply pressing the 
PocketCom's call button which produces a 

beep tone on the other unit if it has been left 
in the standby mode. In the standby mode 
the unit is silent and can be kept on for weeks 
without draining the batteries. 

SUPERIOR FEATURES 
Just check the advanced PocketCom 

features now possible through this new circuit 
breakthrough: 1) Incoming signals are amp- 
lified several million times compared to only 
100,000 times on comparable conventional 
systems. 2) Even with a 60 decibel difference 
in signal strength, the unit's automatic gain 
control will bring up each incoming signal to 
a maximum uniform level. 3) A high squelch 
sensitivity (0.7 microvolts) permits noiseless 
operation without squelching weak signals. 

' L1 
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EXTRA LONG BATTERY LIFE 
The PocketCom has a light -emitting diode 

low -battery indicator that tells you when 
your 'N' cell batteries require replacement. 
The integrated circuit requires such low 
power that the two batteries, with average 
use, will last weeks without running down. 

iy. , 
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EXECUTIVES POLICE MOTORISTS 

SHOPPERS HIKERS FOREMEN 

The PocketCom can be used as a pager, an 
intercom, a telephone or even a security 
device. 

MULTIPLEX INTERCOM 
Many businesses can use the PocketCom as 

a multiplex intercom. Each employee carries a 

unit tuned to a different channel. A citizens 
band base station with 23 channels is used to 
page each PocketCom. The results: an inex- 
pensive and flexible multiplex intercom 
system for large construction sites, factories, 
offices, or farms. 

NATIONAL SERVICE 
The PocketCom is manufactured exclusive- 

ly for JS&A and is the unit currently used on 
the hit TV show, Charlie's Angels. JS&A is 
America's largest supplier of space-age prod- 
ucts-further assurance that your modest in- 
vestment is well protected. The PocketCom 
should give you years of trouble -free service, 
however, should service ever be required, 
simply slip your 5 ounce PocketCom into its 
handy mailer and send it to our prompt na- 
tional service -by -mail center. 

The PocketCom measures approximately %" 
x 1 %" x 5%" and easily fits into your shirt 
pocket. The unit can be used as a personal 
communications link for business or pleasure. 

GIVE IT A REAL WORKOUT 
Remember the first time you saw a pocket 

calculator? It probably seemed unbelieveable. 
The PocketCom may also seem unbelieveable 
so we give you the opportunity to personally 
examine one without obligation. Order only 
two units on a trial basis. Then really test 
them. Test the range, the sensitivity, the 
convenience. Test them under your everyday 
conditions and compare the PocketCom with 
larger units. 

After you are absolutely convinced that the 
PocketCom is indeed that advanced product 
breakthrough, order your additional units, 
crystals or accessories on a priority basis as 

one of our established customers. If, however, 
the PocketCom does not suit your particular 
requirements perfectly, then return your units 
within ten days after receipt for a prompt and 
courteous refund. You cannot lose. Here 
is your opportunity to test an advanced 
space-age product at absolutely no risk. 

A COMPLETE PACKAGE 

Each PocketCom comes complete with 
mercury batteries, high performance Channel 
14 crystals for one channel, complete instruc- 
tions, and a 90 day parts and labor warranty. 
To order by mail, simply mail your check for 
$19.95 per unit (or $39.95 for two) plus 
$2.50 per order for postage, insurance and 
handling to the address shown below. (Illinois 
residents add 5% sales tax). But don't delay. 

Personal communications is the future of 
communications. Join the revolution. Order 
your PocketComs at no obligation today. 

NEW LOW PRICE! 
Credit Card Buyers Call Toll -Free 

$1995 
per 
unit 

'Sold originally for $40 per unit. 

NATIONAL 
SALES 

GROUP 
Dept. PE One JS&A Plaza 

Northbrook, III. 60062 (3121 564-9000 
CALL TOLL -FREE.... 800 323-6400 
In Illinois call (312) 498-6900 

©JS&A Group, Inc.,1977 
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Expandability- Proto-Board 
units can be instantly inter- 
connected for greater capacity. 

Visibility -All parts 
are instantly and easily 
visible. for quick circuit 
analysis and diagramming. 

Speed -Assemble. 
test and modify circuits 
as fast as you can push 
in or pull out a lead. 
Save hours on every 
project. 

tx , 

IF YOU'RE NOT DESIGNING 
WITH ACSC PROTO-BOARDLOOK 

ATALLYOU'RE MISSING. 
Utility -Models are available 
with or without built-in regulated 
power supplies (fixed or 
adjustable). 

Economy-Eliminate heat and 
mechanical damage to expensive 
parts. Save money by re -using 
components. 

Versatility -Use with virtually all 
types of parts. including resistors, 
capacitors, transistors. DIP's. 
TO -5's, LED's, transformers. 
relays. pots. etc. Most plug in 
directly, in seconds. 

Durability -All Proto-Board 
models are carefully constructed 
of premium materials. designed 
and tested for long, trouble -free 
service. / f, rr1 . 
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Adaptability -Use in design, 
packaging, inspection. OC. etc. 
Works with most types of circuits, 
in many, many applications. 

Accessibility -All parts are 
instantly and easily accessible, for 
quick signal tracing, circuit 
modifications, etc. 
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Flexibility -Use independently. 
or in conjunction with other 
accessories. such as scopes, 
counters, CSC Proto-Clip'" 
connectors, Design Mate' test 
equipment, etc. One Proto-Board 
unit can serve a thousand 
applications. 

See your CSC dealer or call 203-624-3103 (East Coast) or 
415-421-8872 (West Coast) 9 AM to 5 PM local time. Major credit 

cards accepted. Add $2.50 for shipping and handling in the 
U.S. and Canada on direct orders of $50.00 or less; $3.00 for orders 

over $50.00. On all foreign orders add 15% to cover shipping 
and handling. 

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 

44 Kendall Street, Box 1942. New Haven. CT 06509 
203-624-3103 TWX 710-465-1227 

West Coast: 351 California St.. San Francisco. CA 94104 
415.421-8872 TWX 910-372-7992 

MEXICO. ELPRO. S A.. Mexico City 5-23-30.04 
CANADA: Len I,inkier Ltd.: Ontario 

Variety -A wide variety of 
models are available with 
capacities ranging from 630 to 
3060 solderless tie -points (6 to 32 
14 -pin DTP's). to fit every technical 
and budget requirement. 
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Whatever type of 
electronic circuits you 

work with, you can do 
more in less time with 

CSC's solderless Proto- 
Board systems. As fast and 

easy as pushing in or pulling out 
a lead, you can design, test and 

modify circuits at will. Com- 
ponents plug into rugged 5 -point 

terminals, and jumpers, where 
needed, are lengths of #22 AWG 

solid wire. In the same time you took 
to read this ad, you could be well on 

your way to assembling a new circuit. 
For more information, pick up your phone 

and call your dealer-or order direct. 

CSC PROTO-BOARD SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS 

NO. OF 

MODEL SOLDERLESS IC CAPACITY MANUFACTURER'S OTRER 
NUMBER TIE -POINTS (14 -PIN DIP'S) SUGG.LIST FEATURES 

PB-6 

PB-100 

PB.101 

630 

760 

940 

PB-102 1240 

P8-103 2250 

PB-104 3060 

PB203 2250 

P8 -203A 2250 

6 515.95 Kit - 10 minute assembly 

10 19.95 Kit -with larger capacity 

10 29.95 8 distribution buses. 
higher capacity 

12 39.95 Large capacity. moderate 
price 

24 59.95 Even Iargeltie- cappoacity.mt only 

32 79.95 

24 80.00 

24 129.95 

largest capacity. lowest 
price per he -point 

Bu 11 a 1% -regulated 
5V. IA low ripple Dower 
suaIlY 

As above plus separate 'ramp 
F 15v and -15V internally 

adjustable regulated power 
supplies 

© 1976Continental Specialties Corp. 
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 
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WORLD'S LARGEST -SELL ING ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE VOLUME 12, NUMBER 5 

Coming 
Next 
Month 
SPECIAL FOCUS ON HOME 
COMPUTERS, INCLUDING: 

Home Computer Buying 
Guidelines 

How to Use Existing House 
Wiring.for Computer Control 
Applications 

Wire -Wrapping Techniques 
for Computer Hobbyists 

Computer Stores-A New 
Retailing Phenomenon 

NOW YOU CAN USE SOLAR 
ENERGY TO POWER YOUR 
PROJECTS 

HOW FM TUNERS WORK 

ANNUAL EDITORIAL INDEX 
FOR 1977 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS, November 1977, Vol- 
ume 12, Number 5, Published monthly at One Park 
Avenue. New York, NY 10016. One year subscrip- 
tion rate for U.S. and Possessions,$12.00;Canada, 
$15.00; all other countries, $17.00 (cash orders 
only, payable in U.S. currency). Second Class 
postage paid at New York, NY and at additional 
mailing offices. Authorized as second class mail by 
the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada, and 
for payment of postage in cash. 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS including ELECTRON- 
ICS WORLD, Trade Mark Registered. Indexed in 
the Reader's Guidedo,Periodical Literature. 

COPYRIGHT o 1977 BY ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISH- 
ING COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

Ziff -Davis also publishes Boating, Car and Driv- 
er, Cycle, Flying, Modern Bride, Popular Photogra- 
phy, Skiing and Stereo Review. 

Material in this publication may not be repro- 
duced in any form without permission. Requests 
for permission should be directed to Jerry 
Schneider. Rights and Permissions, Ziff -Davis 
Publishing Co., One Park ,Ave., New York, NY 
10016. 

Editorial correspondence: POPULAR ELEC- 
TRONICS, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016. Edi- 
torial contributions must be accompanied by re- 
turn postage and will be handled with reasonable 
care; however, publisher assumes no responsi- 
bility for return or safety of manuscripts, art work, 
or models. 

Forms 3579 and all subscription corre- 
spondence: POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 
Circulation Dept., P.O.-Box 2774, Boulder, 
CO 80302. Please allow at least eight weeks 
for change of address. Include your old ad- 
dress, enclosing, if possible, an address label 
from a recent issue. 

The publisher has no knowledge of any 
proprietary rights which will be violated by the 
making or using of any items disclosed in this 
issue. 

MPA 
Member Audit Bureau 
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SNIFFING OUT SMOKEYS 

Editorial 

Great Britain zapped the Luftwaffe through the use of radar during World War II! 
In the afteryears, highway police departments adopted the same principle to catch 
speeding motorists-with better than a 99 percent conviction rate on radar evi- 
dence. This was countered, with typical American ingenuity, by radar detectors for 
the motorist to spot radar signals before they reached him and had time to return to 
the police for readout. Thus, he was warned to slow down in advance. 

As the ownership of these detectors increased (now reported to be more than 
500,000), the police increased their radar setups tenfold-to some 50,000 
throughout the nation. Furthermore, whereas most police radar uses the X band 
(10.52 GHz), there is growing use of K -band radar (24.125 GHz), now said to con- 
stitute about 5 percent of the total in speed -enforcement work. Radar -detector 
manufacturers countered with K -band detectors and combined X- and K -band de- 
tectors. The police, in turn, introduced radar that's tuned slightly outside the stand- 
ard bands so that the detectors can't give the alarm. This was followed by the intro- 
duction of radar detectors that scan from 9 to 25 GHz (FCC police frequency allo- 
cation is actually 9.445 to 24.445 GHz). With all of these moves and counter- 
moves; it's now the police departments' turn to tip the balance. 

Now if this little game isn't sufficient to make you gasp, consider state. laws con- 
cerning the use of radar detectors by motorists. Until recently, the use of detectors 
was illegal in a handful of states, users being subject to fines and/or equipment 
confiscation. In some instances, there were no laws against use of radar detectors, 
but state police issued tickets for them anyway. In the past year, nine states voted 
down bills prohibiting radar detectors. This was not truly surprising since the air- 
waves are "free" for listeners. Besides, electromagnetic communications is the re- 
serve of the Federal Government, not the states. Nonetheless, there is still one 
state with an anti -radar -detector law-Virginia. (The state's house and senate vot- 
ed to repeal it recently, but the governor vetoed the repeal.) Of course, all this 
doesn't mean that you won't be ticketed in a state other than Virginia. There might 
be some local statutes that indicate it's illegal to pick up police signals-though 
they might not hold up in court. 

Therefore, the main consideration regarding the use of radar detectors is now 
one of morality. Is it morally correct to outfox the law (for the purposes of exceeding 
the speed limit)? That's just what the speeding motorist is doing when he uses a 
radar detector. He's set up so that he can be alerted to a police radar net lurking 
ahead, enabling him to slow down before he is caught. Can you think of another 
reason for having a radar detector mounted in a car? 

Proponents of radar detectors can whip up some other justifications, of course. 
One argument is that the system reminds the driver that he is going too fast and he 
slows down. Other "pro" views reflect the feeling that no one should rule us: we 
have highly efficient highway networks so why not take advantage of them? . . 

The police are spending too much time on an unimportant matter when other 
pressing problems are largely ignored . . . An unpopular law is being enforced, 
so let the people's will reign . . . And so on. 

The 55 -MPH speed limit was established to decrease the amount of gasoline 
used, thereby saving a much -needed resource. An important byproduct has been 
the reduction of automobile fatalities on the highways. Furthermore, we all, I be- 
lieve, have a social responsibility to obey our laws in order to strengthen our socie- 
ty. If an individual (or group of people) objects to a law, there are legal ways to 
eliminate it. In fact, that's just what has been done with radar -detector prohibitions! 
They've been virtually overcome legally, though I must admit that I find this broad 
interpretation of the Communications Act of 1934 (U.S.C. Title 47) unsettling. 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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ost 
inp rta rt 
piece of audio 
equipment 
you'll ¢ter own. 
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Yours to examine FREE for 15 days. 

25 FACT -FILLED CHAPTERS 
ARRANGED IN "EASY -TO -FIND" 
QUESTION APiID ANSWER FORM 

Basic Principles of sound 
Acoustics, Studio techniques, and 
Equipment 
Constant -Speed Devices, Motors, and 
Generators 
Microphones 
Attenuators 
Equalizers 
Wave Filters 
Transformers and Coils 
Sound Mixers 
VU and Volume Indicator Meters 
Vacuum Tubes, Transistors, and Diodes 
Audio Amplifiers 
Disc Recording 
Cutting Heads 
Recording and Reproducing Styli 
Pickups 
Magnetic Recording 
Optical Film Recording 
Motion Picture Projection Equipment 
Loudspeakers, Enclosures, Headphones, 
and Hearing Aids 
Power Supplies 
Test Equipment 
Audio -Frequency Measurements 
Installation Techniques 
General Information. Charts and Tables 

'Mutt, 
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Be our guest. Examine the AUDIO 
CYCLOPEDIA free for 15 days. You'll find 
out why it is considered the most compre- 
hensive and authoritative book ever written 
on the subject. And you'll get a FREE $3.50 
bonus book to keep no matter what! 

The AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA is literally a one - 
book audio library. It has long been con- 
sidered "the bible" by amateur stereo buffs 
as well as professional technicians. That's 
why you'll find it in constant use not only in 

home workshops and at stereo centers, but 
also in recording studios, broadcast booths 
and concert halls. 
This giant reference book is over 3" thick, 

r 
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and packed with 1,757 illustrated pages. It 
features 3,645 questions and answers and 
a 50 page "instant -find" index for subject - 

identification. It is truly the big one in audio ' 

electronics and it puts all the information 
you'll ever need right at your fingertips, 
chapter by chapter. 

Send for the AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA today. 
If you don't agree that it's the most impor- 
tant piece of audio equipment you own, 
just return it within 15 days. You won't owe 
a cent. And no matter what you decide 
you'll get a free $3.50 copy of The ABC's of 
Tape Recording to keep just for mailing 
the coupon. 

FREE -BOOK 
FREE -TRIAL COUPON 

Save postage & handlings costs. Full 
payment enclosed (plus tax where 
applicable). 15 -day return privilege 
still applies. 

Yes, please rush me the AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA 
(421455) for my free trial. I understand if not 
completely satisfied, I may return it within 15 days, 
and owe nothing. Otherwise, it's mine to keep for 
only $34.00 plus postage and handling and local 
taxes (where applicable). 
And, whatever I decide, a copy of "The ABC's of 
Tape Recording" (valued at $3.50) is mine keel 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Mail to Audel 
4300 W. 62nd Street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
A Division of Howard W Sams & Co.. Inc. 

Gt33SA. 
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Letters 
GETTING MANUFACTURERS' INFO 

In the August 1977 Solid State column, it 
was stated that a lot of good ideas and manu- 
facturers' information can be obtained from 

the pamphlets published by manufacturers. 
What I would like to know is how one goes 
about receiving these pamphlets. -Kenneth 
J. Goodnow, Tucson, AZ 

Each of the manufacturers mentioned in 
the Solid State column is accompanied by an 
address to which you can write to obtain 
more information (pamphlets, specifications 
sheets, etc.). 

MOS STATIC DAMAGE 

In "How to Avoid Static Damage to MOS 
Devices" (August 1977), a number of compa- 
nies that market products for safe handling of 
MOS devices were mentioned. We noted, 
however, that Walter G. Legge Company, 

Use Quick -Wedge to wire in panelights, 
rackmount components, connect a 

barrier block, fasten circuit modules. 

ir .. . a, -. 

They do all that ordinary screwdrivers do, 

17 sizes 

PLUS they hold and start the screw 

;,,,, 

. ,,-..,... 
_ 

Unconditionally guaranteed. 

QUICIf1I1EDcT S 
See 

A SET TODAY 
your dealer or write to: 

O Kedman Company, P.O. Box 25667, 
SCREW -HOLDING SCREWDRIVER Salt Lake City, 'Utah 84125 

© 1977 
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I Bearcat ,_'¡i i Scanner $289 I _._ 
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COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS 
P.O. BOX 1002 DEPT. 

The Bearcat 210 super synthesized receiver 
scans and searches over 16,000 different 
frequencies without expensive crystals. 
The Bearcat 210 covers 32-50. 146-174 & 
416-512 Mhz., and has AC/DC operation. 
Save over $60.00 now by ordering on our 24 
hour toll -free credit card order line 
800-521-4414. In Michigan and outside the 
U.S. call 313-994-4441. Add $5.00 for 
shipping in the U.S. or $9.00 for air UPS to 
the west coast. Charge cards or money 
orders only. Foreign orders invited. 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48106 
L --------------- IMO - INN t---- 
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Inc. (101 Park Avenue, New York, NY 
10017), one of the oldest firms in this field, 
was not mentioned. We manufacture very so- 
phisticated "Personnel Grounding Devices." 
All are insulated and have resistors to protect 
both the MOS devices and the personnel who 
handle them. 

We also make conductive coatings in vari- 
ous colors that can be used on benches, 
floors, containers, etc. This product costs 
about 50 per square foot to apply and elimi- 
nates tripping hazards from mats and trailing 
wires. -Ralph C. Ohlbach, Walter H. Legge 
Co., Inc., New York, NY. 

USING LIFT -IT ON GRAPH PAPER 

I read with interest "New 'No Camera' 
Printed Circuit Board Methods" (May 1977). I 

would like to know whether or not the Lift -It 
emulsion will remove any of the ruled lines on 
the graph paper I am using. -Len Buchanan, 
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada 

The Lift-lt emulsion works best when lifting 
the etching and drilling guides for pc boards 
from printed magazine pages. However, if 
you use it on home-made guides on graph 
paper, be aware that the paper must not have 
a glazed surface or be of "vellum" material. 
Also, the ink used must be printer's or similar 
type. You need not worry about lifting the grid 
lines of the graph paper if the lines are rela- 
tively fine and light blue or light green in color. 
Neither of these colors is opaque to the ul- 
traviolet light used when making exposures. 

OPTIMIZING PERFORMANCE 

I noticed with great interest the "Portable 
60 -Hz Clock Oscillator" article in the July 
1977 issue. I have design experience using 
the MM5369 IC used in this application at 

3.58 MHz and have found the IC to be unsta- 
ble at 5 volts Vcc. We found, after consulting 
the manufacturer, that the MM5369 is speci- 
fied for a minimum oscillating frequency of 2 

MHz at 6 volts. I recommend applying at least 
8 volts for proper operation at 3.58 MHz, rath- 
er than the 3 to 15 volts specified in the arti- 
cle. -Stan Apel, Torpey Controls & Engi- 
neering Ltd., Toronto, Canada. 

I would like to pass on a few hints for ad- 
justing the MM5369 for proper operation. 
Start off by setting the trimmer to the middle 
of its range, rather than matching the divided 
crystal frequency to the 60 -Hz power line. 
While the ac line is very accurate over a 24 - 
hour period, it is considerably less accurate 
over shorter periods of time. If a frequency 
counter is used to calibrate the circuit, be 
aware that connecting it to pin 7 of the IC will 
yield a slight frequency shift, even though the 
output is buffered. You do not really want the 
3.579545 MHz marked on the crystal; you 
want either 3.579600 MHz for early produc- 
tion MM5369's or 3.579540 MHz for the cur- 
rent MM5369's. 

The Parts List is misleading. Capacitors C2 
and C3 must be relatively stable. Use NPO 

(Continued on page 12) 
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796-196 p.-MOSFET Circuits, 
Guidebook-with 100 Tested Pró- 
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Digital' logic: Processors. 
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Wiring & Repair(S15.90) - 
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with' a Trial Membership in the Book Club that guarantees to 
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841.238 p -Build Your Own 

Working Robot (S8.95) 
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ay we send>ou your choice of these :1 practical. 
IRE time -and -money -saying hooks as part of an un- 
usual offer of a Trial Membership in Electronics 
Rook Club^ 

Here are quality hardbound volumes. each 
especially designed to help you increase your 
know-how, earning power. and enjoyment of elec- 
tronics. Whatever your interest in electronics. 
you'll find Electronics Book Club offers practical. 
quality books that you can put to immediate use 

and benefit. 
This extraordinary offer is intended to prove to 

you. through your own experience. that these very 
real advantages can he yours...that it is possible to 
keep up vrith the literature published in your areas 
of interest. and to save substantially while so do- 

ing. As part of your Trial Membership. you need 
purchase as few as four books during the coming 12 

months You would probably buy at least this many 
anyway ..without the substantial savings offered 
through Club Membership. 

To start your Membership on these attractive 
terms. simply fill out and mail the coupon today. 
You will receive the 3 books of your choice for 
10 -day inspection. Y011 NEED SEND NO MONEY' 
If you are not delighted. return the hooks within 10 

days and your Trial Membership Hill be cancelled 
without cost or obligation. 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB. Blue Ridge Summit. Pa. 17214 

o Facts About Club Membership 
The 3 introductory books of your choice carry publishers' 

retail prices of up to $47.75 They are yours for only 99c 

each (plus postage and handling) with your Trial Mem- 

bership 
You will receive the Club News. describing the current 

Selection Alternates and other offerings. every 4 weeks (13 
limes a year) 

If you want the Selection. do nothing it will tie sect to you 

automatically If you do not wish to rece re the Selection. or d 

you want to order ore of the many Alternates offered. you 

simply give instructions on the reply form (and in the en- 

velope) provided. and return it to us by the dale specified 
This date allows you at least 10 days in which to return the 

form It. because of late mad delivery. you do net have 10 

days to make a decision and so receive an unwanted Selec- 

tion. you may return it at Club expense 
Personal service for your account-no computers used, 

To complete your Trial Membership, you need buy only 
tour additional monthly selections or alternates during the 

next 12 months You may cancel your Membership any time 

aher you purchase these lour books 
Ad books-including the Introductory Oner-are fully re. 

turnable aher 10 days if you're not Completely satisfied 
Alt books are offered al low Member prices. sus a small 

Postage and handling charge Prepaid orders shipped 
postpaid 

Continuing Bsnus If you continue after this Trial Mem- 
bership. you wit, earn a Dividend Certificate for every book 
you purchase Three Certificates. plus payment of the 
nominal sum 01 St 99. will entitle you to a valuable Book 

Dividend of your choice which you may choose from a list 

orowded Members 

101-416 p.-Electronic Circuit Design. 
Handbook-Ith.Edition ($17.95) 

ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUIT 
DESIGN 

HANDBOOK 

CB 5 TrelYboOK 

Hoof 
proiecrs 
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190/868.308 p.-TWO'B00KS-21 
Simple Transistor Radios You Can 

Build-From Crystal' Sets to 
Superhets 8 CBer's Handybook of 
Simple Hobby Projects $13.90) 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 

1 
Please open my Trial Membership in ELECTRONICS 

1 BOOK CLUB and send me the 3 books circled below. I 

understand the cost of the books I have selected is only 
99e each. plus a small shipping charge. If not de - 

1 lighted. I may return the books within 10 days and owe 

nothing, and have my Trial Membership cancelled. I 

agree to purchase at least four additional books during 

1 the next 12 months. after which I may cancel my mem- 
bership al any time. 

I T-97 101 300 652 666 708 

709 715/745 728 729 771 

790/868 796 841 876 934 975 985 

1 Name Phone 

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 

Address 

City 

1 
State Zip 

(Valid for new Members only. Foreign and Canada add 10%) PE -117 
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Two home training schools give you a 
hobby -kit Color TV to assemble. Two 
others give you a commercial set right 
off the shelf. Neither was designed to 
teach you how to repair Color TV's. 
Only NRI invested the time and money 
to design equipment with learning in mind! 

No other home training school gives 
you both a solid state Color TV and 
SO" Quadraphonic Receiver 
complete with four speakers ... all in 
one course. In fact, to even match this 
kind of thorough training at another 
school, you'd have to take an extra 

course costing hundreds of dollars 
more. And only NRI courses in Color 
TV/Audio servicing let you learn on 
equipment designed specifically for 
training. 

It's the only way you can (1) get the 
feel of typical commercial circuitry, (2) 
learn bench techniques while building 
complete units from the "ground" up, 
(3) perform over 35 "in -set" 
experiments during construction, and 
(4) end up with a 25" diagonal solid 
state Color TV with cabinet and a 4 - 
channel Audio Center. 

NRI passes the savings on to you 

NRI engineering eliminates the cost of 
buying from an outside source. We pay 
no salesman's commission. Students 
are enrolled by mail only. The savings 
are passed on to you in the form of low 
tuition fees, extras like the TV's console 
cabinet and the Quadraphonic System; 
professional test instruments like a 5" 
triggered sweep oscilloscope, CMOS 
digital frequency counter, and 
integrated circuit Color TV pattern 
generator. You can pay hundreds of 
dollars more for similar courses and not 

8 

Trademark of CBS, Inc. 
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get a nickel's worth more in training 
and equipment. 

More know-how per dollar 
It all boils down to the quality of 
training you get for your money. In our 
62 -year history, more than a million 
students have come to NRI and we're 
fully approved for career training under 
the G.I. Bill. We know the right way to 
make home training pay dividends for you. 

Some of those "right" things are bite - 
size lessons to ease understanding and 
speed learning ... personal 
consultation, and prompt grading of all 
tests . . . a full-time staff of 
engineer/instructors to help if you need 
it ... the right kind of kits and 
experiments to give you hands-on 
training ... and fully professional 
programs oriented to full or part-time 
career needs. 

Also CB, Computer, & Other Courses 
NRI offers not one, but five TV/Audio 
servicing courses so you can tailor your 
training to your budget. Or you can 
study other opportunity fields like Digital 
Computer Electronics, Citizens Band 
Radio, Communications, Aircraft or 

Is 

Marine Electronics, 
Mobile Radio and more. 
Send for your free catalog and 
see for yourself that no one gives you 
more training and equipment for your 
dollar. There's no obligation and no 
salesman will call. 

If card is missing, write to: 

NRI NRI SCHOOLS 
, McGraw-Hill Continuing 

Education Center 
YM 3939 Wisconsin Avenue, 

gall Washington. D.C. 20016 
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Performance, beauty, quality 
- three attributes that have 
always been the hallmarks of 
SAE products. SAE systems in 
the past have had them, this 
system's predecessor had them, 
and the new In The Black sys- 
tem has them and much more. 

The 2900 Parametric Pream- 
plifier offers our new flexible 
parametric tone control sys- 
tem, full dubbing and tape EQ. 
New phono and line circuitry 
results in unparalled clarity 
and definition with distortion 
of less than 0.01% THD & IM. 

The 2200 Stereo Power Ampli- 
fier with fully complementary 
circuitry delivers 100 Watts 
RMS per channel from 20-20K 
at less than 0.05% Total Har- 
monic Distortion, from 250mW 
to full rated power. 

The 8000 Digital FM Tuner 
has linear phase filters, phase - 
lock multiplex, and of course, 
our famous digital readout 
tuning indicator system. 

Combine these products to- 
gether and you have a system 
that ensures superior perform- 
ance in all areas, excellent 
control flexibility, and the sonic 
quality that is typically SAE. A 

Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc. 
P.O. Box 60271 Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90060 

LETTERS (Continued from page 6) 

ceramic, mica, or polystyrene. Anything else 
will cause the frequency to drift with tempera- 
ture changes. Resistor R1 need not be rated 
at 20 megohms and 5% tolerance; any resis- 
tor value between 5 megohms and 500 me- 
gohms will work fine. Also, Cl can be an ordi- 
nary 0.1-µF ceramic or 10-1.1.F electrolytic ca- 
pacitor instead of the expensive tantalum ca- 
pacitor specified. Finally, we recommend at 
least 5 volts Vcc, with 9 volts appearing to be 

the optimum. Going as high as 15 volts can 
sometimes cause the crystal to oscillate on 

its third harmonic. -Clive Tobin, Tobin Cine- 
ma Systems, Seattle, WA. 

ADDENDUM TO "READER CIRCUIT" 

Many thanks for publishing my circuit for 

the calculation/stopwatch adapter in the April 
1977 Solid State column. I note, however, 
that I omitted the connection from pin 13 of 

IC2 to ground. This connection must be made 
to enable the chip. Also, the debounce circuit- 
ry in some calculators apparently does not re- 

spond properly to the commands given at the 
10 -Hz rate. The solution to this is to put 
another divider into the circuit so that the 
switch operates at a 5 -Hz rate. Some circuits 
that can be used to accomplish this are 

shown below. Using these circuits, it may be 

/6 

IC 
P/N 
2 

2 IC2 i 
!r/ PIN 

BASE 2. 

3 

2. 1C2 
P/// 

-L.-. 
/2 

O/ 
BASE 

necessary to experiment with the value of C4, 
which determines the time the switch remains 
closed; I found 0.033 µF to work best on one 
of my slow calculators. With the slower rate, 
naturally, the calculator should be keyed ., 2, 

+, but the rest of the operation is the same. 
-Will Hobbs, Eugene, OR 

GREATER VISIBILITY 

Many thanks for the "Morse -A -Letter" 
(January 1977). When I built mine, I incorpo- 
rated a matrix of E/á' (6.35 -mm) high -bright- 
ness discrete LED's for the seven -segment 
displays specified. My 5 x 7 matrix measures 
approximately 3" x 2" (7.6 x 5.1 cm), which 
is much easier to read and excellent to use in 

code classes. My display can be read from 
20' (6.1 m) away.-Martin J. Forrest, 
WA6EWC/WB6VPC, San Jose, CA. 

GETTING STARTED IN AN 
Your "TV For Radio Amateurs" Editorial in 

the June 1977 issue interested me enough to 
want to know more about Amateur TV. Now I 

would like to know how one goes about find- 
ing out if there is an ATV group operating in 

his area. Also, is there a magazine published 
for or by the Amateur TV community?-Mel- 
vin D. Carpenter, Virginia Beach, VA. 

To locate an ATV group operating in your 
area, contact the ARRL (American Radio Re- 
lay League, Inc., Newington, CT 06111). 
There is also a bimonthly magazine, "Ama- 
teur Television Magazine," available for 
$4.00 per year by subscription. (Write: "A5: 
Amateur Television Magazine," P.O. Box 
128, Whitmore Lake, Ml 48189.) 

IT WORKS! 

After reading "Zap New Life Into Ni-Cd Bat- 

teries" (July 1977), I decided to give the 
procedure outlined a try. My grass trimmer's 
battery had given out just as described in the 
article. So, I had a good test for the zapping 
procedure. It works!-Charles DeVoe, Paint- 
ed Post, NY 

WANTS MORE SWL ARTICLES 

I am writing this letter to express my plea- 
sure with POPULAR ELECTRONICS, particularly 
for the seasonal articles on SWL'ing by Glenn 
Hauser and Dr. Richard E. Wood. I urge you 
to devote more space to shortwave listening 
articles; PE is one of two publications that 
feature regular SWL articles, but it is a long 
time between such articles. -David Jerard 
Duke, WDX5DJD, El Paso, TX 

The column will be increased to six times a 

year, as will Amateur Radio. 

OPENING STATEMENT CONTRADICTED 

The opening statement of "Battery Charge 
Monitor" by W.J. Prudhomme (June 1977) is 

contradicted by information contained in 

"Characteristics and Uses of Nickel -Cadmi- 
um Batteries," third edition, by the Interna- 
tional Nickel Co., Inc. I have, however, seen a 

number of examples of the failure with short- 
ing described in the article. On the other 
hand, it is sometimes recommended that the 

"memory" phenomenon sometimes ob- 

served in NiCd cells that are repeatedly 
charged after only partial discharge can be 

overcome by complete discharge, then re- 

charging. -Milford S. Brown, Albany, CA. 

Out of Tune 
In "Build a Digital Camera Shutter Timer" 

(August 1977), DIS1 through DIS5, DL -04 
seven -segment LED displays, are common - 
cathode types, not common -anode as de- 

scribed in the Parts List. 

In "Build 'Cabonga' Part 2" (September 
1977), Fig. 6, the anode of D4 and the cath- 
ode of D2 should not be grounded, but should 
be connected only to the secondary of T1, as 

in Fig. 7, the guides for the Combiner/Power 
Pack pc board. 
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á 6-dí it 6 function LCD Alarm Watch for only $69.95! 

At last, a constant readout (no buttons to push) precision quartz electronic watch 
with a built-in 24 hour alarm system. 

A quiet revolution has been taking place in the electronic watch industry during the last few years. Push-button 
LED's are being replaced with continuous -display LCD watches; 4 -digit displays are being replaced by 6 -digit 
readouts. This year there will be many such LCD watches available. 

However, Winthrop -Rogers prides itself on offering not only the most technologically -perfect products available, 

but also on introducing the most technologically -advanced products on the electronic market before they are 

readily available. Therefore, we are pleased to announce the most remarkable achievement in electronic watch 
technology to -date. 

By combining the quartz -accuracy precision of the LCD watch with miniaturized alarm technology, we proudly 
introduce the first CONTINUOUS DISPLAY ALARM WATCH. A watch that may not be available from other 
sources for years can now be yours at a price hundreds of dollars less than you would imagine. 
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And now consider the incredible conven- 
ience of a portable alarm clock handsomely 
adorning your wrist at all times ! ! ! 

Never again missing an appointment be- 
cause you lost track of time. 

Never again missing a plane or a train 
because you didn't relize how late it had 
become. 

Never again forgetting to make that all- 
important phone call. 

Never having to worry about forgetting 
to take important medication on time. 

Never worrying about waking up from 
that catnap, or at a hotel if your wake-up 
call isn't on time. 

Always being aware of when you should 
be coming or going or doing all that your 
hectic schedule demands - without de- 
voting your valuable time to trying to 
remember it all. 

j:55AM 
SET TO RING 
AT 7:55 A.M. 

THE ALARM 
The MICRO -ALARM has a 24 hour Alarm System, 

allowing you to set your watch to signal at any 

minute of the day or night (1,440 settings per day 

are possible). Once set, you need not be concerned 
about your next appointment or train, plane or 
phone call. The MICRO -ALARM will remember for 

you and remind you when you need to be reminded. 

SNOOZE/REMIND CONTROL 
For your convenience the MICRO -ALARM will 
give one short beep prior to its full alarm cycle, 

allowing you to turn it off without disturbing 
others. If not deactivated after the first short 

beep, the alarm will then beep for 15 continuous 
seconds. Push the deactivate button twice and the 

alarm is off. However, should you want a further 
reminder, then push the deactivate button only 
once and the alarm will go through its cycle again 

in exactly 5 minutes, allowing you to continue 
your current activity whether it he a snooze or 
phone call without fear of forgetting your next 
commitment. 

12:34 AND 56 
SECONDS 

6 -DIGIT LCD DISPLAY 
The MICRO -ALARM has a 6 -digit readout showing 

hours, minutes and seconds at a glance. Since the read- 

out is by Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and not by 

Light Emitting Diode (LED), no button has to be 

pushed; the time is continuously displayed! A built 
in night -light functions at the push of a button for 

reading in darkness. 
AUGUST 15th 

FRIDAY 
CALENDAR DISPLAY 
Just one push of the control button converts the dis- 

play into a 3 -function calendar; displaying the month, 
date of the month, and day of the week. The remark- 

able memory built into the module knows each month 
and the number of days in that month and resets 

automatically on the first day of the new month. 

QUARTZ ACCURACY 
The MICRO -ALARM is extraordinarily accurate. Its 

module is manufactured by Hughes Aircraft Company, 

one of the world's foremost manufacturers of micro- 

electronics, and is guaranteed accurate to within 3 

minutes a year (averaging less than 15 seconds per 

month). You can depend on the accuracy year after 

year. There are no moving parts, so there is nothing 
to wear out or even require servicing. The result of 

this accuracy is that you can set your watch to the 

second. 

12: 3y55 

El: 15 FR 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

Even if you have no consistant need for a watch with a 

built-in electronic alarm, the MICRO -ALARM is a valu- 

able investment for its watch features alone: 

1. It is the most up-to-date fully -functioning electronic 
watch available today. 
2. It is accurate to +/- 15 seconds per month, and never 

has to be wound - put it on, and the time and date are 

correct even if it has been in a drawer for a month! 
3. Its elegant styling will compliment any attire - and 

elicit compliments from your associates and friends. 
4. At this price you can not find a better buy. 
5. One day you will have a critical need to be reminded of 

a vital appointment - and then, having used the alarm 

function once, you will never again return to any other 
reminder system 
6. Why buy an ordinary watch when you can own a 

MICRO -ALARM? 

I CRO-ALAR 

r'r 

ELEGANT MESH BRACELET 
Each MICRO -ALARM comes with a 1 year limited 
warranty. You may order in your choice of gold - 

tone or silvertone case. Each for only $69.95 plus 

51.99 for shipping and handling. Each MICRO - 

ALARM comes with a matching, elegant, thin 
mesh bracelet, more handsome and much more 

practical than those "pull over -snap" type bracelets. 

This band adjusts comfortably and easily, eliminat- 
ing cumbersome link adjustments. 

15 DAY TRIAL 
Wear the MICRO -ALARM for 15 days to assure 

yourself that this is no ordinary watch. If at 

the end of that time you are dissatisfied for any 

reason you may return it for a prompt refund, 
no questions asked. 

To order by credit Card please phone 

our 24 -hour toll -free number: 

800-325-6400 ask for Oper. 36 
In Missouri: 800-342-6600 ask for Operator 36 

or mail the attached coupon with your 
payment and the MICRO -ALARM will 
be on its way to you. 

Allow 3-4 Weeks For Delivery 

`ItntrP 1Z V5411 

Box Afi9, 1135 Greenridge Rd., Buffalo Grove, 1160090 

Please send-MICRO-ALARMS @ $69.95 each 

plus 51.99 for shipping and handling. 
_Silvertone MICRO -ALARM 
_Goldtone MICRO -ALARM 
If I am not completely satisfied I may return it 
for a full refund. Total amount enclosed S._ 
checkor money order. (Illinois residents please 

add 5% sales tax.) No C.O.D.s please. 

Charge: Amer. Exp. Bank Amer./Visa 
Master Charge MCBK=_ 

Card # Exp 

Signature 
Name 

Address Apt._ 
City State _ Zip 

To expediate shipping by UPS, please provide I 

street address rather than P.O. Box number. j 
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New Products 
Additional information on new products 
covered in this section is available from 
the manufacturers. Either circle the item's 
code number on the Reader Service Card 
inside the back cover or write to the man- 

ufacturer at the address given. 

J.I.L. CB/AM-FM STEREO/CASSETTE UNIT 

J.I.L.'s Model 615CB CB/car stereo/cassette 
unit features a 40 -channel CB transceiver, an 
AM stereo FM receiver, and stereo cassette 
player in a single in -dash package. An easy - 
to -use control. microphone puts all the CB 
functions at hand: thumbwheel channel se- 
lector, PTT control, r -f gain, LED channel 
readout. Complementing the controls on the 
mike are front -panel controls for CB/Radio- 
Tape mode selector, variable squelch, RX 
and TX indicator lights, and a stand-by con- 

Ler- 

r°+ IN) ow 

trol. The latter monitors CB while listening to 
cassettes or radio. Whenever a message 
comes through on a selected CB channel the 
circuit interprets the program then returns to it 

automatically at the end of the CB transmis- 
sion. The cassette section includes controls 
for fast forward/eject and tape play indicator. 
The audio section delivers 5 W/ch rms power 
output at a frequency range of 50-10,000 Hz. 
$369.95. 
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ASTATIC POWER MICROPHONE 

The Astatic Corporation has announced the 
introduction of its Model 1104C preamplified 
base -station communication microphone. 
Available in five colors, the new microphone 
features base -mounted slide controls for ad- 
justing the gain of the amplifier for the proper 
modulation level and tone quality for individu- 
al voices. An adjustable master gain control 
is provided for preventing overmodulation 
and distortion. The mike is powered by a 9 - 
volt battery and has a six -conductor coiled 
cord that can be wired for virtually any type of 
switching system in a transceiver. $83.00. 
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MICRO -ACOUSTICS PHONO CARTRIDGE 

The new Model 530-mp is the top -of -the -line 
phono cartridge offered by Micro -Acoustics 
Corp. Each cartridge is supplied with an in- 
dividual frequency curve. Rated frequency 

"-.---- 

response is 5 to 20,000 Hz ± 11/4 dB. Track- 
ing force range is 0.7 to 1.4 grams, and car- 
tridge weight is 4 grams. Claimed channel 
separation is 30 dB at 1000 Hz, 15 dB at 
10,000 Hz. Output voltage is 3.5 mV each 
channel at 5 cm/s peak recorded velocity. 
Load requirements and cable capacitance 
are specified at 10,000 to 100,000 ohms and 
100 to 1500 pF, respectively. Each stylus is 

light -beam oriented under a microscope. 
$200. 
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SBE MOBILE CB TRANSCEIVER 

SBE's new Tahoe 40 -channel AM CB trans- 
ceiver measures only 7.25"D x 4.5'W x 
1.4"H (18.4 x 11.4 x 3.6 cm) so that it can be 
installed in locations where space is at a pre- 
mium, such as in a minicompact or sports 
car. The transceiver includes all the standard 
features and controls available with large 
rigs, including a large LED channel display. 
Included in the front panel are volume and 
squelch controls, channel selector, a PA 

switch, and a red transmit (Tx) indicator that 
lights up when the transmitter is keyed. The 
transceiver includes PLL frequency synthesis 
and a double -conversion receiver circuit that 
employs a tiny four -pole bandpass filter. 
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SANSUI STEREO FM RECEIVER 

Sansui's Model G-3000 AM/stereo FM re- 
ceiver has a rated power output of 26 watts 
per channel minimum rms with both channels 
driven into. 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with 
a THD of 0.15%. The power amplifier fea- 
tures a differential input, Class A driver, and 
push-pull OCL output stages. Overall fre- 
quency response is said to be 10 to 50,000 
Hz, +1, -2 dB. The tuner section includes a 

PLL differential demodulator, quadrature de- 
tector, and a low-pass filter to suppress the 

ime .Arro .a 

ultrasonic carrier. Harmonic distortion is rated 
a 0.18% monaural, 0.25% stereo. The phono 
preamp uses low -noise pnp Darlington tran- 
sistors. Other features include microphone 
mixing with level control, signal strength and 
zero -center tuning meters, AM beat filter, 
loudness switch, tape monitor, FM muting, 
headphone jack, and a speaker selector 
switch. Measures 17 1/16" W x 13 15/16" D 
x 6 1/16" H (43.3 x 35.4 x 15.4 cm). $280. 
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HICKOK DUAL -TRACE 15-MHZ SCOPE 

Hickok's Model 517 is a dual -trace, triggered - 
sweep oscilloscope with 15 MHz response to 
within 3 dB and claimed fool -proof triggering 
to 27 MHz (30 MHz typical). Vertical sensitiv- 
ity varies from 10 mV/cm to 50 V/cm in 12 
calibrated steps, and is continuously variable 
(uncalibrated) from 5 mV/cm to 50 mV/cm. 
Risetime is said to be 24 ns, and overshoot 
3% or less. Input impedance is 1 megohm 
shunted by 30 pF. Operating modes are 
channel A only, B only, A and B chopped, A 
and B alternate, A + B (single trace algebraic 
sum), and B - A (single trace algebraic dif- 
ference). The Model 517's time base has 
sweep rates of 0.5 µs/cm to 0.2 s/cm in 18 
calibrated steps. A X5 expander is switch se- 
lectable. Among the Model 517's features are 
internal, line, external, auto, slope, and TV 
sync triggering, TV sync separators, TTL- 
compatible Z axis (intensity) modulation, an 
8- x 10 -cm display, and a regulated power 
supply. Includes two probes (10:1/direct and 
10:1) and vectorscope overlay. Measures 
171/2" D x 14-%". W x 7" H (44.5 x 37.2 x 
17.8 cm) and weighs 13.5 lb (6.1 kg). $695. 
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PIONEER PROGRAM SOURCE SELECTOR 

The Model U-24 program source selector 
from Pioneer adds to the number of inputs 

- 
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and outputs usually available in conventional 
preamplifiers and integrated amplifiers. It 

makes available two AUX inputs; three phono 
inputs; four tape input/output jacks; tape -to - 
tape dubbing facilities; and three power am- 
plifier outputs. All functions are pushbutton 
selectable. The switching circuits of the Mod- 
el U-24 are positioned near the rear panel, 
adjacent to the actual input/output terminal 
board, to reduce the use of shielded cable 
and cut down on high -frequency losses due 
to stray capacitance. 
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VISONIK SPEAKER SYSTEM 

The Sub -1 subwoofer from Visonik of Ameri- 
ca, Inc., is designed to match the company's 
David 502 speaker system. The Sub -1 fea - 
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Let Walter H. Buchsbaum, one of the nation's leading electronics experts, show you 

Don't spend one minute more than is necessary 
on any troubleshooting job! 

It's not a question of being lazy. It's just a 

matter of knowing a sure and quick way to find 
the defect. And that's the way you're going to 

know. 
Walter H. Buchsbaum, one of the most re- 

spected authorities in electronics, has been 
collecting surefire troubleshooting methods 
for many years. From experts. In all areas of 
electronics. Now he's put the best of them, 
along with his own proven techniques, into 
TESTED ELECTRONICS TROUBLESHOOTING 
METHODS. 

This book is presently selling for $12.95. But, 
now you can have it for just $1.98. YOU SAVE 

$10.97! 
It's our way of introducing you to the 

Electronics Book Service, the no -risk book club 
which is currently keeping over 50,000 techni- 
cians, troubleshooters and hobbyists informed 
of the best, more useful new books in the field of 
electronics. 

TESTED ELECTRONICS TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING METHODS is typical of the selec- 
tions we offer members. It gives you solid, expert 
help on all kinds of troubleshooting problems. It 

shows you how to save time-money-and work. 
This is why we have chosen it to introduce you 

to the Electronics Book Service. Join now, as a 

trial member, and you'll receive your copy of 

TESTED ELECTRONICS TROUBLESHOOTING 
METHODS-for just $1.98! This is your only fi- 
nancial commitment of membership. For the 
Electronics Book Service is a risk -free book 
club: As a member, you buy only what you want, 
when you want, and always at a substantial dis- 
count! 

When you receive your copy of TESTED ELEC- 
TRONICS TROUBLESHOOTING METHODS, 
you'll learn an easy method that reduces the 
bulk of electronic repair to the simple applica- 
tion of 4 basic troubleshooting techniques. Four 
minimum -time, maximum -efficiency proce- 
dures that will solve 99% of your electronic re- 
pair problems. And with record ease. speed and 
accuracy. 

THE SYMPTOM -FUNCTION TECHNIQUE 
will quickly isolate the defect to a particu- 
lar part of the equipment. Once you iso- 
late the trouble spot.. 
THE SIGNAL -TRACING TECHNIQUE will 
help you find the stage-amplifier-logic 
gate-or whatever the cause of the trou- 
ble. 
THE VOLTAGE -RESISTANCE TECHNI- 
QUE will precisely pinpoint for you the 
defective component. 
THE VOLTAGE -SUBSTITUTION TECH- 
NIQUE will verify the trouble and, in some 
types of equipment, find the solution 
from among the remaining possibilities. 

These 4 basic techniques form the foundation 
for all successful troubleshooting. You can use 
them singly or in combination. They work like 
magic for all the top-level electronics experts. 
And they'll work for you! 

And these 4 techniques aren't the only sure- 
fire troubleshooting techniques you'll find in 
TESTED ELECTRON ICS TROUBLESHOOTING 
METHODS. Buchsbaum bring you a whole 
battery of time -saving, work -saving methods 

how 4 easy -to -use 
troubleshooting techniques 

can solve 99% of your electronic 
problems in record time! 

Act now. Save $10.97. Publisher's price: $12.95. 

Yours for just $1.98. 
-methods which the nation's most success- 
ful electronics experts are using. 

For bonuses, Buchsbaum gives you additional 
guidelines for getting the most out of your 
equipment. You'll see how to test and calibrate 
all standard meters. Even how to get the most 
for your money when you select test equipment. 

What's more, you'll discover methods for find- 
ing and solving intermittent defects-which are 
usually hard to find. And for dealing with inter- 
ference defects-which are often mistaken for 
component failure. 

TESTED ELECTRONICS TROUBLESHOOT- 
ING METHODScontainsover 100 illustrations 
that simplify these methods and formulas the 
experts use. You'll have the circuit and block 
diagrams- tables - charts -schematics - 
and checklists that make Buchsbaum's trou- 
bleshooting techniques easy to apply. 

With this battery of simplified troubleshoot- 
ing techniques, you'll be able to handle all 
kinds of electronic repair work quickly- 
easily-economically. And without wasting 
time-doing unnecessary extra work-or 
going through endless trial -and -error. For these 
reasons, TESTED ELECTRONICS TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING METHODS is a perfect introduc- 
tion to the ...ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE. 

The Electronics Book Service does a job 
which you don't have time to do for yourself. 
We carefully screen the hundreds of books on 
the subject, select those which are the most 
useful or whicn bring you the latest informa- 
tion on technical innovations and improve- 
ments of prime importance. 

Your membership is an ideal way to keep in 
touch with the onrushing advances in elec- 
tronics and its applications-to keep on top of 
a rapidly changing technology. 

As a member, you can build a professional 
library of superb quality and permanent 
value-one which will meet your every interest 
and requirement, always available for you to 
consult for expert help in any need. And you 
can acquire this library as quickly or as slowly 
as you choose. 

Remember, the Electronics Bock Service 
has no minimum purchase requirements as do 
many book clubs. Once you've paid $1.98 for 
TESTED ELECTRONICS TROUBLESHOOT- 
ING METHODS, you don't need to purchase 
any further selections! 

txw, 

Tested 

Electronics 

Trouniesnoodne 

methods 

try Walter 
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Why delay? Mail the coupon below to get your 
copy of this $12.95 handbook for only 
$1.98-and to receive all the benefits of mem- 
bership in the Electronics Book Service on a 

risk -free trial basis. Fill out and mail your coupon 
light away. 

Here is the practical 
and efficient way 
in which the Electronics 
Book Service operates. 

1. When you enroll as a member, you 
receive-for only $1.98 (plus postage and 
handling, with tax where applicable)-your 
copy of TESTED ELECTRONICS TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING METHODS. This is the only obliga- 
tion you are committed to make. 

2. You are under no obligation to accept any 
minimum number of selections within any 
time limit. You can take as many or as few as 
you wish. And, you may resign at any time with 
no obligation once you have paid for your copy 
of TESTED ELECTRONICS TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING METHODS. 

3. On selections you do accept, your mem- 
bership entitles you to a discount from the 
publisher's list price. This discount is availa- 
ble to members only and provides you with 
substantial savings. 

4. Every four weeks we'll send you a free 
bulletin describing the current selection. If 
you want the selection, no action is required; it 
will be shipped to you automatically. If you 

don't want it, just return the card enclosed 
with the bulletin. 

5. You have at least 10 days to decide 
whether you want the selection or not. Return 
the card so we receive it no later than the date 
specified. If you don't have 10 days to answer 
and receive an unwanted selection, return it at 
our expense. 

6. Each bulletin also describes a number of 
alternate or additional selections. also availa- 
ble to you at the special discount price for 
members. 

r - FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY.. 

ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE 
Dept. 6651-P1(5), P.U. Box 42 

Weal Nyack, N.Y. 10994 

' Please enroll me in Electronics Book Service on a risk -free trial basis. I am to 

receive announcements free of charge, and will be entitled to full privileges as a 

member-without obligation to buy any specific number of club selections. As my 

first selection under this trial membership, send me TESTED ELECTRONICS 
TROUBLESHOOTING METHODS for only $1.98 (plus postage and handling, with 
tax where applicable). 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Oiler Smiled to new members (U.S. and Canada) only. 
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IDEAL FOR 
SHORE 

cartridges 

One size Sita 

all Shure 
p 

cartridges 

Replacer 
stylus t, 

Shure 
v-15 

Needle in the 
hi-fi haystack 
Even we were astounded at how 
difficult it is to find an adequate 
other -brand replacement sty/us for a 
Shure cartridge. We recently 
purchased 241 random styli that were 
not manufactured by Shure. but were 
being sold as replacements for our 
cartridges. Only ONE of these 241 
styli could pass the same basic 
production line performance tests 
that ALL genuine Shure styli must 
pass. But don't simply accept what 
we say here. Send for the documented 
test results we've compiled for you in 
data booklet # AL548. Insist on a 
genuine Shure stylus so that your 
cartridge will retain its original 
performance capability-and at the 
same time protect your records. 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
222 Hart rey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204 
in Catada: A.C. Sirmnonds at Sons Limited 

=SHURE. '® 

71 

SNU 
. 

Mann/acturers of high fidelity components. 
microphones. sound systems and related circuitry. 
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SENCORE CB SCOPE CONVERTER 

Sencore's Model CB44 27 -MHz CB scope 
frequency converter allows the display of CB 
modulation envelopes on any oscilloscope 
having a 1 -MHz vertical bandwidth. In opera- 
tion, the CB44's input cable is attached to the 
transceiver's antenna output jack and the 
scope probe is attached to universal output 
loops on the converter's enclosure. Power for 
the converter circuity is taken from the incom- 
ing CB signal. An internal dummy load dissi- 
pates the transceiver's r -f output. A 1.2-V p -p 
max. output at the transmitted frequency is 
also provided for use with frequency count- 
ers. The CB -44 can be used on any of the 40 
CB channels. $75. 

CIRCLE NO. 99 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD tures a 12" (30 -cm) woofer and matrix cross- 
over. The D-502, an improved version of the 
David 50, is said to have an improved woofer 
and crossover network. A LED in the D-502 
flickers when the tweeter reaches its power - 
handling limit to warn the user of an overdrive 
condition. The Sub -1/D-502 combination is 
rated to handle up to 200 watts/channel, 
while minimum driving power is specified to 
be 40 watts/channel. Frequency response of 
the system is rated at t2 dB from 28 to 
20,000 Hz. Crossover is nominally at 160 Hz. 
The Sub -1 is available in a walnut wood cabi- 
net with dark brown grille ($450) or dark gray 
cabinet with handles, black foam grille, and 
bright metal surround ($500). The D-502 and 
Sub -1 are available separately. 
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HAMMOND AUDIO EQUIPMENT RACK 

The Audio -File equipment rack from Ham- 
mond Industries, Inc. is designed to hoLse 

e 

HEATH TRI-OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY 

The Heath Company's new Model IP-2718 
experimenter's power supply kit has three 

I!E 
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r .. 
floating outputs that can be interconnected as 
the user desires. A fixed 5 -volt output at 1.5 A 
dc and two variable 0 -to -20 -volt outputs at 
0.5 A dc each are available at front -panel 
binding posts. The two variable outputs can 
be tracked to "follow" each other at any spec- 
ified voltage difference. All outputs are short- 
circuit protected with current limiting. They 
can be operated independently, in series, or 
in parallel. A switchable front -panel meter 
monitors output voltages and currents. The 
supply is also available factory assembled, 
Model SP -2718. Prices are $80 (IP-2718) 
and $140 (SP -2718). 
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AUDIO-TECHNICA TONEARM LIFT 

The Model AT6005 pneumatic tonearm lift 
from Audio-Technica is designed to add a 
built-in cueing feature to turntables not so 
equipped. The arm operates by air pressure - 

stereo equipment in a rack that takes up 22" 
x 19" (55.9 x 48.3 cm) of floor space and 
stands 48" (121.9 cm) high. The brushed alu- 
minum mainframe is accented with black 
Plexiglass side panels. The Audio -File is 
available in kit form for $350. It is also avail- 
able in a Decor Matching Kit of aluminum - 
only design for about $210, which gives the 
buyer the opportunity of selecting panels and 
shelves to color match existing decor. Ad- 
dress: Hammond Industries Inc., 155 Michael 
Dr., Syosset, NY 11791 
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rather than fluid to eliminate leakage and 
pressure changes that often occur as a result 
of changes in temperature. The lift mech- 
anism is said to be easily mounted on most 
turntable bases and raises the tonearm 9/64" 
(3.6 mm). For flexible mounting, the lift 
comes with a 20" (50.8 -cm) rubber tube that 
permits placing the lift actuator on any turnta- 
ble base location. $30. 
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The Realistic Mach One isn't just for your ears! 
Multicell midrange horn 

Provides a true spatial image. 
Smooth 800-8000 Hz response 
for a "live" presence. 

Heavy-duty tweeter horn 
Delivers crisp and clean highs 
from 8000 to 25,000 Hz. 

Treble, midrange L -pads 
Calibrated controls for precise 
adjustment of response to suit 
room acoustics. 

Oiled walnut veneer 
We make speaker positioning 
easy by including a cabinet with 
the look and feel of fine furniture - so the Mach Ore looks great 
anywhere! 

. 

Removable grille 
The sturdy grille frame snaps on 

and off for easy access to the 

response controls. 

9'' 

. 

. 

I....-... _ _ 

e 

Massive 
15" woofer 

The acoustic suspension, 
large -excursion cone has 

an effective radiating 
area of over 100 square 
inches-the equivalent of 
a huge air -pump - for 
bass you can feel all the 
way down to 20 Hz. The 
four -layer voice coil is 

wound on a brass form for 
heavy power handling 

° y capacity-over 100 watts 
peak program material. 

,t - - 

A great loudspeaker doesn't just please your ears. It reproduces deep bass 

with a power and punch your entire body feels ... it recreates the live 

ambience so accurately that when you close your eyes, you're "on location" in 

that auditorium, concert hall or night spot ... and it delivers top performance 
with both moderate and high-powered amplifiers. If you think we're talking 

about a $400 speaker, you haven't experienced the Mach One. For under 

$200 each*, you get incredible "live theatre" sound from a name you can 

depend on: Realistic. Backed by 56 years in audio design, manufacture, 

sales and service. So bring in your favorite record for a Mach One 

audition, and discover the feel of music. 

FREE! New '78 Catalog 
Come in for your copy 

' and see what's really 
new in electronics. 164 

pages, 100 in full color. 
2000 exclusive items. 

Retail price may vary at individual stores and dealers. 

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN: 

Radie IhaeK 
A TANDY COMPANY FORT WORTH. TEXAS 76102 

OVER 6000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES 
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HOBBYISTS! ENGINEERS! TECHNICIANS! STUDENTS! 
Write and run machine language programs at home, display video graphics 
on your TV set and design microprocessor circuits - the very first night - even if you've never used a computer before! 

RCA COSMAC microprocessor/mini- SPECIFICATIONS 
ELF II features an RCA 
COSMAC COS/MOS 8 -bit 
microprocessor address- 
able to 64k bytes with 
DMA. interrupt, 16 regis- 
ters. ALU, 256 byte RAM, 
full hex keyboard, two 
digit hex output display, 
5 slot plug-in expansion 
bus, stable crystal clock 
for timing purposes and a 
double -sided plated - 
through PC board plus 
RCA 1861 video IC to dis- 
play any segment of mem- 
ory on a video monitor or 
TV screen. 

USE ELF II FOR... 
GAMES 
Play interactive keyboard games, 
games with analog inputs, games 
utilizing your TV set for a video 
display! 

GRAPHICS 
Create pictures, designs, alpha-, 
numerics and fabulous animated 
effects on your TV screen for 
hour after hour of family fun! 
CIRCUIT DESIGN 
Design circuits using a micro- 
processor. Use ELF II as a 
counter, alarm system, lock, 
controller, thermostat, timer, 
telephone dialer, etc. The pos- 
sibilities are infinite! 
Coming Soon! 
Exclusive Netronics Plug -In 
Program Debugger and monitor 
allows visual display of any 
program on a clock pulse by 
clock pulse basis to help you 
learn programming f-a-s-Il 4k 
memory Cassette I/O D to 
A, A to D Controller plug -ins. 

va= zi computer 

s 
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A THOUGHTFUL GIFT 
FOR ANYONE WHO MUST 

STAY UP TO DATE IN 
COMPUTERS AND 

ELECTRONICS' 

$9995 
ELF- II 

SEND TODAY -amt_-NMMN1 
I NETRONICS R&D LTD., Dept. PEI I 

333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776 Phone (203) 354-9375 
Yes! / want ro run programs at controllers, etc. (soon to be 
home and have enclosed: available as kits). Manual in- I 

$99.95 plus $3 p&h for RCA eludes instructions for assembly, 
COSMAC ELF II kit. Featured testing, programming, video I 
in POPULAR ELECTRONICS. graphics and games plus how 
Includes all components plus you can get ELF II User's Club I 
everything you need to write bulletins. Kit can be assembled 
and run machine language pro- in a single evening and you'll 
grams plus the new Pixie chip still have time to run programs, that lets you display video including games, video graphics, 
graphics on your TV screen. De- controllers, etc., before going to 
signed to give engineers practice bed! $4.95 for 1.5 amp 6.3 
in computer programming and VAC power supply, required for II I 
microprocessor circuit design, ELF II kit. $5.00 for RCA 
ELF II is also perfect for college 1802 User's Manual. 
and college -bound students (who I want mine wired and tested must understand computers for with the power transformer and II I any engineering, scientific or RCA 1802 User's Manual for I business career). Easy instruc- $149.95 Plus $3 p&h, tions get you started right away, Conn. res. add sales tax. even if you've never used a com- 
puter before! NAME 

As your need for computing 
ADDRESS power grows, five card expan- 

sion bus (less connectors) allows CITY memory expansion, program de- 
bugger/monitor, cassette 110, A STATE 7IP 
to D and D to A converters, O Send info on other kits! 

LPROM, ASCII keyboard inputs, Dealer Inquiries Invited M----ri mom u^-t:-i_tir 
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tt 11ILIntosh CATALOG 
ia. and FM DIRECTORY 

Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Sol- 
id State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will 
receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America. 

II If It D 'E H '42. 
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MX 113 
FM/FM STEREO - AM TUNER AND PREAMPLIFIER 

i 

NAME 

TODAY!... I 
ADDRESS 

I CITY STATE ZIP 

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc. 
East Side Station P.O. Box 96 
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904 
Dept. PE 

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. 
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine. 

CIRCLE NO. 36 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

New Literature 

ALLISON SPEAKER CATALOG 

Allison Acoustics' new catalog describes its 
line of loudspeaker systems. An introductory 
section explains the operating principle of Al- 
lison's convex -diaphragm, mid -range and 
tweeter drivers and how its room -matched 
speaker systems generate flat power output. 
Comprehensive mechanical, electrical and 
performance specifications for each model 
are included. Address: Allison Acoustics, 
Inc., 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760. 

UL SAFETY REQUIREMENT SPECS 

"How to Specify Products That Meet UL 
Safety Requirements" is a new brochure 
from Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. Written 
in a question and answer format, the guide 
provides information on the specification of 
products, materials and systems that meet 
UL requirements. Address: Underwriters 
Laboratories, Inc., Public Information Office, 
207 E. Ohio St., Chicago, IL 60611. 

CITIZENS BAND BOOKLET 

"The ABC's of CB" by Sparkomatic dis- 
cusses the components of a CB system and 
what to check before buying them; FCC rules 
and regulations; and the advantages of own- 
ing a CB radio. A glossary of code terms and 
a list of sample "handles" are also included. 
Price, 50 cents. Address: Sparkomatic Corp., 
Milford, PA 18337. 

ALEXANDER BATTERY CATALOG 

An 8 -page catalog from Alexander Manufac- 
turing describes its line of batteries for com- 
munications and portable video equipment. 
Nickel -cadmium and alkaline -mercury batter- 
ies are listed, including a line of replacement 
batteries for ENG video tape recorders and 
cameras. Comprehensive electrical specifi-' 
cations are provided. A section describing the 
company's automatic battery chargers is also 
included. Address: Alexander Manufacturing 
Co., Box 1645, Mason City, IA 50401. 

CONSUMER GUIDE TO METRICS 

The Commerce Department's National Bu- 
reau of Standards has revised and updated 
its guidebook "What About Metric?" The new 
edition includes changes that resulted from 
the passage of the Metric Conversion Act of 
1975, and explains how the metric system 
will be used on a daily basis with common 
measures and weights problems. Price, 35 
cents. Address: Consumer Information Cen- 
ter, Pueblo, CO 81009. 
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 Stereo Scene 

NEW TESTS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS 
THE MORE I think about it, the more 

convinced I become that your typi- 
cal little neighborhood hi-fi test lab is no- 
where without-at the very least-a 
spectrum analyzer. A colleague dropped 
in the other day with his Hewlett-Pac- 
kard 3580A, in order to examine a lac- 
quer disc he had just had mastered at a 
downtown studio. The ease with which 
he rocketed through a series of tests 
that would have taken me endless time 
and interconnecting cables (only to find 
out, much later, that what I had mea- 
sured was the hum from some faulty 
ground) was most depressing. 

With practice my friend has become a 
fair hand with his instrument, so that he 
was halfway finished with his work be- 
fore I had abandoned my search for an 
unused ac wall outlet (not realizing that 
the H -P has a self-contained battery 
pack). So now, contemplating my only 
recently acquired and quite conventional 
THD and IM analyzers, I know how a 
modern commando might feel when he 
must face the world armed only with a 
stone axe. Furthermore, things have 
gotten to the point where some people 
feel that even a spectrum analyzer is 
primitive equipment. "Your basic spec- 
trum analyzer is okay, to be sure, but it 
doesn't begin to achieve its full useful- 
ness until interfaced with your basic lab- 
oratory computer." And etcetera. 

The Well -Tested Speaker. What 
the new shape of test instrumentation 
will mean to the development and evalu- 
ation of loudspeakers is as yet a little 
hard to say. Several speaker manufac- 
turers and even a few speaker reviewers 
have embraced the new technology for 
its awesome power, particularly in stud- 
ies relating to loudspeaker performance 
in the time domain. Here, there appears 
to be much remaining to be accom- 
plished. To date their work has generally 
shown that, yes, in the objective sense, 
the typical loudspeaker's performance is 
every bit as bad as we all suspected. 
Thus, we have been left to puzzle out 
why devices that measure so bad can 

r.. .. o _ 'i =. ¿' ' 45 
By Ralph Hodges 

manage to sound so good to our ears. 
On the other hand, the new measure- 

ment techniques have permitted some 
appreciable (objective) improvements in 
these areas of speaker performance, 
and the products embodying them have 
been marching into the marketplace in 
steadily increasing numbers. So far, 
most reviewers have found that the best 
of these is every bit as good as the best 
speaker systems designed without 
benefit of the new techniques. However, 
they have not as yet had any universally 
persuasive or consistent reason to de- 
clare them any better. 

For example, in recent years hologra- 
phy has provided a whole new way of 
studying the behavior of loudspeaker 
diaphragms. And, sure enough, coher- 
ent -light photographs have shown time 
and again that speaker cones move as 
ideally rigid pistons a.Iot less of the time 
than we would like. In particular, photo- 
graphs of tweeter domes have revealed 
that as frequency increases, there is of- 
ten a tendency for the central region of 
the dome to physically decouple from 
the periphery near the voice coil. In ef- 
fect, under high accelerations the center 

of the dome tries to stand still, turning 
the diaphragm into a ring radiator in- 
stead of an integral piston. Since a ring 
radiator of this type has undesirable dis- 
persion characteristics, it has been sug- 
gested that a cone tweeter with a small - 
diameter voice coil is likely to exhibit bet- 
ter dispersion at very high frequencies 
than a dome. However, the plausibility of 
this case notwithstanding, you'll notice 
that the popularity of the dome device 
has not perceptibly declined with speak- 
er designers. For many applications it 
apparently remains the best compro- 
mise between power -handling ability 
and acceptable dispersion, and the so- 
phistication with which its misbehavior 
can be measured has not yet changed 
the situation very much. 

Isolating Meaningful Distortion. 
Elsewhere, the new techniques and in- 
strumentation show signs of leading to 
immediate and meaningful progress. In 
the August 1977 Stereo Review, Peter 
Fryer of Rank HI Fl in England describes 
investigations into several postulated 
loudspeaker faults (Doppler distortion, 
for example) that no one has yet really 
succeeded in pinning down. These were 
all phenomena that are difficult to mea- 
sure, and hence their effects on the mu- 
sic -listening experience have not been 
characterized or quantified. Instead of 
trying to measure them as they exist in 
available products, Fryer artificially gen- 
erated these distortions through various 
means and injected them (in known 
amounts) into speakers he had reason 
to believe were acceptably free of them 
to begin with. 

When Fryer was finished, the "mys- 
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There are few DC amplifiers in the world 
with THD as low as 002%. 
But there's only one prcediJnder400. 

Introdudrg the Technics SE -9060 stereo/monc DC 

amplifier. Its concept is simple: amplification with 
inaudible distortion. 

How Technics achieved this elusive goal is 

not quite so simple. Like the difference our newly 
developed dual FETs make in the current mirrcr-load 
differential ampl f.er. They enable the SE -9060 to 
achieve the DC stability necessary for the highest gain 
in the crucial firsr stage. 

Another difference is the constant current 'road 

and cur-ent feedback used in the voltage amplifier to 
reduce distortion to c minimum. A minimum so low -it 
is barely detectable with the -most advanced 
measuring equipmen-. 

Butt inaudibne distortion was not the engineers' 
only goal. That's why Technics SE -9060 is a DC 

amplifier. Each cmp section and the NFB loop is direct 
coupled without the use of any capacitors. So. tie 
SE -9060 not only has inaudible distortion, it also 

CIRCLE 

boasts flat frequency -esponse from DC to 100 kHz 

with almost norexistens phase shift. 
In addition.to-all the improvements in the 

amplifier stages, Technics alsc eliminated all signs of 
transient distortion with completely independent 
power supplies to: each channel. 

Compare specifications and prices. And you'll 
reat'ize there's no ccriparison for the SE -9060. 

POWER OUTPL.11: 70 wats per channel (stereo), 
18C watts (mono) min. RMS into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 

20 kHz with no m,o"e than 0.002% THD. INTERMOD- 

ULATION DISTORTION (60 Hz: 7 kHz, 4: 1): 0.02%. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: DC -100 kHz, +0 dB, 
- dB. POWER 3ANCWIDTI{ 5' Hz -50 kHz, -3 dB. 

S/N: 120 dB (IHF A). RESIDUAL HUM & NOISE: 100 µV. 

INPUT SENSITNTY & IMPEDANCE: 1 V/47k52. 
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: $399.95Y 

Technics' SE -906+0. A rare combination of audio 
:.;=technology. A new standard of audio excellence. 

7ecFnics recommended arce. but actual retail price will be set by dealers. 

Technics Professional Series 
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tery distortion" that stood out as being 
most irritating to listeners, even in rela- 
tively small amounts, was a rather 
prevelant distortion that he calls "de- 
layed resonance." Delayed resonance 
is simply whatever "sound" of a reso- 
nance persists after the input signal to 
the loudspeaker has ceased. Because it 
persists, it is presumably less subject to. 

psychoacoustic masking than a distor- 
tion that cuts off with the input. Fryer re- 
ports he confidently expected the sharp, 
"high -Q" type of resonance to be the 
most objectionable to listeners. It wasn't. 
It seems such resonances involve so 
narrow a band of frequencies that most 
program material sets them off relatively 
rarely. Nor were broadband low -Q reso- 
nances a problem; they tended to be 
heard as equalization errors, and could 
be equalized out effectively. No, it was 
the intermediate conditions that raised 
the most objection-something that 
would not have been obvious without 
these investigations. 

Measuring Delayed Resonances. 
From the evidence of Fryer's work, it ap- 
pears that something quite definite is 
now known about a rather elusive loud- 
speaker fault. Where can we go with this 
knowledge? Very shortly, if not immedi- 

ately, we can go into newly instrumented 
laboratories well equipped to examine 
complicated acoustic phenomena on a 
real-time basis. The sort of work done by 
JVC in computer -derived acoustic - 
wave -form representations (as reported 
in this column last year) has been con- 
tinuing rapidly. And it happens that Fry- 
er's work largely coincided with the de- 
velopment at Acoustic Research of a 
computer system that draws frequency - 
response plots of a loudspeaker's output 
at time intervals as closely spaced as 
fifty millionths of a second (as shown in 
the diagrams). AR refers to this process 
as the "fingerprinting" of a speaker sys- 
tem, and the result as a transient decay 
plot. It begins with the speaker's stimula- 
tion by an impulse-a "gunshot" type of 
input, well-defined in duration and in- 
volving all audio frequencies. The test 
microphone's pickup then undergoes 
spectrum analysis which goes to a com- 
puter to evolve the frequency -response 
plots shown, advancing along a time 
axis that extends into the paper and be- 
gins at the top of the diagrams. 

Part A of the figure shows the poorer 
loudspeaker, and the response ir- 
regularities are precisely those delayed 
resonances studied by Fryer. Note that 
they occupy small -to -medium band- 

widths, tending to confirm Fryer's view 
that moderate -Q resonances are the 
worst degraders of audio quality. 

Interestingly, the AR computer will 
provide these graphical data in three di- 
mensions (using the overlaid red and 
green lines once employed by 3-D com- 
ic books), so that a sort of landscaped 
profile of response plots receding into 
the page can be viewed. Our editorial 
budget does not provide for this kind of 
printing (or for the red- and green -lensed 
goggles that would have to be bound 
into the magazine in order for you to see 
it properly), so you'll have to take my 
word for it. 

Doppler Distortion Revisited. Af- 
ter all these years there seems still to be 
no agreement about Doppler distortion. 
Can it be heard? If so, under what cir- 
cumstances? And is it likely to be trou- 
blesome with real program material 
played on real audio systems? While 
Fryer's investigations were busy dis- 
proving the importance of Doppler dis- 
tortion as an audio "problem," other 
voices were raised to indict it once 
again. 

Doppler distortion is a frequency mod- 
ulation of a high frequency or frequen- 
cies by a low frequency, taking place 

C. ^ YOU OUTS T 
OUR COMPUTER? 

Don't be too sure. The computer built into 
Parker Brothers' new game Code Name: 
Sector"' is capable of making thousands 
of calculations per second. It's as 
powerful as early computers that filled 
entire rooms and sold for millions of F., rco dollars. And, while it gives you 
clues to track down and sink a 
hidden electronic submarine, it 
also helps the sub escape and 

w. 

counter-attack. That's the 
catch that makes,every game - 

a real challenge. Whether L 

you re playing alone or 
4164,91,.. 

against others, your 
toughest opponent is the 
computer. Code Name: 
SectorTM, the new elec- 
tronic board game from 
Parker Brothers. It's a 
game with a mind of its own. 

'PARKER 
G4MES 

FT,A'O))N 

re.0 
1'UIIiV l.l, 

©1977 Parker Brothers Division of General Mills Fun Group Inc.. Salem, Mass. 01970. 
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Introducing the 
Purists would feel better [fit cost over $1j000. 

"To some, hiners' thatoffer 0.08% -HD, 50 cB stereo 
separation, a capture ratio of=0.8 dB and waveform 
fidelity should demand a price.tag of over $1,000. 
-But with the ST-9030'this performance canoe yours 
for. under $400* 

That's quite a feat for a tuner. But then` the 9 

ST -9030 is gcite c tunec.It has two completely 
independent IF circu ts: A narrow band, for ultra -sharp 
selectivity.'And a wide band, for ultra -high separation 
and ultra -law distort on. It even selects the -ight band,. , 

depending on recep-ion conditions, automatically. 
Both bcnds give you the same extended flat r 

frequency response. Because, unlike conventional 
tuners, tie S--9030 utilizes an electronic pilot cancel 
circuit that cjts the pilot signal; without cu-ting any of 
the high end. It's ingenious. And aTechnics nnovation: 

The Technics S--9030 has one of the quietest, ' 

most sensitive front ends of any tuner.. With an ' 

advanced linear frequency 8-garged tunirg capacitor' ° 
and 3 double -tuned circuits, plus dual-gate_MOS° 

- . 

. 

. _ 

CIRCLE NO: 59- 'ON 

FETs in the 2 -stage RF amplifie- and bolcnced mixer - ° 

circuit. What's n -ore, there's a servo tLning ci _uit that 
lock_ into the -used frequency, egardlessoll -minor 

fluctuations. The result: Negliciole drift disto --ion and 
mcx mum stereo separation. 

Technics ST -9030, Compere specificeti i s. 

Con -pare prices, 'And you'll realize theres redly no 
comparison. 

THD (stereo): Wide -0.O8á ()kHz). Now iw-0.3%: 
(lkl-z): SIN: 80 dB. FREQUENCY RESPCNSE: 

18 kHz 0.1, - 0.5 dB. SELEcrIV,TY: 'de -25 dB. 

Nar-ow-90 dB 'CAPTURE RATl): Wide-11adB. ° 

Narow-2.0 dE. IF, IMAGE and SPURIOCS R=S9ONSE 

REJECTIONS (98 mHz): 135 dB AM SUPPEESEIDN 

(wioe): 58 dB. STEREO SEFARA11JN (1 kHz): /,ide-50 
dB. Marrow -40 dB. CARRIER LEAK: Vcricble - 65 dB " 
(19 KHz). Fixed ---70 dB (19 k -z, 38 <H:). SUGGESTED 

RETAIL PRICE: $399.95 
Technics S--9030. A "rare =oinbinat on o: audio 

"tecl-nolcgy. A new standard cf audio excel ence. 
Techrics recommended price, but cctual cloil orice «il be -t by dealers. 

Technics Profession' Series 
by Panasonic ° ' 
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cordless 
soldering 
iron for 
heavy -use 
applications: 

Complete 
recharge in an 
hour; 

partial recharge 
for use in a 

few minutes. 

Up to 125 electronic joints or more 
per charge. Low voltage, battery 
powered, ground free isolated tip 
design. Ask your electronics dealer. 

16 snap -in tips 
to fit any job 
plus a PC Drill. 

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION 
Originators of Practical Cordless Soldering 
Sterling. Illinois 61081 (815) 625-6525 

"Manufacturing Excellence Since 1919" 

CIRCLE NO. 62 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Try this exciting, 
-new hobby! Build 

your own electronic concert 
organ. It's easy. Nó téchnical" 
knowledge required. Just. 
follow the clearly pictured 
instructions, of the famous 
Wersi do-it-yourself system. 

° ° Choose from seven different 
models. Send $2.00 

' (refundable) with coupon for 
colorful 104 page catalog. 

®WEREL. 

.*11"1"C"k"."11.7-71 
srryr r++ .. . .° 

. 

,',-,.0 "-___ 

O eAP. 

Wersi Electronics, Inc. 
Dept.42. Box 5318 

1720 Hempstead Road 
Lancaster. PA 17601 

Enclosed is $2.00 for my copy of your 104 page catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
J 

when a single loudspeaker 'diaphragm is 
called upon to reproduce both. Woofers 
are. usually the accused agents when 
Doppler distortion is cited, because 
theirs are the only diaphragms making 
large enough in -and -out excursions to 
make the effect possible at all. 

Fryer used frequencies within the au- 
dio range in experiments that seemed to 
prove that Doppler effects virtually never 
achieve sufficient magnitude to be audi- 
ble with typical hi-fi speakers. Now, 
Tomlinson Holman of Apt Corporation 
reports that it is precisely those frequen- 
cies outside the audio range that are go- 
ing to cause the trouble: specifically, fre- 
quencies from record warps and defor- 
mations, which peak in energy around 4 
to 6 Hz on many record players (as a re - 

Decay of an impulse 
signal with time as 
reproduced by a 
poor loudspeaker 
(above) and a good 
one (at right). 

B 

suit of arm -cartridge resonance). It hap- 
pens that the ear's sensitivity to flutter 
also peaks at about 4 Hz. Moreover, it is 
certain that the woofer .of an air -suspen- 
sion or ported speaker system will be 
undergoing very large excursions if it is 
being stimulated by any significant 
amount of 4 -Hz energy. 

Holman confidently claims that he has 
heard and demonstrated Doppler effects 
produced by infrasonic signals any num- 
ber of times, and that this is the primary 
reason for the steep low-cut filter he 
builds into his phono preamplifiers. I 

cannot yet report on this matter from 
first-hand experience, but I can at least 
pass along the information for the bene- 
fit of those readers who would like to 
look into it themselves.' 
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WHAT THE EXPERTS 
CALLED THE BEST 

LAST YEAR WASN'T 
GOOD ENOUGH FORUS. 

"IT CANNOT BE FAULTED" 
SA 9500 -STEREO REVIEW 

"AS NEAR TO PERFECT AS WE'VE 
ENCOUNTERED" TX 9500 -POPULAR 

ELECTRON ICS 
"CERTAINLY ONE OF THE BEST... AT ANY 

PRICE' TX 9500 -MODERN HI Fl 

1 r ]r 

sti95Ooi1 
Last ybar, the experts paid Pioneer's 

integrated amps and tuners some of the highest 
compliments ever. 

But rather than sitting back and resting on 
our laurels, we set out to build even better amps 
and tuners. Amps and tuners that would not only 
surpass anything we'd ever built before, but 
anything anyone ever built before. 

Our new TX 950011 tuner is a perfect 
example. 

Its front end features three newly developed 
field effect transistors that work to let you pull in 

beautiful FM reception no matter how far you 
live from the transmitter. 

It has separate bandwidths for weak and 
strong stations. Which means you can filter all 
the noise out of weak stations without worrying 
about overfiltering strong ones. 

And where most tuners have multiplex 
circuits that accidentally cut out some of the 
frequencies that add depth and presence to the 
music, the multiplex circuit in the TX 950011 
preserves them. So the music begins to sound as 

if it's coming live from your living room, instead 
of from some radio station miles away. 

Naturally, after developing a tuner this 
advanced, we had no choice but to create an 
amplifier that could match it. 

That amplifier is our new SA 950011. A fully 

i n a -s 

. ".-. 

1X9 50011 

integrated ámplífíer that's capable of producing a 

continuous power output of 80 watts per 
channel RMS into eight ohms, from 20 to 
20,000 hertz, with no more than 0.1% total 
harmonic distortion. 

In other words, an amp that cannot only 
reproduce the entire audible frequency range of 
every conceivable instrument, but an amp that 
can reproduce all music with a total harmonic 
distortion level well under what the human ear 
can hear. 

Obviously, both the SA 950011 and the TX 

950011 are very sophisticated pieces of 
equipment. But all of the engineering skill that 
went into making them has gone into every tuner 
and amplifier in our new series II. No matter 
what the price, no matter what the 
specifications. 

And that's something you don't have to be 
an expert to appreciate. 

High Fidelity Components 

CD PIONEER.' 
WE BRING IT BACK ALIVE. 

© 1977 U.S. Pioneer Electronics, 85 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074. 
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When you do,you'll probably pick CIE© 
You can't afford to settle for less when it comes to something like 

electronics training that could 
affect your whole life. 
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Ivhen you shop around for 
tires, you look for a bar- 

gain. After all, if it's the same 
brand, better price -why not 
save money? 

Education's different. 
There's no such thing as "same 
brand." No two schools are 
alike. And, once you've made 
your choice, the training you 
get stays with you for the rest 
of your life. 

So, shop around for your 
training. Not for the bargain. 
For the best. Thorough, profes- 
sional training to help give you 
pride and confidence. 

;f * 
If you talked to some of our 

graduates, chances are you'd 
find a lot of them shopped 
around for their training. They 
pretty much knew what was 
available. And they picked CIE 
as number one. 
Why you should 
shop around yourself. 

We hope you'll shop around. 
Because, frankly, CIE isn't for 
everyone. 

There are other options 
for the hobbyist. If you're the 
ambitious type - with serious 
career goals in electronics- 
take a close look at what 
we've planned for you at CIE. 

What you should look 
for first. 

Part of what makes elec- 
tronics so interesting is it's 
based on scientific discoveries 
- on ideas! So the first thing to 
look for is a program that starts 
with ideas and builds on them! 

That's what happens with 
CIE's Auto -Programmed® 
Lessons. Each lesson takes one 
or two principles and helps you 
master them-before you 
start using them! 
How practical 
is the training? 

This is the next big impor- 
tant question. After all, your 
career will be built on what you 
can do - and on how 
well you do it. 1111 

Here are r"` 
ways some - 

of CIE's 
trouble- d 

" 

shooting 
programs z 
help you get 
your "hands-on" 
training .. . 

With CIE's 
Experimental 
Electronics 
Laboratory... 
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you learn and review the basics - 
perform dozens of experiments. 
Plus, you use a 3 -in -1 precision 
Multimeter to learn testing, 
checking, analyzing! 

iG - ;¡:w 

When you build your 
own 5 MHz Triggered - 
Sweep, Solid -State Oscil- 
loscope you take your first 
real professional step. You use 
it as a doctor uses an X-ray 
machine-to "read" waveform 
patterns ... lock them in .. . 

study, understand and inter- 
pret them! 

When you get your 
Zenith 19 -inch Diagonal 
Solid -State Color TV you 

Pattern simulated. 
apply your new skills to some 
real on -the -job -type trouble- 
shooting! You learn to trace 
signal flow... locate malfunc- 
tions ... restore perfect operat- 
ing standards-just as with any 
sophisticated electronics 
equipment! 

When 
you work with a completely 

Solid -State Color 
Bar Generator- 
actually a TV signal 
transmitter- you study 
up to ten different 
patterns on your TV 

screen ... explore digi- 
tal logic circuits ... observe 

the action of a crystal -con- 
trolled oscillator! 

Of course, CIE offers a 
more advanced training pro- 
gram, too. But the main point is 

simply this: 
All this training takes 

effort. But you'll enjoy it. And 
it's a real plus for a trouble- 
shooting career! 
Do you prepare for 
your FCC License? 

Avoid regrets later. Check 
this out before you enroll in 
any program. 

For some troubleshooting 
jobs, you must have your FCC 
License. For others, employers 
often consider it a mark in your 
favor. Either way, it's govern- 
ment -certified proof of specific 
knowledge and skills! 

More than half of CIE's 
courses prepare you for the 
government -administered FCC 
License exam. In continuing 
surveys, nearly 4 out of 5 CIE 
graduates who take the exam 
get their Licenses! 
Shop around ...but send 
for CIE's free school 
catalog first: 

Mail the card. If it's gone, 
cut out and mail the coupon. If 

you prefer to write, men- 
tion the name and date 
of this magazine. We'll 
send you a copy of CIE's 
FREE school catalog - 
plus a complete pack- 
age of independent 

home study information! 
For your convenience, 
we'll try to have a repre- 
sentative contact you to 
answer your questions. 
Mail the card or coupon - 
or write: CIE, 1776 East 
17th St., Cleveland, 
OH 44114. 

IN IM Ell MIR Illa la Ell NZ 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

CIE Cleveland Institute `/ of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th St,eet. Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Acc.ediied Member N.don.l Home Stud, Colored 

YES . . I'm shopping around 
for the right kind of career training 
in electronics troubleshooting-and 
CIE sounds well worth looking into. 
Please send me my FREE CIE school 
catalog - including details about 
troubleshooting courses- plus my 
FREE package of home study 
information! PE -4 6 

Print Name 

Address_ Apt 

City 

state Zip 

Age Phone 
(area code) 

Check box for G. I. Bill information: 
Veteran Active Duty 

Mail today: 
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Julian Hirsch HIRSCH/HOUCK LABORATORIES 

Audio Reports 
ro h 

DYNAMIC CROSSTALK 

TO ANYONE who remembers when 1% distortion 
was considered to be "negligible," the refinement 

of modern amplifiers is nothing less than amazing. 
Conventional distortion measurements, either of har- 
monic or intermodulation components, can now be 
made only with the aid of the most sophisticated test 
instruments, and few people would seriously claim 
that a total harmonic distortion measurement of 
0.002% implies a better sounding amplifier than one 
of 0.02%. 

Nevertheless, amplifier designers continue to 
search for ways to improve the performance of their 
products. Admittedly, the audible benefits of most re- 
cent "improvements" are quite subtle, and in some 
cases debatable. Usually, the "improvement" is not 
measurable by established techniques, necessitating 
the creation of new measurement methods or in- 
strumentation. A case in point is the so-called "dy- 
namic crosstalk" effect, which has received attention 
from a number of amplifier manufacturers. This is a 

very -low -frequency phenomenon in which a power- 
ful transient at a low audio or subaudible frequency 
is present in one stereo channel but influences the 
output of the other channel. It is the result of a com- 
mon power supply impedance, where a large current 
drawn by one channel causes a temporary shift of the 
operating voltages in the other channel. In an ex- 
treme case, it is claimed, this can modulate the pro- 
gram in the second channel with the low -frequency 
transient in the first channel. 

One might ask, how does this differ from ordinary 
intermodulation distortion? As I see it, ít differs ín 
two basic respects: First, the low- and high -frequency 
signals are not present in the same program channel, 
so that the intermodulation occurs only through in- 
teractions via the common power supply impedance. 
Second, the IM effect is not caused by a direct modu- 
lation of one waveform by another, but rather by the 
envelope of a low frequency transient affecting high- 
er -frequency signals. This being so, no IM would be 
detectable in a conventional steady-state measure- 
ment, but only when a low -frequency transient oc- 
curs. 

If this effect exists, the most logical way to elimi- 
nate it is by separating the power supplies for the two 
channels (assuming that the amplifier circuits have 
already been designed to minimize the effects of tran- 
sient supply voltage changes). This can be done at 

minimum expense by using separate rectifier and 
filter systems with a common power transformer. A 
more complete isolation results from using separate 
power transformers as well for the two channels. 

This was the approach taken by the designers of 
the Mitsubishi Model DA -A15 amplifier reviewed 
here. Of course, this use of separate power supplies 
and transformers is not new. Harman-Kardon has em- 
ployed separate power transformers for some years in 
its receivers and amplifiers and, more recently, this 
feature has been used in amplifiers from Kenwood, 
Pioneer, and other well-known manufacturers. 

Two questions naturally come to mind. Can the 
effect of separate power supplies (or the lack thereof) 
be measured, and can it be heard? Dynamic crosstalk 
can be measured by applying a low -frequency tran- 
sient signal (such as a pulse, square wave, or tone 
burst) to one channel and a high -frequency continu- 
ous signal, or no signal at all, to the other channel. 
The magnitude of low -frequency output in the sec- 
ond channel, compared to that in the first, is a mea- 
sure of the crosstalk between channels, and the mod- 
ulation imposed on the high -frequency signal, if any, 
is a measure of the probable effect of such crosstalk 
on program material. 

In our laboratory tests, the crosstalk on amplifiers 
with dual power supplies has been too low to mea- 
sure, and the tests were not applied to enough con- 
ventional amplifiers to provide a basis for compari- 
son. Another test, potentially more sensitive, is to 
drive one channel with a low-level, high -frequency 
signal (we used 10,000 Hz at 0.1 watt) and the other 
channel with a 10 -Hz square wave at full power, such 
as 100 watts. When the high -frequency signal is dis- 
played on a spectrum analyzer, using a narrow, high 
resolution scan, it should be possible to see the side - 
bands resulting from even very low modulation per- 
centages. (Our Hewlett-Packard Model 3580A 
analyzer can reveal such sidebands down to a -90 - 
dB or lower level, corresponding to less than 
0.003%). Even with this technique, no modulation 
effects have been visible on dual power supply 
amplifiers. 

Much more pertinent is the second question, how- 
ever. If it cannot be heard on conventional amplifiers, 
"dynamic crosstalk" can hardly be considered a seri- 
ous problem in sound reproduction, and its elimina- 
tion, however praiseworthy, is of secondary impor- 
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tance. I have never heard anything that could be 
identified as "dynamic crosstalk." To me, amplifiers 
lacking such crosstalk sound exactly like others that 
presumably are not immune to the effect. 

This is not to say that dynamic crosstalk does not 
exist. Under laboratory measurement conditions, 
with the appropriate test signals, it certainly does (or 
can) exist. However, a little thought will reveal why 
it is not, and cannot be, a significant effect from the 
listener's viewpoint. Stereo channel separation at 
very low frequencies is drastically degraded com- 
pared to the midfrequency separation in stereo discs 
(and sometimes in FM tuners). This is of little impor- 
tance, since real music has little or no separation (di- 
rectionality) at very low frequencies. Thus, a low fre- 

quency transient, should it exist, will be present in 
both playback channels at the same time, at nearly 
the same level. Any direct crosstalk will be masked 
by the high-level signal already present in the other 
channel, and intermodulation of higher frequencies 
will be masked by the high level of those signals. It is 
difficult to imagine any "real world" condition, as 
opposed to contrived laboratory conditions, in which 
dynamic crosstalk might be heard (unless it were of 
extraordinary amplitude). 

As things stand, I must conclude that "dynamic 
crosstalk" is one of the lesser aberrations with which 
we have to cope in sound reproduction and is hardly 
worth the effort and expense lavished by some manu- 
facturers on its elimination. 

MITSUBISHI MODEL DA -P10 PREAMPLIFIER AND 
MODEL DA -A1 5 BASIC POWER AMPLIFIER 

Preamp and power amplifier can be combined for 150 watts/channel integrated amplifier. 

r- 

< If`sY 

3919- 11 
3 

HIRSCH- 
HOUCK 
LABS 
REPORT 

Mitsubishi, a ma- 
jor manufacturer 
in Japan, has en- 
tered the U.S. 
market with a line 

of unusual deluxe high-fidelity compo- 
nents. Two of these, tested here, are the 
Model DA -P10 preamplifier and Model 
DA -A15 basic power amplifier. They are 
sold as separate components but are 
physically and electrically designed so 
that they can be joined to form a single 
integrated amplifier. The power amplifier 
is rated to deliver 150 watts/channel into 
8 ohms at 20 to 20,000 Hz with less than 
0.1% harmonic and IM distortion when 
driven by a 1 -volt input. The preamplifier 
has a nominal 1 -volt output but can actu- 
ally deliver up to 9 volts output to drive 
any amplifier on the market. 

The handles supplied with the amplifi- 
er can be installed at the user's option. 
When in place, they permit the pream- 
plifier to bolt into place to form a single 
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rigid and heavy unit. Another option, not 

tested here, is a peak -indicating power 
meter in place of the preamplifier. In 

this case the latter must be used as a 

separate component. 
The Model DA -P10 preamplifier 

measures 163/4'W x 8"D x 63/4"H (42.5 
x 20.4 x 17 cm) and weighs 13 lb (15.8 
kg). The Model DA -A15 power amplifier 
has the same width and height dimen- 
sions and is 113/4' (28.5 cm) deep and 
weighs 40 lb (18 kg). The nationally ad- 
vertised value of the preamplifier is 

$290; the power amplifier is $590. 

General Description. The most in- 

teresting feature of the two units is their 
complete separation of the two signal 

channels. Mitsubishi calls this design 
approach "Dual Monaural" construction. 
The Model DA -P10 is literally two inde- 
pendent monaural preamplifiers that 
share only a common transformer (sep- 
arate regulated power supplies are used 

for the two channels), function selector, 
volume control, and chassis. In the pow- 
er amplifier, the separation is even more 
complete, since each channel has its 

own power transformer as well. 
The controls for each of the pream- 

plifier's channels are arranged in a hori- 
zontal row. They include a switch for a 

subsonic filter with a 12-dB/octave rate 

below 18 Hz, 11 -position BASS and TRE- 

BLE tone controls (with center DEFEAT 

settings), and a LEVEL control. The large 
ATTENUATOR knob, common to both 

channels, is lightly detented at 2 -dB in- 

tervals over much of its range, with the 

steps increasing in magnitude as the 

control nears its -60 -dB setting. In the 
final counterclockwise position, the AT- 

TENUATOR control shuts off the signal 
entirely. 

Lever switches along the bottom of 
the control panel permit selection of 

stereo or mono MODE, activating and 
deactivating the TAPE MONITOR function, 
and turning on and off the POWER. The 
input SELECTOR at the upper right of the 

panel has positions for two magnetic 
phono cartridges and two high-level 
sources (TUNER and Aux). There is a 

PHONES jack that is designed to drive 
low -impedance (8 -ohm) phones from a 

separate amplifier stage within the 
preamplifier. 

At the upper left of the panel is a 

SPEAKERS switch that can connect either 
of two pairs of speaker systems but not 

both to the power amplifier or silence áll 

speakers for headphone listening. To 
accomplish this, the power amplifier's 
speaker outputs are not brought into the 
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Chances are, someone you know just bought 
a professional 31/2 digit DMM kit for less than 70. 

MOOEL 2000 

FUNCTION 

POWER AC VOLT` AMP OHM 

RANGE 

-. 100~ 10V .1KV 

IO0A ImA 10On,A 

I MIS 10K 100f1 it 10 

Thousands of people have already bought the 
Sabtronics Model 2000... for two main reasons. First, its 
incredible accuracy, range and professional features. 
And second, the incredibly low price of $69.95. 

People everywhere appreciate this bench/portable multi - 
meter. They depend on its basic DCV accuracy of 0.1% ±1 
digit, its readings to ±1999 and its five functions giving 
28 ranges, overload protection and 100% overrange. 

The 2000 is automatically appealing to hobbyist and 
professional alike. With automatic overrange indication, 
automatic polarity, even automatic zeroing. 

Best of all, it's easy to assemble. All the parts you'll need, 
including the high -impact case, come right along with 
the clear, step-by-step instructions. 

The result is a professional quality 31/2 digit DMM 
that you could have paid a lot more than $69.95 for .. 
possibly receiving a lot less. But this one's from 
Sabtronics, specialists in digital technology. 

Maybe you should order yours before you turn the page. 

sabtronics 
INTERNATIONAL INC.INTERNATIONAL INC. 

P.O. Box 64683 Dallas, Texas 75206 (21 4) 369-7310 

GUARANTEE: 

Our guarantee to you; examine the 2000 
DMM kit for 10 days. If you're not satisfied, 
return it unassembled for a full refund of 
purchase price. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

r 

. MAX INPUT' 

2A - 

COMMON 

Made In U.S.A. 

To: Sabtronics International, Inc. EH78 
P.O. Box 64683, Dallas, TX 75206 

Please send me Sabtronics Model 2000 DMM kit(s) at 

$69.95 each. subtotal 

DC volts in 5 ranges:10011V to 1000V Shipping and handling, $5.00 per unit` subtotal 

AC volts in 5 ranges: 100µV to 1000V Texas Residents Add Sales Tax 

DC current in 6 ranges: 100nA to 2A TOTAL enclosed 
AC current in 6 ranges: 100nA to 2A Name 
Resistance: 0.111 to 20MS/ in 6 ranges 
AC frequency response: 40Hz to 50KHz Street Address 
9mm (.36") LED display 
Input impedance: 10M0 City 
Size: 8"W x 6.5"D x 3"H 
(203W x 165D x 76H mm) State Zip 

'USA only. Canada $6.50. All other countries, $10.00 (surface mail) 
Power requirements: 4 "C" cells (not included) a- 
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CONTINUOUS AND EQUIVALENT 
SINE -WAVE POWER OUTPUT PER CHANNEL IN WATTS 

Total harmonic distortion and 60/7000 -Hz distortion 

preamplifier as is sometimes done. In- 

stead, the switch controls relays within 
the power amplifier. The relays then 
control speaker switching and are part of 

the amplifier's protective system that 
disconnects the outputs in the event of a 

malfunction and provides a few seconds 
of delay when power is initially applied. 

The signal connectors are recessed 
into the right side of the preamplifier. 

The power amplifier has no operating 
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Harmonic distortion at three power levels 

controls other than a pair of screwdriver - 
adjustable input level controls near the 
input connectors and a speaker selector 
slide switch that is used when the am- 
plifier is driven by preamplifiers other 
than the Model DA -P10. Two pairs of in- 
sulated screw -type speaker terminals 
are provided. The large heat sinks for 
the output transistors occupy the two 
sides of the chassis, while the two power 
transformers and power supply filter ca- 

pacitors occupy the space between the 
heat sinks. 

When the power amplifier and 
preamplfier are joined together, a re- 

mote -control cable links their speaker 
selector sockets and a short cable joins 
the preamplifier outputs to the power 
amplifier inputs. The power cord of the 
power amplifier plugs into one of the 
switched ac receptacles on the pream- 
plifier. The various cables can be folded 

4110.EN01/000 ... 0100.0.0.,.emem ..mm 
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NOT ALL THREE -HEAD CASSETTE DECKS ARE CREATED EQUAL. 
Some manufacturers have designed their dec<s with 

separate erase, record and playback heads primarily for 
convenience. So you can tape monitor as you record. 

But our new KX-1030 uses separate heads primarily for 
performance. Each designed with the optimum gap to 
record or play back sound more accurately. 

As a result, the KX-1030 has a frequency response of 
35-18,000 Hz (-+- 3 dB using Cr02 tape). 

And to let you take full advantage of the separate record 
and playback heads, the KX-1030 has a Double Dolby' 
system with separate circuits for the record amplifier and the 
playback preamplifier. That way, as you record with Dolby, 
you can also tape monitor with Dolby, so you hear the 
sound precisely as its being recorded. 

The KX-1030 also has a Variable Bias Adjustment 

Control and a built-in oscíllctor, so you can adjust the 
exact bias for the type or brand of tape you use. 

We also built in a rlumbe- of other features like MIC/LINE 
mixing, memory rewind and a peak indicator. 

But as good as all this sounds, wait until you hear the price. 
Because at S375.00", no other cassette deck can match 
the performance and features of our new KX-1030. 

Of course, the only way you're really going to appreciate 
the KX-1030 is to visit your Kenwood dealer. Once you do, 
you'll be convinced: Performance, convenience, and value 
set the l0<-1030 apart from all the rest. 

-Dolby Is the trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. 

"Nationally advertised value. Actual prices are established by 
Kenwood dealers. 

KENWOOD 
For the Kenwood Dealer nearest you, see your yellow pages, 
or write Kenwood, 15777 S. Broadway, Gardena, CA 90248 
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and concealed in special channels along 
the side of the power amplifier. The 
channels are styled to resemble the heat 
sink fins above them. 

The electrical performance specifica- 
tions of the amplifier and preamplifier 
are impressive. In addition to being rat- 
ed to deliver 150 watts/channel at very 
low distortion, the amplifier's specified 
channel separation is 90 dB at 1000 Hz 
and 80 dB at 20,000 Hz, while the un - 
weighted hum and noise in the output is 
rated at less than 0.3 mV with a shorted 
input. The preamplifier's specified 1 -volt 
output is actually rated to deliver a max- 
imum of 9 volts. Depending on the fre- 
quency and input source, its channel 
separation is rated at 80 to 100 dB, and 
its phono input overload level at 1000 Hz 
is specified as 270 mV. 

Laboratory Measurements. We 
laboratory tested the power amplifier 
and preamplifier separately, but for lis- 
tening tests, we joined the two and used 
them as an integrated amplifier. The 
tone controls of the preamplifier had a 
variable bass turnover frequency. The 
bass boost or cut began at frequencies 
from 100 to 400 Hz, depending on how 
far the control was moved from its center 
position. The treble response curves 
were hinged at about 2000 Hz. The 
maximum range of the tone controls was 
about ±12 dB, which is more than suffi- 
cient for their purpose but not so great 
as to invite the possibility of misuse. At 
their DEFEAT settings, the tone controls 
produced a completely flat response, 
within ±0.5 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. 

The RIAA equalization was equally 
accurate, well within the normal limits of 
measurement error. It measured within 
±0.5 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz, including 
the effect of the response of the basic 
amplifier with tone controls defeated. It 

did not change detectably when mea- 
sured through the inductance of typical 
phono cartridges. The subsonic filter 
dropped the output by 2.3 dB at 20 Hz 
and 14 dBat5Hz. 

The rated 1 -volt output of the pream- 
plifier was developed with a high-level 
input of 145 mV or a phono input of 1.95 
mV. The phono overload point was an 
excellent 310 mV. The unweighted 
noise output of the preamplifier was be- 
low our measurement capability of 100 
µV (80 dB below 1 volt) through the 
high-level inputs and measured -79.2 
dB through the phono inputs. This is the 
lowest phono preamplifier noise level we 
have yet measured. 

The outputs of the preamplifier 
clipped at 10.3 volts. At the rated 1 -volt 
36 

level, the THD was 0.0025% at 1000 Hz 
(approximately the instrument residual 
distortion level), 0.0056% at 15,000 Hz, 
and 0.047% at 20 Hz. At 3 volts output, 
which is more than sufficient to drive any 
power amplifier to its full output, the dis- 
tortion at these three frequencies was 
0.0063%, 0.01%, and 0.05%. The IM 

distortion rose from 0.012% at 1 volt to 
0.03% at 3 volts output. 

The power amplifier passed the one - 
hour preconditioning period at one-third 
rated power without difficulty. A novel 
feature is the use of temperature sen- 
sors on the amplifier's heat sinks that 
change color from red to black at 140° F 

(60° C). This alerts the user to the fact 
that the heat sinks should not be 
touched with the bare hand. This is all 
academic because at no time during our 
tests did the sensors change color. 

The outputs clipped at 178 watts/ 
channel into 8 -ohm loads at 1000 Hz. 
The 4- and 16 -ohm outputs measured 
267 and 112 watts, respectively. The 
distortion of this amplifier was among 
the lowest we have yet measured and, 
under most conditions, it was apparently 
less than the residual of our test instru- 
ments, which is approximately 0.002%. 
At 1000 Hz, the measured THD was 
0.0022% to 0.0027% from 0.1 watt to 10 
watts output. It rose to 0.0036% at 100 
watts and to 0.0056% at 180 watts, just 
at the clipping point. The IM distortion 
was 0.004% to 0.008% up to 10 watts 
and 0.013% at 180 watts. Unlike almost 
every other amplifier we have tested, the 
distortion of this amplifier did not rise at 
very low power levels. Although the IM 
measurements indicated an apparent 
rise from 0.004% in the vicinity of 1 watt 
to 0.032% at a few milliwatts, this proved 
to be the random noise within the inter - 
modulation analyzer. 

At the rated 150 -watt output, the THD 
was about 0.02% between 20 and 30 Hz 
and about 0.005% from 100 to 1000 Hz. 
It rose smoothly to 0.04% at 20,000 Hz. 
At lower -power outputs the shape of the 
distortion curve was similar, although 
the percentages were. generally less. 
The amplifier was driven to a reference 
output of 10 watts by a 0.27 -volt input, 
and the unweighted noise output was a 

very low -87 dB referred to 10 watts. 
The square -wave rise time of 0.7 µs was 
exactly as rated, and the measured slew 
rate of 20 V/µs was slightly better than 
the rated 15 V/µs. 

We also measured the interchannel 
crosstalk, since it is claimed to be a spe- 
cial quality of the amplifier. With the aid 
of our Hewlett-Packard Model 3580A 
spectrum analyzer, we were able to veri- 

fy that the crosstalk was -120 dB at 20 
Hz, -110 dB at 1000 Hz, and -80 dB at 
20,000 Hz. These figures not only meet 
or surpass the manufacturer's claims, 
they are well-nigh unmeasurable without 
the use of sophisticated and expensive 
test equipment. 

User Comment. Both the power am- 
plifier and the preamplifier are hand- 
somely finished in semigloss black, and 
the latter has a satin -finished aluminum 
front panel with matching metal knobs. 
The power amplifier's major compo- 
nents-power transformers, filter capa- 
citors, and heat sinks-are exposed to 
view instead of being hidden by a dust 
cover or cabinet, resulting in a most at- 
tractive piece of equipment. When the 
two units are joined together, they form 
an integrated amplifier system of excep- 
tional power and performance, with a 
combined depth of only 16 3/4' (42.4 cm). 

In its S/N, distortion, flatness of re- 
sponse, and interchannel isolation, the 
system is far above the norm. A few oth- 
er amplifiers can match one or more of 
its individual characteristics, but none 
we have yet tested show the overall per- 
fection of performance exhibited by this 
preamplifier/power amplifier system. 

In the quest for certain levels of elec- 
trical performance, Mitsubishi engineers 
have chosen to eliminate some func- 
tions commonly found on lesser amplifi- 
ers. We concur with the omission of 
"loudness compensation," although the 
separate level controls on each pream- 
plifier channel, in addition to their chan- 
nel balance functions, would also have 
made it possible to add a well -designed 
loudness compensation system to its 
maximum effectiveness. Similarly, the 
absence of a high -cut filter is hardly a 
drawback, in view of the ineffectiveness 
of most such filters. On the other hand, 
we were surprised to see an amplifier of 
this quality and price with provision for 
only one tape recorder, since even me- 
dium-priced receivers often can control 
two tape decks, thus providing cross - 
dubbing capability. 

No stereo program will have more 
than 30 dB or so of midrange isolation 
between channels (considerably less at 
the frequency extremes), which would 
make the 100 -dB isolation of the Mit- 
subishi amplifier a case of "overkill." 
However, if normal crosstalk levels are a 

source of audible signal degradation, as 
it is sometimes claimed, the Mitsubishi 
amplifier certainly sets a standard for the 
industry. Interestingly, the channel isola- 
tion is so great here that it would be pos- 
sible to use the DA-P10/DA-A15 corn - 
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bination as two independent mono am- 
plifiers with completely different pro- 
grams and have no audible interaction 
or crosstalk between them. 

We have said nothing about the 

sound of the Mitsubishi preamplifier/ 

amplifier for the simple reason that, like 

other fine amplifiers, it has no sound. 

The special appeal of this system lies in 

its superb construction, uncompromis- 

ing quality standards, and general aura 

of elegance. For those who have no 

need for the full power of the Model DA - 

A15, the company's Model DA -A10 is 

available at a lower price. Except for its 

100 watt rating, it is identical to the Mod- 

el DA -Al 5. 

CIRCLE NO. 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DUAL MODEL 1245 AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE 

Belt -driven automatic player provides extremely quiet operation. 

HIRSCH. 
HOUCK 
LABS 
REPORT 

The Dual Model 

1245 is a two - 
speed, belt -driven 
automatic player. 
It boasts features 

such as the improved tonearm used on 

the company's expensive Model CS721. 

The tonearm is 8.7" (22.1 cm) from sty- 

lus to pivot and has a dual counter- 
weight structure, with an inner mass 

suspended elastically from the outer 
shell. This reduces the effect of the bass 

resonance of the mass of the tonearm 
and cartridge compliance, lowering its 

amplitude and distributing it over a wider 
frequency range. 

The player is supplied installed on a 

wood -trimmed plastic base, with a 

hinged clear plastic cover that remains 
open at intermediate angles. Even the 

platter is mounted in place, leaving only 
the cartridge to be installed to make the 

player ready to be put into service. The 
record player in its base measures 
143/4'W x 141/2"D x 57/é'H (37.5 x 36.8 
x 15 cm) and weighs 14 pounds (6.4 
kg). Nationally advertised value is $230. 

General Description. The tracking 
force dial, located on the side of the 
tonearm's gimbal pivot structure, is cali- 
brated from 0 to 3 grams at 0.1 -gram in- 

tervals over the lower half of the range. 

On the motorboard, next to the base of 

.111/ACE solderless breadboards are more reliable 
than others. 

u, 

A P made the first solder - 
less breadboard way back in 

1968, and we still make them best. 
Because our experience taught us to avoid the pit- 
falls that can mean circuit errors. We do it by paying 
attention to details. Like using non -corrosive nickel - 
silver in our frankly superior terminals. And like 
using a vinyl -insulated back that prevents short 
circuiting. That's why you can count on the reliability 
of our solderless boards when you specify A P ACE 
All Circuit Evaluator Boards, Super StripsTM, Ter- 
minal and Distribution Strips. 

Order from your A P distributor today. For the name 
of the distributor nearest you call Toll -Free 
800-321-9668. 

Faster and easier is what we're all about. 

. N. 

Part 
No. 

ACE 
Model No. 

Tie 
Points 

DIP 
Capacity 

No. 
Buses. 

No. 
Posts 

Board Size 
(Inches) 

Price 
Each 

923333 200K (kit) 728 8 (16's) 2 2 4.9116x59116 $18.95 

923332 208 (assem.) 872 8 (16's) 8 2 4.9116x5.9116 28.95 

923334 2011< (kit) 1032 12 (14's) 2 2 4.9116x7 24.95 

923331 212 (assem.) 1224 12 (14's) 8 2 4.9116x7 34.95 

923326 218 (assem.) 1760 t8 (14's) 10 2 6112x7.118 46.95 

923325 227 (assem.) 27.12 27 (14's) 28 4 8x9114 59.95 

923324 236 (assem.) 3648 36 (14's) 36 4 10.114x9.114 79.95 

Send for our complete A P catalog, The Faster and Easie Book. 

A P PRODUCTS 
INCORPORATED 
Box 110. 72 Corwin Drive 

Painesville, Ohio 44077 
2161354.2101 TWX: 810-425-2250 0, 
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.only $35 
Don Lancaster's ingenius design 

provides software controllable options 
including: 

Scrolling Full performance cursor 
Over 2K on -screen characters 

with only 3MHz bandwidth 
Variety of line/character formats 
including 16/32, 16/64 .... 

even 32/64 
User selectable line lengths 

TELL ME MORE! 
I I Send instruction manual for the TVT-6 Kit 

with full operational details. $1 enclosed. 

Name - 

Address: 

City: State: Zip' 

I I SEND FREE CATALOG 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

DEPT. 10-P 1020 W.WILSHIRE BLVD.. OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116 

CIRCLE N0. 43 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your Electronics Career through 

HOME 
STUDY , 

' 
Earn Your 

DEGREE 
by correspondence, while continuing your 
present job. No commuting to class. Study 
at your own pace. Learn from complete and 
explicit lesson materials, with additional 
assistance from our home -study instructors. 
Advance as fast as you wish, but take all the 
time you need to master each topic. Profit 
from, and enjoy, the advantages of directed 
but self -paced home study. 

The Grantham electronics degree pro- 
gram begins with basics, leads first to the 
A.S.E.T. degree, and then to the B.S.E.E. 
degree. Our free bulletin gives complete 
details of the program itself, the degrees 
awarded, the requirements for each degree, 
and how to enroll. Write for Bulletin E-77. 

Grantham College of Engineering 
2000 Stoner Avenue 

P. O. Box 25992 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 

Worldwide Career Training thru Home Study 

the tonearm, is an antiskating dial that 
has separate scales for conical, ellipti- 
cal, and CD -4 styli. The cueing lever 
raises and lowers the pickup with a slow, 
damped motion in both directions. A 
small knob can be set to play a record 
only once or to repeat it indefinitely until 
the player is manually shut off. 

The operation of the record player is 
initiated and controlled by a single lever 
near the front of the motorboard. When 
moved to START, it turns on the motor 
and causes the pickup to index to the 
lead-in groove of a 12" (30.5 -cm) record 
if the player is set for 3311 rpm. When 
the 45 rpm speed is selected, the tone - 
arm indexes to a 7" (17.8 cm) diameter. 
After playing the record, the pickup auto- 
matically returns to its restpost and the 
motor shuts off. This action can be ini- 
tiated at any time by moving the control 
lever to STOP. Alternatively, the pickup 
can be lifted from its rest by hand, which 
starts the motor, and placed on the rec- 
ord manually. 

For multiple play operation, the short 
single play spindle, which rotates with 
the record, is removed and replaced 
with the multiple -play spindle supplied. 
Up to six records of the same size and 
speed can be loaded and will be played 
automatically and in sequence. 

The 3 -pound (1.3 -kg) cast nonferrous 
platter is driven through a soft belt by an 
eight -pole (900 -rpm) synchronous mo- 
tor. The speed selector, located at the 
left front of the platter, shifts the belt to a 

different diameter of the pulley on the 
motor shaft, and a concentric knob ex- 
pands the pulley slightly to vary each 
speed over a nominal ±3% range. 

A single ring of stroboscope marks is 
cast into the edge of the platter, with an 
unconventional pattern that allows a sin- 
gle set of markings to be used with 
either 50- or 60 -Hz power sources. (The 
drive pulley must be changed to match 
the line frequency). The marks are il- 
luminated through a small window near 
the edge of the platter and are stationary 
only when the turntable is operating at 
331/2 rpm when that speed has been ac- 
curately set. Switching to 45 rpm will 
also produce the correct speed. 

Laboratory Measurements. The 
record player uses the same easily re- 
movable cartridge mount that has been 
part of every Dual record player for a 

number of years. We installed a Picker- 
ing Model XV -15/750E cartridge in the 
tonearm for our tests. With the arm bal- 
anced according to instructions, the cali- 
brations of the tracking force dial were 
exact. The tracking error of the tonearm 

was less than 0.4° per in. of radius at all 
playing diameters. The measured arm 
mass without cartridge was 19.4 grams, 
which is typical of the better automatic 
record players we have tested recently. 
The resonance of the tonearm mass and 
cartridge compliance combination was 
at 10 Hz, at an amplitude of 6 to 7 dB. 

The unweighted rumble of the turnta- 
ble was typical of medium-priced belt - 
driven record players, measuring -32 
dB, essentially all in the lateral plane. 
With ARLL audibility weighting, the rum- 
ble was -53 dB, which is also a satis- 
factory and typical figure for a player of 
this type and price range. The wow and 
flutter were respectively 0.03% and 
0.04%, giving a very good combined 
reading of 0.045%. 

The turntable speed could be varied 
over a +5.5% to -4.7% range at 331/3 

rpm. When it was set to exact speed, 
changing the speed selector to 45 rpm 
resulted in a negligible error of 0.2%. At 
45 rpm, the turntable could be varied 
over a +2.4% to -1.3% range. The 
speed was unaffected by line voltage 
changes from 95 to 135 volts. 

The calibration of the antiskating dial 
was reasonably accurate, although we 
found the best compensation, to pro- 
duce equal distortion on both channels, 
occured when the dial was set 0.5 to 1 

gram higher than the tracking force. The 
cueing device operated with exceptional 
smoothness and freedom from lateral 
pickup drift. In multiple -play operation, 
the change cycle required 14 seconds, a 
typical figure for record changers. How- 
ever, automatic single -play operation re- 
quired considerable patience on the part 
of the user, since it took 16 seconds 
from the time the lever was moved to 
START to the time the pickup touched the 
record. At the end of play, another 14 
seconds was required to return the arm 
to its rest and shut off the motor. 

The capacitance to ground of the 
tonearm wiring and signal cables was 
168 pF/channel. Although the manual 
states that the record player is compat- 
ible with CD -4 cartridges, it evidently re- 
fers only to the internal wiring of the 
tonearm. A special low -capacitance ca- 
ble should be obtained from the importer 
(United Audio) and substituted for the 
standard cable if CD -4 operation is 
planned for the future. 

The entire record player is suspended 
from its mounting base by soft spring 
mounts, which proved to be very effec- 
tive in isolating it from subsonic vibration 
conducted through the mounting sur- 
face. In fact, the entire unit could be 
jarred rather violently wihout causing 
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groove jumping. However, the transmis- 
sion of vibration in the region of 50 to 60 
Hz was observable. It was about the 
same as we have measured on other 
record players from Dual and most com- 
petitive manufacturers. Hence, the Mod- 
el 1245 should not be placed too near 
speakers systems to avoid acoustic 
feedback problems. 

User Comment. Because of the con- 
tinuity of basic design and performance 
that has characterized Dual products 
over the years, we noted little difference 
in operation between the Model 1245 

and earlier Dual record players we have 
tested and used. It is not necessary to 
make comparisons between the mea- 
sured performance of the Model 1245 
and its predecessors to appraise its 
worth. The Model 1245 is a first-rate rec- 
ord player, judged objectively on its own 

merits. It was also mechanically one of 
the quietest automatic record players we 

have used. 
The convenience of buying an almost 

ready -to -play package such as this can- 

not be overstated. Many record players, 
including some previous Dual models, 
required the removal of numerous 
screws, cable ties, and plastic shipping 
restraints before the player mechanism 
could be installed on its base. Then, the 

belt (if it was a belt -driven unit) and plat- 
ter had to be installed. Finally, after in- 

stalling and adjusting the cartridge, cov- 
er, and cables, the record player was 
ready for use. 

When the Model 1245 is unpacked, 
only the installation of the cartridge and 

the counterweight is needed to put it into 

service. Of course, there is still the bal- 
ancing of the tonearm and the overhang 
adjustment of the cartridge position to 

be done, but these apply to any record 
player that does not include a factory - 
installed cartridge. Dual makes these 
tasks as easy and foolproof as possible, 
and in our experience, when the direc- 
tions are followed, the result is a proper- 
ly set up record player. 

We should point out, however, that 
the instruction manual lacks clear infor- 
mation on the channel orientation of the 
cartridge wiring and the color coding of 
the cartridge wires in the mounting slide. 
An illustration does show the cartridge 
connections; but with no clue as to 
whether it is a top or bottom view, there 
is only a 50% chance of the left -right 
channel orientation's being correct. (We 
were lucky in our guess.) 

Aside from this minor inconsistency, 
the Dual Model 1245 is as good a record 
player as one can find in its price range. 

CIRCLE NO. 102 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

BURWEN MODEL DNF 1201 A NOISE REDUCER 
"Swishless"dynamic low-pass noise filter is very effective in reducing hiss. 

a . . _ 
et f8 e '1"5. 

LABS 
REPORT 

The Burwen Mod- 
el DNF 1201A dy- 
namic low-pass 
filter is designed 
to reduce the high - 
frequency noise 

(hiss) in any program with little or no ef- 
fect on the audible frequency response. 
Unlike the Dolby and ANRS systems, it 

does not require that the program mate- 
rial be previously processed. 

The Model DNF 1201A is basically 
similar to the Model DNF 1201 sold by 

Burwen before the company was ac- 
quired by KLH, but the time constants 
and other characteristics in the new 
model have been modified to make the 
filter more effective and less obtrusive. 
In the 1201A, the bandwidth of the filter 
varies between 500 and 30,000 Hz, de- 
pending on the level and frequency con- 
tent of the program. The rated cutoff 
slope is 9 dB/octave. 

The filter comes in a physically flat 
package that measures 171"W x 81/"D 
x 27/8"H (44.5 x 21 x 7.3 cm) and 
weighs 8 lb (3.6 kg). The walnut finished 
wood cabinet is complemented by a sil- 
ver -colored front panel. Nationally ad- 
vertised retail value is $379. 

General Information. Like any 
"open-ended" noise reducing system, 
the Model DNF 1201A is faced with the 
seemingly impossible task of determin- 
ing whether the high -frequency energy 
in the program is part of the recorded 
material or is noise. Having made the 
determination, the bandwidth of the filter 
must be reduced as much as possible 
without sacrificing the higher -frequency 
program components. The variation of 
the bandwidth must also be done at 

such a rate that it cannot be audibly de- 
tected by the listener. That this can be 

accomplished successfully is due to the 

phenomenon of "masking," which 
means that certain frequencies can be 

rendered inaudible by the presence of 
others, even though by themselves they 
can be plainly heard. Hence, the pres- 

ence of the program is used to mask 
noise, leaving the filter with the task of 
removing the noise during quiet intervals 
in the program. 

In the Model DNF 1201A, if the pro- 
gram has significant amounts of 

high -frequency energy, the bandwidth of 

the filter opens up to pass it. If there are 

no highs present, or if the overall level of 
the program drops, the bandwidth of the 

filter reduces to decrease the noise. The 
four variables that control the operation 
of the Model DNF 1201A are the level 
and frequency distribution of the incom- 
ing signal and the attack and decay 
times (rates at which bandwidth in- 

creases and decreases). 
Front -panel controls on the filter give 

the user considerable latitude in his se- 
lection of its operating parameters. 
Hence, the action of the filter can be op- 
timized for any program. The basic oper- 
ation of the filter is controlled by four 
pushbutton switches and a slide -type 
control. The buttons are labelled OFF, 

MAx, MED, and MIN. With the OFF button 
pressed, the incoming program by- 
passes all the circuitry in the filter and is 

delivered directly to the outputs. Opera- 
tion of any of the three remaining but- 
tons adjusts the manner in which the 
bandwidth controller circuit, which sup- 
plies the control voltage to the filter cir- 
cuits, responds to signals of different fre- 

quency and attack times. MAX is used 
for very noisy programs, such as 78 -rpm 
discs and poor quality broadcasts and 
tapes. Ft provides a slow response time 
to minimize the "swish" of noise that can 
accompany a rapid change in bandwidth 
with a noisy background. MED provides 
a shorter attack time, and MIN gives the 
fastest filter response and the least se- 
vere filter action, making it suitable for 
relatively high quality program material. 

At low program signal levels, the 
bandwidth changes rather sedately, 
tracking the signal without introducing 
excessive background noise modula- 
tion. However, a sudden transient can 
open up the filter in as little as 600 µs. 
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 DiscTraker 

1 
Dirákér. 
-a revolutionary 
tonearm damper 
from Discwasher 

Disctraker is a precision 
damping device that improves - 

the performance of tonearm/ 
cartridge systems by adding a= 

protective cushion between the' 
record and the tracking stylus. 

reduces.low frequency reso- 
nance that colors the sound of 
even the best tonearm/cartridge 
systems on all records. 

reduces record -warp reso- 
nance-as witnessed by a 
dramatic reduction of woofer- 
flutter. 

permits accurate tracking of 
even badly warped -records. 

reduces record wear and 
stylus damage from warps. 

reduces distortion caused 
by high velocity groove 
overload, mistracking and 
intermodulation. 

adaptable to most tonearms. 

P1 ascTraker 
I, 

FIG. 1 

Figure 1 shows the amplitude 
of low frequency resonance 
in a typical tonearm/cartridge 
system using a "flat" record. 
Figure 2 shows the identical 
conditions with the Disctraker 
damping system on the tonearm. 

discwasher®, inc. 
1407 N.,Providence Rd. 
Columbia, Missouri 65201 

FIG. 2 

The decay time, during which the band- 
width closes down, is determined by the 
dynamic characteristics of the program 
and can vary between 50 ms and 1.5 
seconds. 

Proper use of the SENSITIVITY slide 
control is vital to the successful opera- 
tion of the filter. At its left limit is a red 
SUPPRESSION LED and at the right limit 
is a green WIDEBAND LED. The LED's 
glow in accordance with the instantane- 
ous condition of the voltage controlled 
filter. When the green LED is on, the 
program passes with its full bandwidth; 
when the red LED is on, the bandwidth 
reduces. In use, the control is adjusted 
until the two LED's flash alternately or if 
the program is highly complex, until both 
LED's appear to be illuminated simul- 
taneously. 

The filter normally connects in the 
tape monitoring path of an amplifier or 
receiver. Tile tape recording input and 
output jacks are duplicated in the rear of 
the filter, activated by a pushbutton 
MONITOR switch on the front panel, so 
that none of the tape monitoring flexibil- 
ity of the system is lost. In addition, there 
is a PRE/POST button that places the fil- 
ter in the signal path either ahead of the 
tape recorder or in its playback output. 
This permits the program to be "de - 
noised" before it is recorded, and (if de- 
sired) again upon playback. In addition, 
other noise -reduction systems, such as 
Dolby or ANRS, can be used in the tape 
recorder itself. 

The filter operates on both channels. 
Its control voltage is derived from a mix- 
ture of the two channels. This assures 
that there will not be any interchannel 
bandwidth variations. 

The filter is a unity -gain device 
(screwdriver adjustment on the rear 
panel permits some variation about 
gain). It has nominal rating of 1 volt in/1 
volt out. The filter can handle signal out- 
put levels up to 6 volts without distortion. 
The internal noise is rated at 100 µV, or 
80 dB below 1 volt. The total harmonic 
distortion (THD) is rated at less than 
0.2%. The amount of noise reduction 
can be from 5 to 14 dB above 400 Hz, 
and as much as 30 dB above 5000 Hz. 

Laboratory Measurements. Very 
few conventional measurements can be 
made on the Model DNF 1201A, be- 
cause the presence of a test signal itself 
affects the filter bandwidth. At the fac- 
tory, the do control loop is opened and 
the filter characteristics are measured 
with an external control voltage. 

We made frequency -response mea- 
surements with different signal levels at 

a fixed setting of the SENSITIVITY control 
and at a fixed signal level with different 
settings of the SENSITIVITY control. The 
results in general confirmed the manu- 
facturer's ratings. (Since they were stat- 
ic measurements, they did not reveal 
anything about the dynamic properties 
of the unit.) We noted, however, that al- 
though the "full -cut" filter response had 
the rated 9 dB/octave slope, beginning 
at about 500 Hz, when the filter was par- 
tially activated by the swept input signal 
the apparent slope was much steeper- 
about 24 dB/octave. 

Distortion was measured with a 
400 -Hz input signal at a level of 1 volt. 
With the our button pressed, the THD 
was 0.014%. With full suppression 
(MAX) maximum distortion was only 
0.11%. And when the SENSITIVITY con- 
trol was moved to turn on the WIDEBAND 
LED, the THD was only 0.031%. 

User Comment. Since the measure- 
ments we were able to perform can do 
little more than suggest the performance 
of the filter, we depended largely on use 
tests for its evaluation. 

We tested one of the original Burwen 
Model 1201 filters several years ago and 
found a tendency for a noise "swish" to 
be audible. Thus, we were curious to 
learn if this problem had been solved in 
the 1201 A. It has! Only by the most obvi- 
ous misuse of the new filter, on very 
hissy programs, could a swish be heard. 
Such incorrect operation of the filter is 
unlikely in practice, since its controls are 
meant to be adjusted to provide the 
maximum possible noise reduction with- 
out unacceptable side effects. 

When the two LED's flashed alter- 
nately, the filter operation was almost 
never detectable, but the hiss reduction 
was quite impressive. Like any open- 
ended noise reduction system we have 
used, the technique employed by Bur - 
wen is most effective with a relatively 
noise -free program. But though a good, 
quiet program might seem to be an un- 
likely candidate for noise reduction, the 
filter can usually convert it from merely 
quiet to dead silent. 

Neither did the 1201A produce any 
dulling of the highest frequencies when 
properly adjusted. Here, too, the end re- 
sult is under the user's control. 

In conclusion, we feel that Burwen 
has proved the worth of its basic con- 
cept. The redesigned filter has elimi- 
nated all of our former reservations 
about the original filter. In its present 
form, the DNF 1201A is a highly useful 
adjunct to any good music system. 
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The Basic Box (left) and the Peripheral Plate. 

With no-nonsense 
organizers from the Digital Croup. 
Not so long ago, the microcomputer domain 
belonged to a special group of creative, inventive 
folks - the inveterate hardware hackers who de- 
lighted in making a thing work and didn't really care 
all that much about how it looked. 

The Digital Group was a part of it. Our original 
microprocessor systems were designed not to 
require any cabinets at all - they simply worked 
well. 

Of course, along the line we couldn't resist making a 

good thíng look good too ... and we added our 
complete line of custom, deluxe cabinets to cover up. 

Well, we haven't forgotten those no-nonsense com- 
puter builders who just want a way to organize their 
systems. So the Digital Group has taken a step back 
to come up with a basic answer: The Organizers - 
the Basic Box and the Peripheral Plate. 

Beautifully simple. No paint. No anodizing. No frills. 
Just exactly what you need. 

The Basic Box houses your CPU, power supplies, fan, 
switches and I/O connectors in one tight little 16" by 
17" package. It's available completely naked - a 

metal box with a card rack so you can add to it from 
your own parts supply; or we'll spiff it up for you 
with optional equipment. 

decks or an audio cassette recorder. All at your 
fingertips. For organization. 

War 

,-S 

Card rack swings out for service. 

Naturally, our basics have down-to-earth prices, too. 
The Peripheral Plate is a mere $19.50 ... the basic 
Basic Box goes for $45 (a little more depending on 
options). 

Want to up your organization? It's simple. Just call or 
write the Digital Group for details. 

rii@C"Hwax 
The Peripheral Plate is a piece of bent metal with P.O. Box 6528 Denver, Colorado 80206 
room for your keyboard, video monitor, two Phi- (303) 777-7133 
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Why take a chance? 
Why accept counterfeits in place of Genuine 

Pickering Replacement Styli? 
No other manufacturer is licensed to copy 

or duplicate the genuine Pickering product: 
Bogus styli made by others can't be very 
good because they were created by "reverse 
engineering" ... meaning, of course, that at- 
tempts to copy the exacting dimensional tol- 
erances can only approximate the original. 

Here are some things to remember: 
1. A Pickering cartridge is a precision 

instrument. A genuine Pickering re- 
placement stylus assures a proper fit 
and perfect performance. 

2. The attempts of others to duplicate the 
genuine product are by definition ille- 
gitimate and/or illegal, and probably 
won't work up to expectations. 

3. The Dustamatic Brush, which cleans 
the record's grooves in advance of the 
stylus, is also covered by Patents 
issued only to Pickering. 

4. Always look for the on the stylus 
handle. It identifies the genuine Pick- 
ering replacement stylus. 

Genuine Pickering Replacement Styli are 
covered by one or more of the following 
patents: Patent #3146319; 3297831; 3546399; 
3572725. 

PICKERING & CO., INC., COPYRIGHT 1977 

For further information write to Pickering & Co., Inc., Dept. PE 101 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, N. Y. 11803 

A GENUINE PICKERING 
'for those who can [hjar the difference." 

REPLACEMENT STYLUS 
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Provides greater dynamic range 
and reduces noise. 

BY JOHN ROBERTS 

PERHAPS the last frontier yet to be 

crossed by high-fidelity program 
sources is dynamic range. For example, 
the best consumer tape decks have a 

dynamic range of about 65 dB when 
used with premium tape formulas. Com- 
pare that to the 115 -dB range of music 
produced by a symphonic orchestra at a 

live performance. 
This project-a 2:1/1:2 compander- 

will allow you to record live music on 
your existing tape deck and later play it 

back without losing its original dynamic 
range. Other benefits of compansion are 

increased tape headroom during record 
and noise reduction during playback. 
These advantages can be realized 
whether the program material is being 
recorded live or transcribed from anoth- 
er format. The compander is easy to 
build and use, employs a new Signatics 
IC, and has a low parts count. A stereo 
compander is available in kit form as de- 
scribed in the Parts List. 

Compansion involves compressing a 

signal's amplitude before it is committed 
to the recording medium, and then ex - 

Popular Electronics® 
NOVEMBER 1977 

panding it in a complementary fashion 
when it is recovered. This is typically 
accomplished by inserting a fixed -slope 
(2:1) compressor in the signal path be- 
fore the tape deck's record preamp and 
a fixed -slope (1:2) expander at the out- 
put cf the deck's playback preamp. The 
process is shown graphically in Fig. 1. 

Practicalities of electronic circuitry in 

preamps and power amplifiers limit their 
dynamic range to 100 to 120 dB. How- 
ever, this approaches the dynamic 
range of live music and (comfortable) 
human hearing, easily attainable by a 

good tape deck working with a 2:1/1:2 
compander. 

The improvement in S/N becomes 
apparent when we look at a specific ex- 
ample. Let's assume that we have a 

tape deck with a noise floor of -45 dBm 
and that we want to record a piece ,of 
music with passages as low as -50 
dBm. In the absence of any processing, 
the soft passages would disappear into 
the hiss, However, if we pass the signal 
through a 2:1 compressor before record- 
ing it, the minimum amplitude recorded 
is -25 dBm, a full 20 dB above the 
noise. On playback, passing the tape 
output through a 1:2 expander restores 
the -25-dBm signal to its original -50 
dBm. Simultaneously, the noise drops 
by the same -25 dB to -70 dBm. 

Improvements are also realized in the 
upward direction. That is, headroom is 

increased. A tape that previously satu- 
rated (causing distortion) at +10 dBm 
can now handle a +20-dBm signal at 

the compressor input. Although corn - 
pan sion increases S/N and headroom, it 

places more stringent requirements on 
the medium's frequency response and 
amplitude stability. Because the ex- 
pander's gain depends on the level of 
the compressed signal applied to it, any 
amplitude errors will be magnified. In the 
case of a 2:1/1:2 compander, any fre- 
quency response errors or amplitude 
anomalies will be doubled. 

A Compander IC. Signetics Corpora- 
tion has recently developed an IC 

called the NE570. It is a dual -channel 
linear IC, and either section can be used 
independently of the other as a com- 
pressor or expander. A block diagram 
and pinout of the NE570 is shown in Fig. 
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Photo shows prototype assembled on pc board and mounted in metal chassis. 

12046 

CLIPPING LEVEL 

NOISE FLOOR 

F.-- RECORD [!- STORAGE 
2:1 COMPRESSION ON TAPE 

- PLAYBACK -- 
1:2 EXPANSION 

12046 

Fig. 1. Compression is used during recording, expansion on playback. 

Ad IN 

RECT IN 

(A) 

V+ - 

AG IN 14 

RECT IN 15 

THD TRIM . V+ 
8 13 

9 THD TRIM 

16 CRECT 

(8) 

Fig. 2. Block diagram (A) and pinout (B) of the NE570 IC. 

(A) 

INPUT 

f-NAMM..5.-0. - 
I 

Li A 
G 

OUTPUT 

-1-471-`- 

(B) 

Fig. 3. Using the NE570 as an expander (A) and compressor (B). 

2( -)IN 

I R3 

0 OUT 

2. Packaged in a 16 -pin DIP, only the 
power supply and ground connections 
and an internal 1.8 -volt bias regulator 
are shared by the two companders. 

Each compander comprises a áG 
(variable gain) cell, a full -wave rectifier, 
and an output amplifier. The áG cell 
governs compander gain. Its control 
voltage is developed by rectifying an in- 
put signal. The output signal is generat- 
ed by the op amp, which is driven by a 

scaled current supplied by the áG cell. 
Whether a section of the NE570 func- 
tions as a compressor or expander de- 
pends on how the basic blocks are inter- 
connected. Typical specifications for the 
NE570 are in table on next page. 

A 1:2 dynamic range expander (Fig. 
3A) is formed by placing the áG cell at 
the input of the op amp. Its control signal 
is generated by sampling the input sig- 
nal, rectifying and filtering it. The fixed 
feedback impedance sets the overall 
gain at unity when the input signal is 0 
dBm or 0.775 volt. As the input in- 
creases or decreases from this level, the 
gain increases or decreases proportion- 
ally. For example, if the input level in- 
creases by a factor of two (+ 6 dB), the 
output level is quadrupled (+12 dB). If 

the input decreases by one half (-6 dB), 
the output drops to one quarter (-12 
dB) of its previous value. 

Rearranging the blocks to form the 
network shown in Fig. 3B results in a 2:1 

dynamic range compressor. Here, the 
AG cell is connected as a feedback 
impedance, and its control signal is de- 
rived from the op amp output. The fixed 
input network sets overall gain at unity 
for a 0-dBm signal. If the input signal lev- 
el increases by a factor of four (+12 dB), 
the output amplitude is dóubled (+6 dB). 
If the input amplitude is decreased by a 
factor of four (-12 dB), the output signal 
decreases by a factor of two (-6 dB). 

About the Circuit. The schematic 
diagram of the compander is shown in 
Fig. 4. A conventional full -wave rectifier 
and RC filter supply the required operat- 
ing voltages. Note that only one corn - 
pander channel is shown. The compo- 
nents with the suffix "A" are for the 
channel A compander only. Integrated 
circuit pin numbers in parenthesis are 
the corresponding inputs and outputs of 
the channel B compander. For example, 
pin 1 is connected to C4A, and pin 16 
should be connected to C4B. 

Diodes D3 and D4, LED1, transistors 
01 and 02, and their associated compo- 
nents form a level indicator. The LED 
glows when input signal peaks exceed 0 
dBm. Switch S2 interconnects the 
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TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
NE570 COMPANDER 

Maximum input/output level: 
Maximum output current: 
Unity gain level: 
Tracking error: 
Gain change with temperature 

(0° to 70° C): 

Output slew rate: 
THEY (compressor or expander only): 
Expander noise output (measured 

with input shorted): 
Frequency response; 

Compressor: 
Expander: 

+12 dBm 
± 20 mA 

OdBm 1 dB 
± 0.2 dB 

±0.1 dB 
±0.5 V/µs 

0.3% 

-96 dBm "A" weighting 

20 to 20,000 Hz, +0, -1.5 dB at 0 dBm 
20 to 20,000 Hz, +0.5, -1 dB at 0 dBm 

*-Harmonic distortion is caused primarily by áG cell offsets and modulation of the 

cell by control voltage ripple. When the recorded signal is expanded by the same áG 
cell that compressed it, the distortion cancels out, leaving tape noise or tape distortion 
dominant. Note-a phase inversion in the record/playback path will affect the accura- 
cy of this cancellation. 

117 V . 
AC 

PARTS LIST 

DI ' 

IN 4001 

r.. 
CI 

1000 

1N4001 

C1-1000-1.LF 25 -volt axial -lead electrolytic 
capacitor 

C2 -100-1F, '16 -volt radial -lead electrolytic 
capacitor 

C3, C12 -0.1-µF disc ceramic capacitor 
C4*,C5*,C8*-1-µF, 25 -volt radial lead elec- 

trolytic capacitor 
C6*,C7*,C9*-10-µF, 16 -volt radial lead 

electrolytic capacitor 
C10*-5-pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C 1 I *-2700-pF disc ceramic capacitor 
D1 ,D2 -1N4001 silicon diode 
D3,D4-1 N914 silicon diode 
F1 -1/2 -ampere, fast -blow pigtail fuse 
IC I -NE570N compander 
JI * through J4*-RCA phono jack - 

LED1-20-mA light emitting diode 
Q1 ,Q2-2N3904 npn silicon transistor 
,The following are 3/4 -watt, 5% tolerance car- 

bon composition resistors: . e 

RI ,R2-750 ohms 
R3,R4,R5*,R6*-47,000 ohms 
R7,R8*,R9*,R l0* -100,000 ohms - 

R11,R12-I megohm 
R 13*,R 14* -20,000 ohms 
R 15* -120,000 ohms 
R16*,R17*-100 ohms 
S l-SPST switch 
S2-4PDT switch 
TI -34.5 -volt, 50-mA center -tapped trans - 

75011 

100pF 

C4A + 1 p 

52 
75011 

LEDI 

NE57oN 

2.(15) 6 (II) 7 

RI4A 
20K 

blocks of each section of the NE570 so 
that the IC functions as a compressor on 

record and an expander on playback. 
Pulsating dc from the full -wave rectifier 
is smoothed into the áG cell's control 
signal by capacitor C4A. Capacitors 
C5A, C6A, C8A, and C9A provide ac 

coupling between various parts of the 
compander circuit. 

Construction. The compander is best 

assembled using a printed circuit board. 
Suitable etching and drilling and parts 
placement guides are shown in Fig. 5. 

When mounting electrolytic capacitors 
and semiconductors, be sure to observe 
polarity and pin basing. An IC socket or 
Molex Soldercons are preferable to sol- 
dering the compander IC directly to the 

circuit board. Use the minimum amount 

Cl2 
.IpFll* 

2N3904 

02 
2N3904 

R5A +1C7A 
IopF 

- CIOA 
SpF 

CUA 
2700 ' 

pF ' 
. 

*PLAYBACK 

RECORD 

D4 
1N914 

03 

IOOKR7 1 4 
FROM 
C58, C 6B 

R12 
IM 

RIBA 10-ta 

C9A 
10pF 

J2A 
EXPANDER " / INPUT 

J34 
COMPRESSOR 
OUTPUT 

J4A 
EXPANDER 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 4. In schematic of the compander_ the "A" sufx is for one 
channel only. Duplicate components are needed for "B" channel. - 

former (Signal Transformer Co. No. 
241-3-28 or equivalent) 

Misc.-Line'cord, strain relief, suitable enclo- 
sure, hookup wire, printed circuit board, 
metal spacers, machine hardware, solder, 
etc. 

Note-The following are available from Phoe- 
nix Systems, 375 Springhill Road, Monroe, 
CT 06461 complete kít of parts including 

case (No. P=518 -S), $59.00; NE570N corn - 
pander IC (No. P -518-C), $12.50; power 
transformer TI (No. P -518-T), $5.00; 
etched and drilled pc board (No. P -518-B), 
$4.50. Connecticut residents please add 7% 

sales tax. Canadians please add $2.50 han- 
dling and shipping charges. 

*-One component required for each corn - 
pander channel. ' 
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of heat and solder consistent with the 

formation of good solder joints at each 

pc board pad. 
If an alternate construction technique 

is used, care must be taken to keep all 

signal leads, especially those to switch 

S2, as short as possible. In any event, 

RECORD 
INPUT 

(COMPRESSOR¡ 
EXPANDER 

OUT 

C3 

C5A 
C4A+ 

R4 - - 

9 

..JI (45 cli 

the circuit should be mounted in a metal 

enclosure that is connected to the audio 
system ground. 

Using the Compander, Interconnect 
each channel of the compander and 

your system's tape deck and amplifier 

PLAYBACK 
OUTPUT 

IN : OUT 

Fig. 6. Interconnection of the 
compander and other components 
of a typical audio system. 

SPKR 

rf 
I 

88 CSB+ 
RI 

C4B $ !; _ 
ic 

. 

R13Á 

GROUND 

C6B 

7 
t 

RI4B 

RI38 1 

R6B 

B + 

!- OB- 

+ 
C7A< 

J3B J4B 

RI6B 

RIB R98---41IOB 
+ 

C118 

C1 

111/.-C 

4iC9A RIpA 

R5A R6A R9AI 

14a C85 \ 
R15A- 
CIIA. 

R164Z ^J3A 
RI74Z 

Fig. 5. Etching 
and drilling 
guide (left) and 
component placement 
(above) guides 
for the pc board. 

as shown in Fig. 6. Place S2 in the RE- 

CORD position and adjust the deck's re- 

cord preamp level controls for a reason- 
able record level. With the added dy- 
namic range supplied by the compand- 
er, you can afford to trade a few dB of 

the deck's S/N for reduced distortion 
levels. (Some tape machines are set to 
run very close to saturation to get the 
highest S/N possible.) Indicator LEDI is 

included not to alert you of clipping, but 
as an aid in setting record levels. The 
compander has at least 10 dB of head- 
room above the threshold at which the 
LED glows. 

To play back a compressed tape, sim- 
ply place S2 in the PLAYBACK position 
and put the deck in its playback mode. 
You will then retrieve the recorded pro- 
gram with its original dynamic range. O 
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SELECTING 
THE 

CASSETTE T8 
FOR 

YOU1 
RECORDING 

NEEDS 

T'S not easy to pick the best cassette 
II 
'TS 

for your recording needs from the 
dozens óf "name brands" and hundreds 
of unknowns on the market today. Natu- 
rally, there is some correlation between 
price and performance, reflected not 

only in the tape itself, but also in the 
plastic shell containers and their assem- 
bly. These -can affect performance móre 

than the differences between oxide for- 
mulations of the same, type. But high 

price alone will not guarantee satisfac- 
tion if your tape deck has not been ad- 

justed for the cassette you select. 
Almost all high-fidelity cassette re- 

corders hive "bias and equalization" 
switches designed to accommodate at 

least two basic tape types> ferric oxide 

NOVEMBER 1977 

and chromium dioxide. Unfortunately, 
there are at least four major cassette 
types on the market, and very few cas- 
sette decks have switch positions for all. 

Let's look at their characteristics. 

Ferric Oxides. All pure gamma ferric 
oxide cassettes today 'use the same 
playback equalization (often identified 
as. "120. microseconds"). In terms of 

their recording needs, however, they 
tend to fall into two different categories. 
The first are tapes designed to use 

"standard," "LN," or "DIN" bias, and in- 
clude almost all American and European 
ferric oxides (e.g. 3M, Capitol, Ampex, 
BASF), as well as such Japanese tapes 
as Sony, Maxell LN, and TDK SD and 

No"" 
-1r _ 

BY CRAIG STARK 

TDK D. This is the largest group of ferric 

oxides, and includes all quality levels. 
Thé other major ferric group is de- 

signed to use about 5% to 10% more 
record bias current than the DIN stand- 

ard. This group consists almost entirely 
of premium -quality Japanese tapes 
(Maxell UD and UD XL I, TDK AD, Naka- 
michi, and Fuji FX and FL). A recorder 
that is properly biased for a tape in this 
latter-gróup will be over -biased for tapes 
requiring DIN -standard bias; while re- 

corders set up for DIN standard tapes 
will be under -biased for Japanese tapes 
in the "high -bias" group: Figure 1 shows 
the effects of such mismatching. 

`Under -biased tapes have exaggerat- 
ed treble response; over -biased ones 
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Fig. 1. Results of improper bias vary: (A) DIN bias 
settings used with typical Japanese ferric 
tape over -emphasize highs due to underbiasing. (B) Correct bias for same tapes over -biases DIN ferric tapes. 

suffer unnecessary treble loss. If you've 
found the upper frequencies a little 
"soft" when using a top-quality domestic 
or European cassette tape on a high- 
priced Japanese deck, or found the tre- 
ble too "hot" when using Japanese 
tapes on European or U.S. recorders, 
mismatched bias is almost certainly the 
reason. And while there are many fine 
tapes ín the DIN group, the trend is to- 
ward higher -bias ferrics. 

Chromium Dioxide. All Cr02 cas- 
settes use a "70 -microsecond" playback 
equalization curve, which provides 
about 4.5 dB less treble boost in play- 
back than the 120 -microsecond equali- 
zation used for ferric oxides. This is 
made possible by Cr02's inherently 
greater treble output. The decreased 
treble boost makes possible, in turn, a 
4.5 -dB reduction in tape hiss. 

However, this distinct advantage is 
partially offset by. Cr02's lower output in 
the rest of the frequency range, as well 
as higher distortion levels compared to 
the performance of top -grade ferrics. A 
better known Cr02 disadvantage-rapid 
head wear-is actually a myth at cas- 
sette speeds and pressures. Believe it 
only when you find someone who has 
actually worn out a cassette head using 
any kind of tape. 

Ferrichrome. When ferrichrome cas- 
settes were introduced several years 
ago, they seemed to offer the best of 
both worlds: high overall output (provid- 
ed by a relatively thick layer of ferric ox- 
ide) and abundant high -frequency ener- 
gy (provided by a thin, top layer of 
Cr02). The drawback is that there is no 
standard for ferrichrome; Sony and 3M 
make radically different FeCr tapes. So 
even when a recorder has a "ferri- 
chrome" switch position, the only way to 
find which tape it matches is to consult 
the instruction book. To add to the con- 
fusion, some machine makers recom- 
mend that you record ferrichromes with 
"ferric" bias and equalization and 

"chrome" playback, while others recom- 
mend exactly the opposite. (Neither is 
really optimum.) Nonetheless, when fer- 
richrome tapes are correctly biased and 
equalized, they yield spectacularly gocd 
results, as the test section of this survey 
shows. 

Cobalt -Treated Ferries. Another at- 
tempt to combine the virtues of two dif- 
ferent magnetic materials is represented 
by the cobalt -treated (or "cobalt -doped") 
ferric oxides. Here, the two materials are 
not layered, as ferrichromes are. In- 
stead, each ferric oxide particle is en- 
riched with cobalt ions through a com- 
plex molecular -binding process. The re- 
sult is a tape with much greater overall 
output than chrome, but with equal 
high -frequency energy.. These new 
tapes also take advantage of the stand- 
ard bias and equalization settings used 
for chrome tapes; that's why they're re- 
ferred to in our test table as "Cr02- 
equivalent" ferrics. TDK's SA ("Super 
Avilyn") was the first of these tapes, and 
was followed by Nakamichi SX and 
Maxell UD XL -II. (3M's Master II is 

x 

m 2 

another tape in this category, but was 
not available for test at this writing.) 

What Makes a Tape "New and 
Improved?" Improvements to a tape's 
performance can take many forms. Two 
of them are shown in Fig. 2a and b. Fig- 
ure 2a shows the frequency response of 
Maxell's now -venerable UD and its new 
UD XL -I, both recorded with the same 
signal. Both tapes have the same fre- 
quency response, but the higher curve 
for the UD XL I indicates greater output 
at all points in the audio spectrum-with 
a correspondingly improved signal-to- 
noise ratio. 

A second kind of improvement, and 
one you're likely to see more and more 
of these days, is an increase in tape co- 
ercivity. This raises high -frequency re- 
sponse, as illustrated by the output - 
vs -frequency curves of Fig. 2b (which 
compares TDK's older Audua with its 
brand new "AD" tape). This rising high - 
end response can be accepted as a 
"brighter" sound, if you prefer, but it's re- 
ally intended to be traded off for other 
benefits. Decks with adjustable equali- 
zation and bias let you trade it off for re- 
duced distortion and a slight reduction in 
noise by diminishing treble boost in the 
recording. Also, the rising high end can 
compensate for the drooping treble of an 
inexpensive system's speakers. (It won't 
compensate for playback -head limita- 
tions, though.) In other stereo systems, 
turning down your amplifier's treble con- 
trol will at one stroke restore proper fre- 
quency balance and reduce audible 
tape hiss. 

Test Results. The results obtainable 

0 

115D 

50 100 200 500 1.0, 2.0, 
FREQUENCY IN 0, (CYCLES PER SECOND) 

5.0, iO,N, 202M 

sD 

m.za 

0 

:. 
¢ 90 

(5) 

SO 100 200 500 0, 2.0, 
FREQUENCY iN N. (CYCLES PER SECOND) 

Fig. 2a and b. In (a), at top, Maxell gave its new 
UD XL -I tape (A) more output than older UD (B), but 
same response. In (b), below, new TDKAD tape has 
more high -end response (A) than earlier Audua (B). 

5.0, iO.N, 20,0 
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CASSETTE TAPE TEST RESULTS 

Sensitivity: 
(333 Hz 
"0 VU") 

Distortion: 
(3rd Harm. 
Dolby level) 

Maximum 
Output: 
(3% HD 
333 Hz) 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio 
Unweighted Weighted 

Saturation: 
(db below 
'0 VU" 
10kHz) 

Frequency 
Response 
(see text 
for code) 

DIN bias ferrics , 

DIN Std. cass. ±0.0 0.44% +2.5 51.3 52.9 -11.2 A 

Ampex 20/20+ ±0.0 0.32% +4.1 53.0 55.3 -12.8 B 

Ampex Plus +0.4 0.39% +4.6 " 53.4 55.2 -11.3 A 

Ampex 370 -1.8 2.35% -0.8 49.0 50.9 -18.2 D 

BASF Studio ±0.0 0.38% '+4.4 53.4 55.7 -13.3 B 

BASF Performance -1.8 1.22% +1.1 50.3 53.0 -14.5 C 

Capitol "Music" +0.5 0.25% +3.9 52.8 55.4 -13.6 B 

Capitol l -1.1 1.9 % +0.4 49.3 51.2 -19.8 D 

Memorex MRX2 , -0.7 1.2 % +0.8 49.7 52.1 -11.6 A 

Maxell LN -1.8 1.95% -0.1 48.8 50.9 -14.5 B 

Scotch Master I +0.1 0.6 % +2.8 51.9 54.2 -10.2 A 

Scotch LN/HD -0.6 1.75% +1.2 50.4 52.9 -13.8 D 

Scotch Highlander -1.1 1.65% +0.4 49.5 52.0 -17.5 D 

Sony UHF -0.5 0.72% +2.7 51.4 53.3 -10.1- A 

Sony Plus 2 -2.3 2.28% -0.7 48.1 50.2 -13.0 B 

TDK SD -0.9 0.65% +2.8 51.7 53.6 -12.8 C 

TDK D -0.5 ' 0.8 % +1.6 50.1 51.4 -12.5 B 

"High" bias ferrics 
Fuji FX -0.1 0.28% +4.0 52.4 53.4 - 9.8 A 

Fuji FL -2.4 2.5 % -1.7 . 47.9 49.9 -12.8 C 

Maxell UD -0.8 1.1 % +2.5 51.1 52.8 -10.4. A 

Maxell UD XL -.I +1.0 0.35% +6.1 54.7 56.3 - 9.8 A 

Nakamichi EX -0.6 0.74% +2.6 51.2 52.8 -10.2 A 

Nakamichi EX -II +0.9 0.28% +5.7 54.3 55.8 -10.2 A 

TDK Audua -0.8 1.15% +1.5 49.7 50.7 - 8.7 Ar 

TDK "AD" -0.7 0.37% +3.7 52.4 54.2 - 7.2 Ar 

Cr02 
BASFCrO2 -1.5 1.9 % +0.2 52.6 54.8 - .9.2 A 

Capitol Cr02 -1.0 1.85% +0.2 52.6 54.6 -10.5 . A 
Fuji FC -1.4 2.2 % -0.2 52.4 55.5 -10.5 A 

Memorex Cr02 -2.2 3.2 % -2.1 50.3 ' 52.5 -11.5 B 

Scotch Chrome -1.9 2.4 % -0.8 51.9 54.4 -11.1 B 

Sony CRO2 -1.9 2.45% -0.7 51.5 53.3 - 8.4 ' Ar 

Cr02 Equivalent ferrics 
Maxell UD XL -II +1.9 0.6 % +4.0 55.6 57.4 - 8.2 A 
Nakamichi SX +1.3 0.85% +2.8 , 54.5 55.7 - 8.7 A 

TDK SA +1.0 .0.9 % +2.3 53.7 55.6 - 8.8 B 

FeCr bias & eq 
Scotch Master III -1.7 0.45% +4.9 57.2 59.4 -11.2 A 

Sony FeCr -2.6 0.71% +3.2 55.5 57.5 - 9.4 A 

Ferrichromes, DIN* ~ 

Scotch Master III +0.8 0.64% +3.0 51.8 53.9 - 6.5 * 

Sony FeCr -1.2 1.52% +1.2 49.8 52.2 - 5.4 * 

Ferrichromes, "High"* 
Scotch Master III +1.2 0.52% +4.5% 53.2 55.5 - 6.8 * 

Sony FeCr -0.8 1.03% +2.9 51.5 53.7 - 5.0 * 

*Neither ferrichrome tape is designed for this bias/equalization, but it may be all the consumer has to use with them. Frequency 
response, however, rises from 1 kHz to 19 kHz, to between +10 and +12 dB. 

from any tape depend as much upon the 
recorder and its settings as upon the 
tape itself. Differences between my test 
recorder and your recorder make it al- 
most inevitable that the cassettes I test- 
ed would produce somewhat different 
results if tested on your deck. Where dif- 
ferences between tapes are small, a 

slight adjustment of bias or equalization 
can turn the scale in favor of one or the 
other. So ignore small differences in the 
NOVEMBER 1977 

results. Only the larger ones give 
grounds for definitely judging that one 
tape has a higher performance potential 
than another, regardless of the machine 
used. 

Selecting a Tape. The test results 
here can be used as a starting point in 

selecting the right cassette for your own 
use. A glance at the table will reveal 
which tapes are of the same type as the 

tapes your recorder's instructions rec- 
ommend. The table will also help you 
weed out those tapes whose require- 
ments differ significantly from that of the 
factory -recommended tape. 

In the last analysis, the most signifi- 
cant tests are those you make on your 
own machine. To check frequency re- 
sponse for yourself, the interstation hiss 
from an FM tuner is an excellent and 
handy test signal. Record and play back 
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Fig. 3. Measured at low recording levels, modern 
cassettes are capable of extended frequency response. 
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Fig. 4. When saturation occurs, high -frequency output 26 
28 actually declines if the input signal increases further. 

a few moments of it, flipping between 
"source" and "tape;" see which tape 
comes closest to matching the original 
sound. If you try this, however, remem- 
ber to maintain the record level 10 to 20 
dB below 0 VU on your recording me- 
ters. The high -frequency energy in the 
hiss signal would otherwise drive the 

HOW TESTS WERE MADE 
In making these tests, three C-60 samples 
of each cassette were checked, and an av- 
erage of the two more similar samples is 
reported. In most cases, where the thick- 
ness of the oxide coating is the same, C-90 
versions of the same tapes should perform 
essentially identically. Where a manufac- 
turer chooses to use a thinner oxide layer 
in his long -play length, however, low-fre- ; 

quency sensitivity and distortion figures 
may suffer. 

The tapes in this survey were tested on 
a new Technics RS -99000S cassette 
deck. In addition to its three -head design 
(a practical necessity where machine -run 
frequency response curves are to be 
made), this deck offers continuously vari- 
able bias and equalization controls on the I 

front -panel, as well as the usual fixed bias j 

and EQ switch positions. It would thus 
have been possible to "optimize" the deck 
for every tape tested; but since this would 
represent an unrealistic picture of the per- 
formance to be expected from typical 
home cassette decks, a practical compro- 
mise was employed. For the tapes listed in 
the charts as "DIN bias and equalization," 
the machine was optimized for the new 
DIN Standard Blank Cassette (TP 18 
LHS), a special cassette made for test pur- 
poses. For the "high bias" Japanese fer- ) 

rics, the deck was set up using Maxell UD 
XL -I. For Cr02 and the cobalt -treated 
"chrome equivalent" ferries, the set-up 
tape was Fuji FC. 
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tape into saturation and thereby invali- 
date the test. 

Note that the "best" cassette is not al- 
ways the best choice for every applica- 
tion! As the results in the chart show, 
several low- and mid -priced tapes have 
been improved (some very recently) to 
the point where they can challenge the 
premium tapes for anything that doesn't 
require the full sizzle of a cymbal. But 
avoid cheap, unbranded cassettes, un- 
less you really enjoy cleaning up the 
loose oxide they so often shed. 

How to Interpret Test Results. 
Because tape test results are so de- 
pendent upon the equipment used to 
make the tests, you won't find final full 
specifications listed for tape as often as 
you will for components. So, many of the 
specifications listed below will be un- 
familiar, while others may seem unfamil- 
iar in their current form. Here is what the 
numbers in our table mean: 

Sensitivity: Here we compare the out- 
put of each tape with the output of the 
DIN Standard Blank test cassette, with 
each fed an identical input signal. This 
signal ís a mid -frequency tone (333 Hz) 
of sufficient strength to record a magnet- 
ic flüx level of 250 nanoWebers per me- 
ter on the DIN tape. This particular flux 
level, higher than the "0. VU" of most 
(but not all) home cassette decks, is an 
internationally accepted comparison lev- 
el. All else being equal, the larger the 
number in this column, the better. 

Distortion at Dolby Level: This is a 
comparison of the harmonic distortion 
levels of the various tapes at a standard 
level of recorded signal. Since tape - 
deck manufacturers are free to set their 
"0 VU" point at any level of recorded flux 
they choose, a measurement made at 

16 14 12 10 

IN 
8 6 4 -2 

333Hz 

OkHz 

0+2 4 6 

any one deck's "0 VU" point would not 
be too meaningful. But as the "Dolby 
level" marks found on nearly every man- 
ufacturer's VU meters is a standard level 
(200 nWb/m), we used that as our refer- 
ence point for this test. Since this is only 
1.9 dB less than DIN "0 VU" level, it's at 
least near most manufacturers' "0 VU" 
markings. 

The distortion levels may look lower 
than you're used to seeing for tape. 
That's because conventional "total har- 
monic distortion" meters measure ev- 
erything that isn't signal-which in- 
cludes not only all harmonics, but also 
hum and noise. Since the hum and 
noise on the tape are often greater than 
the distortion at this recording level, you 
will rarely see THD measurements of 
less than 1%. But since tape produces 
only odd harmonics, of which the 3rd 
harmonic is the lowest (and hence most 
prominent), a General Radio 1900-A 
Wave Analyzer was used to read only 
the tape's output at 999 Hz, the 3rd har- 
monic of the 333 -Hz input signal. 

Maximum Output Level: It is standard 
practice to consider a tape's Maximum 
Output Level (MOL) to be, for all practi- 
cal purposes, the point at which its third 
harmonic distortion just reaches 3%. 
Beyond this level, moderate increases in 
input signal lead to very rapid increases 
in distortions. Consequently, satura- 
tion-at which point the tape's output 
will increase no further in spite of in- 
creases in input-is only a few dB away. 

The number shown in this column is 
the "signal" part of each tape's signal- 
to-noise ratio, in decibels above the 250 
nWb/m reference level. The higher the 
number, the better. 

Unweighted S/N Ratio: This column 
indicates the ratio, in decibels, between 
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the Maximum Output Level (MOL) of the 
tape and the output from a section of the 

tape which has been recorded with no 

input signal at all. The higher this num- 

ber, the better, too. 
Weighted S/N: Since the frequency 

response of the human ear at the low 

volume levels of tape noise is not "flat," 
a more meaningful measure of noise au- 

dibility is obtained by weighting its vari- 

ous frequency components according to 

the ear's sensitivity to each. 
There are several weighting filters for 

this purpose. The most common is the 
NAB "A" weighting curve, which is de- 
rived from the famous Fletcher -Munson 
"equal -loudness" curves. More recent 

studies, however, suggest that a slightly 
different weighting curve, the CCIR 

curve, corresponds more closely to the 
perceived obtrusiveness of noise such 

as tape hiss. This weighting system, 
widely adopted abroad (and used by 

Dolby measurements of noise -reduction 
effectiveness), was used for our mea- 

surements in this column. The larger the 
number, the less perceptible tape hiss 
will be. This makes it a slightly more sig- 
nificant measure of tape performance 
than the unweighted S/N in the preced- 
ing column. 

Saturation (10 kHz): Tape saturation 
level varies with signal frequency. At 

high frequencies, saturation occurs 
much earlier (Fig. 3). For this reason, 
and because the high -frequency content 
of most program material is far below 
the "0 VU" level, frequency response 
(next column) is usually measured at a 

level far below "0." 
While dramatic in itself, Fig. 3 does 

not tell the whole story about high -fre- 

quency saturation. Although a tape's 
middle- and lower -frequency output will 

not increase past saturation even if input 
level increases, its high -frequency out- 
put actually declines when input levels 

are increased beyond the saturation 
point (Fig. 4). 

Consequently, the figure shown in the 

"10 -kHz Saturation" column represents 
the tape's absolute peak response and 
the onset of saturation. Distortion occurs 
long before this point (by about 10 dB), 

but is difficult to measure because the 

third harmonic generated (30 kHz) is 

outside the recorder's passband. The 
audible distortion products caused by 

high -end saturation are all too obvious, 
however, so the closer the negative 
number (in decibels below DIN "0" level) 
is to zero, the better. 

Frequency Response: Individual fre- 

quency -response charts were made for 

each tape tested; but since the response 
patterns were so similar, they have been 

summarized in five categories here. An 

"A" curve indicates a response within 
±1 dB over the 100 to 20,000 -Hz range. 

Three tapes (Sony CRO2, TDK Audua, 
and TDK AD) showed a response that 

rose gradually above 1 kHz, reaching a 

maximum between +3 and +5 dB at 

approximately 19 kHz. Because,' as ex- 

plained previously, this may be looked 

upon as an advantage rather than as a 

defect, these tapes have been given an 

' Ar" (A, rising) denomination. Category 
"B" covers a span of ±2 dB over the 

same range. With only minor adjust- 
ments of the bias and/or equalization, 
any of these tapes could have been 
made to show an "A" characteristic. 
Class "C" encompasses a ±3 dB varia- 

tion over the 100 -to -20,000 -Hz range, 

but would certainly be suitable for all but 

very critical applications. Class "D" 
tapes are definitely "limited perfor- 
mance" products whose response (even 

at the -30 VU test level employed on all 

the frequency response measurements) 
was typically down by about 5 decibels 
at 10 kilohertz. O 

TIME KEEPING EXCELLENCE FROM. DIGITAL CONCEPTS 

TIME TUBES ADD A NEW DIMENSION TO TIME ITSELF 

r ,'ii+ 
1[ 3E 

CK-2001 
CK-2002 
CK-2010 
CK-2012 

A bright 0.5 Fluorescent display provides easy to read numbers that 
brighten and dim automatically according to the light. The acrylic tube 
with acrylic or hardwood ends gives these clocks a unique look of simple 
elegance. AM/PM & Power Failure Indicators. Alarm Models have easy to 
set beep alarm, snooze, and alarm set indicator. 3.5" X 3.5" X 5.75. 

Complete Kits 

Solid Clear Time Tube (shown) 
Clear Tube with Walnut Ends 
Solid Smoke Time Tube 
Smoke Tube with Walnut Ends 

539.95 
$34.95 
$42.95 
536.95 

All models available with alarm features. Add $5.00 and specify "Alarm Version" 
and model number when ordering. 

TIME CUBES LEND AN ELEGANT EFFECT TO ANY HOME OR OFFICE 

The 2020 Cube combines simplicity of design with the ultimate in technology. 
It features bright 0.5" fluorescent digits in a contemporary smoke and chrome 
enclosure. Includes AM/PM, Power Failure Indication, Easy set controls. 

Model 2120 is same as above with pleasant beep alarm, photo electronic 
dimming system and alarm set indicator. It also features a 9 -minute snooze 
which is activated by simply tipping the cube. Alarm on/off switch and 
"Tilt -Snooze" make wake up time easy to set. 4.5" X 4.5" X 4.7" High. Add 
to your collection with on -time designs from Digital Concepts. 

CK-2020 
CK-2120 

Complete Kits 

Smoke Time Cube 
Smoke Time Cube with Alarm 

$34.95 
$39.95 

Send your check or money order today for fast delivery. Add 5% ro total order to cover shipping and 

insurance. Outside Continental U.S., add 10%. N.J. residents must also add 5% sales tax. Call (2011 

845-7102 to charge your order to BankAmericard or Mastercharge. 

All clock kits are 100-120 VAC, 50/60 Hz. 
All models can be built for 12 or 24 -hour format. 
We pay shipping and insurance within the Continental U.S. on orders over $100.00. 

245 ROUTE 46 SADDLE BROOK, N.J. 07662 (2011 845-7101 

SYSTEM 5000 THE FULL FEATURE 
PROGRAMMABLE CLOCK KIT 

Have it your way with System 
5000. After the circuit has been 
assembled, add the appropriate 
jumpers and switches to create a 

truely individualized time piece. 
There are enough features to 
satisfy the most discriminating 
enthusiasts. Build an Alann/Clock/ 
Calendar, full feature Desk, Com- 
puter Room, Radio Station Clock, 
or any combination to suit your 
tastes. 

FEATURES 

Time of day and duplicate time register, two 24 -hour 
alarms, four year calendar, one hour down counter, and 
10 -minute snooze and ID timer; Direct -Drive 0.5" fluoures- 
ent panel with automatic brightness. PM and power fail- 
ure indication; Forward or reverse time setting, 9 -volt 
battery backup, seconds display on demand. Many morel 

System 5000 includes all components, two test switches 
and complete instructions. 1.5" H. X 4" W. X 4" D. 

Case not included. 534.95 

SYSTEM 5000 OPTIONS 

RELAY OPTION-$4.00 Includes 700 watt relay and in- 
terlace to control appliances, steroes, etc. 
SWITCH OPTION-$3.75 Includes 4 SPST push buttons, 
2 DPDT push buttons, and 2 SPST slide switches. Pro- 
grams all major features. 
QUARTZ TIME BASE-$6.95 Generates precise 60 Hz. 
output with exceptional stability and accuracy. Direct 
interface to system 5000 and most other clocks. Includes 
all components and instructions. 
CASE OPTION I-$5.95 Includes simulated walnut 
cabinet, blue face plate, rear panel, and all mounting 
hardware. Ideal for many projects. 8.3" X 5" X 3.8". 
CASE OPTION II-$11.00 Deluxe hand finished. solid 
3/8" walnut cabinet, complete with blue or green face 
plate and rear panel. 5.75" X 5.75" X 3.0". 
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SWTPC announces first dual 
minifloppy kit under $1,000 

Ir.:-__ : `. - 

5"ItivTlif 6800 SVST'EMER Q 

Now SWTPC offers complete best -buy computer system with $995 
dual minifloppy, $500 video terminal/ monitor, $395 4K computer. 

. . .. 

1.- ti 

5TaiTd OISKF SYSTEM 

$995 MF-68 Dual Minifloppy 
You need dual drives to get full benefits 
from a minifloppy. So we waited to offer a 
floppy until we could give you a dependa- 
ble dual system at the right price. 

The MF-68 is a complete top-quality 
minifloppy for your SWTPC Computer. The 
kit has controller, chassis, cover, power 
supply, cables, assembly instructions, two 
highly reliable Shugart drives, and a 
diskette with the Floppy Disk Operating 
System (FDOS) and disk BASIC. (A floppy 
is no better than its operating system, and 
the MF-68 has one of the best available.) 
An optional $850 MF-6X kit expands the 
system to four drives. 

I 'r 
w 

I I 

/ sigenT._a . 

rtit 

$500 Terminal/Monitor 
The CT -64 terminal kit offers these 
premium features: 64 -character lines, 
upper/lower case letters, switchable con- 
trol character printing, word highlighting, 
full cursor control, 110-1200 Baud serial 
interface, and many others. Separately 
the CT -64 is $325, the 12 MHz CT-VM 
monitor $175. 

Enclosed is: - $1 990 for the full system shown above 
(MF-68 Minifloppy, CT -64 Terminal with 
CT-VM Monitor). 
$995 for the Dual Minifloppy 
$325 for the CT -64 Terminal - $175 for the CT-VM Monitor - $395 for the 4K 6800 Computer 

$250 for the PR -40 Line Printer 
$79.50 for AC -30 Cassette Interface 
Additional 4K memory boards at $100 
Additional BK memory boards at $250 
Or BAC / Exp Date 
Or MC r Exp. Date 

Name Address 
City State Zip 

S-wTd 6800 :vW" _ 

$395 4K 6800 Computer 
The SWTPC 6800 comes complete with 
4K memory, serial interface, power supply, 
chassis, famous Motorola MIKBUG® 
mini -operating system in read-only 
memory (ROM), and the most complete 
documentation with any computer kit. Our 
growing software library includes 4K and 
8K BASIC (cassettes $4.95 and $9.95; 
paper tape $10.00 and $20.00). Extra 
memory, $100/4K or $250/8K. 
Other SWTPC peripherals include 
$250 PR -40 Alphanumeric Line Printer 
(40 characters/line, 5 x 7 dot matrix, 
75 line/minute speed, compatible with 
our 6800 computer and MITS/IMSAI); 
$79.50 AC -30 Cassette Interface System 
(writes/reads Kansas City standard tapes, 
controls two recorders, usable with other 
computers); and other peripherals now 
and to come. 

. Products Corp. 
219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216 
London: Southwest Technical Products Co., Ltd. 
Tokyo: Southwest Technical Products Corp./Japan 

Southwest Technical 
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tering kit. There are generally two types 
of dry -transfer kits-the type that you cut 
out and stick down and the type that you 
rub down directly from the carrier sheet. 
The latter is recommended. Dry -transfer 
type can be obtained from art supply, of- 
fice supply, and drafting equipment 
stores in a wide range of type styles, 
sizes, and colors. Some manufacturers 
of printed circuit materials also offer 
transfer sheets of electronic symbols, pc 
patterns, and control -labelling kits with 
commonly used legends. 

When you use a dry -transfer lettering 
kit, do the following. First, draw a light 
pencil line on the panel about 1/s" away 
from the bottom of the letter line you 
want to produce, as shown in Fig. 4. You 

Fig. 1. Protective paper on 
acrylic sheets is used to draw 
guidelines and dimensions. 

Adjust lie 
wldtk wrfk 
linuv>t6 saPaw 

90° l fiJ/ f° 

STRAIGHTF 

Fig. 2. When you use a pen and straightedge to draw 
lines, hold pen perpendicular to panel as shown here. 

Fig. 4. In using dry -transfer letters, first draw 
a light line Vá' from bottom of line you want to produce. 

should be able to see through the trans- 
fer sheet clearly enough to line up your 
letters parallel with the guide line. As 
each letter is properly positioned, trans- 
fer it by rubbing with a soft, blunt pencil 
over the area of the letter to be trans - 
54 

ferred, as shown in Fig. 5. Practice 
transferring letters on scrap to deter- 
mine the optimum rub pressure to use to 

. assure a good transfer. Do not press too 
hard, or the letters will spread, crack, 
and flake. 

Fig. 3. To make a final line, 
hold the pen slightly in the 
direction of the line drawn. 

After all letters for a given panel leg- 
end have been transferred, carefully 
erase the guide line. 

When labelling your control panel, 
keep it simple. Shown in Fig. 6 are ex- 
amples of the right and wrong ways of 
labelling panels. If one word will do to 
convey the function of a control, switch, 
jack, etc., never use two words. Also, 
group related items together by boxing 
them in. Use arrows or other graphics to 
indicate signal or traffic flow-but only if 
they are necessary to clarify things. A 
well -designed and properly labelled con- 
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Fig. 5. Transfer each letter by 
rubbing with a blunt pencil. Too 
much pressure may ruin the letter. 
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INPUT 

POWER 

OUTPUT 1 

OFF 

OUTPUT 2 

WRONG 

POWER 

OFF 

TRADEMARK 

' AUSe 
Saf -ADHESIVE PYáS 

^ RANTEE OF 
NGAIN: 

Mt 

I 
3 

OUTPUT 

RIGHT 
Fig. 6. Examples of the right and wrong ways to 
label a panel. Group related items, and if one word 
will describe a group, never label each unit separately. 

trol panel is not only pretty to look at, it is 

functional and completely lacking in con- 
fusion and ambiguity. 

Finishing Up. Transfer lettering and 

inked lines scratch easily and very 

quickly deteriorate if they are not pro- 
tected. While it may at first appear that a 

couple of coats of clear spray lacquer 
will provide the required protection, its 

use can be very tricky. For example, you 
cannot be assured of perfectly even 
coating over the entire panel surface. 
Also, if the first coat of lacquer is too 
thick, it will in all likelihood lift up or even 
dissolve the lettering. 

The best protection for a control pa- 

nel's lettering and graphics is clear 
transparent ConTact plastic film, obtain- 
able from most hardware stores. To use 
this film, cut it about 1/2" (12.7 mm) long- 
er and wider than the panel to be cov- 
ered with it. Do NOT remove the entire 
paper backing from the film. Instead, 
peel it back gradually as you apply the 
film to the panel. Bear in mind that you 

cannot put the film down, change your 
mind, lift it again, and reapply it. If you do 

this, you will dislodge the transfer letter- 
ing and graphics. 

The best technique to use in laying 
down the clear film is to work very 
slowly, peeling away only enough of the 
paper backing to assure that the work 
progresses at a manageable rate (see 

f 
Fig. 7. In using plastic film for 
protecting a panel, peel the paper 
from the film slowly. It 
can't be lifted, once it is down. 

f I! 1{Ali 1 I_,\( I'li' I±Ya'r Irli 
/(` 

Fig. 8. An example of a completed control panel. The 
film has been cut away from all holes and the 
various components have been mounted in proper locations. 

Fig. 7). Small air bubbles should be of a completely assembled control panel 

chased to an edge or a hole; larger bub- is shown in Fig. 8. 

bles should be lanced with a razor blade 
or X -acto knife. When the film is down, Closing Remark. We have given only 

go Over every square inch of it with the the basic techniques to use for design - 

back of a table spoon, tongue depres- ing and fabricating professional -quality 

sor, or other blunt instrument to burnish control panels. By applying these tech - 

it down solidly. Then cut the film away niques and gaining some experience in 

from all holes and mount the various design, you can make projects you will 

components on the panel. An example value and be proud to display. O 
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HE Federal Communications Com- 
mission is having problems these 

days with pirates. No, the FCC isn't tak- 
ing over the duties of the Navy and 
Coast Guard. These pirates are known 
as WCPR, WHGC, "Radio King Kong," 
"Wild Turkey Radio," and even "Radio 
Clandestine." More and more adventur- 
ers, either ignorant or contemptuous of 
the law, are taking to the airwaves and 
setting up their own broadcasting sta- 
tions. 

Bootlegging is not a new develop- 
ment. Even in the early days of radio, 

band (540 to 1600 kHz) is fair hunting 
ground for pirate broadcasters. How- 
ever, recent years have found pirates to 
be more commonly using frequencies in 
the upper end and just above the stand- 
ard broadcast band, say from 1550 to 
1650 kHz. This range is becoming popu- 
lar with pirates because many old AM 
phone transmitters which cover the 160 - 
meter ham band (1800 to 2000 kHz) can 
be easily retuned to cover 1550 to 1650 
kHz. Much of the available surplus AM 
gear will cover this range as well. 

A second favorite place for pirates is 

Piracy on the Airwaves 
when communication was by Morse 
code and spark transmitters, an occa- 
sional wireless enthusiast would "bor- 
row" another callsign, usually of rare or 
distant locations, to attract more replies. 
Amateur radio in the 1930's jokingly had 
what was called the "bootlegger" class 
of license, which allowed the holder to 
use all the power and bands he pleased, 
plus select his own call-at least until he 
was caught! Such bootlegging continues 
today on the amateur bands, with rare 
DX station callsigns often used by other 
stations, and operation taking place 
from countries (such as Turkey) where 
amateur radio is frowned upon. 

The new breed of radio pirates is in- 
terested in broadcasting, but not in com- 
municating with other stations. Indeed, 
there is no shortage of perfectly legal 
avenues for communication if your de- 
sire is to talk with other people by radio. 
However, if you want to broadcast, 
you're limited to a mere 100 milliwatts of 
power in the AM and FM broadcasting 
bands under Part 15 of the FCC rules. 
For a growing number of pirates, that 
simply isn't enough power. Note that 
neither the author nor POPULAR ELEC- 
TRONICS advocates that anyone set up a 
pirate station. The FCC rules provide for 
a maximum penalty of $10,000 fine and/ 
or a year imprisonment for those caught 
broadcasting illegally. 

Where Pirates are Found. Almost 
any frequency in the standard broadcast 

the 49 -Meter international shortwave 
broadcasting band (5900 to 6200 kHz). 
The upper end of 49 meters, around 
6200 kHz and just above, has long been 
favored by pirate broadcasters in Eu- 
rope. A big advantage of this band is 
that much wider range can generally be 
obtained than on the broadcast band, 
particularly since fully resonant anten- 
nas are generally more feasible on 49 
Meters than on the standard broadcast 
band. 

A final good place to look for pirates is 
in the 41 -Meter amateur/international- 
broadcast band (7000 to 7300 kHz and 
just above). This range is populated by 
both broadcasters and amateur opera- 
tors. A big advantage of this band for pi- 
rates is that plenty of AM equipment is 
available for the band ready to use with- 
out any further modification. A big disad- 
vantage is that interference is often tre- 
mendous, and the relatively flea -pow- 
ered pirates often can't cut the mustard. 

Those readers in urban areas might 
also want to keep an ear on the 88 - 
to -92 -MHz segment of the FM broadcast 
band. This portion of the band is normal- 
ly reserved for educational stations, 
some of which use powers as low as 10 
watts. Quite often, a "pirate" station of 
sorts will pop up here, generally for a 
day or two. These are almost always the 
result of students at a school using a le- 
gitimatey licensed transmitter in an un- 
authorized manner. Due to the highly 
sporadic nature of such operations, and 

their limited range, we will not deal with 
them in this article. 

Strictly Hobby Pirates. The major 
portion of pirate activity in the United 
States falls into the category of "hobby" 
activity. These stations are operated 
solely for the amusement and diversion 
of the pirates, who have no political 
cause to advocate. A typical example 
was WHGC, operating on a varying fre- 
quency around 1610 kHz, in Charlottes- 
ville, Virginia. This station first popped 
up in late 1975, and was reported by 

The state of 
illegal broadcasting 
is explored. 

BY Harry L. Helms 

members of the National Radio Club as 
far away as Delaware. Programming 
consisted of gospel music and religion 
(quite a contrast from the rock music 
and obscenities that many pirates put 
out). When the station was contacted by 
members of the National Radio Club, 
the operator claimed that it was oper- 
ated on a limited -radiation carrier -cur- 
rent basis that was legal under FCC 
rules Part 15, and that he couldn't imag- 
ine how the station was being heard so 
far. One resourceful NRC member even 
managed to extract a verification from 
the station that specified power as 100 
milliwatts. 

On March 4, 1976, however, FCC 
agents from the Commissions's Norfolk 
office raided and shut down WHGC. Far 
from being a mere 100 milliwatts, the 
station was actually operating at 50 
watts. The gospel music programing 
was explained by the fact that the station 
was built and run by the son of a minis- 
ter, with the station itself being located in 
the back of a church in Charlottesville! 
Luckily for the young operator, the FCC 
merely issued a warning, suspending 
further action on the condition that no 
more illegal operation take place. 

A bizzare operation was the "WDRC- 
FM" relay that operated on 1630 kHz. 
This station did nothing more than relay 
the programs of station WDRC-FM in 
Hartford, Connecticut. In late December, 
1974, various BCB DX'ers noted a sta- 
tion on 1630 kHz that identified as 
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WDRC-FM. In fact, the station itself got 
a report from a frequency monitoring 
and checking service in Cleveland, Ohio 
about the strange signal. An NRC mem- 
ber and WDRC's chief engineer used di- 
rection -finding techniques to determine 
that the illegal transmitter was in Merid- 
en, Connecticut. In mid -January, 1975, 

Federal Communications Commission 
agents, alerted by DX'ers and the 
WDRC staff, shut down the illegal trans- 
mitter. The station operator turned out to 
be a former employee of WDRC. 
WDRC-AM, by the way, transmits on 
1360 kHz-and the pirate used 1630 
kHz! 

The grandaddy of all hobby pirates, 
however, has to be the WCPR opera- 
tion. WCPR used a varying frequency of 

around 1620 kHz from its location in 

Brooklyn, New York. The station was 
first noted in late December 1975 and 

was quickly reported over a wide area 
from the Southeastern states to the Mid- 

west. Station programming consisted of 
rock music and listener phone-ins week- 
end nights from approximately 0430 to 

0700 GMT. The station announcer 
called himself, somewhat unoriginally, 
"John Doe." 

Callers to WCPR's announced num- 
bers were given an address to which to 

send reports. Unfortunately, reporters 
only received "thank you for tuning in" 
letters instead of detailed verifications. 
Meanwhile, some DX'ers noted that the 
numbers that WCPR announced were 
some of those that the telephone com- 
pany uses for internal purposes, and 
speculation arose that someone inside 
the telephone company was aiding in 

the operation, because when the WCPR 
numbers were called when the station 
was not operating, nothing happened- 
no busy signal, no dial tone. 

WCPR continued along, featuring 
calls from DX'ers and casual listeners 
from all over the eastern half of the Unit- 
ed States, until it was raided and closed 
by the FCC on February 7, 1976. Trans- 
mitter power was only 100 watts, and 

FCC agents expressed amazement that 
it had been heard in the Midwest. As is 

usually the case, the operators of the 

SAMPLER OF RECENT PIRATE BROADCASTING ACTIVITY 

Frequency 
(kHz) 

850 

1580 

1610v* 

1620v 

1629 

1630 

5035v 

6025v 

6030 

6158v 

7229 

7415 

Comments 

WHBL, Bayonne, New Jersey (announced location), rock music and 

identifications as "The Music Machine, WHBL, Radio 86, Bayonne." Ac- 

tive mid -January 1975, poor technical quality. 
Menomonee Warriors' Station, near Keshena, Wisconsin, active during 

unrest in area, early Spring 1975. 
WHGC, Charlottesville, Virginia, gospel music and religion, pretended to 

be carrier current, 50 watts of power, run by son of a minister, active late 

Autumn 1975 until closed by FCC March 4, 1976. 

WCPR, Brooklyn, New York, used rock music and telephone call -ins, 

widely heard from December 1975 until closed by FCC in early February 

1976. Transmitter was 100 watts. 

WCPU, location unknown but believed to be in the Midwest, announced 
1615, urged listeners to write FCC and Congress to open up frequencies 

for hobby broadcasters, excellent signals, active mid -February 1976 fol- 

lowing WCPR closing. 
"WDRC-FM Relay," Meriden, Connecticut, relayed WDRC-FM pro- 

gramming from late December 1974 until closed by FCC in mid -January 

1975. 
"Wild Turkey Radio," location unknown, English talks, much profanity, 

DX items from radio club bulletins. Even verified reports of its reception 

in club bulletins! Active December 6 through 10, 1973. 

"Radio King Kong," announced as being 20 miles off coast but believed 

to be in middle Atlantic states, rock music and obscenities, February and 

March, 1974. 
"Radio Clandestine," announced as being on a ship but believed to be in 

New York -Pennsylvania area, rock and political commentary, requested 

reports to NYC address, active mid -December 1973. 

Unidentified station, believe USA location, programs against telephone 

and other excise taxes (a favorite target of anti -Vietnam War groups), 

active early autumn 1972. 

Unidentified, believed to be in Philadelphia area, rock music and dedica- 

tions, active early September 1973. 

WTIT, location unknown, "The Sound of Young America," rock music, 

announced 50 watts, mid -February 1973. 

*v =frequency varies somewhat 

station turned out to be rather young, in 

their late teens and early twenties. Al- 

though the FCC apparently decided not 
to prosecute the persons involved for 
operating a transmitter illegally, prob- 
lems still remain. Prosecution may still 
result from the tampering with telephone 
company circuits. 

A glance at our "sampler" of pirate ac- 

tivity will show similar operations scat- 
tered throughout the three main pirate 
bands. Of particular note, however, is 

the "Radio King Kong" operation report- 
ed around 6025 kHz in February and 
March of 1974. Many pirate broadcast- 
ers over the years have called them- 
selves "Radio King Kong," as one of the 

"pioneer" pirate broadcasters used that 
name. However, it is not believed that 
any of the various "King Kong" opera- 
tions are related. Don't be too surprised 
if another "Radio King Kong" pops up 

sometime in the future! 

Political Pirates. Political pirate 
broadcasters are much more common in 

Europe than here. Much of the political 
pirate broadcasting activity is govern- 
ment run. Relatively little such activity 
has occurred in the United States. 

In the early Spring of 1975, an illegal 
station showed up on 1580 kHz near Ke- 

shena, Wisconsin. Operated by sympa- 
thizers of the Menomonee Indians, the 
station billed itself as the Menomonee 
Warriors' Station and announced its fre- 

quency as 1600 kHz, despite its actual 
frequency. It was strong enough to inter- 
fere with reception of WAPL, Appleton, 
Wisconsin on 1570 kHz. 

The most recent political pirate was 
WCPU on 1629 kHz, which appeared in 

mid -February 1976 shortly after the FCC 
closure of WCPR. The announcer urged 
listeners to write the FCC and Congress 
urging them to open up frequencies 
above 1610 for hobby broadcasters. 
WCFU claimed to be the most powerful 
pirate broadcaster ever, and its signals 
gave credibility to that claim. Location 
was believed to be somewhere in the 
Midwest. 

"DX" Pirates. Many DX'ers and 
SWL's get a big kick out of hearing a pi- 

rate. Do they ever get the urge to put a 

pirate station on the air themselves? 
Many members of various radio clubs 

who are known to have somewhat sym- 
pathetic "live and let live" views toward 
pirate broadcasting have at times re- 

ceived advance notification that a pirate 
was about to take to the air. But since 
many DX clubs publish membership 
lists, complete with addresses, such 
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advance notification did not prove that 
any DX'ers or SWL's were guilty of pi- 
rate activity. 

Many pirates show a surprising knowl- 
edge of DX'ing. One example is the 
case of "Radio Clandestine," which 
showed up in mid -December 1973 on 
6030 kHz. Reception was good through- 
out the Northeast, with programming 
consisting of rock music and political 
jokes. The host gave his name as "R.F. 
Burns," claimed to be operating from a 
ship off the Atlantic coast, and request- 
ed reports to a New York City address in 
care of the "SIN PO code foreman." 
Quite obviously, the operators of this 
station were aware of clandestine activ- 
ity (a favorite subject with many DX'ers) 
and were well aware of that favorite 
SWL reporting code, the SINPO system. 

The "clincher" to link some SWL's 
and DX'ers to pirate activity came in De- 
cember of 1973. From December 6 

through 10, a station was heard around 
5035 kHz announcing as "Wild Turkey 
Radio, the Voice of the Pilgrim Under- 
ground." Programming consisted of En- 
glish language talks spiced with much 
profanity. One feature was a "DX cor- 
ner" that featured items straight out of 
"FRENDX," the monthly DX bulletin of 
the North American Shortwave Associa- 
tion. A DX'er in Ottawa, Canada heard 
the station and reported reception of it to 
the January, 1974 issue of "FRENDX." 
He did not send a report to the station 
because no address was given. 

A surprise arrived a few months later 
for the Canadian DX'er. It was a verifica- 
tion letter for "Wild Turkey Radio," 
signed by "Pullet" and "Gobbler," and 
airmailed from Turkey! Despite the post- 
mark, Canadian government monitors 
believed the station to be located some- 
where in the Winnipeg, Manitoba area. 
Quite clearly, though, the operators of 
"Wild Turkey Radio" had connections 
with the SWL community and access to 
"FRENDX." More probable, in the opin- 
ion of many people, was the notion that 
"Pullet" and "Gobbler" were members 
of NASWA! 

Hearing Them Yourself. Most 
broadcast -band pirate activity takes 
place on weekends, usually after mid- 
night, and many DX'ers scan 1600 to 
1650 kHz every weekend night in the 
early hours. Activity on the 49- and 41 - 
Meter bands tends to be concentrated in 
the afternoon hours, as heavy interfer- 
ence from legal broadcasters often 
makes evening and night reception on 
these frequencies difficult for low -power 
stations. O 

Making 
Digital Electronic 
Clocks Immune 
to AC Flicker 
BY ANDREW FRASER 

AN OCCASIONAL "flicker" on the ac 
line can interrupt power to a digital 

clock for up to a second. This can cause 
the filter capacitor in the clock's power 
supply to discharge through the displays 
to the point where the clock must be re- 
set for accurate time. If you have en- 
countered this problem, the circuit we 
present here can correct it. 

A typical power supply for a digital 
clock consists of transformer Tl, diodes 
D1 and D2, and filter capacitor Cl. The 
flicker -eliminator modification in this cir- 
cuit consists of the components inside 
the dashed -line box. Now, power for the 
clock chip is obtained via D3, R1, and 
C3. When the ac line flickers, the current 
drawn by the displays will begin to dis- 
charge C1 but the charge on C2 will not 
go to the displays because under this 
condition D3 will be in reverse bias. 

117 V 
AC 

DI 

MM5316 clock chip that draws 5 mA and 
can operate down to 8 volts, C2 can 
keep the clock chip (but not the displays) 
operating for several minutes. Most line 
flickers do not last this long. Also, this 
means that you can unplug your clock 
and move it to another location without 
having to reset it. 

Resistor R1 in the add-on circuit limits 
the current flow to C2 during the charge 
cycle. If the power supply delivers 12 
volts, a value of 100 ohms at 12 watts for 
R1 will limit charging current to 120 mA. 
This allows C2 to become fully charged 
in several seconds. If you use a lower - 
value capacitor for C2, RI's value and 
power -handling capabilities can be re- 
duced proportionately, or R1 can be 
eliminated altogether. 

This flicker -eliminator technique can 
also be used with low -power RAM's in 

iV TO DISPLAY 
r 

CI 

D3 RI 
(SEE TEXT) 

C2 
(SEE TEXT) 

This circuit provides power to a clock chip to prevent flicker. 

Hence, while the charge on Cl might be 
quickly drawn off by the displays, the 
power delivered to the clock chip from 
the charge on capacitor C2 will remain 
relatively constant. 

If a power supply normally delivers 12 
volts and capacitor C2 is a very high val- 
ue (say 10,000µF) and you are using an 

+VCC TO 
CLOCK CHIP 
ONLY 

GND 

computer memory systems to prevent 
loss of stored data when a transient 
flicker occurs. The amount of "safety" 
time again depends on the value of C2 
and the current demands of the memory 
system. Therefore, the higher the value 
of C2 and the lower the current demand, 
the longer the safety time. O 
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SPECIAL BARGAIN RATES 

All four of these magazines 

sell for $1.50 on newsstand , 

and $9 to $12 a year on sub- 

scriptions. If you order one 

or more subscriptions from 

the coupon below, you'll en- 

joy big savings over regular 

sub rates. Buy 2 subs and 

take an extra 5% discount. 

Buy 3 subs and take an extra 

10%. Order all 4 and save an 

extra 20%. 
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Modern Electronics 
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Newsstand price 11 yr) 

$18.00 
18.00 
18.00 
18.00 

For The CBer 

S9's the oldest, biggest and most widely read CB 
magazine in the world. Edited by Tom "Tomcat" 
Kneitel, it's got all the best writers in the CB field, 
plus great extras for the swl, vhf buff, or would-be 
ham. S9 not only tells you what's happening now, but 
what's going to happen in the future and why. Must 
reading for every CBer from 18 to 80. 

For The Radio Amateur 

CQ's the oldest and best read independent ham 

radio magazine anywhere. Mostly aimed at the oper- 
ating end of ham radio, with a goodly amount of tech 
projects, radio theory and, of course, all the new pro- 
ducts for the amateur. If you're already a ham, or 

about to become one, you'll love CQ. 

For The Music Recording Buff 

Modern Recording's only two years old, and al- 

ready hailed as the "only" mag to read for anyone 
interested in creative sound. Features stories on all the 
top recording stars, and what goes into the sound they 
make. Heavily electronic oriented. Covers, mixers, 
amplifiers, instruments, and naturally, people. 

For the Electronic Hobbyist 

A brand new monthly magazine that covers all 

phases of hobby electronics with a different twist. 
Modern Electronics tells you what's new in computers, 
audio, electronic gadgets, personal communications, 
and TV games. But it goes much further. This mag 

covers what's new and why. How -to -do -it projects 
galore. Many new devices never before covered in any 

electronic magazine. The hobby magazine of electron- 
ics tomorrow --for reading today. You can't be without 
it. 

Regular Sub 

$12.00 
9.00 

12.00 

12.00 

Special Sub 

$9.95 
7.95 

9.95 
8.95 

COWAN PUBLISHING CORP. 
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BUILD A 

FOR SECURITY 
Inexpensive alarm device 
detects light changes 
in its field 
of view. 

The Field Disturbance Sensor pre- 
sented here is a useful security de- 

vice wherever a reasonable amount of 
ambient light exists, such as in an office 
supplies area or a store showroom. 
Since it does not radiate an r -f or ultra- 
sonic signal, it cannot be easily detect- 
ed. Featuring a quasi -memory, it can de- 
tect removal of an object as well as the 
addition of one within its field of view. 

Thus, the Field Disturbance Sensor is 
difficult to defeat, versatile and easy to 
build owing to a low parts count, and 
readily available components can be 
used. Initial adjustments require only a 
multimeter. 

Theory of Operation. The Field Dis- 
turbance Sensor functions like a simple 
camera, with two light -dependent resis- 
tors (LDR's) or photocells taking the 
place of film. A lens projects the image 
or field of view onto the sensitive sur- 
faces of the photocells. The resistance 
of each cell is determined by the amount 
of light reaching it. When the field of 
view is normal (that is, when desired 
conditions in the field exist), the cell re- 
sistances will assume specific values. If 
an object passes through, is added to, or 
removed from the field, the intensity of 
light impinging on the cells, and thus 
their resistance values, deviates from 
the chosen norm. Any change in the am- 
bient light level also changes the photo- 
cells' resistances. 

Two IC comparators monitor the 
LDRs' resistances and activate 
an audible alarm if they 
vary by more than a 

60 t 

r 

4I 

BY KEN POWELL 

predetermined amount. The alarm will 
continue to sound as long as the field is 
disturbed. Thus, if a person is moving 
through the field, the comparators acti- 
vate the alarm as long as he is in view. If 
an object is added or removed from the 
field, the alarm continues to sound until 
the object is withdrawn or replaced, re- 
spectively. 

About the Circuit. The schematic 
diagram of the Sensor is shown in Fig. 1. 
Cadmium -sulfide photocells LDR1 and 
LDR2 are connected in series to form a 
voltage divider and placed behind a lens 
(see Fig. 2). As the field of view is al- 
tered, the resistances of the photocells 
vary inversely in proportion to the 
amount of light striking their sensitive 
surfaces. An object entering the right 
side of the field of view produces a 
greater effect on the left photocell, and 
vice versa. A change in resistance of 
either cell causes a variation in the volt- 
age at the junction of the two cells. This 
voltage is called VIN. 

A second voltage divider comprising 
R2, R3, and R4 provides reference volt- 
ages for comparators ICI and IC2. 
These references are designated VUT 
and VLT. The upper threshold (VUT) is 
applied to the noninverting input of ICI 
and the lower threshold (VLT) is applied 
to the inverting input of IC2. Voltage 
from the junction of the photocells (VIN) 
is applied to the inverting input of 1C1 

and the noninverting input of IC2. 
Potentiometer R1 is placed in 

parallel with LDR1 so that `id VIN can be trimmed to one 
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- BI -B4 -(4) AA CELLS 

1 

Fig. 1. Light hitting LDR's determines inputs to op amp comparators. 

PARTS LIST 
A l -Mallory SC628P Sonalert, or similar 
B 1 through B4-AA cells 
ICI, IC2-LM3I IN comparator 
LDR I , LDR2-Cadmium-sulfide photocell. 

(Radio Shack 276-116) 
Q1-Pnp silicon switching transistor (Radio 

Shack 276-2024) 
R1 -500,000 -ohm. trimmer potentiometer 

(Radio Shack 271-221) 
-R2-2500-ohm-trimmer potentiometer (Radio 

Shack 271-228) 
R3, R4, R5 -10,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% toler- 

ance resistor 

LENS 

RING 

TUBE - 
SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW 

half the supply voltage (3 V). Potentio- 
meter R2 adjusts the reference voltage 
divider so that VUT will be slightly great- 

er than VIN and VLT will be slightly less 

than VIN. When this occurs, the outputs 
of both comparators (uncommitted col- 
lectors on -chip) are high and 01 is cut 

off. No current flows through alarm Al . 

Any change within the field of view will 

cause variations in the resistances of 

LDR1 and LDR2 and in the magnitude of 
VIN. If the change decreases the re- 

sistance of LDR1 or increases the re- 

sistance of LDR2, VIN will exceed its ini- 

tial value. When VIN is greater than 

VUT, ICI will change state and its output 
will go low. This will forward bias 01 and 

Misc.-Bi-convex 50.8 x 50.8 mm lens 

(available for $19.50, Nó. OÍ LDX 115, 

from Melles Griot, 1770 Kettering Street. 

Irvine, CA 92714); rubber "O" rings; ce- 

ment; suitable wood, plastic or metal stock 

and tubing; IC socket or Molex Soldercons; 

battery holders (Radio Shack 270-1433j; 
printed circuit board (availáble from J. Os- 

wald, 1436 Gerhardt Ave., San Jose, CA 
95125, for $3.50); hóokup wire, etc. 

HORIZ. 
AXIS 

Fig. 2. Dimensions 
for cutting PVC 
pipe to make 
lens assembly 

energize the alarm. If the photocells are 

affected in the opposite manner, VIN will 

drop below its initial value. When VIN is 

less than VLT, the output of IC2 will go 

low, forward biasing Q1, which in turn 

sources current for the alarm. 
In effect, we have set up a voltage 

window by adjusting R2. This window is 

centered around VIN. Any variation in 

VIN which exceeds this voltage window 

activates the alarm. The window can be 

made very narrow-on the order of a 

few millivolts at the maximum sensitivity 
of the Sensor. 

Construction. The project comprises 

a lens assembly, a printed circuit board, 

and a base. The lens is 2" in diameter 
and has a focal length of 2" (50.8 x 50.8 

mm). A lens tube can be fabricated from 

a cardboard mailing tube, aluminum or 

PVC pipe. Two-inch I.D. PVC pipe is 

easily cut to size and cements readily to 

other plastics and wood. Dimensions for 

the lens tube are shown in Fig. 2. The 

lens is mounted in the tube with a pair of 

rubber "O" rings (available from hard- 

ware stores). When the rings and lens 

are properly positioned in the tube, the 

rings should be secured in place with a 

few drcps of cement. 
The base assembly can be construct- 

ed from plastic, wood or metal. Suggest- 

ed dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. The 

prototype has a hole centered on the 

bottom side of the base tapped for 1A" x 

20 threads. This facilitates mounting the 
project on a camera tripod. A small "L" 
bracket to hold the alarm can be formed 
from a 2" x 3" (5.1 x 7.6 cm) piece of 

steel or aluminum stock. 
Photocells LDR1 and LDR2 are 

mounted on the base assembly after a 

preliminary test. Place the cells side by 

side on a flat surface about 6" (15.2 cm) 

from a light-colored wall which is il- 

PC BOARD 

MOUNTING BASE 

Fig. 3. Instructions and dimensions for assembling 
the base. A hole in the bottom can be used for tripod mounting. 
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luminated with normal ambient light. 

Measure the resistance of each cell and 

denote the one with the higher re- 

sistance LDR1. Then mount the LDR's 

on the base assembly, securing them 

with cement. The photocells should be 

spaced as far apart as possible, but be 

sure they can be encompassed by the 

lens tube. Then cement the lens tube to 

the base assembly. 
Suitable etching and drilling and parts 

placement guides for the printed circuit 

board are shown ín Fig. 4. Both IC's can 

be mounted in a single 16 -pin socket, or 

Molex Soldércons can be used. Connect 

lengths of hookup wire to the pc pads for 

the LDR's and the Sonalert. Be sure to 

leave enough wire for the leads to reach 

their respective components when the 

printed circuit board is installed. Battery 

holders for the four AA cells can be 

mounted directly on the board. When all . 

components and leads are in place, the 

pc board is mounted on the base as- 

sembly with 1/2" (1.27 -cm) spacers and 

No. 4 hardware. Double check your wir- 

ing and orientation of semiconductors. 
Then install the batteries in their holder. 

The project should start beeping loudly. 

Adjustment. Place the Sensor in po- 

sition to cover the desired field of view. 

(Remember that adequate ambient light 

is required for correct operation of the 

project.) Apply the positive probe of a 

voltmeter to point VIN and the negative 

lead to ground (battery negative). Adjust 

R1 for a reading of approximately 3 

volts. Then move the negative probe to 

point VIN and the positive probe to VUT. 

Adjust R2 for the smallest Voltage possi- 

ble without activating the alarm. When 

these adjustments are performed, VUT 

will be slightly positive with respect to 

VIN, and VLT slightly negative. 

The sensor is now operational. Have 

some fun trying to outwit it! 

Use. Keep in mind that the project oper- 

ates on ambient light. Accordingly, ade- 

quate lighting must be maintained where 

the Sensor is to be used. Under good 

lighting conditions, as found in most of- 

fices and showrooms, the Sensor func- 

tions over a distance of 25 feet (8 m) or 

more if the intrusion or change provides 

a moderate contrast to the existing 

background. Closer in, the project will 

detect such changes as smoke or fire. 

To alter the pattern of the field or to 

gain greater light -gathering power, dif- 

ferent lenses could be used. Also, more 

sensitive photocells could be employed. 

The audible alarm could be supplement- 
ed or replaced by a relay for intercon- 

Al 
SONALERT+ 

- 

Fig. 4. Etching 
and drilling guide 

(below) and 
component placement 

for pc board. 

nection with an existing alarm system. 

There are obviously many possibilities 

for those inclined to experiment! 
Battery life will depend on the number 

and duration of alarms. Quiescent cur- 

rent drain is only four milliamperes, so 

long life can be expected from the AA 

cells, especially if alkaline batteries are 

LDR2 LDR1 

VIN \ 
, RI 

R3 

R 

5 

VUT 

used. Of course, you could also use 

NiCd cells or a line -powered, regulated 

low -ripple dc supply with back-up batter- 

ies. No matter how you power the Sen- 

sor, you will find it fun to build, even 

more fun to attempt to defeat, and in 

proper applications, a very good and 

useful security device. O 
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Allows color enlargers to give 

consistent quality in spite 

of line -voltage fluctuations. 

BY D. W. SCHNEIDER 

° 

ADD VOLTAGE 
REGULATION 

lOA 
COLOR PHOTO 

ENLARGER 

HAVE YOU ever matched your color 
enlarger's filter pack to a negative, 

only to discover that the resulting color 
print's color quality was imperfect? This 
is often due to fluctuations in line volt- 
age, which occur when high -power ap- 
pliances turn on or off. 

This problem can be solved by using 
an inexpensive voltage regulator, such 
as the one presented here. 

The project to be described will main- 
tain dc voltage for the enlarger's lamp at 
line level within ± 1%, even if the ac line 

voltage varies ± 10%. The regulator cir- 
cuit uses readily available parts and can 

be built for approximately $20. 

About the Circuit. The voltage regu- 
lator is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 

Isolation transformer Tl applies 117 
volts rms ac to modular bridge rectifier 
RECT1. Pulsating dc from the bridge is 

filtered by electrolytic capacitors Cl and 

C2 into a fairly smooth 160 -volt dc level. 

Zener diodes D1 and D2 together with 
resistor R2, form a voltage regulator. 
The series zener combination produces 
a regulated output of 118 volts dc. Re- 
sistor R2 limits zener current to a safe 
value and provides base current for Ql. 

The voltage at the base of 01 is gov- 
erned by the zener action of D1 and D2, 

and is thus substantially independent of 
variations in line voltage. Even if the line 
voltage drops 10 volts, the filtered output 
of the rectifier is greater than the com- 
bined zener voltages. This is so be- 

cause the filter output is approximately 
equal to the peak value of thé ac line's 
waveform, not its rms value. Unless the 
line voltage decreases greatly, there will 

always be enough current in the zener 
diodes to keep them operating in the 
avalanche region. The zener voltages 
will therefore remain constant within ± 
1% or so. 

Most enlargers use incandescent 
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Fig. 2. Photo shows how prototype was made with point-to-point wiring. 

Fig. 3. Transformer T1 can 
be made by modifying a 
readily available model. 
This shows the parts of the 
transformer disassembled 
and ready for re -winding. 

Fig. 4. Photo of assembled 
prototype shows transformer. 

mounted on heat sink. 

_ 

Fig. I. Circuit has zener diode 
regulation and amplifier pair. 

PARTS LIST 
C I , C2-Dual (80- and 50-µF, 250 -volt) elec- 

trolytic capacitors or equivalent. 
D1 -1N4758 56 -volt, 1 -watt zener diode 
D2-IN4759 62 -volt, I -watt zener diode 
D3 -1N4003 silicon diode 
FI -2 -ampere fuse 
QI-RS-2012 (Radio Shack) npn silicon tran- 

sistor 
Q2 -2N3055 npn silicon power transistor (Ra- 

dio Shack 276-1634. See text.) 
R1 -10;000 -ohm, 10 -watt wirewound'resistor 
R2--4700-ohm, I - vatt carbon composition 

resistor 
RECTI-400-Ply modular silicon bridge 

rectifier (Radio Shack 276-1173 or equiva= 
lent) 

SI-SPST switch 
SOI-Ac power socket 
T1=25.2 -volt, center -tapped, 2 -ampere trans- 

former (Radio Shack 273-1512) or 117 -volt 
isolation transformer (Stancor No. 6410). 
See text. 

Misc.-Suitable enclosure, TO -3 heat sink, 
mica. washers, and transistor socket, zinc 
oxide silicone heat sink compound, line 
cord, strain relief, terminal strips, fuse hold- 
er, magnet wire, soldeE, insulated sleeving, 
machine hardware, fiber shoulder washers, 
flat black paint, etc. 

lamps drawing 75 or More watts. If zener 
diodes alone were used as voltage regu- 
lators, they would have tó have very 
large power dissipation ratings. The cost 
of such diodes is prohibitive. However, 
the Darlington amplifier composed of Q1 
and Q2 allows the use of small (1 -watt) 
zener diodes. The diodes present a re- 
gulated voltage which drives the Dar- 
lington pair. Two diode voltage drops 
(approximately 1.2 volts) cause the out- 
put voltage at the emitter of 02 to be 
slightly less than the combined zener 
voltages. 

The voltage regulator as shown has 
been successfully used with enlargers 
containing 75 -watt incandescent bulbs. 
If your enlarger has a lamp that requires 
more than 100 watts, output transistor 
Q2 should be a premium 2N3055 rather 
than the hobby -grade component speci- 
fied in the Parts List. 

Construction. The regulator can be 
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assembled using point-to-point wiring 
and terminal strips. The project should 
be housed in a 5" x 21/4" x 21/4" (12.7 x 

6.4 x 6.4 cm) aluminum utility box. When 

you have procured all necessary parts, 

lay them out in the box as in Fig. 2. Drill 

mounting holes for those parts which are 

directly attached to the box (fuseholder, 
terminal strips, power switch, retaining 

band for the electrolytic capacitor, etc.) 

Holes must also be drilled for Q2's heat - 

sink and isolation transformer T1. Make 

a cutout in the box to allow clearance for 

the socket used with 02. 
Mount all components in the utility box 

except for Tl and the transistor/heat 
sink assembly. Wire the components ac- 

cording to the schematic diagram. (Use 

insulated sleeving liberally.) Be sure to 

observe polarities of CI, C2, D1 through 
D3, and Ql. Next, mount Q2 on the heat 

sink in the following manner. Spread a 

layer of zinc -oxide silicon heat sink com- 

pound on the bottom of 02's case, on 

each side of the two TO -3 mica wash- 

ers, and on top of the heat sink where 

Q2 will sit. Pass the two washers over 
the pins of 02, and position the transis- 

tor on the heat sink. 
Holding the transistor in place, turn 

the heat sink over and lay two fiber 
shoulder washers on the holes drilled in 

the heat sink for the transistor's retaining 
screws, Then mount a TO -3 socket by 

pushing it down over the protruding tran- 
sistor pin leads. Secure the assembly 
with 6-32 machine screws. (It might be 

necessary to enlarge the threads in the 
transistor socket with a 6-32 tap to 

accommodate the machine screws.) Be 

sure that the shoulder washers isolate 
the machine screws from the heat sink. 

Mount the transistor/heat sink as- 

sernbly on the utility box with machine 
hardware. Wire the transistor socket ac- 

cording to the schematic. To maximize 
the project's ability to dissipate heat, all 

exterior surfaces of the utility box and 

heat sink should be coated with a layer 
of flat black enamel spray paint. 

Transformer Tl can be made by mod- 
ifying a Radio Shack 25.5 -volt, center - 
tapped power transformer. Separate the 
transformer mounting bracket from the 
laminated iron core by bending the two 
metal tabs on the bottom of the bracket 
outward. This will allow the core to slip 

oút. The "E" and "I" shaped laminations 
can then be removed one at a time from 
the plastic bobbin on which the trahs- 
former windings are wound. Tapping the 
laminations with a small hammer will 
loosen the varnish between them, allow- 
ing the end laminations to be slid out. A 

photo of the disassembled transformer 
is shown in Fig. 3. 

When the wound plastic bobbin is 

tree, remove the outer, larger diameter 
(approximately No. 20) copper second- 
ary winding. Do not disturb the inner pri- 

mary winding or its insulated leads. 

Wind approximately 670 turns of No. 26 

or 28 enamelled magnet wire in place of 

the secondary just removed. Scrape 
some enamel from the new secondary 
wires and solder insulated leads to 

them. If desired, seal the windings with 

coil dope. Wrap a few turns of vinyl elec- 

trical tape (Scotch No. 33 or equivalent) 

over the windings. Then paint the trans- 
foi.mer bracket with flat black enamel 

and reassemble the transformer. 
In the prototype, the transformer was 

mounted on the heat sink over 02, as 

shown in Fig. 4. If preferred, a more ex- 

pensive and slightly larger isolation 
transformer such as the Stancor No. 

6410 can be used in place of the modi- 

fied 25.2 -volt transformer. 

Use. Plug the line cord -from the regula- 

tor into the power socket on the expo- 

sure timer. Then plug the power cord 

from the enlarger into power socket 
sol. The voltage regulator is now ready 

for use in the production of prints. 

PE COMICS CORNER By Frank Bolle 

"Hey, four wheeler. 
Looks like we got us a convoy!" 
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New Sinclair Cambridge Programmable. 
An astonishing $29.95! 

How pocket calculators grew up 
A couple of years ago, calculators took a 

step forward. Programmability transformed the 
slick slide -rule calculator into an advanced 
scientific machine. 

Sadly, it also transformed a cheap little 
calculating aid into a piece of capital 
investment. 

Now the all -new Sinclair Cambridge 
Programmable puts programmability where it 
belongs: in the palm of your hand, for less 
than $30. 

The features of the Sinclair Cambridge 
Programmable 

The Cambridge Programmable is 

genuinely pocketable. A mere 4%" x 2", it 
weighs about 2oz. 

Yet there is absolutely no compromise in 
the package of functions it offers. 

Because the Cambridge Programmable 
is both a scientific calculator with memory, 
algebraic.logic and brackets (which means you 
enter a calculation exactly as you write it), and 
a programmable calculator which offers 
simple, flexible through -the -keyboard program 
entry and operation. 

The Cambridge Programmable has a 
36 -step program memory, and features 
conditional and unconditional branch 
instructions (go to and go if negative). 

There is also a step facility, which allows 
you to step through the program to check that 
it has been entered correctly. If there is any 
programming error, the learn key allows you to 
correct single steps without destroying any of 
the remainder of the program. 

To achieve this, each program key -stroke 
has an identifying code, or 'check symbol'. 
(The symbols for the digit keys are the digits 
themselves, while the symbols for the operator 
keys are letters printed beside the keys.) 

The check symbol for E, for example, is F. 

So if, as you step through the program, the 
display shows 

check symbol step number 

F.0000 26 

tair- 
1,anmr,dge Programmable 

ar. cicE r -- 
A 

sin 

7 

cos tare , ...sons 
9 

Mrn 

8 RU 

0 
+/- 

0 
- 2x Ea -x F 

it means that El is programmed as step 26. 
If step 26 should have been 0, all you have to 
do is press 

learn 

puts machine into 
'learn' mode. 

It's as simple as that! 
These facilities make the Cambridge 

Programmable exceptionally powerful, 
whether it's running programs you devise for 
yourself or the programs in the Program Library. 

Use the 294 -program library to tailor the 
machine to your own specialty 

Like a full-size computer -and unlike far 
more expensive specialist calculators - the 
Sinclair Cambridge Programmable can be 
programmed to handle calculations concerned 
with any specialty. 

And of course, whatever it's doing the 
Programmable is error -free - in fact, once it's 
programmed, it can even be given to an 
operator who doesn't understand the program! 

To save you time, and to help inexperi- 
enced programmers, Sinclair have produced a 
library of 294 programs ready to be entered 
straight into the calculator. 

the correct step 

Using these standard programs, the 
Cambridge Programmable solves problems 
from quadratic equations (where the program 
gives both real and imaginary roots) to twin -T 

filter design, and from linear regression to bond 
yields. It even plays a lunar landing game! To 

realise the full power of the Cambridge 
Programmable, the Program Library is a must. 

(The calculator is supplied with 12 

sample programs, and full instructions for 
entering your own program. The four books in 

the program library are available at $4 each, or 
$10 for the complete set.) 

ME ME WI ZED 

II To: Sinclair Radionics Inc., Galleria, 115 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y.10022, USA. PE 11 

Why the Cambridge Programmable 
costs so little 

The Sinclair Cambridge Programmable 
uses the Sinclair talent for miniaturisation to the 
full -as you'd expect from the company that 
pioneered the truly pocketable pocket 
calculator, and recently introduced the world's 
first pocket TV 

Chip and circuitry design are unique to 
Sinclair, and the Cambridge Programmable is 
assembled by Sinclair's own staff at their 
headquarters plant. Shipped direct, and sold to 
you direct, the Cambridge Programmable 
accumulates no middleman's profits on the way. 

The result is a pocket programmable 
calculator of advanced design, sold by the 
manufacturer with the manufacturer's own 

1 -year comprehensive guarantee, at a price 
unmatched by any comparable calculator. 

10 -day no -obligation offer 
There's a lot more to this remarkable . 

Please send me (qty) Sinclair Cambridge 
Programmable(s) at $29.95 each, including 
full instructions, and sample programs. $ 

(qty) AC line adaptor(s) at $4.95 S 

(qty) Program Library Book 1 at $4 S 
General/Finance/Statistics 
(percentage, metric system, 
memory, games. dates, finance, 
mortgages, statistics) 

(qty) Program Library Book 2 at $4 $ 
Mathematics (algebra. calculus, 
geometry, trigonometry, number 
theory, transcendental functions) 

(qty) Program Library Book 3 at $4 $ 
Physics and Engineering 
(astronomy, statics and dynamics. 
relativity, mechanics, properties of 
matter, fluids, structures, 
thermodynamics) 

(qty) Program Library Book 4 at $4 $ 
Electronics (networks. circuits. 
filters, electrodynamics, radiation 
and propagation) 

(qty) complete set(s) of 
4 books at $10 per set 

Sales tax (NY residents) 

Post and packing s 2.50 

calculator than a brief written description can 
cover. 

You need to see it and handle it... to 
program it yourself in a few seconds to save 
you hours... to check its performance against 
tables and graphs... to test the full range of 
programs available ...to evaluate, perhaps, its 
use as an educational aid in developing a 
student's computer understanding. 

So we're offering a 10 -day trial. Send your 
check or money order with the order form 
below, and you'll receive a calculator direct. 
Use it for 10 days, and if you don't feel it's the 
finest $29.95 you've ever invested, send it back. 
We'll refund your money without question. 

There's nothing to lose, and so much 
calculating power to gain. 

Post your order today. 

I i I 
Sinclair Radionics Inc., Galleria, 
115 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y.10022 USA. 
Tel: (212) 355 5005. 

Enclosed is check/MO payable to Sinclair Radionics Inc. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

(PLEASE PRINT) 

I understand that you will refund purchase price in full if 
I return calculator(s) and accessories in saleable condition 
within 10 days of receipt. 

Total Signature AmericanRadioHistory.Com



BACK TO THE (CIRCUIT) MINES 

%; Solid State 

READER response to my prospecting trip among the cir- 

cuit mines of manufacturers' literature in the August issue 

(A Circuit Medley) has been so gratifying that I've decided to 

pay a return visit to the "diggings." The results of my latest 

expedition are shown ín Figs. 1 through 4. Like the circuits dis- 

cussed previously, these nuggets are, of course, but a minus- 

cule sampling of the thousands of designs suggested in man- 

ufacturers' periodicals, product bulletins, catalogs, application 
notes, data sheets, brochures, and reference handbooks. The 

major sources for circuits, naturally, are the publications re- 

leased by the semiconductor manufacturers, but other com- 

ponent manufacturers-particularly those offering more ex- 

pensive components such as transducers, transformers, and 

relays-are excellent secondary sources of information. 

INPUT 

-V- 

o 

A 

' 'ül AS 

RS 

By Lou Garner 

Intended for use as sampling gates, the Schottky diode 

switching circuits in Fig. 1 were abstracted from Application 

Bulletin 16, published by Hewlett-Packard Components (640 

Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304). Sampling is essentially 

a time -stretching technique by which a high -frequency, repeti- 

tive signal is duplicated at a lower frequency to permit obser- 
vation and/or measurement with standard test instruments, 

such as an oscilloscope or vector voltmeter. The gates sam- 

ple the instantaneous amplitude of the test signal at different 

points on successive cycles until the original waveform can be 

reconstructed. Depending on the sampling rate, as compared 

to the frequency of the test source, the reconstructed wave- 

form may have an equivalent frequency one -tenth or less than 

that of the original. 

Fig. 1. Schottky diode sampling switch 
circuits: (A) single; (B) dual; (C) quad. 

'CS 

VBIAS 

9 

VBIAS 

OUTPUT 

-VBIAS 

The basic sampling gate, Fig. 1A, uses a single diode. The 

diode normally is reverse biased by a steady dc voltage and 

thus acts as an open circuit. During the sampling period, a ne- 

gative -going pulse is applied to the cathode, momentarily can- 

celling the reverse bias and allowing the diode to conduct. 
Sampling capacitor, CS, then charges up to the instantaneous 
amplitude of the test signal through isolating resistor Rs. 

During each successive sample, the voltage across the ca- 
pacitor changes to reflect the new amplitude of the test signal. 
However, since the capacitor acts to hold the signal voltage 

C level between samples, it "stretches out" and effectively re- 

constructs the original waveform at a much lower frequency. 
Naturally, the sampling pulse width must be quite narrow 
compared to the input signal so that the sample corresponds 
to a specific portion of the applied waveform. Also, the capaci- 
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tor's charging time must be short enough to charge or dis- 
charge during this interval. 

Although the basic single -diode sampling gate provides ac- 
ceptable performance in some applications, it has a number 
of limitations. If the isolation resistor, Rs, is made too small, it 
is relatively ineffective. If it is too large, it reduces efficiency by 
introducing an excessive voltage drop and increasing the 
charging time constant. There is always the problem of the re- 
verse bias developing a steady charge on the sampling capa- 
citor. These limitations can be reduced somewhat by using a 
symmetrical dual diode sampling gate, as shown in Fig. 1B. 
Here, the diodes are arranged to form a bridge in conjunction 
with two fixed resistors, R1 and R2. Equal, but opposite, re- 
verse bias voltage sources are required and both positive - 
and negative -going sampling pulses must be used to initiate 
operation. Superior to the single diode sampling gate, the dual 
diode design is also relatively inefficient due to the voltage 
drops across the bridge resistors. 

The most efficient design as well as the most common in 
commercial equipment is one using four diodes arranged in a 

Fig. 3. Digital thermometer 
circuit uses an LM134 programmable 

current source as temperature 
sensor, a 21/2 -digit DPM chip for 

A/D conversion and display 
decoding, and an NSB3882 readout 

driven by a DS8866N and three 
2N4403 pnp transistors. 

J2 J OUTPUT 
5011 

Fig. 2. This broadband vhf amplifier 
circuit, using a VMP-4 FET has a 
reasonably flat freaquency response 
from 40 to over 200 megahertz. 

full -wave bridge, as illustrated in Fig. 1C. For optimum perfor- 
mance, the four diodes must have matched characteristics, 
the two reverse bias voltages must be equal and opposite, 
and the control signals must be identical in waveform except 
for polarity. The value of the reverse bias voltage is somewhat 
critical in that it must be large enough to prevent input signals 
from driving the diodes into conduction, yet small enough to 
permit the gating control pulses to forward bias the diodes 
during the sampling interval. 

Typical Schottky diodes suitable for use in these circuits are 
the 1N6263 and HSCH-1001, or, for the bridge circuit, the 
HSCH-1004, 5082-2805, and 5082-2813 diode arrays. In 
practical systems, the sampling gate generally is placed be- 
tween the input signal source and the following amplifier's in- 
put capacitor. 

Included in the 4 -page technical data bulletin for the VMP 4 
MOSPOWERTM FET manufactured by Siliconix, Inc. (2201 
Larelwood Road, Santa Clara, CA 95054), the broadband vhf 
amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 2 offers a reasonably flat re- 
sponse from 40 to over 200 MHz. With power gains approach - 
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ing 15 dB, it can deliver from a few milliwatts to several watts 

output, depending on the dc supply voltage and drive signal 

amplitude. 
Standard components are used in the design, with all capa- 

citors good -quality ceramics or micas except for C7, which is 

a 50-V tantalum unit. The broadband input r -f transformer, Tl, 
consists of 4 turns of #22 AWG twisted pair on an Indiana 

General type F625-902 core. Naturally, layout and lead dress 

are somewhat critical and good vhf wiring practice must be 

followed for optimum performance. A 24 -volt dc source is 

used as the amplifier's power supply, with the gate bias volt- 

age (VGS) adjusted for the minimum drain current to meet 

power output requirements within Q1's maximum ratings. 

Supplied in a four -terminal, flange -mounted strip -line pack- 

age, the VMP4 transistor (O1) is an n -channel, enhancement - 

mode MOSFET with a maximum drain -source breakdown 
voltage rating of 60 volts, a maximum drain current rating of 

1.6A, and a maximum power dissipation (at 25° C) of 35 watts. 

Suitable for use either in hobbyist or commerical designs, 
the digital thermometer circuit in Fig. 3 is one of a number of 

items in a recent issue of the National Anthem, a publication 
issued periodically by the National Semiconductor Corpora- 
tion (2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051). Us- 

ing an LM134 programmable current source as its tempera- 
ture sensor, the instrument features an ADD2500 21/2 -digit 

DPM chip for analog/digital conversion and display decoding 

and an NSB3882 readout driven by a DS8866N and three 

2N4403 pnp transistors. Two RA08 resistor networks are 

used in the circuit in addition to quarter -watt fixed resistors 

and small potentiometers. Requiring a single unregulated 12 - 

volt dc source, the design includes an LM340 3 -terminal, 5 - 

volt regulator and a dc/dc converter consisting of an LM555 

and a four -diode rectifier network. The converter drives a neg- 

ative current regulator comprising an NSL-5053 LED, a 

2N3904 npn transistor, and a 2N5457 FET. Although neither 

parts placement nor wiring dress are critical, good layout and 

wiring techniques should be observed when duplicating the 

circuit. If desired, the LM134 may be used for remote sensing. 

Described by Hans Palouda in Volume 4, Number 2, of Pro- 

gress, a bimonthly journal published by the Marketing Serv- 
ices Department of the Fairchild Camera and Instrument Cor- 

poration's semiconductor operations (464 Ellis Street, Moun- 

tain View, CA 94042), the complementary audio power am- 

plifier circuit in Fig. 4 features inexpensive, TO -220 monolithic 

Darlington transistors (types SE9301 and SE9401) in its out- 

put stage. Because of the inherent high gain of the Darlington 

units, only one other transistor, 01, is needed to complete the 

design. Designed for operation on a 40 -volt single -ended sup- 
ply, the circuit offers an input impedance of 10,000 ohms. Re- 

quiring an input signal of only 1.2 V rms to deliver a full 20 

watts output to a matched 8 -ohm load, it can be used with any 

standard preamplifier. According to Fairchild, the amplifier's 

frequency response is essentially flat within 1 dB from 30 Hz 

to 200 kHz, while its harmonic distortion is typically less than 

0.2%. In operation, 01's base serves as the tie point for both 

ac and dc feedback as well as for signal input. A bootstrap cir- 

cuit is used to boost Q1's effective collector voltage, insuring 

an adequate drive signal for 02 and developing a constant 
voltage across R7, which acts as a current source and, in con- 

junction with diodes D1, D2, and D3, serves to reduce low-lev- 

el crossover distortion. 
While any standard construction technique can be used, a 

suitably designed etched circuit board is easiest, provided 
reasonable care is exercised in developing a clean layout. Dc 

polarities must be observed, of course, and heat sinks should 
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are rugged polyesther, not Bakelite as in some connectors. 
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New GD-1110 Pinball Game 
The incredible Bally Fireballs pinball game you've been hear- 

ing about now in low-cost easy -to -build kit form. One to four 

players can play this exciting game that's so challenging its 

impossible to grow tired of. Solid-state electronics and 

computer technology replace much of the failure -prone elec- 

tromechanical devices found in other games. The GD-1110 is 

not a toy but a sophisticated pinball game that will give you 

years of fun and action. 
Only $599.95 
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New AR -1429 Stereo Hi -Fi Receiver 
This year give symphonies, cool jazz, and the driving beat of 

rock with this stereo performer from Heath. 35 watts, mini- 

mum RMS, per channel into 8 ohms with less than 0.1% total 

harmonic distortion from 20-20,000 Hz. The AR -1429 is per- 

fect for the budget conscious stereo buff who requires a high 

quality system. It has all the features of a high-priced receiver 

and the performance too. Phono hum and noise are - 65 dB. 

FM sensitivity is 1.8 V. Provision for optional Dolby® FM mod- 

ule. Like all Heathkit products, assembly is quick and easy. 

Only $319.95 

New 5280 Series 
Test Instruments 
Here are five new starter instruments in- 

tended for (but not limited to) the begin- 

ner. You'll be surprised at the features 
and performance these new instruments 
have. There's the IG-5280 RF Oscillator 
with 1000 Hz audio output, the IM -5284 

high performance multimeter that reads 

volts, ohms and DC current, the IT -5283 

Signal Tracer for RF, AF and logic trac- 
ing, the IB-5281 RCL Bridge for design 

and experimentation and the IG-5282 

Audio Oscillator with a 10 Hz to 100 kHz 

frequency range. And to power the 5280 

series, you can build the IPA -5280-1 pow- 

, er supply. Only $37.95 each 

ra 

9 Q_ 

New GD-1186 
Digital Electronic Scale 

Unique and functional truly describe 

the new DigiScale electronic "weighing machine". Big, 

bright LED's show your weight with more precision than nor- 

mal scales and there are no springs or weights to compro- 

mise performance. The digital readout may be mounted on 

the wall or just about anywhere. 
Only $99.95 

New CS -1048 
Cruise Control 
You'll appreciate the CS -1048 
every time you take a long trip 
in your car. Just preset your 
cruise speed and the CS -1048 
does the rest electronically. 
Maintains your car's speed 
and improves mileage too. 

Only $79.95 
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New TO -1860 
Heath/ Thomas Organ 
Microprocessor -based or- 
gan has nine preassem- 
bled and tested circuit 
boards for really easy as- 
sembly! Color -coded keys 
and coordinated music 
make learning to play a 
breeze. Single -finger 
chords,automatic rhythms 
and 17 different instru- 
ment voices add real ver- 
satility. 
Only $1749.95 

Read about these and nearly 400 
other exciting kits in our new FREE Catalog 
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New GC -1107 Digital Alarm Clock 
A perfect kit for the first time kitbuilder. This super -accurate 
timepiece has an attractive blue four -digit display that dims 
automatically according to ambient light. It also has the fea- 
tures you need in a clock; 24 -hour "smart" alarm, snooze 
switch, alarm -on indicator and power failure indicator. 
Only $27.95 
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New Microprocessor Self -Instruction Course 
Our EE -3401 Microprocessor Operation and Programming 
Course ($89.95) is your key to the power of microprocessor 
operation and programming. Features Heath's famous indi- 
vidualized learning techniques to provide you with a thorough 
background in microprocessor operation, interfacing and pro- 
gramming. Accompanying software and hardware experi- 
ments provide "hands-on" experience with the companion 
ET -3400 6800 Microprocessor -based trainer ($189.95). 

Nearly 400 fantastic 
kits you can build. 
Electronic kits for 
everyone. Stereo hi- 
fi, television, ama- 
teur radio, auto 
accessories and 
much, much 
more. 
Heath Company, Dept. 010-350 
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New Heathkit Personal Computers 

For the ultimate gift, there's a Heath Computer System. 
Destined to be the industry leaders, Heathkit computer 
products are the total system designs that excell in 
home, hobby, business and educational applications. 
Powerful software gets them up and running fast. Su- 
perior software, documentation and service support 
keep them that way. 
t H8 8080 8 -Bit Digital Computer Kit 

j]2 H11 LSI-11 16 -Bit Digital Computer Kit 
Q H9 Video Terminal Kit 
® H10 Paper Tape Reader/Punch Kit 
EJ LA36 DEC Writer II (Assembled) 
Prices are mail-order net F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Michigan. 
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 

Send for your Heathkit 
Catalog in time for 
Christmas Giving! 

HEATH I.--------------, 
Schlúmberger 

Heath Company, Dept. 010-350 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Please send me my FREE Heathkit Catalog. 
I am not on your mailing list. 
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be provided for the output Darlingtons, 02 and 03. After 
checkout, the center voltage at test point A is set by adjusting 
potentiometer R4. If desired, the basic design can be modified 
to provide output powers of up to 60 watts by using different 
output Darlingtons. More complete details are furnished in 
Fairchild's Application Note 334. 

Readers' Circuits. The readily available 555 timer is 
among the most versatile of the special-purpose integrated 
circuits. It seems to have more applications than the proverbi- 
al dog has fleas. Hardly a week passes that one doesn't learn 
of some new application for this inexpensive and interesting 
device. The digital thermometer circuit discussed earlier (Fig. 
3) had a 555 timer in its dc/dc converter and a number of 
readers have submitted circuits using this intriguing IC. 

As an example, the dual-purpose timer circuit shown in Fig. 
5 can be used either to energize or deenergize an external de- 
vice for a preset, butadjustable, time interval, depending on 
which pair of output terminals is used. Contributed by reader 
A. R. Goldsworthy (14 Edgemont Rd., Braintree, MA 02184), 
the design requires a minimum of components. It can be as- 
sembled on either a pert or etched circuit board and can be 
operated on virtually any 6 -volt dc power source, including 
series -connected flashlight or penlight cells. In operation, out- 
put 1 is energized and output 2 is deenergized when power is 
first switched on by Si. Depressing and releasing momentary 
contact pushbutton switch S2 will deenergize output 1 and en-. 
ergize output 2 for an interval proportional to the R1 -C1 time 
constant. At the end of the time interval, output 1 will be reen- 
ergized and output 2 deenergized. 

The current available from either output is adequate to trig - 

411 

Fig. 4. Complementary 
audio power amplifier 
uses TO -220 monolithic 
Darlington transistors 
in output stage. 

ger an external control circuit, actuate a sensitive relay, power 
a small incandescent lamp (such as a #47 bulb) or LED. A 
330 -ohm current -limiting resistor should be used in series with 
standard LED's to prevent damage. With the component val- 
ues specified, the maxiumum time delay is approximately 15 
seconds, according to reader Goldsworthy. If desired, the tim- 
ing interval may be increased by replacing Cl with a 25-1.1.F, 

50-µF, 100-µF, or even larger capacitor. The lower (mini- 
mum) time limit is determined by R1 's adjustment and compo- 
nent characteristics. 

A valuable accessory for both amateur and professional 
photographers, the automatic remote (slave) flash control cir- 
cuit illustrated in Fig. 6 utilizes a 555 timer, a phototransistor, 
operational amplifier, and silicon controlled rectifier to achieve 

SI 
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Fig. 5. Dual-purpose timer has preset interval. 
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Fig. 6. Automatic slave flash 
control circuit uses 555 timer, 

a phototransistor, op amp, and 
SCR for adjustable time delay. 
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an adjustable time delay. Submitted by Richard C. Gribble 
(220 East First St., Kannapolis, NC 28081), who has em- 
ployed several identical units for "stop motion" multiple -flash 
photography, the control can be used with any standard flash 
blub or electronic flash assembly. Light from the main flash 

striking phototransistor 01 delivers a pulse to op amp /Ci. 
Amplified by ICI, this pulse is used to trigger the 555 timer, 

IC2. After a time delay determined by the R4/R5/R6/R7-C2 
time constant, IC2 triggers the silicon controlled rectifier, 
SCRI, through coupling capacitor C3, switching this device to 

a conducting state and activating the external flash assembly. 
Circuit operating power is supplied by a pair of 9 -volt batter- 

ies, 81 and 82, controlled by dpst switch Si. Transistor Q1 is 

a type FP100 or FPT100 phototransistor; IC1 a 741 op amp; 

IC2, of course, a "555" timer; diodes 01 and D2 type 1 N4005, 

and SCRI any standard 400-V, 1.5-A unit. Except for potenti- 
ometers R5, R6 and R7, all resistors are quarter- or half -watt 

types, while Cl and C3 are ceramic disc; and C2 a 10-V tan- 

talum capacitor. Although Richard assembled his original 
models on perf board, other construction techniques can be 

used for duplicating the circuit provided all dc polarities are 

observed and professional assembly and wiring procedures 
are followed. With the parts values indicated, the time delay 
can be adjusted from (approximately) 1 millisecond to 1.1 sec- 
onds, with R5, R6 and R7 used to set the delay in thou- 
sandths, hundreths, and tenths of a second, respectively. 

Where several controls are used simultaneously for multi- 
ple exposure stop -motion flash photography, each unit is ad- 

justed for successively longer delays. Naturally, the photogra- 
pher must take the flash duration into account which, although 
relatively short for electronic units, can range up to several 
milliseconds for flashbulbs. If flash units with different guide 
numbers are used, the distances to the subject must be ad- 

justed to achieve the correct illumination for the f-stop em- 
ployed. With a little practice and experimentation, however, 
quite professional results can be achieved, even using rela- 
tively inexpensive cameras and flash assemblies. 

Device/Product News. With an eye on the booming 
home security market, Siliconix, Inc. (2201 Laurelwood Road, 

Santa Clara, CA 95054) has recently introduced a pair of 
smoke detector integrated circuits. Designated as types 

SM110 and SM120, the new units are monolithic bipolar- 
PMOS devices packaged in standard 14 -pin DIP's. With low 

standby supply current requirements to insure long battery life 

(typically, 1 year), the two units feature on -chip MOSFET in - 

CII +1C2 

11 11.0 

1111111 ---.SIB 
82 

SCRI 

D2 

DI 

put comparators and will interface directly with ion chamber 
as well as photoelectric detectors. Both include low battery 

detection and reverse polarity protection circuits, adjustable 
trip points, provision for either latching or nonlatching alarm 

modes, and can supply output currents up to 30 mA to exter- 
nal discrete horn drivers. The SM110 is designed primarily for 

operation on 9 -volt do sources while the SM120 is designated 
for operation on 10 -to -13 -volt supplies. 

If you'd like to be in tune with electronic musical instru- 

ments, then you'll be be interested in a new 7 -stage counter 
integrated circuit announced by Fairchild's Linear Division 
(464 Ellis St., Mountain View, CA 94042). The new device, 

type F4727, is designed to generate all of the tones of the 

chromatic scale across eight octaves of the musical spectrum. 

Based on a primary chromatic scale, the IC can generate 
each of the twelve flats, sharps and natural notes of the seven 

additional octaves of the primary scale. Twelve type 4724 de- 
vices can cover the entire musical spectrum. 

For CB enthusiasts, The Exetron Division of Fairchild (3105 
Alfred St., Santa Clara, CA 95050) is now offering an IC citi- 

zen's band radio controller that combines channel selection 
with automatic scanning and a drive for 7 -segment displays. 
The new unit, type FCB8010, is programmable for use with 

domestic 40 -channel CB transceivers and can furnish either 
serial or parallel BCD coding for channel selection, eliminating 
the need for a BCD -coded rotary switch. It also can provide 

externally selectable search and scan modes, as well as in- 

crement up or down modes. The search mode is selectable 
for either busy or vacant channels, while the scan mode will 

remain on a busy channel for three seconds before advancing 
to the next busy channel. Slow up or down operates at two 

channels per second, increasing to six channels per second 
starting with the third charnel. Emergency channel 9 is exter- 

nally selectable for immediate reception, but transmitting on 

channel 9 is inhibited unless specifically selected. 
Teledyne Semiconductor (1300 Terra Bella Ave., Mountain 

View, CA 94043) has expanded its line of monolithic data con- 
version products with the addition of three new A/D convert- 
ers featuring three binary outputs. Type numbers are 8703CJ, 
8704CJ, and 8705CN for the 8-, 10-, and 12 -bit devices, re- 

spectively. All three devices utilize low -power CMOS tech- 
nology and are fully self-contained in single 24 -pin DIP's, re- 

quiring only passive support components. Conversion speed 
is 1 to 20 ms. The three -state binary output (latched) makes 

the units ideal for direct microprocessor interfacing and for 
multiplexing the outputs of multiple A/D converters. O 
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Popular Electronics epririt series 
Many important articles covering a variety of interests in the broad field of elec- 
tronics are published in POPULAR ELECTRONICS. Reprints of selected articles 
and test reports are now available in the event that you missed some you would 
like to have for reference or study purposes -or for projects you wish to build. 
Reprints in this series are only $1 each (*750 for those marked with an asterisk.) 
Minimum order is $2. 

SPECIAL ARTICLES 

AUDIO 
1. How The New FTC Hi -Fi Rules Affect You 
2. How To Evaluate Tape Recording Specs 
3. A New Standard For FM Tuner Measurements 

COMPUTER 
7. How To Select A Microcomputer 
8. Ins & Outs Of Computers For Beginners 

COSMAC "ELF" SERIES (Reprint ='s 4, 5, 6, & 17) 
4. Low Cost Experimenter's Microcomputer 
5. Experimenter's Microcomputer/With Hardware 

Improvements & More Programming Details 
6. Microcomputer/How To Expand Memory, Plus 

More Programs 
17. Build The Pixie Graphic Display 

CB RADIO 
9. CB Specifications Made Easy 

10. How To Choose CB Base Station Antennas 

OTHER 
14. How To Design Your Own Power Supplies 
15. The Care & Feeding Of NiCd Batteries 
16. Build A Gas & Fume Detector 
LEARNING ELECTRONIC THEORY WITH CALCULATORS 
SERIES (Reprint z's 11, 12, & 13) 
11 Basic Equations and OHM's Law 
12. Reactance, Time Constants And AC Calculations 
13. RC Coupling, Basic Amplifier Calculations, and 

RLC Relationship 
. . 

TEST REPORTS 

AUDIO 

18. ADC Accutrac 4000 Record Player 
19.*Empire Model 698 Manual Turntable 
20. Kenwood Model 600 Integrated Stereo Amplifier 
21.*MXR Stereo Graphic Equalizer 

22.*Nakamichi Model 500 Stereo Cassette Deck 
23. Onkyo Model TX -4500 AM/Stereo FM Receiver 
24.*Ortofon MC20 Moving Coil Phono Cartridge 
25.*Pickering Model XV -15/625E Stereo Phono Cartridge 
26. Pioneer Model CT -F8282 Stereo Cassette Deck 
27. Radio Shack "Realistic" Model STA-2000 

AM/Stereo FM Receiver 
28. Rotel RX-7707 AM/Stereo FM Receiver 
29. Sansui Model TU -9900 AM/Stereo FM Tuner 
30.*Shure Model M24H Stereo Phono Cartridge 
31.*Sony Model TA -4650 V-FET Stereo Power Amplifier 
32.*Spectro Acoustics Model 210 Stereo 

Graphic Equalizer 
33.*Stanton Model 681EEE Stereo Phono Cartridge 
34. Teac Model PC -10 Portable Stereo Cassette Deck 
35.*Technics Model SB-6000A Linear Phase 

Speaker System 
36.*Thorens Model TD -1260 Record Player 

COMMUNICATIONS 

37.*Cobra Model 29XLR 40 -Ch. AM CB Mobile Transceiver 
38.*Drake Model SSR-1 AM/SSB Communications 

Receiver 
39.*Kenwood Model TS -820 Amateur Radio Transceiver 
40.*Kris Model XL -50 40 -Ch. AM CB Mobile Transceiver 
41.*President Model "Washington" 40 -Ch. 

AM/SSB CB Base Station 
42. Yaesu Model FRG -7 AM/SSB Communications 

Receiver 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

43.*B&K-Precision Model 280 Digital Multimeter 
44.*B&K-Precision Model 1471 B Dual -Trace Scope 
45.*Ballantine Model 1010A Dual -Trace Scope 
46.*Fluke Model 8020A Digital Multimeter 
47.*Hewlett-Packard Model 280 Digital Multimeter 
48.*Sencore Model DVM-32 Digital Multimeter 
49.*Sencore Model TF-70 Portable Transistor Tester 
50.*Triplet Model 60 Analog Multimeter 

*REPRINTS MARKED WITH ASTERISK 750; ALL OTHERS $1.00. MINIMUM ORDER $2.00. 

Popular Electronics Information Center, Consumer Products Division, 595 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012. 
Please send the reprints listed below: 

750 Each 

Reprint = Quan. Reprint # Quan. 

NUMBER OF REPRINTS ORDERED: 

@750_.__-_ @ $1 00 

$1.00 Each 

Reprint x Quan. Reprint # Quan. 

TOTAL ENCLOSED $__ 
(MINIMUM ORDER $2.00) 

t 

PG -117 

Print Name 

Address 

City 

State_ Zip 
tResidents of CA, CO, FL, IL, MI, MO, NY STATE, 

DC and TX add applicable sales tax. Outside 
U.S.A. add $1.00 per order. 
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I Experimenter's 

Corner 
PROGRAMMABLE READ-ONLY MEMORIES 

SEMICONDUCTOR memories are 
among the most important electron- 

ic circuits. They are found in almost all 

digital devices, ranging from pocket cal- 
culators to computers. Besides their ob- 
vious application in the storage of infor- 
mation, these memories can be used in 

the synthesis of unusual waveforms, 
music, and even human speech. 

There are two basic types of semicon- 
ductor memories. Read-only memories 
(ROM's) are those from which data is 

normally only retrieved. Read/write 
memories (R/WM's) or Random-access 
memories (RAM's) are those into which 
data can be loaded or from which infor- 
mation can be retrieved, each with equal 
facility. ROM's are factory programmed 
with fixed data which cannot be 

changed. 
Some ROM's, called PROM's, can be 

permanently programmed by the user. 
Others, called EPROM's, can be pro- 
grammed by the user and then erased 
by exposure to ultraviolet light. After 

Ou7PL'T 
Fig. 1. PROM grid that can be 
used to simulate a NAND gate. 

00 

4( _/ 

; = 0 

oz./ TPUT 

Fig. 2. 4X1 PROM programmed 
for 2 -input NAND gate. 
NOVEMBER 1977 

By Forrest M. Mims 

erasure, EPROM's can be repro- 
grammed. RAM's can be loaded with in- 

formation, read, or reloaded electroni- 
cally, depending on the logic states of 
the memory cell's READ and WRITE con- 
trol lines. 

Both types of semiconductor memo- 
ries store information in the form of bi- 
nary digits, abbreviated as bits, which 
have two possible states-logic 0 or log- 
ic 1. The stored data can be arranged as 

hundreds or even thousands of bits or 
combinations of bits called words. 
Words comprising four bits (nibbles) or 
eight bits (bytes) are the most common, 
but many other word lengths are also 
used. 

Programmable Diode ROM's. An 
excellent way for the novice to learn 
more about ROM's is to assemble a pro- 
grammable ROM or PROM that uses di- 
ode memory elements. A PROM of this 
type consists of a grid or array of input 
and output wires called lines. A logic 1 is 

loaded into the ROM by bridging the in- 

tersection of an input and output line 
with a diode. The absence of a diode at 

an intersection yields a logic O. 

You can use a simple diode PROM to 
simulate logic gates and combinational 
logic networks. The first step in design- 
ing a PROM for this purpose is to wrte 

o o 

1 0- 

/NPu75 

z 

3 

the truth table for the gate you want to 

simulate. The truth table for a two -input 
NAND gate, for example, is 

Inputs Output 
A B 

0 0 0 1 

1 0 1 

2 1 0 
1 1 o 

This truth table has four possible input 
combinations and only one output for 

each set of inputs. Therefore, our PROM 
will be a 4 by 1 grid of lines as shown in 

Fig. 1. The truth table is loaded (pro- 
grammed) into the PROM by placing a 

Fig. 3. Circuit to demonstrate 
the PROM in Fig. 2. 

diode at the intersection of the output 
line and the line for each input, which re- 

sults in a logic -1 output. The pro- 
grammed array is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 3 shows how to demonstrate the 
operation of the PROM with the help of a 

Y y 
INPUTS f/N D OR NAND Nok )(0,Q Fig. 4. Multiple 

o - - 0 0 
/ --o/ 
Z -- / 0 

o 
o 
0 

/ 
/ 
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o 
c+ 

o 
/ function 

diode PROM. 
3 - - / I / o o o 
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battery, a LED, and a four -position 
switch. 

Of course, our simple PROM version 
of the NAND gate is a trivial example of 
a read-only memory application. This is 
particularly true because the diodes 
aren't even necessary! Logic 1's can be 
represented simply by connecting the 
appropriate input lines to the output line. 
However, diodes are essential when the 
PROM becomes more sophisticated. 
For example, Fig. 4 shows a diode 
PROM that simulates the AND, OR, 
NAND, NOR, and EXCLUSIVE OR 
gates. Mass confusion would result with- 
out diodes because electrical current 
would thread its way through the wrong 
sections of the PROM via sneak paths. 
Diodes eliminate sneak paths because 
they pass current in only one direction. 

Diode PROM Character Genera- 
tor. Do you want to gain some hands- 
on experience with PROM's? Then in- 
vest some spare time and about three 
dollars building the diode PROM shown 
in Fig. 5. This simple PROM is connect- 
ed as a seven -segment character gen- 
erator. It allows you to generate up to 
ten characters including the digits 0 
through 9, many letters of the alphabet, 
and a variety of unusual symbols. 

NOW FROM 
BELL & HOWELL SCHOOLS! 

ALL NEW 
SELF -STUDY 
PROGRAM ON 
MICRO - 
PROCESSING 
Completely up to date, thoroughly practical. De- 
signed for professionals (engineers, technicians 
or advanced hobbyists) who need ready answers 
to basic programming concepts and trouble- 
shooting techniques in microprocessing sys- 
tems. 

No classes or seminars to attend. You study at 
your own pace. Each segment is presented in a 
way that communicates practical, usable facts .. stimulates new thinking, new ideas. Self - 
grading quiz at the end of each segment rein- 
forces the major points learned. Developed and 
compiled through the resources of the world- 
famous educational division of Bell & Howell. 

Send for complete facts. No salesman will 
call. 

n BELL E HOWELL SCHOOLS 
Write: Bell & Howell Schools 

2201 West Howard Street 
Evanston, Illinois 60202 

Send me complete facts on Microprocessing Self -Study 
Program. No obligation. No sales calls. 

73 
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Fig. 5. Seven -segment display character generator diode PROM. 
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Fig. 7. Adding a 
decoder to the PROM. 
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Fig. 6. Character 
generator PROM loaded 
with a program. 

2. USE COMMON 9,Vooe 
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Even if this is your first experience 
with a PROM, you'll find programming 
very easy. Suppose you want a display 
that can flash words made from the 
characters A, E, O, U, C, F, H, L, P, and 
S. This assortment of vowels and conso- 
nants can generate a surprising number 
of words-HELP, POLE, PULL, HOLE, 
COOL, SELL, CAP, etc. First, you write 
a truth table that shows the segments of 
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the display that must be illuminated to 
produce each character. 

Character Segments 
a b c d e f g 

A 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

E 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

O 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

U 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
C 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

F 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 

H 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 

L 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

P 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

S 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 

This prom has ten input and seven 
output lines, so it requires a grid of 10 by 

7 wires. The PROM is programmed by 

inserting a diode at the intersection of 

each character and segment line where 
a logic 1 exists in the truth table (Fig. 6). 

Simple, isn't it? If you're not convinced, 
try designing the same character gener- 
ator with logic gates! 

We can improve the character gener- 
ator PROM by replacing the manual se- 
lector switch with a BCD -to -decimal de- 
coder. True, this adds an IC, but re- 

duces the number of input lines from ten 
to four and makes it possible to interface 
the PROM with other circuits. Figure 7 

shows how the decoder is connected to 

the PROM. 
You can assemble a working version 

of this diode PROM on a perforated 
board. Insert flea clips at each bit posi- 
tion and run the input and segment lines 

on opposite sides of the board to pre- 
vent shorts. The flea clips will allow you 

to insert and remove diodes. If you want 

to go first class, permanently wire a di- 

ode in series with an spst toggle switch 
at each bit position. Turning the switch 
on will load a logic 1. Placing the switch 
in the off position will load a logic 0. If 

you choose to do this, you'll need seven- 
ty switches, so be sure to shop around 
for a good price. 

In any event, I hope you'll build a 

working diode PROM if you're interested 
in learning about the practical aspects of 

ROM's and PROM's. You'll learn some- 
thing about hardware (the PROM and 
decoder), software (the truth table you 
plan to load into the PROM), and firm- 
ware (the truth table loaded in the 

PROM in the form of diodes). You'll also 
learn about addressing (the 4 -bit char- 
acter select word applied to the input of 

the decoder). All of these topics are fun- 

damental to an understanding of 

advanced digital logic devices like mi- 

croprocessors, calculators, and hobby 
computers. O 
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in the personalvwgr 
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know about personal computers, including how to con- 

struct and program your own system. 

Home computers are now practical and affordable. Low 
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ware, more applications than you could imagine. BYTE 

brings it all to you. Every issue filled with stimulating, timely 
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BUILD YOUR OWN 
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SCREEN 
COLOR T V 
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IBIG 
YOU ASKED FOR IT! 

. THE NEW LIFESCREEN II 

Sporting Events Are An Experience As Exciting 
as Being T/lay.' 

Movies Are .Seim The We;. They Were Meant 
To Be. Seen! 

Pone And other Video Games Are More Esrhing 
limn Evert 

Can Be Used till, Video Tape 
Playback Equipment! - 

WE HAVE RECEIVED THOUSANDS 
YOU REQUESTED PLANS FOR A BIG SCREEN TV 
utilize any portable TV as an image source - require a 

-be a beautiful piece of furniture. 

NOW - EXTRON IS HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE 

THE NEW LIFESCREEN H 

The SELF-CONTAINED internal projection 
TV that will utilize any transistor portable TV 
112" to 191 ... requires only 2 x 4 feet of 
floor space - fits neatly against any wall ... 
and lends its beauty to the decor of any room. 

CY) IIP!VEAVT LIST 
l sea of I.IrESCREEV II r'ians 
I Portable transistor Color TV (12" to I9") 
I LIF£SC'REEN Lens 
2 LIFL.SCREEN Front .Surface Mirrors: on 

8".10- and one I4Y,"a 20" 
I ¿XT/MOV LS' !ASera'a',,.32 :r4O'%50" Mtg. 

The LIFESCREEN was designed for the Do.It.Vounell enthusiast who wishes to 
have the enjoyment and excitement of a professional Blg Screen TV - but refuses 
to pay the S1500 to 54000 that most manufacturer charge for this luxury. 

FAC rs 
The special LIFESCREEN, Lens and Front Surface mirror supplied by Extron 
are the same type used by major Big Screen TV manufacturers (Sony. Munte, 
etc_. THESE PROFESSIONAL COMPONENTS SHOULD NOT BE CONFUSED 
WITH THE CHEAP PLASTIC MAGNIFYING IMITATIONS NOW FLOODING 
THE MARKET BECAUSE OF THE POPULARITY OF BIG SCREEN TV. 

The EXTRON TV Screen - the same use* by the major Big Screen TV manufac 
s 16 TIMES BRIGHTER than a flat matte surface and 6 TIMES 

BRIGHTER than most flat beaded m 
e 

screens. Its parabolic shape 'elects 
extraneous light, concentrating a highlyefficlent and directionally select,, 
television image that is exceptionally sharp and colorful. 
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The INDEPENDENT projection system 
that can be used with ANY SIZE screen 
up to 80" Dtaganal - e of the macro 
reasons for itt tremendoussuccess. 

TV no,mrlc.ed (v3I/Y),\ENT LIST 
I sr, of LIFESCREEN I Plans 
I Sharp LI" Model 13,121 Cedar TV nr 

Sony LS -Model A 1'1.54/S Celen TV. 
11.IFFSCRET.\ Leas 
I LIFESCREFV Finn, Surface ,Mirror, 

/ EXTROA' LS SO Screen 12"x40'730" 
(Paten!. 

LARGER SCREENS ca n be ordered 
through EXTRON 167" o, B0" Diag.) 

THE EVERYTHING GUARANTEE 
EXTRON GUARANTEES EVERYTHING: THE PROFESSIONAL 
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PROMPT DELIVERY OF COMPONENTS DESCRIBED IN THISAD. 
If, after building your LIFESCREEN PROJECTION SYSTEM, you 
are not satisfied for any reason, recur all components to EXTRON, 
8831 Sunset Boulevard, West Hollywood, California for instant 

refund of the purchase price. 

PLEASE RUSH .ME ONE COMPLETE SET OF LIFESCREEN I PLANS W 59:70 
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e the 
"New 

Professional" 
in electronics 

CREI trains you at home 
for one of the most important 
career levels in electronics- 

plus offers you special 
arrangements for engineering 

degrees 

Advanced Electronics 

Most people think there are only two 
levels of careers in electronics: the 
technician level and that of the degree 
engineer. 

There is, however, a third and very im- 
portant level. It is that of the engineering 
technician or practical engineer. The 
growing importance of this career level 
has created what might well he called the 
"New Professional" in electronics. 

If you look at the various levels of em- 
ployment in electronics, you will under- 
stand why this "New Professional" is so 
important. 

The average technician is a person 
who has had vocational training in elec- 
tronics. He understands the basic prin- 
ciples of electronics so he can trouble- 
shoot, repair and maintain equipment. 
He usually works under close super- 
vision in performing his duties. 

The engineer has college training in 
electronics. He usually supervises tech- 
nician personnel and is responsible for 
planning and developing of electronic 
equipment and systems. Frequently, 
however, engineers are more heavily 
trained in the scientific principles of 
electronics and less in their practical 
application. 

The engineering technician, by con- 
trast, is a specialist in the practical appli- 
cation of electronics. His training usually 
consists of a two-year college program 
in electronic engineering technology. In 
many organizations, the engineering tech- 
nician handles several of the respon- 
sibilities of the degree engineer. He often 
has the title of engineer. 

CREI programs are designed to give 
you at home the same level and depth of 
training you receive in a two-year col- 
lege program in electronic engineering 
technology. CREI programs are, in fact, 
more extensive than you will find in 
many colleges. And CREI gives you the 
opportunity to specialize in your choice 
of the major fields of electronics. 

Unique Design Lab 
CREI gives you both theory and prac- 
tical experience in circuit design with its 
Electronic Design Laboratory Program. 
The professional equipment included in 
this program allows you to construct, 
test out and correct the circuits you de- 
sign until you have an effective circuit. 

This Lab Program helps you under- 
stand advanced electronics. It also gives 
you practical experience in many other 
important areas of electronics, as in pro - 
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Career Training at Home 

totype construction, breadboarding. test 
and measurement procedures, circuit 
operation and behavior, characteristics 
of electronic components and how to 
apply integrated circuits. 

Only CREI offers the unique Lab Pro- 
gram. It is a complete college Lab and. 
we believe better than you will find in 
most colleges. The "Lab" is one of the 
factors that makes CREI training inter- 
esting and effective. And the profes- 
sional equipment in this program be- 
comes yours to keep and use throughout 
your professional career after you com- 
plete the training. 

Engineering Degree 
CREI offers you special arrangements 
for earning credit for engineering de- 
grees at certain colleges and universities 
as part of your home study training pro- 
gram. An important advantage in these 
arrangements is that you can continue 
your full time job while "going to col- 
lege" with CREI. This also means you 
can apply your CREI training in your 
work and get practical experience to 
qualify for career advancement. 

Wide Program Choice 
CREI gives you a choice of specializa- 
tion in 14 areas of electronics. You can 
select exactly the area of electronics 
best for your career field. You can spe- 
cialize in such areas as computer elec- 
tronics, communications engineering, 
microwave, CATV, television (broad- 
cast) engineering and many other areas 
of modern electronics. 

Free Book 
In the brief space here, there isn't room 
to give you all of the facts about CREI 
college -level, home study programs in 
electronics. So we invite you to send for 
our free catalog (if you are qualified to 
take a CREI program). The catalog has 

over 80, fully illustrated pages describing 
your opportunities in advanced electron- 
ics and the details of CREI home study 
programs. 

Qualifications 
You may be eligible to take a CREI col- 
lege -level program in electronics if you 
are a high school graduate (or the true 
equivalent) and have previous training 
or experience in electronics. Program 
arrangements are available depending 
upon whether you have extensive or 
minimum experience in electronics. 

Send for this FREE Book 
describing your opportunities 
and CREIy college -level 
programs in electronics 

....- 
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Mail card or write describing qualifications to 

CAPITOL 
RADIO 
ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTE 

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

GI Bill 
CREI programs 
are approved 
for training of 
veterans and 
servicemen under 
the G.I. Bill. 
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Hobby Scene,. 

SHORTWAVE DIRECTORY 

Q. I'm an SWL'er and would like to 
know where I can obtain a book list- 
ing the addresses of shortwave 
broadcasting stations in the U.S. and 
foreign countries. -Todd Gerard, 
Scarsdale, NY. 

A. One of the most complete shortwave 
directories I've seen is the World Radio 
TV Handbook. It is published by Gilfer 
Associates, Box 239, Park Ridge, NJ 
07656, is updáted annually, and is avail- 
able for $10.95 postpaid. The Handbook 
not only lists the addresses of shortwave 
broadcasters, but also contains data on 
station power, antennas, etc. 

MUSICAL CALCULATOR 

Q. Recently, I made an accidental dis- 
covery. When I placed my calculator 
near the rod antenna of my AM re- 
ceiver, I found that I could produce 
tones by pressing the keys. Can you 
tell me what I was doing?-Robert 
Morog, Jr., Lorain, OH. 

A. Inside the calculator are all kinds of 
switching waveforms from a clock oscil- 
lator, counters, flip-flops, etc. These 
waveforms (usually square waves) con - 

By John McVeigh 

tain many harmonics. What you heard 
were harmonics that were high enough 
in frequency to be within the AM broad- 
cast band. If you have a programmable 
calculator, and some patience, you can 
probably write program sequences to 
play "melodies." 

DRY TRANSFER LETTERING 

Q. Where can I buy the lettering that 
is often used on the projects in your 
magazine?-Dennis Glátting, Cincin- 
nati, OH. 

A. The lettering you refer to is called 
"dry transfer lettering." It is not a decal, 
and transfers from the sheet it is sup- 
plied on by burnishing the face of the 
transfer sheet with a pencil or similar ob- 
ject. Once it is transferred to the project 
panel, it should be sprayed with a lac- 
quer fixative to prevent it from wearing 
off. One line of dry transfer lettering, pro- 
duced by the Datak Corp., 65 71st 
Street, Guttenburg, NJ 07093, is avail- 
able at many electronics supply houses. 
A mail order source of dry transfer letter- 
ing (available in two sizes, and in black 
or white for $3.50 a pack) is Amidon As- 
sociates, 12033 Otsego Street, North 
Hollywood CA 91607. 

SUBSONIC FILTER 

Q. I need a subsonic filter for my 
stereo system. I would like to insert it 
in the tape monitor loop or between 
the preamp and power amp. A very 
sharp cutoff below 20 or 25 Hz is re- 
quired.-Joseph Hance, Richmond, 
IN. 

A. A fifth -order, high-pass filter is shown 

in the figure. It has a cutoff frequency of 
25 Hz and a rolloff of 30 dB (!) per oc- 
tave. I hope that's steep enough for your 
application. Passive components should 
have tight tolerances-no more than 
5%. Op amps such as the 741 or LM318 
are suitable. Be sure to connect the op 
amps to a low -ripple, regulated bipolar 
dc supply at about ±9 volts. 

LINE NOISE 

Q. I have a serious problem with stat- 
ic interference on my CB radio (a mo- 
bile used with a line -powered sup- 
ply). It's not there all the time, but 
close to it. The interference usually 
comes on around 6:45 AM, increas- 
ing the ambient noise level from 
about S2 to S8. I think the source is 
on the ac line, because it is on or off 
at regular intervals. It's not caused by 
any of the appliances in my house. 
Can you recommend a filter that I can 
use to block the signal?-Jeff Brown, 
Akron, OH. 

A. First, try powering your transceiver 
from a 12 -volt battery. If the noise is no 
longer present (which I doubt), it is 
reaching the transceiver via the ac line. 
This can be prevented by installing a 
"brute force" filter such as those manu- 
factured by Sprague, J.W. Miller, Cornell 
Dubilier, etc.). If the interference per- 
sists, it is being radiated by the ac power 
line. There is no filter you can install be- 
tween the antenna (which is picking up 
the noise) and the transceiver that will 
eliminate the noise but not the desired 
signal. The way to cure this problem is to 
sniff out the source of the radiation, 
which can be anything from a brush -type 
motor to an aquarium heater thermostat. 
Use the CB transceiver or a small AM 
radio to locate the source. A directional 
antenna like a small loop or ferrite loop - 
stick can help isolate the offending appli- 
ance. If the interfering unit can be locat- 
ed, bypass capacitors or a line filter, (or 
even shielding) should be used to sup- 
press the noise. 

Sometimes, noise is generated by a 
component in the power line itself-a 
leaky insulator, intermittent contact, or 
loose hardware. Noise sources can be 
hard to locate, because the noise can 
travel along the line for some distance. 
Many power companies have interfer- 
ence -tracking programs, and will follow 
up complaints from hams, SWL's, and 
CB'ers. This type of interference can be 
continuous or intermittent, sometimes 
linked to the weather. Your problem sug- 
gests not a power line disorder but an 
electrical component drawing power 
from the line. However, your local power 
company might be able to offer more de- 
tailed information or some assistance. 

Have a problem or question on circuitry, compo- 
nents, parts availability, etc? Send it to the Hobby 
Scene Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. Though all letters can't 
be answered individually, those with wide interest 
will be published. 
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REALISTIC MODEL TRC449 
MOBILE AM/SSB CB TRANSCEIVER 

Company's top -of -line 40 -channel mobile. 
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THE Realistic Model TRC-449 from 
Radio Shack is an AM/SSB trans- 

ceiver designed for mobile communica- 
tion on the Citizens Band. Its 40 -channel 
coverage is obtained from the now - 

familiar phase -locked -loop (PLL) digital 
frequency -synthesis system. Large red 

LED -type seven -segment numeric in- 

dicators are used to identify the channel 
selected. 

The Model TRC-449 features: RF 

GAIN, VOLUME, CLARIFIER, and SQUELCH 

controls; AM/uSB/LSB mode selector; 
LED's to identify the mode selected; a 

switch that inserts and removes a noise 
blanker (NB)/automatic noise limiter 
(anl); bottom -facing speaker; PA/CB/ 
MON switch; external -speaker jacks; il- 

luminated S/r-f meter; LED DIM control; 
low-level clipper with filter; automatic 
modulation control (amc); automatic lev- 

el control (alc) for SSB; electronic volt- 
age regulation; and reverse -polarity pro- 
tection and line filter. Operation is speci- 
fied at 12 to 16 volts dc, negative or pos- 
itive ground. 

The transceiver measures 101/2"W x 
77/e"D x 23"H (26.6 x 20 x 6 cm) and 
weighs 6 lb (2.7 kg). Price is $299.95. 

Technical Details. The receiver sec- 
tion employs a single -conversion de- 
sign. A transistor r -f stage is followed by 
a FET mixer in which the CB signal is 

heterodyned with the PLL's voltage -con- 
trolled oscillator (vco) and the difference 

yuM ` 

'---- 

frequencies produce a 7.8 -MHz i -f. AM 

selectivity and sideband selection are 
obtained with a crystal filter. Following 
the filter are four amplifier stages, a du- 

al -diode AM detector, agc and meter 
rectifiers, and a series -gate anl. A prod- 

uct detector is provided for SSB opera- 
tion, with carrier reinsertion obtained 
from a nominal 7.8 -MHz beat -frequency 
oscillator (bfo). 

Amplified agc and squelch systems 
are employed in the receiver. The audio 
section has a transistor amplifier and an 
IC that contains the power -output stage 
and provides modulation on AM trans- 
mit. The noise blanker operates at 23 
MHz and gates the output of the mixer. It 

is switched on and off simultaneously 
with the audio anl. 

The PLL system employs the custom- 
ary 10,240 -kHz crystal -controlled oscil- 
lator from which the standard 10,000 -Hz 
reference signal is derived with the aid 

of digital dividers. An 11,285 -MHz crys- 
tal signal is tripled and then difference - 
mixed with the output of the vco, after 
which it is divided according to the set- 
ting of the channel selector to provide a 

nominal 10,000 -Hz signal for the vco 

comparison signal. Both 10,000 -Hz sig- 
nals are then applied to an IC phase 
comparator for controlling the vco. 

On transmit, the output of the vco is 

difference -mixed at a transmitter mixer 
with the nominal 7.8 -MHz bfo signal for 
generating the AM carrier for the r -f am- 

plifiers. On SSB, this signal first goes to 

the usual balanced modulator and side - 

band -filter system. The output of the vco 
and the 7.8 -MHz signal are slightly shift- 
ed to place the signal at the proper point 
on the required sídeband for SSB or 
sidebands for AM. 

Following the transmitter mixer are r -f 

amplifier, predriver, driver, and power - 
amplifier stages. A multisection output 
filter with a TVI trap minimizes harmon- 
ics and other spurious responses. It also 
provides matching to 50 -ohm loads. 

The customary collector -modulation 
of the driver and power -amplifier stages 
is engaged for AM. On SSB, all r -f 

stages function as linear amplifiers. Amc 
is provided by an agc circuit around an 

IC microphone preamplifier plus a low- 
level clipper that has a low-pass audio 
filter at its output to minimize distortion 
and other products outside the audio 
passband. Alc is used on SSB. Trans- 
mit/receive switching is accomplished 
with a relay and electronic switches. 

Laboratory Measurements. The 
receiver's Sensitivity measured 0.5 µV 
for 10 dB (S + N)/N on AM at 30% mod- 
ulation and with a 1000 -Hz test tone. It 

was at least 0.2 µV on SSB, again at 
1000 Hz. Image and i -f rejection were 80 
dB minimum. Other unwanted -signal 
and adjacent -channel rejection and de- 

sensitization were 65 dB. 
The squelch threshold range was 0.3 

to 10001.1.V. The agc held the audio out- 
put level to 10 dB with an r -f input 
change of 20 dB at 1 to 10 µV and to 14 

dB with an 80 -dB input variation at 1 to 
10,000 11V. The meter indicated S9 with 
a nominal 100-1.1.V input signal and S4 
with a 5-µV input signal. 

The overall 6 -dB audio response was 
500 to 2300 Hz on AM, 500 to 3600 Hz 

on LSB, and 600 to 3700 Hz on USB, 

peaking 3 dB at 2800 Hz. Maximum au- 
dio sine -wave output power at the onset 
of clipping was 3.75 watts at 2% THD 
with 1000 Hz into 8 ohms and 2.5% THD 
with 400 Hz. 

Operated from a 13.8 -volt dc source, 
the transmitter developed an AM carrier 
output of slightly more than 3.5 watts. 
Modulation at levels 16 to 25 dB greater 
than that required for 50% modulation, 
using a 1000 -Hz test tone, was nominal- 
ly 90% at 4.25% THD. Maximum modu- 
lation with a 400 -Hz tone was about 
70% at 3% THD. 

Adjacent -channel splatter at more 
than ±5000 Hz from the carrier was 
greater than 60 dB down at 1000 Hz and 
50 dB down at 2500 Hz. On voice, full 
modulation was obtainable with splatter 
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well in excess of 60 dB down. The 6 -dB 
response on AM was 475 to 2700 Hz. 

The maximum SSB output power 
measured 10.5 watts using single -tone 
modulation and 12 watts PEP with voice 
modulation. The alc prevented over - 
modulation and flattopping, holding the 
third -order distortion products to 28 dB 
below two test tones or 34 dB below 
maximum PEP. Unwanted-sideband 
suppression was greater than 60 dB at 
1000 Hz and was the same on receive. 
Carrier suppression was nominally 55 
dB. The overall audio response at the 
6 -dB down points was 350 to 2800 and 
400 to 2750 Hz on USB and LSB, re- 
spectively. 

The transmitter frequency was ±14 
Hz from -15 Hz on channel 21. 

User Comment. If you like lots of 
shiny chrome, the Model TRC-449 has 
it. The case is black but the front panel is 
chrome and simulated wood with 
chrome knobs. The channel selector 
knob has a bar grip. The other rotary 
controls (including the LED DIM control, 
which is concentric with the SQUELCH 
control) are small and arranged in a row 
along the lower half of the front panel. 

The SQUELCH control extends beyond 
the other knobs for easy location while 
driving. An overhanging upper section of 
the front panel can obscure the control 
legends when the transceiver is installed 
well below eye level. 

A miniature toggle switch is used for 
inserting and removing the noise blank- 
er/anl. A similar switch gives the user a 
choice of CB or PA operation and in- 
cludes a MON (monitor) position for disa- 
bling the internal speaker to allow sig- 
nals to be monitored on a remote PA 
speaker. 

The edgewise meter is illuminated in 
white on receive and in red on transmit. 
Its calibrating numerals are quite small 
and therefore difficult to read at most 
distances encountered in mobile instal- 
lations. Also, meter indications greater 
than S9 tend to be somewhat com- 
pressed, making it difficult to discern the 
actual -signal levels in this range. 

Bench tests with our impulse -noise 
generator indicated that the noise -at- 
tenuation system (NB/anl) permitted un- 
disturbed readability of signals as low as 
0.5 to 10µV in strength that were other- 
wise completely obliterated by the noise 
pulses. In our noisy test vehicle during 

SSB operation, however, we noted that 
ignition spikes from our car with the 
blanker switched on were not altogether 
eliminated-though diminished. In any 
case, noise interference did not reach 
bothersome levels. 

Switching from USB to LSB on SSB 
operation on the sample unit caused the 
transmitter frequency to drop by about 
160 Hz, requiring corrective retuning at 
the receiving end. But this situation can 
be eliminated by having a licensed tech- 
nician readjust the LSB crystal. 

The overall performance of the trans- 
ceiver was excellent, as confirmed by 
our laboratory measurements and on - 
the -air tests. It provided good receiver 
sensitivity, selectivity, and signal -han- 
dling capabilities. It exhibited clean, 
crisp audio on both receive and transmit. 
There was no splatter or overmodulation 
or discernible distortion from the low-lev- 
el clipper. The unwanted-sidéband sup- 
pression was fine, and the SSB distor- 
tion products were low. 

In sum, the Realistic TRC-449 is a fine 
AM/SSB CB transceiver for its price. 
The SSB function will permit users to 
reach extra miles of communication. 

CIRCLE NO. 104 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NORTH STAR MODEL MDS-A MICRO DISK SYSTEM 
Floppy disk system provides 92k mass storage per diskette. 
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ALMOST every computer hobbyist 
dreams of owning a mass -storage 

facility with high access speed, such as 
the floppy disk systems used by the big 
guys. Unfortunately, the expense of a 
floppy disk system was prohibitively high 
at one time. Now, however, several flop- 

py disk manufacturers have introduced 
a physically small drive mechanism that 
uses a "diskette" that measures abcut 
5" (12.7 -cm) in diameter and costs only 
a fraction of the full-siie disk systems. 
These minidisks can store between 90 
and 100k bytes at an attractively moder- 
ate price. 

The Model MDS-A micro disk system 
from North Star Computers, Inc., is one 
such floppy. It's built around the Shugart 
Associates Model SA400 minifloppy TM 
drive mechanism. For $699, you get the 
assembled and tested Shugart drive, 
disk system controller kit that occupies 
one Altair bus skit, all cables and con- 
nectors, two diskettes, and complete 
hardware and software documentation. 
One of the 5", 90-k byte diskettes con- 
tains the disk operating system (DOS) 
software and disk BASIC, while the oth- 
er is supplied blank. The system re- 
quires 16k of resident RAM in the com- 
puter to support the DOS and BASIC. 

The Model MDS-A requires 5 volts at 
0.9 ampere and 12 volts at 1.6 amperes, 
both of which can be obtained from the 
host computer. Alternatively, you can 

use a home -built supply or North Star's 
optional power supply kit ($39.00). North 
Star also offers an optional case for the 
system for $39.00. 

General Details. The DOS board, 
which occupies one slot in an Altair 100 - 
contact motherboard system, went 
together in a couple of evenings of rela- 
tively easy work. Once it was assem- 
bled, we used the hardware manual to 
test it. This manual provides complete 
test data, including pertinent waveforms, 
to ensure that the board is properly 
wired and works. The manual also cov- 
ers system integration, interconnec- 
tions, and details of the optional power 
supply and includes the schematic dia- 
gram of the DOS board assembly. 

The software manual deals only with 
the DOS software. It completely ex- 
plains all 16 commands used in the DOS 
software and uses examples to explain 
how to interface the DOS and BASIC 
software with the user's computer, 
whether the computer has an operating 
system or not. 

Once the DOS and BASIC are up and 
running, the prerecorded diskette con- 
taining the DOS and BASIC software is 
removed from the drive mechanism and 
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replaced by the blank diskette. The DOS 

and BASIC and their personalized in- 

structions are then recorded on the new 
diskette so that the next time the system 
is to be used, the computer is simply 
started up at the DOS entry point. Within 
a few seconds, the system is ready. 

North Star BASIC (version 6 is provid- 
ed) is very powerful. It includes multiple - 
dimensioned arrays, strings, multiple - 
lined functions, formatted outputs, and 
machine -language subroutine capabil- 
ity. Of course, it also has all the required 
disk functions. 

In addition to all the better BASIC 
commands, calculator mode, etc., North 

Star BASIC has a REN (renumber) com- 
mand that allows changing line numbers 
at the beginning and within a line. There 
is also an EDIT function that has seven 
editing commands to facilitate the re- 

quired line changes. One very useful op- 
eration within the BASIC itself, called 
"compatibility," minimizes the effort re- 

quired for converting programs written in 

other BASICs so that they can be used 
with North Star BASIC. For example, left 
bracket, right bracket, colon, and semi- 
colon are converted into left parenthe- 
sis, right parenthesis, reverse slash, and 
comma, respectively. This conversion 
does not occur within quoted strings in a 

program. The conversion is automatic. 
Hence, you no longer have to worry 

about a program not running because 
some wrong (for North Star BASIC) 
symbol was typed in. 

There are many other powerful com- 
mands in North Star BASIC, but space 
does not allow us to discuss or even 
enumerate them here. 

User Comment. Since we put the 
Model MDS-A into operation, our com- 
puting has certainly been made easier. 
From a cold start, we can now turn on 

our computer, execute at E900, the 
DOS entry point, and have the DOS, 
BASIC, and any other program on the 
disk on our monitor screen ready to go. 
The whole sequence takes about 10 to 

15 seconds. 
We found that, with the MDS-A sys- 

tem, it is very easy to save BASIC and 
machine -language programs with only a 

couple of touches on the keyboard. If we 

sound enthusiastic about this new mini - 
floppy system, we are. For little more 
than the cost of a 16-k RAM board, we 
have 90k of mass storage. This may not 

sound like much, but when you consider 
that it costs only $5 more for each blank 
diskette, which adds 90k of storage per 
diskette, the cost is impressively low. 

CIRCLE NO. 105 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Sleep on 
'Air For The Rest 

Of Your Life 

KING sk 95 SIZE8n 
BED 7 

Credit Card Orders 
Call Toll Free: 
800.323.2272 

v' 
III.Res.:312.595.0461 

NEW 
LOW 

PRICES 
You simply haven't known a Perfect, Restful Night until 
you've slept on a bed of CUSHIONED AIR. AIR is 
nature's most comfortable element. You are gently but 
firmly supported by 1009, air instead of metal springs 
and stuffing. Many chiropractors agree that the struc- 
tured Air Coil Bed has unprecedented orthopedic value 
as a mattress. 

waterbeds. Yet, it gives you the same "give and take" sensation. 
Two people can sleep on a full, queen or king size bed virtually un- 
disturbed by the other's movements. This is because the air coil 
construction - with multiple controlled air chambers . supports your 
body evenly and independently. These permanent Beds have a 
beautiful velvet-like surface. 
Imagine a guest bedroom you can store on a shelf, sunbathe and 
float on, take camping, use in your van, RV home, in your boat, 
summer home, on a floor or in a frame. The Air Bed comes in all 
standard sizes: Twin- 39"x74"x8", Double-54"x74"x8", Queen - 

60 x80 x8 , King. 74"x80"x8". You inflate it in minutes with any air 
18 or A Ivlsa) 

Mal 

Lightweight...Sensual...Adjusts to your comfort. The Air Coil Bed Is 
an experience in rest or play unmatched by any other support Please send me the following AIR COIL 
structure. It takes the seasickness, immobility, and weight out of BEDS. If not satisfied, I can return 

within 10 days for a prompt refund. 

durable 20 gauge poly vinyl, the beds include a 1 year manufac- 
turer's warranty. Also available: Special High Powered Air Pumps 
enable you to inflate your beds in minutes. the AC pump operates 
from any standard household electrical outlet. The DC pump 
operates from your auto or van cigarette lighter. Air pumps are 
529.95 each. 

Contemporary 790 Maple Lane State 
Bensenville III. 

pump or cannister vacuum cleanerladapter included). Made of Master Charge 

Credit Card No 

1 King 589.95 (Item No. 1374)' 
1 

Queer, Sú9.95 (Item No. 1360) 

1 Full $59.95 (Item No. 1354) 

I Twin $44.95 (Item No. 1339) 

IAC Au Pump $29.95 (Item No. 0004) 

IDC Air Pump $29.95 (Item No. 0005) 

1 I 
Check or M.O. enclosed 

I I Charge my CredO Card: 
I 1 Diners Club 1 I Carte 

( 1 
Amer. Exp. Blanche 

Master Charge No 

Name 

Address 

City 

Exp. Date 

Zip 

Signature 
cOupO"0 Marketing Inc. 60106 PEMA 305 

CIRCLE NO. 12 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

áJCMI 1977 

I 

I 
I 

1 

Build a high -quality, multi -element 
NI stereo system with this staple gun. No 

fooling. We do all the hard parts, leaving 
you with fully -illustrated instructions on 
things like stretching the 
grill cloth. No cabinetry. 
No soldering. Think you can 
handle it? 

STAPLE. 

2 With this tube of silicone goo, you 
mourt the speaker elements. The 

kind of speakers you couldn't afford other- 
wise: horn drivers, woofers with butyl sur- 

rounds and high -temperature voice 
coils-we build them in our own fac- 
tory. When you get through, you've 

saved up to 50% over the cost of ready-made speakers 

' Name 

IAddress 

PE -D 

GOO. 

I may be able to handle it. I Send me your 48 -page free catalog -manual. 

4ecikeiIci 
Dept. PE -D, 5500 35th NE. 

City State Zip Seattle, Washington 98105 
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HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES 
DURING the short 30 -year históry of 
computers in general and even 

shorter 4 -year history of microcomput- 
ers, the most significant software devel- 
opment has been the availability and 
use of high-level computer languages. 
The term "high level" is used because 
these languages allow a programmer to 
interact with the machine on a less de- 
tailed and more meaningful basis than 
does a so-called "low-level" machine 
language. The high-level languages per- 
mit the average person to use a comput- 
er system effectively without having to 
acquire a large amount of specialized 
knowledge about binary number sys- 
tems, memory mapping, character 
codes, and other such nonsense. Also a 
given high-level language tends to be 
the same regardless of the particular 
type of computer involved. This, of 
course, is not true with machine or as- 
sembly language, which is entirely dif- 
ferent when going from one computer 
type to another. 

High-level languages can be broken 
down into two basic groups. The first 
group consists of general-purpose pro- 
gramming languages. These are intend- 
ed for use in writing computer programs, 
both casual and professional. They are 
called general purpose because they 
can be used, at least in theory, to write 
any kind of computer program. Some 
specialization does exist however. For 
example, FORTRAN is best suited for 
complex scientific calculation but has 
been used for business data processing. 
COBOL is the most widely used lan- 
guage for business programming but it 
also has scientific applications although 
it is very inefficient in that field. 

Members of the second group are 
called "application languages". These 
are associated with particular "applica- 
tion package" programs. One example 
is ECAP which stands for Electronic Cir- 
cuit Analysis Program which is used to 
simulate and analyze the behavior of 
electronic circuits. The ECAP language 
is used to describe the circuit of interest 
and to instruct the program on what to 
do with the circuit just described. Anoth- 

By Hal Chamberlin 

er is COGO standing for Civil Engineer- 
ing Coordinate Geometry, which is used 
to aid surveyers in evaluating and map- 
ping parcels of land. Using an applica- 
tion program and associated language 
for its intended purpose is vastly simpler 
than writing a program to do the same 
thing from scratch with a general-pur- 
pose language. 

Of course, all of these advantages of 
high-level computer languages do not 
come free. A given program written in a 
high-level language invariably requires 
more computer memory and more exe- 
cution time. The differences generally 
are not trivial either. On a large machine 
the difference in memory requirements 
can easily be 3 to 1 and execution time 5 
to 1. On a microprocessor, the memory 
difference might actually be smaller but 
the time difference can be 10 to 1 to over 
100 to 1. 

'The difference in programming effort 
swings to the other extreme with high- 
level languages requiring as little as 
one -tenth the effort from inexperienced 
programmers. Professional program- 
mers cope better with machine -level lan- 
guages but the difference is still sub- 
stantial. In effect, machine language 
gives the programmer complete control 
over the details of programming thus 
providing the opportunity to write an effi- 
cient program, one that takes a mini- 
mum of memory and execution time. 
The situation is analogous to automatóc 
versus manual transmissions in cars. 
Better gas mileage, quicker accelera- 
tion, and better handling in snow is pos- 
sible with a 4 -speed manual transmis- 
sion but the automatic is more conven- 
ient and easier to learn. 

Most hobbyists want to run BASIC on 
their systems and are willing to pay a 
premium in order to do so. BASIC is a 
well-known, very easy to learn, general- 
purpose computer language that works 
well on small systems. It is particularly 
effective for small- to medium-sized pro- 
grams involving mathematics and char- 
acter string manipulation. 

Several other languages are now 
slowly being implemented on microcom- 

puters. Probably the most widely de- 
sired is FORTRAN which is better suited 
than BASIC for writing large or complex 
programs. Accordingly, larger systems 
with more main memory and mass stor- 
age devices are required to run FOR- 
TRAN. Many application packages such 
as ECAP mentioned earlier are written 
in FORTRAN. Actually BASIC was mo- 
delled after FORTRAN with many of its 
difficult or confusing features omitted or 
modified. 

Another language generating much 
interest among advanced hobbyists is 
APL. This is a highly symbolic language 
that is very adept at handling arrays of 
numbers and other structured data. 

Inside High -Level Languages. Ac- 
tually a high-level language package is 
nothing more than a program itself, al- 
though it is very complex. Simply stated, 
the "language processor program" 
looks at statements in the particular 
high-level language and translates them 
into equivalent machine -language oper- 
ations. Such language processor pro- 
grams are called "compilers" and "inter- 
preters" according to the two distinctly 
different methods of translation. Inciden- 
tally, most language processors are writ- 
ten in machine language to maximize ef- 
ficiency of the translation process which, 
as will be shown later, is very important. 

When using the compiler type of 
translator program, it is really a two-step 
process to take a program written in the 
high-level language and get it running 
on the computer. First the compiler pro- 
gram takes the high-level language 
statements, which as a group are called 
the source program, and translates 
them, one at a time, into equivalent ma- 
chine -language instructions. The collec- 
tion of generated machine -language in- 
structions is sent to a storage device 
(such as a cassette or floppy disk) and is 
called the object program. Now we have 
an equivalent program in machine lan- 
guage written on the storage device 
which completes step one. 

Before the object program can be run, 
it must be loaded into memory. Along 
with it are loaded some utility subrou- 
tines which are called the run-time pack- 
age. These subroutines perform gener- 
ally needed functions such as binary/ 
decimal conversion, mathematical func- 
tions, and others. Usually a special load- 
er program is required to read the object 
program and run-time package into 
memory and get them properly linked 
together. After the loading process is 
complete, the program may actually be 
run just as though it had been written in 
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machine language in the first place. 
Using the interpreter type of translator 

is generally much simpler. The main 
idea is to make the programmer believe 
that the computer is actually executing 
the high-level language directly, Accord- 
ingly a portion of the interpreter is actu- 
ally a text editor which aids the program- 
mer in entering the high-level language 
program into memory and changing it. 

The source program in this case is 

stored in memory as ASCII character 
strings which is simply the original pro- 
gram text or a slightly modified version 
of it. After the program is typed in, it may 

be run directly by using the second por- 
tion of the interpreter. 

In effect the interpreter looks at the 
first program statement, translates it to 
machine language, executes it, and then 
forgets the translated version. Then the 
second statement is processed in the 
same manner. If a group of statements 
constitutes a loop, each is translated, 
executed, and thrown away in turn, even 
though these statements may have 
been translated hundreds of times previ- 
ously. Actually most interpreters do not 

generate real machine language and 
then execute it. Instead, they scan the 
high-level language statement, extract 
the important information from it and act 
directly on the basis of that information. 
Thus the impression is given of a ma- 
chine with a very powerful instruction set 
that actually executes the high-level lan- 
guage directly. 

Now what about the relative merits of 
the two techniques? The interpreter cer- 
tainly sounds simpler and more conven- 
ient to use and indeed it is. But what is 

gained in ease of use is lost in execution 
speed. Most programs spend nearly all 

of their time in one or more short loops. 
With an interpreter, the statements of 
the loop are repeatedly scanned and 
translated. Usually the translation proc- 
ess for a statement takes longer than 
the actual work specified by the state- 
ment. With a compiler, all of the state- 
ments of the program are translated 
once so that, during execution, only the 
time necessary to perform the useful 
work is needed. Storage space for the 
user program is not significantly different 
between a compiler and an interpreter. 
However, since the compiler program is 
not in memory when the object program 
is executing, it is likely that a larger pro- 
gram could be accommodated with a 

compiler. 
The choice between interpreter and 

compiler depends heavily on the lan- 
guage. BASIC is. nearly always imple- 
mented as an interpreter in order to 

maximize its convenience. FORTRAN, 
on the other hand, is usually compiled. 
APL, due to its very structure, is always 
interpreted. Actually, since APL pro- 
grams are so compact, the overhead as- 

sociated with interpretation is much less 

than with a verbose language such as 

BASIC. 

Hardware Required. Using BASIC 

as an example, how large must a sys- 

tem be to use it effectively? Usually the 
only input/output device required is a 

terminal of some sort. A mass storage 
device is handy for saving programs but 

is not necessary to run them. Thus the 
important measure of system size is 

simply the amount of memory present. 
Accordingly, BASIC interpreters are 

usually rated by the amount of memory 
required by the interpreter and the num- 

ber of language "features" supported. 
Memory requirement figures often in- 

clude a small area for storage of the 
user program but this generally amounts 
to only a few lines of BASIC. 

The smallest BASIC interpreters can 
be as small as 2k bytes. Being so small, 
they offer only the most important lan- 

guage features and are often given the 
name Tiny BASIC. The most distin- 

guishing feature of a Tiny BASIC system 
is that only integer numbers are allowed, 
usually constrained to values between 
-32,768 and +32,767. So-called "full - 

featured" BASIC interpreters can run in 

as little as 4k. These support normal 
floating point (scientific notation) arith- 
metic and common mathematical func- 
tions but lack the features for character 
string manipulation. The most common 
interpreter size is 8k. All useful math- 
ematical functions are allowed, two di- 
mensional arrays are permitted, and 

statements are provided for handling 
character strings. The ultimate is vari- 
ously called Disk BASIC, 12K BASIC, 
Extended BASIC, and other similar 

names. In addition to all of the features 
just mentioned, these interpreters allow 
user programs to set up and access files 
of data on a floppy disk or cassette tape. 
If any kind of home accounting or small 
business applications are expected to 

be written in BASIC, then this is the ver- 

sion that is needed. 
As noted above, additional memory is 

Tequired for all but the most trivial pro- 
grams. Although it is difficult to judge 
how much memory a given program will 

require without actually trying it, a good 
rule of thumb is to allow 1k per 50 -line 
page of sparsely commented BASIC 
statements. If long statements with a lot 

of comments are more your style, 2k per 

page might be a better figure. Also, 
many interpreters allow the mathemati- 
cal functions to be deleted if not needed 
thus freeing 500 to 1000 more bytes of 
memory. 

Speed is even harder to pin down 
than memory requirements; but com- 

pared to machine language, BASIC is 

quite slow. Simple arithmetic operations 
such as addition and subtraction gener- 
ally take about 5 milliseconds each while 
multiply and divide take a little longer. Of 
course the floating point arithmetic, 
which itself is a complicated subroutine 
in the interpreter, is partially responsible 
but tests have shown that even integer - 
only Tiny BASIC's are not much faster. 
Thus the conclusion is that the interpre- 
tation process takes a lot of time. In 

many cases of course, speed is of no 

consequence, but if a lot of calculation is 

to be done the time can add up quickly. 
An excellent article in the June, 1977 is- 

sue of Kilobaud magazine compares the 
speed capabilities of several BASIC in- 

terpreters. 
Increased use of high-level languages 

is definitely a wave of the future which 
will be spurred on by the development of 
microprocessors specifically designed 
to support such languages. O 
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THE FORGOTTEN CB SERVICE 

'F YOU'VE been involved with person- 
al communications for a while, or are 

a student of radio history, you know that 
the 11 -meter band does not house the 
only CB service. The popular and over- 
crowded CB radio in use since 1958 is 
called "Class D" because it was actually 
the fourth CB radio service authorized 
by the FCC. First there was Class A in 
1947, followed by the now -defunct Class 
B. Class C is allocated for model radio 
control use and is still operational. So is 
Class A, the "forgotten" CB service 
which, at last count, had about 5000 lic- 
ensees nationwide. The tally for Class 
D, on the other hand is approaching 12 
million. 

Why is Class A so underpopulated? 
For one thing, equipment has been 
much more expensive; so people who 
are geared to thinking of CB in terms of 
$150 for a transceiver may not want to 
plunk down $400 or more for a Class A 
radio. What do you get for that $400? 

(1) You can have a transmitter power 
output up to 50 watts (though it may be 
limited to 15 watts in some areas). 

(2) There will be only one or two 
channels on the radio. If you want to 
switch to other channels, you'll need a 
new pair of crystals and a new frequen- 
cy authorization from the FCC. This is 
because you request specific frequen- 

"Breaker, Watson,do you copy? 
This here's rubberduck. Over." 

a 1I 

By Walter Salm 

cies when you make an application for a 
license. All that good -buddy type of 
CB'ing goes out the window. If you buy 
Class A, you're buying it to communi- 
cate with specific parties. 

(3) Class A is FM, so it has inherent 
freedom from noise interference. 

(4) It's also uhf, using the 460 - 
to -470 -MHz part of the spectrum, and 
this makes it strictly line -of -sight. But 
line -of -sight isn't all that bad when you 
consider the overcrowding, sunspot skip 
and higher noise levels of today's AM 
Class D CB. 

How much usable distance can you 
get mobile -to -mobile on AM CB today? 
Three miles? Maybe four? When you 
get stepped on by some joker running 
an illegal linear, forget about talking en- 
tirely. 

On uhf, you get clear, reliable com- 
munications for a distance of about 20 
miles mobile -to -base if there are no ob- 
structions. With a repeater, you can 
reach 60 miles or more, and community 
repeaters are going to become popular 
for this service very soon. 

Equipment. One company, Standard 
Communications, is doing something 
about the sad state of Class A. Until this 
year, if you wanted Class A, you had to 
buy uhf equipment that was designed for 
business radio use and plug in crystals 
for Class A. Standard introduced a unit 
last spring designed specifically for 
Class A service and priced at $399. 
Sure, that's 10 times the price of a Class 
D rig, but look at the advantages you're 
getting. If you want to communicate with 
your home or office, you can really do it 
with clear, noise- and interference -free 
channels. 

Standard says that its distributors are 
selling Class A radio briskly now, and 
there's a great interest in repeaters as 
well. Chances are that community re- 
peaters will be set up the way they are 
now for business users. The dealer who 

sells you the equipment also owns a re- 
peater and will rent you air time on the 
station for a monthly fee. Business radio 
users typically pay $25 to $30 a month 
for this. There's no reason why CB clubs 
can't get involved in Class A and set up 
their own repeaters. This would work out 
to be a real bargain for the CB'er who 
goes into Class A, and would certainly 
stimulate interest in the service. 

Class A has been so neglected, in 
fact, that it has been losing channels to 
business radio services. Today's Class 
A has just 16 channels (often referred to 
as "eight pairs" because duplex opera- 
tion is common), but at one time, there 
were many more channels assigned to 
Class A-as many as 75. When nobody 
is using a service, it seems fairly easy 
for the FCC to say, "Let's take a few 
channels from that service and give 
them to another." That's exactly what 
happened. 

Here's what is left for the Class A 
user, organized by the FCC into properly 
spaced pairs for the duplex user: 

Base and Mobile 
(MHz) 

Mobile Only 
(MHz) 

462.550 467.550 
462.575 467.575 
462.600 467.600 
462.625 467.625 
462.650 467.650 
462.675 467.675 
462.700 467.700 
462.725 467.725 

Notice that the "matched pairs" 
have 5 -MHz spacing between them, 
making duplex operation possible. It 

also provides more than enough chan- 
nel isolation for repeater use. 

Licensing. If you're afraid to approach 
Class A because of licensing, bear in 
mind that it's still CB, and you don't need 
any more qualifications for a license 
than you do for Class D. The application 
form is different and slightly more com- 
plicated, and there's no temporary oper- 
ating permit. 

Also, it's unlikely that your favorite CB 
store will have the equipment on hand. 
The dealer will have to order it for you, 
and this could take from a few days to a 
few weeks, depending on whether he 
can get the transceivers from a nearby 
distributor. Another possible delay can 
develop when you want crystals. As 
things stand now, Class A crystals are 
not items that even the most complete 
CB shop is likely to stock. Again, a spe- 
cial order will probably be required. 

There's a different license form to fill 
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out for Class A-Form 400. Also, you 
have to get something called a construc- 
tion permit from the FCC. This is com- 
bined with the Form 400 and all it really 
requires is that you tell the FCC how 
high an antenna you plan to erect for 
your base station (200 ft max), give the 
exact location, and certify that it's not 
near enough to any airports that ít would 
be under FAA restrictions. 

If the proposed installation does come 
under FAA restrictions, it's a whole dif- 
ferent ballgame, with formulas to deter- 
mine how high the antenna can be, etc. 

The Future. There's little danger of 

channel crowding on FM CB, at least for 
now; it's that under utilized. Also a lot 

more power is permitted-legally-than 
on Class D. A typical Class A transceiv- 
er has an r -f output of 25 watts, and 
most installations can legally go as high 
as 50 watts. 

But high power levels aren't really 
needed here. Line -of -sight operation 
means that relatively modest transmitter 
power will be adequate. Because there's 
no possibility of working skip, no advan- 
tage is gained by using illegal, high-pow- 
ered amplifiers. On the other side of the 
coin, there is hardly any possibility of 

getting skip interference. 

Back in 1947, when Class -A CB was 

first legalized by the FCC, the uhf spec- 

trum was still a no man's land, Little was 

known or understood about it, and many 

people believed that it would be totally 

unusable for everyday communications. 
In later years, when Class -D CB was le- 

galized, it was plopped right in the mid- 

dle of the "noise band"-a group of fre- 

quencies prone to man-made radio in- 

terference (from industrial electrical 

equipment and radio diathermy ma- 

chines in particular). 
More recently, uhf business -band us- 

ers have proven that this once -useless 
radio band is very usable, but the gov- 
ernment has taken away much of what 
was given in 1947. 

Will the remaining 16 channels be 

grabbed up for business radio? Prob- 
ably not, because there's so much re- 

newed interest in these frequencies. Be- 
sides, there are 5000 licensees cur- 
rently using it, and they have made fairly 
sizable investments in equipment. But to 
preserve these few channels, we'll have 
to see more people using them. They're 
there, just waiting for us. O 
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CLIPPERCIRCUIT QUIZ BYROBERTP.BALIN 
SIMPLE circuit consisting of a diode, re - A sistor, and battery can be used as a clip- 

per or limiter, or to shift the zero reference 
level of a waveform. Just what a particular ar- 
rangement will do is predictable if you ob- 
serve the polarity of the net circuit voltage, 

diode biasing, and each voltage drop. 
See if you can match the output waveforms 

(A -J) with the circuits (1-10) below. In each 
case, the input is a sine wave with a peak 
voltage twice the cell's voltage. The resistor 
is large compared to the forward resistance 

of the diode yet small compared to its reverse 
resistance. The dotted lines represent the un- 
distorted output waveform. 

Hint: Assume a cell voltage of three volts 
and see what happens as the input sine wave 
goes to +6 and -6 volts in 1 -volt steps. 
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SHORTWAVE PROGRAMS 
'T'S EASY for DX listeners to fall into 

the trap of getting so involved in the 
process of tuning in distant countries, 
that we lose sight of the purpose of the 

broadcasts in the first place-programs 
to be listened to for their content. Here is 

a selection of several different types of 

programs. To avoid confusion, all times 
and days are in GMT, which means that 
most programs after 0000 are heard in 

North America on the previous day. 
(And no doubt some stations will make 

schedule changes after we go to press.) 

Mailbags. These are replies to listener 
letters on the air. Most try to answer 
questions about the country. Some give 
the full address of writers. The BBC pro- 
gram is about BBC programs only. 

BBC Letterbox-Sat. 2315, Sun. 

0515, 2015. Lots of cute, clever touches. 
Moscow Mailbag-Sat. 2315, Sun. 

0115, 0315, 0445, 0645; repeated 24 

hours later. Joe Adamov achieves more 
credibility than on any other Moscow 
program. 

R. Sweden Mailbag-on all Sunday 
broadcasts. 

R. Nederland Letterbox-about one 
hourafter the start of alternate Thursday 
broadcasts. But after November it will 
disappear or move to another day. 

R. Australia Mailbag-Sun. 0140, 
0740, 1240, 1940. Probably the most 
popular of all, emphasizing international 
friendship. Host Keith Glover provides 
lots of personal touches. 

VOA Letters from Listeners-Sat. 
1 1 15, 1915, Sun. 0015. It's interesting to 

see how our official Voice fields ques- 
tions from listeners; has a really catchy 
theme. Americans are forbidden to par- 
ticipate. 

IBA Calling All Listeners-Sun. 2015, 

2245. Hosts don't hesitate to disagree 
with writers hostile to Israel. 

WINB Mail Call-Sun. 2230. The sta- 
tion's only locally produced, live pro- 
gram. It proves people really do listen to 
this rather dull evangelistic and music -fill 
station, if only to get a OSL. This may 
move to 1845 in November. 

DX 
Listening 

By Glenn Hauser 

Belgium-toward the end of Wed. and 
Fri. program, BRT4 schedules a Mail- 
bag. You may have better luck getting 
the transcript they mail out. 

RCI replies to letters irregularly on the 

Sunday edition of Weekend Magazine. 

Science and Technology. All these 
programs try not to get too technical. 

CBC Northern Service Quirks and 

Quarks. An excellent popular science 
series, hosted from Vancouver by Dr. 

David Suzuki. Each week, Isaac Asimov 
is one of the guests, explaining a 

science word. Sat. at 1710-1800 (an 

hour earlier by GMT when on daylight 
time). Also on the CBC AM network. 

BBC World Service has several pro- 
grams with different approaches and 
emphases: Discovery, Tue. 1030, Wed. 
1715, Thu. 0030. New Ideas, Sun. 0445, 
2315. Science in Action, Fri. 1030, 1615, 

Mon. 2115. Nature Notebook, Wed. 

0430, Fri. 2145. Farming World, Wed. 
1130. Some of these take a break during 
part of the year, but always come back, 
often at new times. 

SBC, Switzerland, had an Agricultural 
Index program on the first Sunday of 

each month earlier this year, but may re- 
place it in November. 

R. Moscow Science and Engineering, 
Thu. 2315, Fri. 0115, 0315, 0445, 0645. 

VOA New Products, USA, Sun. 1307, 
1707, 2107, Mon. 0107; New Horizons, 
Sun. 1115, 1915, Mon. 0115. 

Drama and readings. A rare com- 
modity, but not as rare as on domestic 
radio! 

BBC World Service is way out in front, 
with one or two dramatic serials running 
at changeable times, and two regular 
drama blocks: Theatre of the Air (the 
only BBC program which may last as 
long as 90 minutes), Sun. 0030, 1130; 
and Radio Theatre, 45 minutes, Fri. 

0030. World Service Short Story-read- 
ings of original stories submitted by lis- 

teners-Mon. 0145. 
CBC Northern Service has blocks re- 

served for drama Mon -Fri at 1903 (sum- 

mers 1803). Also, the newsmagazine As 
It Happens regularly includes comedy or 
drama during its final half hour (0030 in 

winter, 2330 in summer). During busy 
periods it's on Fridays only; in Decem- 
ber and summer it's every weeknight; 
heavy on old-time radio. 

VOA Critics Choice, an arts maga- 
zine, often features dramatic readings: 
Sun, 1313, 1713, 2113; Mon. 0013. 

Classical Music. Many stations feel 
shortwave isn't a suitable medium; few 
can spare the time to play full works. But 

some include at least a token amount. 
It's nice to have when you can't find any 
on domestic radio-and some of these 
stations have strong, clear signals. 

VOA Concert Hall, Sundays at 

1215-1300, 2015-2100. Other days, Wil- 
lis Conover's first-rate jazz show. 

CBC Northern Service Gilmour's Al- 
bums, Sun. 1705-1800 (summers 
1605). Mainly vocal music, with lots of 
opinion by music critic Clyde Gilmour 
from Toronto. 

HCJB En la Sala de Conciertos, only 
in their Spanish service-but the music 
is what counts. Mon. -Fri. 1830-1900; 
Sat. and Sun. 1800-1900. Check in the 
19m band. 

R. Nederland, with only half an hour, 

this cultural magazine, The Monday Pro- 
gramme, may still work in some short 
pieces. 

BBC World Service broadcasts 
Promenade Concerts live at 1830 during 
the summer, but not in winter, and not to 
North America. There are a number of 
15 -to -30 minute music or musical com- 
mentary programs running at any given 
time ín a variety of slots. Dependable 
times for longer works are Sun. 
1515-1600, Mon. 0100-0145, and Fri. 

0630-0700. 
RA1. A traditional come-on for SW ra- 

dio buyers is "hear opera direct from It- 

aly!" Well, you won't find any on RAI's 
20 -minute English programs, and only 
excerpts on the Italian programs, Wed. 
and Thu. 2325-2350, Sat. 0025-0035, 
Sun. 0005-0025 and 2255-2325. Check 
9575 kHz. 

Radiodifusora Nacional de Colombia 
has large blocks of classical concerts all 

day long. The drawbacks: off -frequency 
from 15,335 kHz, single sideband, and 
distorted audio. 

Musical Requests. This is another 
popular way for listeners to participate. 

BBC World Service The Pleasure's 
Yours, exclusively classical, recently ex- 

panded to 45 minutes, Tues. 2030. The 
rest in this listing are pop and rock. Bob 

(Continued on page 119) 
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ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE 

SHORTWAVE 
BROADCASTS 

FOB 
NOVEMBER 

1977 
THROUGH 

FEBRUARY 
1978 

BY RICHARD E. WOOD 

TO EASTERN NORTH AMERICA, 

TIME -EST 

6:00-6:25 a.m. 

6:00-7:25 a.m, 

6:008:00 a.m. 

6:00-9:00 a.m, 

6:28-9:00 a,m. 

TIME -GMT 

1100-1125 

1100-1225 

1100.1300 

1100-1400 

1128-1400 

STATION QUAL" 

Tirana, Albania F- 
Trans -World Radio -6 
Bonaire, N.A. 

Melbourne, Australia 

London, England G. 

"VGA, Washington, USA G 

"Montreal, Canada G 

(Northern Service) 

FREQUENCIES, MHz 

9.50, 11.985 ' 

11.815 

9.58 

5.99 (via Sackville) 
5.955, 9.73 

6.065, 9.625 (includes French, etc.)' 

7:00-7:30 am, 1200-1230 Jerusalem, Israel 11.655, 12.025, 15.10, 15.485 
7:00.7:55 a.m. 1200-1255 Peking, China 11.688 
7:10-7:30 a.m. 

7:15.7:30 a.m.' 
1210.1230 

1215-1230 
"Santiago, Chile 
Athens, Greece 

HCJB, Quito, Ecuador G 

9.566, 11.81, 15,15 

15.345, 17.83 

11.745 
7:30.8:00 a.m. 1230-1300 Stockholm, Sweden F 15.305 
7:30.8:20 a.m. 1230-1320 r Trans -World Radio, G 15.255 (Sat., to 1420 Sun.) 

Bonaire-, N.A. 1. 

7:`30-11:30 a.m. 1230.1630 HCJB, Quito, Ecuador G 11.745, 15.115 
8:00-8:30 a.m. 1300-1330 London, England 5.99 (via Sackville), 6.195 (via Gi 

Antigua), 11.775 (via Antigua; 
Sat., Sun. from 1200) 

"Bucharest, Romania G 11.94, 15,25 
8:15-8:45 a.m, 1315-1345 Berne, Switzerland G 15.14 
8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 1330-2000 "London, England G 9.41, 15.07 " 
8:30-9:00 a.m. 13301400 Helsinki, Finland G 11.755, 15.105 
9:00.9:30 a.m. 14001430 'Stockhnlm,Sweden G 15.305 
9:00 a.m. 7:00 p.m.' 1400-2400 "Montreal, Canada G 9.625, 11.72 

(Northern Service) (includes French, etc.) 
9:30-10:00 a.m. 1 430-1500- Helsinki, Finlad G 11.755, 15.105 
10:00-11:00 a.m. 1 500-1600 London, England " 17.84 (via Ascension), 9.58 (via 

Sackville Sat., Sun.) 
10:15-10:30 a.m. 1515.1530 Athens, Greece 11.73, 15.345. 17.83 (last 2 freq. 

not on Tues.) 
11:00-11:15 a.m: 1601)-1615 London, England 9.58 (via Sackville) 

17,84 (via Ascension) 
11:00-11:30 a.m. 1 600.1630 Oslo, Norway 15.175 (Sun.) 
11:15 a.m.-12.09 p.m.r 1 615-1709 London, England 9.58 (via Sackville; Sat., Sun. -1745) 
11:42.11:50 a.m. 1 642.1650 Hilversum, Holland G 15,19, 17.775, (Mon. -Fri., 

via Bonaire) 
11:45 a.m.-12 noon 1 645-1700 1 "Montreal, Canada F 15.325, 17.82 

12 noon -3:00 p.m. , 1 700.2000 ""Kuwait, Kuwait G ° 9.58, 12.085 
12:04.12:56 p.m. )-1 704-1756 "'Paris, France G ° 9,52, 9.63, 11.705, 11.73, 

11.735, 11,745, 11.89, 11.905, 

11.93, 15.30, 15.425, 17.72 
1:00-1:30 p.m. 1800-1830 "Montreal, Canada G °- 11.865, 15.325, 17.82 
1:45-3:00 p.m. 1845-2000 ""Abidjan, Ivory Coast G ' 11.92 (irreg.) 
2:00.5:00 p.m. 1900.2200 "'Jeddah, Saudi Arabia F 11.855 
2:30-3:00 p.m. 1930-2000 "Montreal, Canada G ` 11.855, 15.325 

"Baghdad, Iraq F ._ 9.745 
3:00-3:30 p,m. 2000-2030 Jerusalem, Israel G 

"Tehran, Iran F 

5.90, 7.4125, 

: 9.022 
3:004:00 p.m. 2000.2100 Accra, Ghana P 11.85 ^ í 
3:004:15 p.m. 2000-2115 London, England G . 15.26 (via Ascension) - r 

3:50-4:50 p.m. 2050.2150 "'Havana, Cuba G - 11.865, 17.15 
4:004:30 p.m. 2100.2130 ' "Berne, Switzerland ` G 6.165,9.535,9.59 
4:00.4:50 p.m. 2100-2150 "Johannesburg, S. Africa G - 7.27,9.585, 11.80, 11.90 
4:155:00 p.m. 21152200 London, England G - 5.975, 15.26 (via Ascension) 
4:30-5:00 p.m. 2130-2200 "Sofia, Bulgaria G _ 6.07,9.70 
4:40-5:20 p.m. 2130-2220 Hilver`sum, Holland G - 9.715, 11.73 (Sun.: Dutch; 

time tentative) 
5:00-5:15 p.m. 22002215 "Belgrade, Yugoslavia F 6.10, 7.24, 9.62 
5:00-5:30 p.m. 2200-2230 , Tokyo, Japan F 15.105 
5:00-5:45 p.m. 2200-2245 ` London, England G 5.975, 6.175 (via Sackville), 

6.195 (via Antigua) 

5:00-6:15 p.m. 2200-2315 

9.51 (via Sackville), 15.26 (via Ascension), 
"Cairo, Egypt F I 9.805 

5:00-7:30 p.ni. 2200-0030 Ankara, Turkey G i 9.515, 11.88 
5:30-6:00 p.m. 2230-2300 Jerusalem, Israel -G 5.90, 7.4125, 9.435, 9.8'15 

. 

Vilnius, U.S.S.R. G : 5.915,5.94,7.31,7.355 
7.44 (Sat., Sun.) 

5:30-6:20 p.m. 2230.2320 ; Johannesburg, S. Africa G 5,98, 9.585, 11.80, 11.90 
5:45-6:00 p.m. 2245-2300 London, England G :5.975, 6.175, (via Sackville), 

7.32, 9.51 (via Sackville), 
15.26 (via Ascension) 

5:50-6:10 p.m. 2250-2310 "'Santiago, Chile F 9.566, 11,81, 15.15 
6:00-6:30 p.m. 2300-2330 Stockholm, Sweden F . 6.045, 6.12, 9.695 

London, England G 5.915, 6.175 (via Sackville), 
7.32, 9.51 (via Sackville), 9.58 
(via Ascension), 15.26 (via Ascension) 
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6:00-6:50 p.m. 

6:00-8:00 p.m. 

6:307:00 p.m. 

= 2300-2350 
2300.0100 
2330-2400 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

Tokyo, Japan 

:"Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Montreal, Canada 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

1' 

6:45.7:30 p.m. 23450030 ;London, England 

6:45-7145 p.m. 

7:00-7:25 p.m. 

7:00.7:30 p.m. 

7:00.7,:55 p.m. 

7:001:00 p.m. 

7:00.9:00 p.m. 

7:00 p.m. -12:06 a.m. 

7:15.7:30 p.m. 

7:15.7:40 p.m. 
7'30.7:55 p.m. 

7:30.8:00 p.m. 

7130.10:15 p.m. 

7:30 p.m.2:00 a.m 

8:00.8:15 p.m. 

8:00.8:20 p.m. 

8:00.8:30 p.m. 

8:00.8:45 p.m. 

8:00.8:55 p.m. 

8:00.10:00 p,m: 
8:00.10:30 p.m. 

8:00.11;00 p.m. 

8:10.8:30 p.m. 

8:30-8:50 p.m. 

8:30.8:55 p.m. 

8:30-9:00 p.m. 

8:30.9:25 p.m. 

8:45-9:15 p.m. 

9:00-9:30 p.m. 

9:00.9:50 p,m; 

9:00-9:55 p.m. 

9:00.10:00 p.m. 

9:00.10:30 p.m. 

9:10.9:30 p.m. 

9:15.9:30 p.m. 

9:30.9:55 p.m. 

9:30-10:00 p.m. 

10:00-10:30 p.m. 

2345.0045 

0000.0025 

0000.0030 

Tokyo, Japan 

Tirana, Albania 

_Oslo, Norway 

`Tokyo, Japan 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

0000-0055 __Sofia, Bulgaria 

Peking, China 

0000-0100 _ "VOA, Washington, USA 

0000.0200 "Luxembourg 

0000.0506. "Montreal, Canada 

(Northern Service) 

0015.0030 - Athens, Greece 

- 0015.0040 
1- 

Brussels, Belgium 

0030.0055 Prague, Czechoslovakia 

0030.0100 r_ Stockholm, Sweden 

Kiev, U.S.S.R. 

Vilnius, U.S.S.R. 

0030.0315 p London; England 
q 

0030-0700 HCJB, Quito, Ecuador 

0100.0115 , Vatican, City 

0100.0120 1 Rome, Italy 

0100-0130 Montreal, Canada 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

0100-0145 Berlin, Ger. Dem. Rep. - 

0100-0155 Prague, Czechoslovakia 

Peking, China 

01000300 Melbourne, Australia 

0100-0330 Havana, Cuba 

0100-0400 Madrid, Spain 

0110-0130 ' "Santiago, Chile 

0130-0150 , Cologne, Ger. Fed. Rep. 

0130-0155 1 Tirana, Albania 

V ienna, Austria 

0130.0200 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
.I 3 

0130.0225 Bucharest, Romania 

A 0145.0215 z, Berne, Switzerland 
º'. 0200-0230 a, Budapest, Hungary 

Oslo, Norway 
Warsaw, Poland 

0200.0250 Hilversum, Holland 

0200.0255 ,Peking, China 

0200.0300 M oscow, U.S.S.R. 

0200.0330 Cairo, Egypt 

0210.0230 Santiago, Chile 

0215.0230 Athens,.Greece 

0230.0255.1 Tirana; Albania 
0230-0300 S tockholnt,Sweden 
0300.0330 i Budapest, Hungary 

Kiev. U,S.S.R. 

G, 
G 

P) 

F 

G 

G. 

F1 
F 

5.94, 6.02, 6.125, 7.205, 7.235, 1.355, 

7.44, 9.635, 9.79, 9.80, 12.05, 15.14, 

15.18, 15.45, 1k72 
15.105 

11.71 (Mon: FñJ 
6.04 (alternate 5.96; Mon: Fri) 
4.86.5.94, 6.02, 6.125, 7.105, 7=115, 

7.15; 7,205, 7235, 9.635, 9.79, 9.80, 

12.05, 15.14, 15.18, 15.45, 17.72 

5.975, 6.175 (via Sackville), 

7.32,9.51 (via Sackville), 9.58, = 

15.26 (both via Ascension) 

9.525, 11.705 

7.065, 9,75 

6.18, 9.55, 9.645 (Sun.) . 

15.105 

4.86 5.94, 6.125, 7.105, 7.15, 

7.185, 7.205, 7.355, 7.44, 

9.81F 12.05, 15.14, 15.18, 15.45, 17.72 

7.115 

9.94, 11.675, 11.945 

6.19, 9.67, 11.83, 11.895 

6.09- 

6.195, 9.625 (includes Eskimo, etc.) 

9.75, 9,76, 11.73 

6.08 (9.725 alternates) 

6.055, 9.74 

6.045 

6.02, 7.15, 7.205,-7.26, 9.78, 12.05, 

15.14, 15.18, 15.455 

5.94, 7.355 (Sat., Sun.) 

5.975, 6.12, 6.175 (both via Sackville), 

7.32, 9.51 (via Greenville), 9.581 

15.26 (both via Ascension) 

6.095, 9.56, 11.915 (includes some Eskimo) 

5.995, 6.015, 9.605 

6.01, 9.575 

9.5:5 
4.86, 5.94, 6.02, 6.125, 7.105, 

7.115 (via Bulgaria), 7.15, 7.205, 

7.355, 7.44, 9.635, 9.78, 9.79, 

9.80, 12.05, 15.14, 15.45 

P 9.73 

G 5.93, 7.345, 9.54, 9.63, 9.74 
G . 7.12, 9.78 (both via Albania) 

9.94, 11.945, 12.055 

P 15.32,17.795 
G 9.685, 11.725 8 

G 6.065, 11.88 (exc. Sun,)_ 
F 9.566, 11.81, 15.15 

6.) 6.01, 6.04 6.075, (both via Antgua), 
6.10 (via Malta), 9.565, 9.59 (kiiO 

Antigua or Montserrot) 9.69, 9.745 

11.685 (via,Malta) . 

G 
I 

6.20, 7.30 

P ' 6.155, 9.77 

G 4.86, 5.94, 6.02, 6.125, 7.105, 7.115, 

(via Bulgaria), 7.15, 7.205, 7.355, 

7.44, 9.635, 9.78, 9.79, 9.80, 11.86, 

12.05, 15.14 

F . 5.99, 6.19, 9.57,'9.68, 11.775, 11.94 

G 5.965, 6.135, 9,725, 11.715 E. 

G 6.00, 7.215, 9.585, 11.91 I 
(Exc_Sun.) 

F 6.18;9.55, 9.645 (Sun.) 

P 6.095, 6.135, 7.27, 9.675, - 

11.815, 15.12 _ 

6.165 (via Bonaire; time tentative) 
P 7.06, 9.94, 12.055 

G 4.86, 5.94, 6.02, 6.125, 7.105,1 

7.115 (via Bulgaria), 7.205, 7.26, 

7.355, 9.635, 9.78, 9.79, 9.80, 

11.86, 12.05, 15.14 

F 7.12, 9.475 

F 9.566, 11.81, 15.15 

G 9.75, 9,76, 11.73 

G 6.29, 7.30 

F 6.045, 9.695 

G ' 6.130, 7.215, 9.585, 11.91 

G 5.98, 6.02, 7.245, 7.26, 7.40, 

9.5B, 9.78, 11.86 t. 

t4ÓW'THE ORIGINAL , 

Hand 

Makes Circuit 
Assembly a Breeze! 

Lets you work with 
Both Hands 

r, s p, + 

s 

the .3,4 Hand 

STEP 1 

Clamp "3rd Hand" on 
bench, insert circuit 
board. position com- 
ponerts - note con- 
venient working angle. 

STEP 2 
Flip circuit board to flat 
position for soldering 
and clipping. Reverse ' 

procedure for double 
sided boards. 

Dealer/Distributor inquiries invited 

ORDER NOW! 
Fully. (Not sold in 
Guaranteed stores) 

T HE 3RD HAND 
P.O. BOX 60579 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95860 

No 
C.O.D.'s 

Send Check or 
Money Order 

3505 
+ .75 Postage 

Amount Enclosed 

Calder. ,es.ae is act St. 0. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE - ZIP - 
CIRCLE NO. 42 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FREE 
:=0 

ELT 

.COL- kill~ 
!DRILLS 

..FILM LOADERS... 

--PS. .PAGES. . .GRAVERS 

- .GRINDERS. . .HAMMERS. . . 

INCLINOMETERS. . .JACKS. . . 

KNIVES. .. LATHES. ..LEATHER. 

ETTES. . .LOUPES. . .MINIATURE 

TOOLS... METRIC TOOLS... MULTI. 

TESTERS. .. NEGATIVE FILES... 
NIPPERS...OILERS... PIN VISES... 

FUERE...PROBES...RIFFLERS... 

SCISSORS.. .SNARES. ..SOLDER. 

INO SUPPLIES. . .TEST INSTRU- 

, MENTS...TWEEZERS...VIEWERS 

...VISES... WRENCHES.. . 

ADH l G, AB 

G. .BOOKS 

I:1SY 
i1911 O.EPDXIES. .riLIMATORS 

,2 11b11.-'& ' ̀  ,` .CALIPERS. 

JOI1S. National Camera 
2000 Weal Union Aee. Dept een 
Engreweod,Cere, Y.S.A. ¡0110 

CIFCLE NO. 37 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

catalog 

óf ovér 

2000 
small tools, 
measuring 

instruments, 
and supplies 
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 I N. . 

7 1_1 

- 

NEW EICO 700 
FREQUENCY 

COUNTER. KIT 
56995 

At last! A digital counter every 
CB'er/Hobbyist can afford. Exclu- 
sive transmitter -Keyed "sniffer" 
circuit activates counter only on 
transmit, giving accurate readout of 
channel frequency. Standard coax 
connectors and mounting brackets 
make mobile installation a snap. IC 
Digital circuitry. Freq. range: 5 Hz- 
27 MHz (all 40 CB channels) Ac- 
curacy: ±1 PPM ±1 Digit. Read- 
out: Five 0.5" LED Displays; 10 

I MHz crystal oscillator KHz/MHz 
Timebase switch; Compact design: 
23/8"H x 61/8"W 56"D. Assembled 
$99.95 

FREE '78 EICO CATALOG 
Check reader service card or send 75¢ 
for first class mail. See your local EICO 
Dealer or call (212) 272-1134, 9:00 
a.m.-5:00 p.m. EST. Major credit cards 
accepted. 
EICO-283 Malta St., LiE¡CQLO 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 / 

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FREE. 
BA's 1978 

ANNUAL CATALOG! 
260 PAGE 

RADIO, TV & 
ELECTRONIC 

THE CATALOG 
WORLD'S 

¡:-0os1 COMPLETE 
CATALOG 

OF 

EVERY 
IHt4Gt 

1 ELECTRO nics... Stereo, 

twrItei°-aPPiebee.- 
y H i- F i, T V s 

Your buying 
guide for 

Everything 
in Electro- 

Radios, Tape 

WRITE FOR Recorders, 
FREE CB, Kits, 

Tools, 
andBook El cs- 

tronic parts. 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE 
Dept. PE -11 3199 MERCIER 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 64111 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

10:00-10:35 p.m.' -1 0300.0335 Warsaw, Poland P 6.095, 6.135, 7.27, 9.675, 
11.815, 15.12 

10:00-10:55 p.m.',,0300.0355 Peking, China. G 7.12,9.78 (both via Albania). 
10:00.11:00 p.m.- 0300.0400)'Buenos Aires, Argentina G 9.69 (Men. -Fri.) 

Prague, Czechoslovakia G 5.93, 7.345, 9.54, 9.63, 9.74 - 

Mpscow, U.S.S.R. 4.86, 5.94, 6.125, 
7.115 (via Bulgaria), 7.205, 7.355,9.70. r 

(via Bulgaria) 
10:00.11:25 p.m. 0300-0425 "Johannesburg, S. Africa 3.995, 5.98, 7,27, 9.585 
10:_15-10:30 p.m.= 0315-0330 London, England G 5,975, 6,12, 6.175 (both'via 

Sackville), 7.32, 9.51 '(via Greenville), 
9.58 (via Ascension) 

10:30-10:55 0330-0355'4 'Tirana, Albania 1. G 6.20. 7.30 
Vienna, Austria, 

.10:30.11:00 p.m.: 0330-0400 Helsinki, Finland 

P 

P. 
6,155, 9.77 

9.55 
10:30.11:30 p.m. 0330.0430 London, Englanc' G. 5.975, 6.175 (via Antigua) 
10:30.11:50 p.m.1 0330-0450 Havana, Cuba G 9.685, 11.725, 11.76 
11:00.11:15 p,m.- 0400.0415 Budapest, Hungary G 6.00, 7.215, 9.585, 11.91 

2 (Tues., Fri.) 
11:00-11:25 p.m. 0400.0425 Bucharest, Romania 5.99, 6.155, 6.19, 9.57, 9.68, 11.775. 11.94 
11:0011:30 p.m. _ : 0400-0430 Oslo, Norway 6.18, 9.55 (Sun:) 
11:30 p.m. -12 mdt, 1 0430.0500 London, England, 6.175 (via Antigua) 
11:50 p.m. -1:00 a.m. 0450-0600 Havana, Cuba 11.725, 11.76 
12:00 mdt.-12:15 a.m. 0500-0515 Jerusalem, Israel. 5.90, 7.425. 9.009 
12:00 mdt.-12:30 á.m. 0500.0530 Lisbon, Portugal 6.025, 11.935 
12:00 mdt.-1:30 a.m.I 0500-0630 London, England. G 6.175, 9.51 (both via Antigua) 
1:30-2:00 a.m. 0630.0700 London, England G 6.175 (via Antigua) ' 
1:45-3;35 a.m. 0645-0835 "'Lagos, Nigeria G 7.275, 15.12 

TO WESTERN NORTH AMERICA 

TIME.PST TIME -GMT STATION QUAL" FREQUENCIES, MHz 

3:00.3:15 a.m. 
i 

1100.1115 I Tokyo, Japan - G 5.99 
3:004:25 a.m. 1100-1225 Trans -World Radio, G 11.815 

3:00-5:00 a.m. 

3:00-6:00 a,m. 

4:00-4:15 a,m. 

4:00-4:30 a.m. 

4:10-4:30 a.m. 

4:15.4:30 a.m. 

5:306:00 a.m. 

4:30-8:30 a.m. 

5:00-5:15 a.m. 

5:00-5:30 a.m. 

5:30-7:00 a.m. 

6:00-6:3(1 a.m. 

6:00-8:55 a,m. - 

7:00-7:15 a.m. 

7:00-8:00 a.m. 

8:00-8:15 a.m. 

8:15:9.09 a,m. 
8:42-8:50 a,m. 

9:00.9:15 a.m. 
9:00 a.m.-12 noon 

9:04.9:56 a.m. 

10:00.10:15 a.m. - 

10:00-10:30 a.m. 

10:30-11:30 a.m. 
11:00.11:07 a.m. 

11:00.11:15 a.m. 
12:00-12:15 p.m: 
12 noon -2:00 p.m. 
1:00.1:15 p.m. 

2:00.2:15 p.m. 

2:00-3:00 p.m. 

2:00-4:00 p.m. 
2:30-3:00 p.m. 

2:30-3:20 p.m. 
2:50-3:10 p.m. 

3:00.3:30 p.m. 

Bonaire, N.A. - 

1100.1300 , London, England :, G 5.99 (via Sackville) 
Melbourne, Australia G I'9.58 - 

1100-1400 "VOA, Washington, USA G 1 5.955, 9.73 
1200-1215 I Tokyo, Japan P I' 5.99 
1200-1230 "Tashkent, U.S.S.R. F 9.60, 11.925 
1210-1230 r "Santiago, Chile ' . F ' 9.566, 11.81, 15.15 
1215.1230 HCJB, Quito, Ecuador G I : 11.745 
1230-1400 Trans -World Radia " 5 , 

_ 15.255 (Sat., Sun,) 
I Bonaire, N.A. _ ' 

} 1230.1630 ' HCJB, Quito, Ecuslor G 

1300-1315 Tokyo, Japan P 

1300.1330 London, England 1. G 

1330-1500 1 "Delhi, India 
1400-1430 Tokyo, Japan 

"Tashkent, U.S.S.R. 

1400.1655 2Manila, Philippines (VOP). 
1500.1515 Tokyo, Japan - 

1500-1600 London, England 

1600.1615 London, England 3 

1615.1709 London, England 

1642-1650 Hilversum, Holland 

- 1700.1715 Tokyo, Japan 
1 1700-2000 Kuwait, Kuwait 

1704-1756 Paris, France 

1800-1815 I Tokyo, Japan 

-1800.1830 Oslo, Norway 
1830.1930 Taipei, Taiwan 
1900.1907 "Papeete, Tahiti 
1900.1915 Tokyo, Japan 

2000.2015 Tokyo, Japan 

2000.2200 London, England 
2100.2115 Tokyo, Japan 

2200-2215 Tokyo, Japan 

2200.2300 London, England 

2200.2400 "`VOA, Washington, USA' 
2230-2300 Jerusalem, Israel 
2230-2320 - Johannesburg, S. Africa - 

2250.2310 "Santiago, Chile 
23002330 Tokyo, Japan 

Vilnius, U.S.S.R. _ 

F 

G 

F 

F 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

F 

F 

F 

F 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

F 

G 

F 

G 

G 

11.745, 15.115 

5.99 - 

5.99 (via Sackville), 
11.77 (via Antigua; Sat., San. from 1200) 
11.81, 15.335 

599 
9.60, 11.925 ' 

9.58 (Closes 1555 Sun.) 
5.99 

17.84 (via Ascension) 

also 9.58 (via Sackville Sat., Sun.) 
9.58 (via Sackville), 17.84 (via Ascension) 
9,58 (via Sackville, Sat., Sun. to 1745) - 

15.19, 17.775 Mon, -Fri 
via Bonaire) 

5.99 

9.58, 12.085 
9.52,9:63, 11.705, 11.73, 11,735, 11,745, 
11:89, 11.905, 11.93, 15.30, 15.425, 17.72 
5.99 

11.895, 15.345 (Sun.) 
:9.51, 11.86, 15.37 

11.82515.17 (exc. Sun.) 
-9.505 
9.505 

, 

15.26 (via Ascension) 

tt 9.505 
15.105 

:6.175, 9.51 (both via Sackville), 
( 15.26 (via Ascension) 

(¿ :17.82,17.895,21.61 
5.90, 7.4125, 9.435, 9.815 

1 5.98, 9.585, 11.80, 11.90 

9.566, 11.81,15.15 
15.105 - 

9.61, 11.69, 15.10 
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3:00.4:30 p.m. 

3:00-5:00 p.m. 

4;00-4:15 p.m: 
4:00.5:00 p.m. 

4:30.5:30 p.m. 

4:30.7:15 

4:30°11:00 p.m. 

5:00.5:15 p.m. 

5:00-7:00 p.m, 

5:00.8:00 p.m. 

5:10.5:30 p.m. 

5:30.6:30 p.m. 

6:006:15 p.m. 

6:00-7:50 p.m. 

6:10.6:30 p.m, 

6:30.7:00 
7:00-7:30 p.m. 

7:00-7:55 p.m. 

7:00.8:25 p.m. 

7:10.7:30 p.m, 

7:15.7:30 p.m. 

7:20-8'25 p.m. 

7:22.7:28 p.m. 

7:308:00 p.m. 

7:30$:15 p.m. 

7:30.8:30 p.nh. 

8:00.8:15 p.m. 

8:00.8:30 p.m. 

2300.0030 

2300.0100 

0000.0015 

0000-0100 

0030.0130 

0030.0315 

0030.0700 

0100.0115 
0100.0300 
0100.0400 

0110-0130 
I 0130-0230 

0200-0215 

0200-0350 

, 0210.0230 

: 0230.0300 
' 0300-0330 

London, England 

Montreal, Canada 

Tokyo, Japan 

"VOA, Washington, USA 

"'Trans -World Radio 

Bonaire, N.A. 

London, England 

HCJB, Quito, Ecuador 

Tokyo, Japan 

Melbourne, Australia 

Madrid, Spain 

*'Santiago, Chile 

Tokyo, Japan 

Tokyo, Japan 

Taipei, Taiwan 

-' Santiago, Chile 

Stockholm, Sweden 

Kiev, U.S.S.R. 

Montreal, Canada 

0300-0355 .Peking, China 

0300.0425 -`*Johannesburg, S. Africa., 

0310-0330 "*Santiago, Chile 

0315.0330 London, England 

0320.0425 

} 0322-0328 

0330.0400 

8:008:55 p.m. 

8:00.9:00 p.m. 

8:30.9:00 p.m, 

9:00.9:15 p.m. 

9:0019:30 p.m. 

9:00.9:50 p.m. 

9'00.9:30 p.m, 

9:00-10:30 p.m. 

9:30.9:50 p.m. 

9:30.10:00 p.m. 

10:00.10:30 p.m. 

10:00.11:00 p.m. 2 0600-0700 

10:30.11:00 p.m, 0630-0700 
10:30.11:30 p.m. 0630.0730 

,10:30 p.m. -12 mdt. 

10:30 p.m. -12:55 a.m 

11:00.11:15 p.m. 

11:30 p.m. -12:20 a.m. 

11:30 p.m. -2:30 a.ni. 

12 mdt,-12:15 
12 mdt: 6:00 a.m. - 

1:00.1:15 a.m. 

2:00.2:30 a.m. 

2:00.2:50 a.m. 

'*TIFC, San Jose, Costa 

=Rica 

Erevan, U.S.S.R. 

;Moscow, U.S.S.R, 

0330 0415 ,. Berlin, Ger. Dem. Rep. 

0330-0430 .London, England 

0400.0415 'Tokyo, Japan 

0400-0430 :.Oslo, Norway 

_Budapest, Hungary 

Montreal, Canada 

0400.0455 Peking, China 

0400.0500 ( Moscow, U.S.S.R. ' 

0430-0500 

1 0500.0515 

0500-0530 

0500-0550 
= 0500.0530 

0500-0630 
171 0530.0550 

[ Berne, Switzerland 
Vienna, Austria 

.Sofia, Bulgaria 

Jerusalem, Israel 

`Tokyo; Japan 

`Lisbon, Portugal 

Hilversum, Holland 

,( Moscow, U.S.S.R, 

London, England 

Cologne, Ger. Fed, Rep. 

0530.0600 Moscow, US.S.R. 

0600-0630 Oslo, Norway 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

tBuenos Aires, Argentina 

London, England 

Moscow, U.S:S.R. 

0630-0800 = Havana, Cuba 

0630.0855 ;"'Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

0700-0715 Tokyo, Japan 

0730-0820I. -*Hilversum, Holland 

0730-1030 
r "Wellington, New 

Zealand - 

0800-0815 ` Tokyo; Japan 

0800.1400 '*Port Moresby, 

Papua-New Guinea 

0900.0915 Tokyo, Japan 

1000.1030 Tokyo, Japan 

1000-1050 
I 

Pyongyang, Dem. 

Rep. Korea - 
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6.175,9.51 (both via Sackville), 

9.58, 15.26 (both via Ascension) 

6.04, (5.96 alt.: Mdn.-Fri,) 

15.105 

11.83, 11.895, 15.40 E 

11,925 

6.12, 6.175 (both vie Sackville), 

9.51 (via Greenville), 9,58, 15.26_ 

(both via Ascensio5p) 

6.095, 9.56, 11.915 (includessorñe Eskimo) 

15.105 

15,32, 17.795 

6.065, 11.88 (exc. Sun.) 

9.566, 11.81, 15.15 

11,84, 15.195, 15.42, 17.825 

15.105 

15.345, 17.89 - 

9.566,11.81,15.15 
6.045, 9.695 

5,98, 6.02, 7.245, 7.26, 7.40, 9.58, 

9,78,11.86 
5.96, 6.00, 9.605, 9.655 
7.12,9.78 (both via Albania) 

9.46,9.94,.11.65, 12.055 

3.995, 5.98, 7.27, 9.585 

9.560, 11.81, 15.15 

6.12, 6.175 (both via Sackville), _ 

9.51 (via Greenville), 9.58 (via 

Ascension) 

6.035,9.645, (opens 0300 Sat., Sun.) 

11.69, 11.96, 15.13, 15.18, 15.4.55 

(SatdTueJWed./Fri.) 
5.905, 6.02, 7.26, 9.54, 9.58, 9.61, 

9.635, 9.735, 9.78; 11.69 

5.955, 6.08, 9.73 

6.175 (via Antigua) 

9.505 

9.645 (Sun.) 
6.00. 7.215, 9.585, 11.91 

(Tue., Fri.) 

5.96, 9.655 

9.46, 9.94, 11.65, 12.055 

5.905, 6.02, 7.175, 7.26, 9.54, 9;58, 

9.61, 9.635, 9.735, 11.69 

6.045, 9.725 

6.015 
9.53 

5.90, 7.4125, 9.009 

9,505 

6.025, 11.935 

6.165, 9.715, (via Bonaire; time tentative) 

5.905, 6.02, 7.11, 7.26, 9.52, 9.54, 

9.58, 9.61, 9.635, 9.735 

6.175. 9.51, (both via Antigua) 
5.96 (via Antigua) 
6.10 (via Malta), 6.185, 9'.545, 9.605, 11.765 

5.905, 6.02. 7,11, 7.175, 7.22, 7.26, 

7.30", 9.52, 9.54, 9.58, 9.635, 9335 
6.18, 9.645 (Sun.) 

6.02, 7.11, 7.15, 7,175, 7.22, 726, 
7.30,9.54, 9.58, 9.635, 9.735 
9.69 (Mon,.Fri.) 

6.175 (via Antigua) 

602; 7.11, 715, 7.175:7.22, 7.26, 

7.30,9.54,9.58,9.635,9.735 
9.525 

7.22, 11.90,-15.275 

9.505 

9.63 (via Bonaire) 

6.105 

9.505 

4.89 

G 'p 9.505 

G . 5.99 

G 
( 

7.213 

-Reception quality, East Coast (West Coast) location: G -good, F -lair, P -poor 

"Not intended for North America, but receivable satisfactorily 
Days refer to local date in target area. 

- 
Includes 

Functional k5 - 

Tilt Stand! 

N c 
z`-5 

), 

NEW EKO 270 
3% DIGIT DMM 

ONLY 
1IÍ 

Introductory Offer -FREE AC ADAPTOR 

The first and only lab accuracy por- 
table DMM Kit featuring MOS/LSI 
IC economy and reliability. Mea- 
sures DC/AC Volts, Kilohms, DC/ 
AC milliamps in 21 ranges. Polarity 
indicators and overload protection 
are provided, and 0.5 inch LED dis- 
plays give easiest -to -read digital 
readout to 1999. The 270 features a 

basic 0.5% DC accuracy, 10 Meg - 
ohm input impedance, low voltage 
drop in all current ranges and auto- 
matically -flashing overrange indi- 
cator. Assembled $109.95 

FREE '78 EICO CATALOG 
Check reader service card or send 75¢ 
for first class mail. See your local EICO 
Dealer or call (212) 272-1134, 9:00 
a.m.-5:00 p.m. EST. Major credit cards 
accepted. 
EICO-283 Malta St., 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

EICO 

CIRCLE NO, 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SAVE! 
MONEY TIME FREIGHT 

QUALITY STEREO EQUIPMENT 
AT LOWEST PRICES. 

YOUR REQUEST FOR QUOTA- 
TION RETURNED SAME DAY. 

irFACTORY SEALED CARTONS - 
GUARANTEED AND INSURED. 

SAVE ON NAME BRANDS LIKE: 

PIONEER SANSUI 

KENWOOD DYNACO 

SHURE SONY 

MARANTZ KOSS 

AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS 

BUY THE MODERN WAY 

BY MAIL -FROM 

Min& audio 
12 East Delaware 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 

312.664.0020 

NOVEMBER 1977 

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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The Affordable Programmable 
Never Before A Fully Programmable Calculator 

Available To The Scientific Community At Such A Low Cost! 

BACK 

cut 

© 
CIA 
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C -s 
R -P 
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Nl l 
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cos) 

1o' 

log' 
slope 

Ci 
de1Xrt 

x4 

O 
ENG 

® c 
mails 

EE' 

Ms 

9M 

by Mail Order 

$5995 
CALL TOLL FREE 

800-323-2272 
24 HOURS -7 DAYS 

SUMMARY OF 

SPECIFICATIONS 
12 DIGIT RED L.E.D. DISPLAY PERCENTAGE CALCULATION - 
entries or results in 3 modes, add on/discounUyieldá 
scientific, fixed point or percentage 
engineering 

PROGRAMMABLE -72 
Keystroke program storage 

It TRIG FUNCTIONS -Calculates 
in radians or degrees or grads 
HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 

Ln, log, e', 10' 

POWERS Y', Roots' ,Y 
FUNCTIONS OF X -1/x, , X 

LINEAR REGRESSION: TREND 
ANALYSIS: SLOPE AND 
INTERCEPT 

STATISTICAL: c +, 2 -, 
averages, standard deviation, 
variance, permutations, 
combinations 

7r AND CHANGE SIGN KEY 

10 MEMORIES -7 functions 
M+, M-, MR, Mx, M÷, 
STORE, 9M 

DEGREES/DEGREE, MINUTE, 
SECONDS CONVERSION 

RADIAN/DEGREE CONVERSION 

POLAR/RECTANGULAR 
CONVERSION 

6 METRIC CONVERSIONS 

SPHERICAL/CARTESIAN 
CONVERSIONS 

The Commodore PR (Personal 
Resource) 100 - Allows You To 
Personally Program According To 
Your Own Problem -Solving Needs! 

WHY A PROGRAMMABLE? 
The Commodore PR -100 Programmable Calculator 
introduces a new, innovative dimension in highly sophis- 
ticated mathematical and scientific problem -solving. It 
decentralizes and personalizes the decision -making 
power of the computer, bringing to you what was 
never before available in a programmaole calculator 
with such features, yet at an amazingly affordable price. 
Method of Entry: The Commodore PR -100 is designed 
for "Think and Touch" operation utilizing an algebraic 
mode of entry. You can enter equations which have up 
to 4 levels of parenthesis. Add to these features the 10 
memory registors, and you can work the most com- 
plicated mathematical, scientific, engineering, business, 
statistical and combinational functions. Furthermore, 
you can also perform unit conversions: metric to English 
and English to metric. 
Keyboard: The keyboard consists of 40 keys and 2 
switches. 35 keys are for number and function entry. 
10 of these keys are dual function (shifted keys). 
SPECIALIZED FUNCTIONS: 
Most of the important functions found on large scale 
computer systems are finally now available to you on 
the ultimate hand-held programmable calculator: 
iterative and recursive problem solving techniques; loop- 
ing; conditional and unconditional branching. 
ADVANTAGES OF THIS 
PROGRAMMABLE: 
Consider for a moment the advantages of the Commodore 
PR -100. In terms of increased productivity you can now 
achieve the capability of: optimizing mathematical and 
scientific models; making trend and risk analyses; pro - 

7. jetting and forecasting more accurately; performing 
statistical reductions; automating time-consuming 
"number -crunching." 

The PR -100 is also a pre-programmed calculator 
that can achieve a multitude of functions: Basic + -x 
and = functions; clear entry or the entire calculation; 
Hyperbolic functions include: sinh, cosh, arc cosh and 
arc tan; Trigonometric functions include: sin x, cos x, 
tan x, arc sin x, arc cos x, and arc tan x. Calculates in 
radians, degrees or gradians. Enter x 0° to 360° (0 to 
27r) or multiples of 360° (2 7r). Natural Log (Ln x) 
Common Log (log x), Exponential (e'), Antilog (101 

v Algebraic Functions include: x, x2, 1/x. Powers: (Y) 
7r (pi). Change Sign (+/-); x< -.y exchange function 
Parenthesis ( ) enter equations that contain up to 4 levels 
of parenthesis without using temporary or intermediate 
storage. 
Memory Functions: The PR -100 has 10 separate mem- 
ory registors. For each memory there are 7 operations 
that can be performed: memory storage and clear, 
recall, addition, subtraction, multiplication. division and 
performs the desired functions on each memory. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

NO LANGUAGE TO LEARN 
Truly this programmable calculator is a powerful per- 
sonal scientific and mathematical computing resource. 
And you don't need to know programming to make it 
work for you. There is no special language to learn. The 
entry system is so easy and flexible to use that you can 
apply it quickly to your own personal problem -solving 
techniques and style. 
Special Functions of the PR -100: To allow you greater 
flexibility in programming, there are 3 special functions: 
1. HALT -The program will halt and allow the user to 
read or enter data. 2. GOTO-Allows branching from 
one section of a program to another. 3. SKIP -Allows 
conditional flow of a program on an intermediate result; 
that is -the program goes one way if an answer is 
negative and another way is positive. 
Loading, Editing and Modifying Programs: You can 
single step through a program to check it out, backstep 
through a program, easily read entered steps and 
modify a single step of a program. 
Now personal programming is here. A step -function 
increase in capability over sophisticated slide -rule cal- 
culators. Capability you won't fully discover until you 
own a PR -100 yourself. Fill out the coupon below or 
call our toll free number for your two week trial. 
The Commodore PR -100 is powered by rechargeable 
NiCad batteries and is furnished with an AC adapter/ 
charger, leatherette carrying case and full instruction 
booklet. One year manufacturer's warranty. 
Dimensions: 3'/4" x 61/2" x 1'/e" Weight: 4 oz. 

Compute With It For Two Weeks -No Obligation 
Please send Commodore PR -100 Calculator(s) at the 
introductory price of only $59.95 (plus 53.95 shipping and insur- 
ance) each. If not completely satisfied, I can return it within two 
weeks for a prompt refund. 

Instead, I/we would like to take advantage of your quantity 
price offering of $54.95 (plus 53.95 shipping and insurance) 
each. OFFER GOOD ONLY ON QUANTITY ORDERS OF 6 UNITS 
OR MORE! You can save $30.00! 
o Check or M.O. Enclosed till, residents add 5% sales tax) 

SPlease 
charge my credit card checked below: 

American Express BankAmericard Cale Blanche 
Diners Club El Master Charge 

Credit Card r 
Master Charge Bank x--__ Exp. Date 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Signature PEMA305 

I ^ Conteññpóiü&y Marketing. Inc. 
790 Maple Lana, Bensenville, 91. 60106 

Call Toll Free: 800-323-2272.III.cal1:312-595-0461 
CIRCLE NO. 11 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

I 

Electronics Library 

TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES YOU CAN BUILD 

by Jules H. Gilder 

The telephone has the potential of being 
much more than a simple communication de- 
vice. It can, for example, remotely control oth- 
er appliances, automatically dial any number 
when tripped by an alarm, code phone con- 
versations to insure privacy, and even act as 
an intruder alarm when equipped with the 
proper accessories. This book illustrates with 
schematics and text how to build a number of 
accessories at very low cost. Included are 
two chapters devoted to telephone basics 
and pertinent telephone regulations. Among 
the accessories described are a "hands -free" 
system, security scrambler, automatic dialer, 
answering machine, and burglar alarm. 
Published by Hayden Book Co., Inc., 50 Es- 
sex St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. Soft cover. 
84 pages. $3.95. 

RADIO OPERATORS LICENSE HANDBOOK 
(THIRD EDITION) 

by Edward Noll 

The laws, rules, regulations, and accepted 
operating procedures for licensed (up to Sec- 
ond Class) and nonlicensed persons are cov- 
ered in this book. The first four chapters give 
information and explanations on the materi- 
als needed to obtain lower -grade FCC oper- 
ating licenses. The last three chapters con- 
tain Q&A s based on FCC Elements I, II, and 
IX. 

Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., 4300 
W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46206. 224 
pages $5.50, soft cover. 

SC/MP MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS 

This handbook contains detailed information 
for building, checking out, and operating a 

host of National Semiconductor SC/MP- 
microprocessor-based systems. It is conven- 
iently organized to enable the designer to ex- 
pand, modify, and customize a particular ap- 
plication with minimum effort. Chapter one 
deals with general design data and contains 
such basic SC/MP application parameters as 
instruction sets, addressing structures. (Addi- 
tional information on general-purpose ap- 
plications is given in the appendix. Chapter 
two has applications data organized into sec- 
tions according to class: A/D and D/A sys- 
tems, keyboard and display systems, multi- 
processor systems, etc. 
Published by National Semiconductor Corp., 
Marketing Services (520), 2900 Semiconduc- 
tor Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95051. Soft cover. 
$5.00. 
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MORE THAN 20,000 DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

7400 
7401 
7402 
7404 
7405 
7407 
7408 
7409 
7410 
7411 
7413 
7416 
7417 
7420 
7422 
7425 
7427 
7428 
7430 
7432 
7437 
7438 
7440 
7441 

7400 TTL 
.18 7442 1.08 74107 
.21 7448 1.15 74121 
.21 7450 .26 74122 
.21 7451 .27 74123 
.24 7453 .27 74125 
.45 7454 .41 74126 
.25 7460 .22 74132 
.25 7472 .39 74141 
.20 7473 .45 74150 
.30 7474 .45 74151 
.85 7475 .80 74153 
.43 7482 1.75 74154 
.43 7483 1.15 74157 
.21 7485 1.12 74161 

1.50 7486 .45 74164 
.43 7489 2.49 74165 
.37 7490 .69 74166 
.35 7491 1.20 74174 
.26 7492 .82 74175 
.31 7493 .82 74180 
.47 7494 .91 74181 
.40 7495 .91 74191 
.21 7496 .91 74195 

1.10 74100 1.25 74197 

LINEAR 
.49 
.55 
.49 

1.05 
.60 
.81 

3.00 
1.15 
1.10 
1.25 
1.35 
1.54 
1.30 
1.45 
1.65 
1.65 
1.70 
1.95 
1.95 
1.05 
3.55 
1.50 
1.00 
1.00 

74L SERIES TTL 
74L00 .33 741504 .45 7415113 .98 
74L10 .33 741510 .39 7415138 1.89 
74L30 .33 741520 .39 74LS174 2.50 
74L42 1.50 741551 .39 7415386 5.50 
74L86 .69 74LS74 .65 74S153 2.25 
741500 .39 7415112 .65 74S387 1.95 

74H00 TTL 
74H00 .33 74H11 .33 74H53 .39 
74H01 .33 74H20 .33 74H55 .39 
74H04 .33 74H21 .33 74H73 .59 
74H05 .35 74H30 .33 74H74 .59 
74H10 .33 74H40 .33 74H76 .65 

MOTOROLA 
MC663P 2.50 MC1460 
MC666P 1.60 MC1469R 
MC670P 1.60 MC1489 
MC679P 2.50 MC1496 
MC725P 1.50 MC1510G 
MC789P 1.50 MC1514L 
MC790P 1.50 MC1595L 
MC817P 1.30 MC1723CL 
MC836P 1.35 MC1741CG 
MC844 1.25 MC1810P 
MC853P 2.25 MC3004L 
MC876P 2.25 MC3007P 
MC1004L 1.25 MC3021L 
MC1010L 1.25 MC3060L 
MC1305 1.95 MC3062L 
MC1352P 1.55 MC4024P 
MC1357 1.70 MC4044P 
MC1371 1.85 MC14507CP 
MC1439 2.65 MC14511CP 
MC1458P .50 MC14512CP 

C MOS 
4001AE .29 4023AE 
4002AE .29 4024AE 
4007AE .29 4025AE 
4010AE .58 4028AE 
4011AE .29 4029AE 
4012AE .29 4030AE 
4015AE 1.25 4037AE 
4016AE .65 4040AE 
4018AE 1.10 4044AE 
4019AE .65 4049AE 

4020AE 1.75 4050AE 
4021AE 1.50 

3.95 
2.50 
4.60 
1.65 
8.00 
4.50 
6.25 
3.60 
1.20 
1.25 
2.25 
2.25 
2.15 
2.65 
3.00 
2.20 
4.80 
1.25 
2.76 
1.70 

.29 
1.50 

.35 
1.60 
2.90 

.65 
4.50 
2.40 
1.50 

75 

75450BP .49 LM301H .35 LM741CH .45 
75451BP .39 LM307H .35 LM747 .90 
75452BP .39 LM309K 1.25 LM748H .45 
754538P .39 LM311H .90 LM1458N .80 
75454BP .39 LM318N 1.50 N5556V 1.50 
75491BP .79 LM339N 1.85 NE5558 1.00 
754928P .85 LM351AN .65 NE555V .60 
CA3005 1.60 LM370N 1.25 NE556 1.50 
CA3006 3.50 LM380N 1.45 UA702 .80 
CA3018 1.10 LM566 2.25 UA703CH .45 
CA3018A 1.60 LM711CH .60 UA709CH .30 
CA3026 1.50 LM723H .75 UA749CH .45 
CA3046 .35 LM741CN .45 

NEW FROM NEW -TONE 
Dry Transfer Patterns for PC 
Boards, Includes IC pads, do- 
nuts, angles, and 3 -and 4 -con- 
nector pads. Over 225 patterns 
ona2"x71/4"sheet $1.49 

PC BOARDS MIL GRADE 
Glass -epoxy. 2 oz. copper. 

6" x 3" $.50 6" x 6" $.90 .6" x 8" $1.20 

(-5400 SERIES 
5400 
5404 
5410 
5426 
5473 

1.00 
1.25 
1.00 
1.25 
1.50 

5475 
5486 
5493 
54100 
541504 

1.50 
1.90 
2.00 
1.80 
1.00 

RESISTORS 
% Watt ± 5% Packed 5 of any 
one value $ 25 
Vs Watt ± 5% Packed 5 of any 
one value $ 30 
STANDARD RESISTANCE VALUES 

VOLT.REG ` 
LM340K-5 1.95 
LM340K6 1.95 
LM340K-8 1.95 
LM340K-15 1.95 
LM340K-18 1.95 
LM340K-24 1.95 
LM340TO-5 1.75 
LM340T06 1.75 
LM340T0b 1.75 
LM340T0-12 1.75 
LM340T0-15 1.75 
LM340T0-18 1.75 
LM340T0-241.75 / 

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00 
All orders add 81.00 Postage and Handling. 

Canada 91.50. 
N.J. Residents add 5% sales tax 

2SA473 
2SÁ484 
25Ác89 
254495 
254496 
2SA497 
25 4562 
2SA564 
254606 
254628 
254634 
254636 
2SA643 
254673 
254678 
254679 
254680 
2SA682 
254683 
2SA684 
2SA699 
2546994 
254706 
254733 
254777 
2SB22 
2SB54 
25856 
2SB77 
2SB175 
258186 
25E1187 
258324 
258337 
2SB.387 
258370 
258405 
258407 
258415 
2S8435 
258461 
258463 
258474 
258481 
258492 
2SB495 
258507 
258511 
2SC116 
2SC183 
2SC184 
2SC281 
2SC371 
\2SC372 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
2.2MF50 Axial Leads .15 30MF25 Axial Leads 
3.3MF10 Axial Leads .15 47MF25 Radial Leads 
3.3MF10 No Polarity .15 47MF50 Radial Leads 
I0MF25 Axial Leads .15 10OMF16 Radial Leads 
1OMF50 Axial Leads .16 100MF25 Radial Leads 
10MF150 Axial Leads .20 SOOMF50 Axial Leads 
25MF35 Axial Leads .18 1000MF35 Axial Leads 

MICROPROCESSOR 
C1702A 9.95 2708 34.95 8008 
2101 5.75 C5101-3 4.50 8080A 
2102 1.75 MM5013 3.25 8224 

Contact us for all your microprocessor needs. 

JAPANESE TRANSISTORS 
.75 2SC373 .70 2SC776 3.00 25C1306 

3.00 2SC374 .70 2SC777 4.00 2SC1307 
.80 2SC375 .65 2SC778 4.00 2SC1308 

1.65 2SC380 .70 2SC781 3.00 2SC1317 
1.15 2SC381 .70 2SC784 .70 25C1318 
1.00 2SC382 .70 2SC785 1.00 2SC1327 

.70 2SC387 .70 25C788 2.15 2SC1342 

.50 2SC394 .70 25C789 1.00 2SC1347 
4.25 2SC403 .65 25C790 1.75 2SC1359 

.65 2SC454 .65 2SC793 2.50 2SC1377 
1.25 2SC458 .70 2SC798 3.10 2SC1382 
1.25 2SC480 .70 2SC799 3.50 2SC1383 

.85 2SC478 .80 2SC815 .75 2501384 

.85 2SC481 1.85 2SC821 4.00 2SC1447 
.75 2SC482 1.75 2SC828 .75 2SC1448 

3.75 2SC484 3.75 2SC829 .75 2SC1449 
3.75 2SC485 3.25 2SC830 1.60 2SC1475 

.85 2SC493 2.75 2SC838 .70 2SC1507 

.90 2SC494 3.50 2SC839 .85 2SC1569 

.95 2SC495 1.10 2SC853 1.00 2SC1675 
1.30 2SC496 1.15 2SC866 5.85 2SC1678 
1.45 2SC497 1.60 2SC871 .70 2SC1679 

.55 2SC502 1.50 2SC900 .70 2SC1728 

.65 2SC509 1.25 2SC922 .55 2SC1730 

.90 2SC515 .80 2S0929 .70 2SC1756 

.65 25C517 4.25 2SC930 .65 2SC1760 

.70 2SC535 .75 2SC938 .65 25C1816 

.70 25C536 .65 2SC945 .65 2SC1908 

.70 2SC537 .70 2SC1000 .65 2SC1909 

.55 2SC608 4.90 2SC1013 1.50 2SC1957 

.60 2SC609 4.90 2SC1014 1.50 2SC1964 

.60 2SC614 3.80 2SC1017 1.50 2SC1973 
1.00 2SC619 .70 2SC1018 1.50 2SC1974 
1.75 2SC620 .80 2SC1034 3.50 2SC1975 
1.60 2SC627 1.75 2SC1060 .75 2SC2020 

.65 2SC634A .65 2SC1061 1.65 2SC2027 

.85 25C644 .70 2SC1079 3.75 25C2028 
1.65 2SC674 .60 2SC1080 3.75 2SC2029 

.85 25C708 3.00 25C1096 1.20 2SC2034 

.75 2SC710 .70 2SC1098 1.15 2SC2074 
1.25 25C711 .70 2SC1115 2.75 2SC2075 
1.65 2SC712 .70 2SC1116 4.00 2SC2091 
1.50 2SC715 .70 2SC1124 1.25 2SC2092 
2.10 ' 2SC730 .65 2SC1166 .70 25C2166 
1.25 2SC731 3.00 2SC1170 4.00 2SD45 

.95 2SC732 .70 2SC1172 4.00 25068 

.90 2SC733 .70 2SC11728 4.25 2SD72 
.70 2SC734 .70 2SC1173 .95 2SD77 

3.00 2SC735 .70 2SC1209 .75 25081 
1.00 2SC738 .70 2SC1211 .75 25088 
1.00 2SC756 3.00 2SC1213 1.00 2SD92 
.65 25C763 .70 2SC1226A 1.25 250118 
.70 2SC774 1.75 2SC1237 4.50 250130 
.70 2SC775 2.75 2SC1239 4.00 25D170 

4.75 250180 
5.75 250187 
4.75 250188 

.60 250201 

.70 2SD213 

.70 250218 

.50 2SD223 

.80 2SD234 

.65 2S0235 
5.50 2SD257 
1.00 2S0261 

.75 2S0287 
.85 2513288 

1.25 2S0291 
1.25 250300 
1.30 250313 
1.50 2SD314 
1.25 250315 
1.25 2S0318 
1.75 2S0325 
5.50 250330 
4.75 250331 
2.15 250350 

.60 250380 
1.25 2SCF8 
2.15 2SCF6 
4.50 2SF8 

.70 HEPS3001 
4.75 JSP7001 
1.50 MRF8004 
4.75 MPS8000 
1.50 MPS8001 
4.90 MPSUO2 
4.90 MPSU31 
2.50 SD1074 
6.00 501076 
1.10 SK3047 
4.75 SK3048 
3.00 SK3049 
3.00 SK3054 
5.50 2SK19 
1.10 2SK30A 
4.75 2SK33 
4.75 2SK41 
2.00 3SK22Y 

.90 3SK40 
1.00 3SK45 
1.00 3SK49 
3.25 4004 
1.50 4005 
1.50 40080 
3.25 40081 
1.25 40082 3 . 
2.00 

2.75 
.80 
.95 

1.95 
3.75 
4.75 
4.50 
1.00 
1.00 
2.00 

.80 
4.00 
1.00 

.85 
2.50 
1.10 
1.10 

.75 

.95 
1.25 
1.50 

.90 
3.25 
1.50 
3.50 
1.25 
3.00 
3.25 

.75 
3.00 
1.25 
1.25 

.50 
4.00 

19.95 
28.95 

3.75 
3.25 
4.75 
1.25 
1.75 
1.00 
1.20 
1.75 
2.75 
2.75 
2.75 
2.75 
3.00 
3.00 
1.25 
1.50 

.18 

.19 

.24 

.19 

.24 

.60 
65 

19.95 
19.95 

RECTIFIERS 
10 100 

For For 
1N4001 .60 5.00 
1N4002 .70 6.00 
1 N4003 .80 7.00 
1N4004 .90 8.00 
1 N4005 1.00 9.00 
1N4006 1.10 10.00 

\Z.14007 1.20 11.00 

UNIJUNCTIONS 

2N2160 .65 MU4892.50 
2N2646.45 MU4893.50 
2N2647 .55 MU4894.50 
2544851 .75 2N6027 .55 
2N4852 .75 2N6028 .70 
2N4870 .50 135E37 .35 
2544871 .50 MU10 .35 
MU4891.50 MU20 .40 

HARDWARE - SOCKETS 
Nylon Screws, Nuts and Rivets - 50 piece assortment $1.99 
MK 20 TO -3 Mounting Kit 5 for 9 99 
NT -505 Mica and bushing. Specify 
TO -3, T066 or TO -220 10 sets for S.99 
IC Socket 14 -Pm 131L 8.25 each 
IC Socket 16 -Pin DIL 8.27 each 
Wire Wrap 16 -Pin DIL 0.32 each 

POPULAR JEDEC TYPES 
1734 25 2N1540 .90 2N2712 .18 2N3394 .17 2N3856 .20 2N4402 
1N60 .25 2541544 .80 2N2894 .40 2N3414 .17 2N3866 1.25 2544403 
1N270 .25 2541554 1.25 2N2903 3.30 2N3415 .18 2543903 .16 2N4409 
1N914 .10 2N1560 2.80 2542904 .25 2N3416 .19 2543904 .16 2N4410 
1N4148 .25 2541605 1.75 2N2904A .30 2N3417 .20 2543905 .16 2544416 
1S1555 .35 2N1613 .50 2N2905 .25 2543442 1.85 2N3906 .16 2N4441 

2N1711 .50 2N29054 .30 2N3553 1.50 2N3954A 3.75 2N4442 
2N173 1.75 2N1907 4.10 2542906 .25 2N3563 .20 2N3955 2.45 2N4443 
2N338A 1.05 2N2102 .70 2N2906A .30 2543565 .20 2543957 1.25 2N4852 
2N404 .75 2N2160 .70 2542907 .25 2543638 .20 2543958 1.20 2N5061 
2N443 2.50 2542218 .25 2N2907Á .30 2N3642 .20 2N4037 .60 2545064 
2N508Á .45 2N2218Á .30 2N2913 .75 2N3643 .20 2544093 .85 2545130 
254706 .25 2N2219 .25 2N2914 1.20 2N3645 .20 2N4124 .16 2N5133 
2N718 .25 2N2219A .30 2N3019 1.00 2N3646 .14 2544126 .16 2N5138 
2N718A .30 2N2221 .25 2N3053 .30 2N3731 3.75 2544141 .20 2N5294 
2N918 .60 2N2221A .30 2N3054 .70 2N3740 1.00 2544142 .20 2N5296 
254930 .25 2542222 .25 2N3055 .75 2N3771 1.75 2N4143 .20 2N5306 
254956 .30 2N2222A .30 2N3227 1.00 2N3772 1.90 2N4220A .45 2N5400 
2N1302 1.25 2N2270 .40 2543247 3.40 2N3773 3.00 2544234 .95 2N5401 
2N1305 .75 2542369 .25 2543250 .50 2N3819 .40 2N4400 .16 2N5457 
2N1420 .20 2N2484 .32 2N3393 .20 2543823 .70 2544401 .16 2545458 

ALL PARTS 'GUARANTEED WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

.16 

.20 
.20 
.16 
.75 

1.00 
1.15 
1.35 

.55 
.30 
.50 
.20 
.15 
.15 
.50 
.50 
.20 
.40 
.50 
.35 
.30 

IC's ON THE MOVE 
BBD BUCKET BRIGADE DEVICE 

MM3001 19.50 MN3002 11.70 MM30039.45 
HALL IC: ON834 1.25 DN837 1.50 

DN835 1.35 DN8381NEW) 

2ENER DIODES 
'/º Watt, ± 10% $ 30 each to 33V 
1 Watt, ±10% $40 each to33V 

Voltages 20 200, and ± 5% available 

JAPANESE ICs 
AN136 2.90 L<.4031P 3.50 TA7055P 5.50 UH1C004 9.00 
AN203 3.75 LA4032P 4.50 TA7060P 1.85 UPC16C 2.50 
AN208 4.75 LA.4051P 4.65 TA7061P 2.25 UPC20C 5.00 
AN210 3.10 LA4400F5 3.80 TA7063P 2.25 UPC41C 3.95 
AN211 3.30 LA4400FR 3.80 TA7074P 4.90 UPC48C 3.95 
AN214 4.90 L03080 4.00 TA7075P 4.90 UPC554C 3.90 
AN217 3.30 L03120 3.10 TA7076P 4.55 UPC555H 3.00 
AN227 5.80 M5112 5.40 TA7089P 2.90 UPC563H2 8.00 
AN239 6.50 1v6115PR 4.80 TA7120P 2.20 UPC566H 2.25 
AN241 3.20 PLLO1A 13.50 TA7120P-C 2.20 UPC575C 4.10 
AN274 3.95 P1102A 12.00 TA7122AP 2.30 UPC576 4.10 
AN315 3.50 PLLO2A-G 12.00 TA7124P 1.85 UPC592H2 3.00 
BA511 3.50 SG613 5.40 TA7150P 4.55 UPC595C 3.60 
BA521 3.95 STK011 10.50 TA7153P 6.90 UPC596C 3.50 
HA1202 3.10 STK015 6.50 TA7201 P 6.40 UPC1001 H2 5.15 
HA1306W 5.20 STK032 14.20 TA7202P 4.50 UPC1008C 6.00 
1-1A1308 4.50 STK050 24.50 TA7203P 7.00 UPC1020H 5.50 
HA1312 4.05 STK056 11.35 TA7204P 6.50 UPC1025H 5.50 
HA1322 5.20 STK415 8.50 TA7205P 6.50 UPC1156H 6.50 
LA1201 4.25 TA7028M 3.50 TC4011P .55 UPD277C 4.50 
LA3301 4.85 TA7045M 3.50 TC5080P 12.00 UPD857C 19.00 
L.44000 5.50 T,47051 P 3.50 TC5082P 12.00 UPD858C 13.00 
LA4030 4.85 TA7054P 3.05 TC9100P 12.00 UPD861C 22.00 

OVA 
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22/44 

8800V 

.i t 
CRTHESE 

FYSTALQUENCIESHS 

LY 
g' 

pad + Frequency Case/Style - Pi e` 
CVtA 1.000 MHz HC33 U $5.95 
CV2A 2 000 MHz HC33 U 55.95 

i CV2.01 2.010 MHz HC33/U 51 951 

CY3A 4 000 MHz HC18.0 54 95 
CY7A 5 000 MHz HC18 U 51 95 
CV12A 10.000 MHz HC18 U 54 95 
CY144 14.31818 MHz HC18U 54 95 
CY19A 18 000 MHz HC18 U 54,95 
CY22A 20 000 MHz HC1Oi1.1 54.95 
C0308 32 000 MHi HC18 U 54 95 

XR-2206KB Kit 519.95 XR-2206KA Kit 514.95 
WAVEFORM TIMERS 

49 
98.705NERAi0R5SR AU EXAR 89.532011 5 155 
09.220601 1+9 AR-556CP I 85 
X11.2207CP 3 65 MISCELLANEOUS RR'255603 3 on 

AR 271161 56 70 013'21+0CP 1 5 

STEREO DECODERS EA 1136 99 PHASE LOCKED LOOPS 
59.131901 53 20 ER1468 3 85 IR.210 520 
AR 1310E1 320 E141488 5 60 AR 215 660 
AR.MOP 320 AR.1+89 4 80 xR.S67CP 195 
53-2564 199 ER -218 520 01.567C1 170 

CONNECTORS 
PRINTED CIRCUIT EDGE -CARD 

.156 Spacing -Tin -Double Read -Out 

Bifurcated Contacts - Fits .054 to .070 P.0 
15/30 PINS (Solder Eyelet) 
18/36 PINS (Solder Eyelet) 
22/44 PINS (Solder Eyelet) 
50/100 PINS (Wire Wrap) 
50/100A 1.100 Soacinol PINS (Wire Wrap) 

25 PIN -D SUBMINATURE 
DB25P PLUG 
DB25S SOCKET 

Cards 
51.95 
52.49 
S2.95 
56.95 
56.95 

53.25 
S4.95 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS 
8080A CPU 516.00 8228 System Controller - Bus Drivel 510.95 
8212 8 Bit Input/Output 4.95 MC6800 8 Bit MPU 22.50 
8214 Priority Interrupt Control 15 95 MC6820 Periph. Interface Adapter 10.00 
8216 BI-Duenlonat Bus Driver 
8224 Clock Generator/Driver 
CDP1802 

CAP'S 

BOBO Supe, 9008 

130904 5u0e 8908 

'650 B Bit MPU 
eBOBS CPU 

SR'S 

1024 Dow, 
Her 31 NIT 25'8 

05`9 

'0I 

31 

33 

561 

O 5.011 

. 40 tot 
5:2 Dream c 

021Dya 
` Dual 256 HIT 

01a1 512 Sil 
Duad 80 B11 

1024 51a1,r 

rre 
16:Rp 

UART S 

30K Paw 

ROM s 

2513121403 Chal Gen 000er case 

2517130211 Char Gen u* Case 

2516 Char Gen 

6.95 MC6810AP1 128 x 8 Static RAM 
10.95 MC6830L8 1024 z 8 Bit ROM 
19.95 Z80 CPU 

RAM 5 

1:95 ''0' 756 - Stet 
16 00 200' 256 1 S:ahe 
26 50 1'02 1024 1 Siair, 
2995 2157 5280 *96 ping- 

256: Solor 
5 3 95 ,:89 le r 

: 54.41 
'W 9101 -A6 : gate 

8111 250 : Wry 
0599 e 1 5a.- 
91111 -,r_ . ' 941,1 

93421 

161905262 SE ar Ornano 
PROMS 

: 00 
1 in 
300 

95 

: 0) 
4 95 

595 
e a9 
I u. 

55 95 

5 9 95 

9 95 
10 95 

-024 :n:6 
n701 2p4R 
LK71 12.8 
625,4, 

40.4i 
8 

74578- 
1601 256 4 14.1 

EH 

2716 I6K 
63011 1024 
63301 256 

nt,i 

11M'IE 
I.d+ 

E horn 

Eornm 
estate &a, Iol 

Open Couecot Brpwat 

7.95 
15.00 
39.95 

5 I 19 

5 95 
1 75 

4 95 
6 95 

2 :9 
5 95 

6 95 

2 25 

f 9 95 
3+ 

00 

- 9s 
3 95 

09n 
34 9s 

3 :9 
7 05 

0 Timeband 

Digital Alarm Clocks 

\ -F 4 

0500 Ivory Case 

05008 Ebony Case 

516.95 

21 horn Mann 

Dice Button 
100 Sold State 

Large Reo Led D,spiay 

r B n,gnl 

arc PM i.e.. 
Seconds 00099 at forum 

of Dutton 

Fr wee 1. me lndtcatot 

One year 'aaory warranty 

ii~1111~ 
C 6211 

Woodgraln Case 

519.95 

Timeband- LAMP CLOCK 
6s, 78Q//[p 24 hour alarm 

Doze button 
Atarm-on indicator 
.8" high Red LED Display 

IFt . AM/PM Indicator 
. High intensity lamp 

Lamp shuts off when collapsed 

Model C-590 (Ivory) $29.95 

l603817 5 5 00 
A33.8590.1 8.95 
MC3061P 3 50 

MC4016P 1744161 7 50 
MC916571 17 50 
MCM6574 17 50 
A3.5.2376 I4 95 

SPECIAL REQUESTED ITEMS 
40407 5 3 95 0841 5 9.95 
8r20 7 50 0650240 17.50 
8797 200 1110 1935 
9374 1 95 05002603 3.15 
825145 25 00 111308 10 50 
61M6575 17 50 1667208 22.00 

ICM7045 24.95 ICM7207 750 

9368 0 3 95 
MC140817 9 95 

LOIIO/L0111 25 00 set 

6,5-9100 17.50 ea 

951190 11 95 

ICM7209 7.50 
H00165 7,95 

CLOCK CHIPS 

005309 5995 
605311 4.95 
M'. 5312 4.95 

96.5314 4.95 
MM5316 6.95 
MM531R 9.95 
MA15369 295 
CT70D1 5.95 

HEAT SINKS 
205 -CB 

205 -CB Beryllium Copper w -black finish for TO -5 
291-.36H Aluminum for TO -220 Transistors & 

Regulators S .25 
680-.75A Black Anodized Aluminum for TO -3 51.60 
401-A Black Anodized Aluminum - predrilled 

mounting holes for TO -3 - 4% x 1'/a x 2" 51.75 

680-.75A 

S .25 

DIP SWITCHES SPOT SILO. Action 
#206-4 ( 8 pin dip) 4 switch unit 51.75 ea. 
#206.7 (14 pin dip) 7 switch unit 51.95 ea. 
4.206-8 (16 pin dip) 8 SwItch unit 52.25 ea. 

Etching Kits (cannot be sopped Y,a 4111 

32 X A-1- P c Etch Materials Kit 

enough for 5 circuit boards 

27 X A-1- tinned Clrwlt 01, 

Plugboards CARi0Iete au - only add Marc, 

65x 45 x 1,16 Epoxy puss 

P-Pane,n-44 PC Taos -spaced 156 

Mating oonnedor for 0096500 - 
22 o,n double readout 

urine sal M crocomplte,IPnouessdr 
plugo0atd -600ien Glass -complete 
with nedISlnk and mounting nardware 
5 313 x 10 x i ll6 copper cud 

© MI 

S29.95 ea. 

S 9.95 ea. 

S 6.95 ea, 

S 2.95 ea. 

S19.95 ea. 

NOW 
IN STOCK PARATRONICS 

Featured on February's Front Cover of Popular Electronics 

Logic 
Analyzer Kit 
Analyzes any type of digital system 
Checks data rates m excess of 8 
million words per second 
Trouble shoot TTL. CMOS. DTL. RTL. 
Schottky and MOS families 
Displays 16 logic states up to 8 digits wide 
See ones and zeros displayed on your 

CRT, octal or hexadecimal format 
Tests circuits under actual operating 
conditions 

Easy to assemble - comes with step-by-step construction during testing 
manual which includes 80 pages on logic analyzer operation. 

*tau".lti 
MODEL 

1100A 

$229.00/Kit 
, 

dlr-Some applications are: Ff- troubleshooting microprocessor 
address, instruction, and data flow - Examine contents o1 ROMS - Tracing operation of control logic - Checking counter and shift 
register operation - Monitoring I/O sequences - Verifying proper system operations 

EA( AM/FM 8 -Track Stereo Receiver 
With BSR Changer 

PLL System 

-I 
BSR Record Changer 

e Slide Controls 
Automatic AFC Control 

.. 4 Speaker Output 
Walnut finish vinyl covered 
wood veneer with smoke - dust cover tj¡ ̀  `-t, Size: 20"W x 911"H z 15'4"D 9E4 

Model 8365 $149.95 

DIGITAL STOPWATCH 
BoQM 6 Own LED OHday 
emes to 59 m,nues 59 59 secoIs 
Crystal Contrpned fire Base 
Three Stupwatcles m One 

Tortes S,ngie Event - Split 6 tayior 
Slie 4 s 2 15 90 OW nonos) 
uses 3 Penllte cells 

Kit - 539.95 
Assembled - 549.95 
Heavy Duty Carry Case 55.95 

Stop Watch Chip Only (7205) 519.95 

PARATRONICS TRIGGER EXPANDER - Model 10 
Adds 16 additional oils. Provides digital delay and quatdicatbn of input clock Model 10 - S229.00 
and 20-3i1 Mine, word. -Connects direct ter Mode11O0A for integrated uns). 504,01.ne - $6.95 

1/16 VECTOR BOARD 
0 1" Hoie Sp4an9 1.1.1~ Part N0. 

PHENOLC 

EPOkY 
GLASS 

EPDXY GLASS 

COP DER CIAO 

6:134 062k e aP 

1691:: 02keeP 
641:: 061 
84P:4 062 
1698_4 062 
169184 D62 

1691:406101 

isD 

PPanern 
L w 

a50 650 
50 I: 00 

450 650 
1 50 6 50 

50 1: 00 
A 50 lí 00 

50 17 00 

Price 
I 2 -Up 

3:1 
369 
2 0: 
2 56 

50: 
9 23 

680 

54 

3 32 
1 86 

731 
4 53 

8 16 

6 12 

SLIT -N -WRAP WIRE WRAP TOOL 
Slits and opens Insulation exposing 
bare wire 

No pre-cutting or pre -stripping. 
Comes complete with two - 100 ft spools 4.28 AWG wire 

Model P180 524.50 

, á 
11 

ar>Mym 

Continuing Education Series 

BUGBOOK `lO /I 
Ely 

BUGBOOK 18 II - Basic concepts Of TTL logic - ever 90 
experiments 517.00/eel 
BU6B0011 Ila - Introduces UART - recommended for RTTV 

enthusiast 55.00/book 
BUGBOOK III - Explores BOBO chip - Introduces Mark 80 

Microcomputer 515.00/book 
8308006 V & VI Introductory experiments in digital electronics, 

8080A Microcomputer interfacing and 

programming 519.00/set al4. 
555 TIMER APPLICATIONS SOURCEB0OK WITH EXPERIMENTS - 

over 100 design techniques 56.95/book 
CMOS-M-OESIGNERS PRIMER AND HANDBOOK - 

a complete CMOS instruction manual 56.00/book 
OP AMP MANUAL - over 25 expenments on all phases 

of OP AMPS 59.00/book 
HUG - a program for entering, debugging and storing assembly programs. 55.00/book 
INSTRUCTORS MANUAL - Necessary for Instruction on BUGBOOKS I and II 53.00/book 

. ^o, 

a126'1 

31/2DIGIT DPM KIT 

e1-411 

, Ts 

New Bipolar Unit Auto Polarity 
. Auto Zeroing Low Power 

.5" LED Single IC Unit 
Model KB500 DPM Kit S49.00 
Model 311D -5C -5V Power Kit $17.50 

HEXADECIMAL ENCODER 19 -KEY PAD 
.1.0 rye . ABCOEF 

. Return Key 

Optional Key ¡Period) - Key 

$10.95 each 

S15.95 'c- n'O1oo - 4.5" z 6" S 17.95 

(6" long X 4" wide) 18101 - 5" z 4.5" 29.95 

r PB102 - 7" 0 4.5" 39.95 
.. 7-rá11 ' ̂ PB103 - 9" z 6" 59.95 

PB104 - 9.5" z 8" 79.95 
_ T'4aé. P6203-9.75 z 644 x2% 80.00 

092038 - 9.75 o 6'h x 264 129.95 
'..........r.ó- encludes panel 5401181 

MAx10 REOUERCY COUNTER 
20 MHz -100 MHz - 8 digit - 
.6' LED 5134.95 

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES 
PROTO BOARD 6 % \ o Diner CS Prgto Boards PRO/0 CLIPS 

14 PIN 54.50 
16 PIN 4.75 
24 PIN 8.50 

S 9: 

115 VAC 

JE700 CLOCK 
The AMC ,sad cost mgnal nock out 

voy won Cuaury unit The Inn tea- 
tsesa 
mensono 

ornedwn m m 

s ol6 2'a t C1 l it owesa 
6ÁN72 n n pr,anmess readout and the 

1I o, 23IbPt 
MM53ra sloes crup 

KIT ONLY $17.95 

Logic Monitor 584.95 
lot OIL Hll Ill d, CMOS peaces 

DESIGN MATES 

DMt - Circuit Designer 

569.95 
DM2 - Function Generator 

574.95 
Oh 3 - RC Bridge 

574.95 

Rejected ATARI GAME BOARDS 

Over 60 Reusable IC's, misc. I 
transistors, resistors, diodes, 
caps. crystals. switch, etc. 
)84y -x 16-). Limited Quantity. 

$4.95 ea., 

63 KEY KEYBOARD $24.95 
-SV Tn,s xey50ard teaIuies 63 unen- 

r _ coded 51sT keys unanarnee 10 .- .. ,'p Q any k,no ofeco airy 5018 a+4-rl.:, naiad Wasuc 13 a 4 lase 
suns most 10pircat010 

900165 16 LINE TO FOUR BIT PARALLEL KEYBOARD ENCODER CHIP 97.9 

TOOLS 
A97MS - Diagonal Cutter - 4" semi -flush Cut 

A11DMS - Chain Nose Pliers - 43/4" long 
1-6 - Wire Stripper - #16 to #26 gauge 
558 - Wire Stripper *10 to #20 gauge 

CS -8 - Cutter -Crimper Tool - 8." long 
Hibbing Tool - Cuts. Trims or Notches Metal 

up to #18 gauge 
Nibbling Tool Replacement Punch 

58 50 ea 

7.50 ea. 

3.75 ea. 

2.50 ea. 

8.50 ea. 

6 95 ea. 

3.75 ea. 

QT PROTO STRIPS 
aTs9s 1111111111. 'lb,r.ilaii_!.I,114!1 

1`,_IWMs ;mu, 0T-185 

' " ' 04.590 y . 

aT..Is I 
OIji11'i¡N,¡y,Tt 01-125 

aWalEayE 4luILG4WEyqa' 
,_..4.,w -e,n OT -478 1 DI.65 

91rat'tg" (Y4v In44Ef.rL'l,1 

01355 9.INIIIIiEui . :¡gl. 
OT.75 ,.-On wvMo1JSB 

PERMACELlb P-29 PLUS Electrical Tape - All Weather 
'w de,66n Black 41191 

1-9 Rolls 5.79 each 10 -up Rolls 56.95/10 roll package 

ol type 
01595 
0T -59B 
tans 

OT -478 
oT.355 
1.356 
T 1R5 

01.125 
01.85 
0T -7s 

1 590 
pus s!np 
470 

bus step 

350 
NS sino 
180 
120 

70 

once 
12 50 

2 50 

10 00 
2 25 

B 50 

+ 75 

3 75 

3 25 
3.00 

Expenmentor300 5 9.95 
Expenmentor 500 510.95 

55.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Seems - 25¢ - Send 35¢ Stamp roe 1978 Catalog 
Calllorbla Residents - Add fi . Sales Tao Dealer Inlormallon Avelleble 

Amities 
ELECTRONICS 

1521-A HOWARD AVE., SAN CARLOS. CA. 94070 
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592-8097 

All Advertised Price. Good Then November 

INSTRUMENT/CLOCK CASE 

Inlection molded unit. Complete 
with red bezel. 404- A 4- K 1-91,6-. 

$3.95 ea.(r 

JE803 PROBE 
be loge Prom ,sa un,inen,S for me most parr 
TndesOenuDle ,n vo bl shootng logre a 

l DTI RIO CMOS it °ernes the Down n 
needs to operate 11,0011'1 on 01 toe drat Oder 
lest draw,ng a scant lO. mad N offs a MaN7 
readout to mdnate any o1 the ion.. stales by 
Inese Symbols WI, 1110w1 01PU15E3.1 ine 
Pope can detect no nemenrY poises to 45 Mow$9.95 Per Kit 

an I Pe us. al MOS teams 0r Cif( WI Damage 
w'p'05011 

printed circuit board 

TAL 5V 1A Supply Inn a standard TTL power supply Ism, Me well krOr 
EA 3096' ,Male IC to n,000ea sand I AMP °, eunent at 5 

sons We try to make Ihmgs easy for you Or alosamg 
everyrh,ngydu need m one oac0a,e. M0059 01! haidwae 

tor only 
$9.95 Per Kit 

100 POPULAR ELECTRONICS 

AmericanRadioHistory.Com



-5N7400N 
SN7401N 
SN7402N 

54740311 
SN7404N 
5174051 
5174061 
SN7407N 

SN7408N 
9174091 
5174111 
514741 IN 
SN7412N 
SN7413N 

511741411 

SN7416N 

SN7417N 
5174201 
5174211 
So 742251 

SN7423N 
51174251 

5N7426N 

SN7427N 
S47429N 
5174301 
5174324 
9114371 
511741111 

SN7439N 
9174401 
SN7441N 
SN7442N 

51474431 
S47444N 
5174451 
5N1446N 
SN74471 
51744819 

SN7450N 

5174514 
51745311 
SN7454N 

SN74594 

5174601 
SNII70N 

16 

20 

20 

20 

20 

35 

35 
20 

25 
20 
30 

35 
69 
70 

.35 

.35 

20 
39 

37 

.29 

29 
.37 

2 

.25 

.35 

.25 
21 

89 

69 
.75 
.75 

89 

.69 

.89 

.25 

25 

.25 

.25 

.25 

225 

5 

7400N TTL 

51474721 
51474731 
6174741 
511747511 
5174765 
5N7419N 

SN7480N 
51748211 
5N7483N 
SN7455N 
SN7486N 
SN7488N 
SN7489N 
N1490N 
SN7491N 
SN7492N 
SN7493N 
SN1494N 
54749511 
5N1496N 
5674974 
SN74100N 
vN14107N 
'N74109N 
SN74116N 
5N74121N 
511741224 

5N74123N 
5N74125N 
54741264 
54741324 
5N74136N 
5N74141N 

SN74141N 
56741434 
517414411 

SN74145N 
5N74147N 

51741466 
SN71150N 
SN74151N 

5N74153N 

54741541 
5N74155N 
51741561 
5N711SIN 

, rr, 
39 SN74160N 
39 511741611 

35 517416214 

50 SN74163N 
35 5N74164N 

5.00 SN74165N 

50 SN74166N 

.99 SN74167N 

70 SN74170N 
.89 5N741724 
.39 51741731 

3.50 5N74174N 
2.49 SN74175N 

.45 511141164 

75 54741776 
49 5117417914 

,49 5N74180N 
79 SN74181N 

79 SN74182N 

79 SN74164N 

3 00 5N74185N 

1.25 547418614 

39 SN74187N 

95 94741881 
1.95 SN74190N 

39 SN74191N 

39 SN74192N 

50 SN74193N 

.60 SN14194N 

GO S4741951 
1.25 51741951 

.95 SN741974 
1 15 SN74198N 

2 95 SN74199N 

3 25 SN74200N 

3 00 517425111 

1 15 9N74279N 
2.35 S4742835 

1.00 SN74284N 

1.25 SN74285N 

.79 SN74365N 
89 9174366N 

1 25 SN74367N 

89 517436811 

89 5N74390N 
89 SN74391N 

20% Discount for 100 Combined 7000's 

1 25 

99 
1 95 

99 

99 

125 

3 25 

2 10 
. Oo 

100 25 

99 

79 

79 

2 49 

99 

2 49 

95 

' 95 

1 95 

15 00 

6 00 

3 95 

1 79 

1 25 
89 
89 

1.25 

75 

1 0 
1.00 
1 75 

1 75 

5 59 

1 79 

90 

2.25 
6 00 

600 
75 

75 

75 

75 

2 25 

2.25 

Grab Bag Specials 
CAPACITORS 

GB100 100 ea Ceramic Disc 

08101 60 ea. Mylo, 

60102 60 ea. E401,00405 

68103 40 ea. Tantalum Ituoularl 
GB104 20 ea. Ceramic Tnmmer5 (m7,8.í 
G6105 20 ea, Ceram¢ Tmmyn,nrs 

Inoose or unmarked) 

DIODES 
GB106 100 ea Germanium 
08107 100 ea SIlmon 

08108 
60109 

613110 

08111 
08112 

52.00/bí 
4.00701 

4,0000 
4.00/551 

6.00/10 

3 001101 

2.00007 
2 0000 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
50 ea Mark. TTL Series 1,0080 

30 ea Man. L mar 4.170/101 

LEDS LAMPS - Readouts 
100 ea ASST LEDS 6001ót 
40 ea NE2hoe Lamps 3 00.,101 

20 ea Multiple Readouts. Cilcutalors. 07410104. 

Timers. Ledo to Panne. 
New - Used - Retects 6.00'0 

RESISTORS 
08116 200 ea W wan Assortment 12 00 

00117 200 ea sa wan Assortment 2 00 

G8118 40 ea Wirew00ld 3.10 wan 1-100 ohm 5 50 

68119 40 ea Wirewouaad 3.10 wan 100. 250 5 00 

SWITCHES 
25 ea Minalure Slide 3 00 

12 ea Ropy, 300 
20 eL 9660.004 6 Magnetic 5 00 

MISC. 
68123 30 ea Heal Sin15 Asst. Sizes 2 50 

GB124 6 ea Calculalor Type Keyboards 5 00 

09125 300 ea Molex Pins 18,9,14 sections) 3 00 

50126 50 ea Opto Iso atom Ill Selles lumeslem 200 
58127 100 ea, Transiobrs Plastic 6 Power 3 00 

00128 30 ea Toroids Cores Iron 8 Tape 4 00 

08129 50 ea Photo Transistors 4 00 

69130 1 ea Taff 00,64 - 5 0417 Mol, AMA base Hem 
2 Cassette Tams (no amplifier) 5 00 

68131 30 ea 6- SnnnstuSing lost Sizes 6 Colors 4 00 

06132 Wore Asst Sues & Colors - lib 2 95 

GB120 

58521 
08122 

POTENTIOMETERS 
GBI13 30 ea MinOure trimmers 100,.'í7!g 4.00 G8115 10 to IC Turn P C Moull (rectangular 

58110 10 ea 10 Turn P C Mount lreclancuiar msmarked) 2.00 

marked) 4.00 08133 15 ea 4' soave Single Turn P C Mount 

lmsmarkedl 3 00 

WIRE WRAP CENTER 
HOBBY -WRAP TOOL-BW-630 

Battery Operated (Size C) 

Weighs ONLY 11 Ounces 

Wraps 30 AWG Wire onto 

$34.95 NI, Standard DIP Sockets (.025 inch) 
,eerie. not mtlodedr - Complete with built -In bit and Sleeve 

0C179 

KC209 
0C209 
KC209 

Sc?? 

IC22 
K'22 
'C2 
4l 22 

125" dla. 
Red 1051 

Green 11 
O 4/1 range 

4151 

.200- Ma 

Red 10'51 

amen 151 

Yellow 111 
Orange 451 
Al 4161 

KC526 
KC526 

AC526 

00526 
06526 

DISCRETE LEDS 
.185" Ola. 

R. ''51 

Green51 
Yellow 111 
Orange 451 
Clean ledr 411 

.190"' d1a, 

56111 Red /051 
AClll Green 4,51 

C111 Yellow 4'$1 

KCIII Grange 4 51 

.200' 0a. .oes" de. 
86556 Red 5/51 MV50 Red 611 
00556 Green 051 

4556 Yeno.O 4/51 

00556 Orarqe 4151 

«556 Cua' 711 

.NFRA-REG lE0 

I 16 

1ia1 5151.00 

WIRE -WRAP KIT - WK -2-W 
WRAP STRIP . UNWRAP 
Tool for 30 AWG Wire 

Roll of 50 Ft. White or Blue 30 AWG Wire 

50 pcs. each t-, 2", 3" 8 4" lengths - 
Cee-stripped wire. 

$11.95 

4 s 
WRAP STRIP UNWRAP -S5.95 

WIRE WRAP WIRE - 30 AWG 
2511. min. $1.25 509. 51.95 1009 52.95 10009. S15.00 
SPECIFY COLOR - White - Yellow - Red - Green - Blue - Black 

WIRE DISPENSER - WD -30 
ho 9. roll 30 AWG KYNAR wire wrap wire $3.45 ea. 
Cuts wire to desired length 
Strips 1" of insulation Specify - Blue-Yellow-WhiteRed 

WIRE WRAP TOOL WSU-30 

¿34000 
C04001 

CD4002 
CD4006 
C04007 
CD4009 
CD4010 
C04011 
604012 
cD4013 
CD4014 
CD4o15 
6D4018 
CD4017 

CD4018 
CD4019 
CD4020 
C04021 
Co4022 
CD4023 
[04024 
t34025 
CO4026 
CD4027 

C04028 
C04029 

Co4030 
C04035 

C04o4o 

CD -4041 

604042 
C0n0.13 

23 
23 

23 
1.19 

25 

,49 
49 

23 

.25 
.39 

1.39 
.19 
19 

1.19 

99 
49 

1.19 
1.39 
1.19 

23 
.19 

.23 
2 25 

69 

89 

1.19 
49 

99 

1.19 

125 
99 
89 

CMOS 
Cn4044 
CD80.16 

CD4047 

CD4048 

CD40+9 

604050 
CD4051 
CD4053 

601056 
CD4059 
GD4060 

CD4066 
600068 
CD1069 
CD4070 
C04071 

C04076 
C04081 
CD4082 
MC14009 
MC14410 
0714419 
MCI4506 
MCI0507 
C0a508 
CD4510 
CD4511 
cU1515 
600518 
601520 

.89 

1.79 

2 50 

35 
49 

!9 
1.19 
119 
1.19 

9.95 
?9 

19 

39 
?5 
55 
23 

1 39 

.23 
23 

14 95 

14 95 

4.95 

3 95 

139 
I.M 
2 95 

119 
1 29 

MC14562 14 50 

C04566 2 25 
MC14583 3 50 

74600 50,16, 
74000 

74CO2 

74C04 
74c10 
7aC14 
74720 

74730 

74C42 
74673 

T4CT4 
74CB9 

7aC90 

74793 
74795 
7.IC107 
74C151 

78C154 
747157 
74C160 

71CI61 
/0C163 
74CI54 
74C173 
74C193 
7aCI95 
BOC95 

80197 

39 

55 
75 

65 

3 CO 

.65 
65 

2 15 

150 
I IS 

4.00 
3 00 

200 
2 00 
125 
2.90 
300 
2 15 

3 25 

3 25 

3 00 

3 25 

2 60 

2 75 

2 75 

1 50 
1 50 

DISPLAY LEDS 
TYPE POLARITY NT PRICE 

MAN 1 Common Anode 270 2.95 

MAN 2 5 K 7 Dot Manna 300 4.95 

MAN 3 Common Catnode .125 39 
MAN 4 Common Cathode 1137 1.95 

MAN 7 Common Anode 270 1.25 

MAN 7G Common Anod4green .270 1.95 

MAN 77 Common 4100e'y707. 270 1.95 

MAN 52 Common Anode -green 300 1,00 

MAN 71 Common Anode .300 1.25 

MAN 72 Common Anode 300 1.25 

MAN 74 Common Catnode 300 1.50 

MAN 81 Common Anode -yellow 300 1.00 

MAN 82 Common OroOe'yeliow .300 1.00 

MAN 84 Common Cathode -yellow .300 1.00 

MAN 3620 Common AnoOe.orange 300 1,00 

MAN 3640 Common Cathode -orange .300 1.75 

MAN 4610 Common Anode -orange 300 1.00 

MAN 4540 Common Cam00e-,ange 400 1.00 

MAN 4710 Common Anode -,,0 400 1 00 

MAN 4730 Common AnoOe'r. 400 1 00 

MAN 4740 Common Cathode -red 400 1 00 

MAN 4830 Common Anode -yellow 400 1.00 

MAN 6610 Common AnodeDouMe Dig?- .560 1.25 

orange 
MAN 6630 Common Anocie.orange .560 1.25 

TYPE POLARITY 14I PRICE 

MAN 6640 Common l:alnoOe'Oouble .560 1 25 

091'0,706 
MAN 6650 Common Calno0e .560 1 25 

MAN 6660 Common Anode .560 1 25 

MAN 6080 Common CMnode .560 1 25 

MAN 6710 Common Anode -Double 01811' .560 1.25 

red 

MAN 6730 Common Mode -Double 0158' .560 1.25 

red 

MAN 8740 Common .0.31900e-0Oume 560 1 25 

Digit.red 
MAN 6750 Common Cathode 560 1 25 

MAN 6760 Common Anode -red 560 1 25 

MAN 6780 Common Cathode -a. 560 125 
31701 Common Anode'redcl .300 1 00 

01.702 Common Ca1.o0i'red 300 725 
O L704 Common 6111100. 300 7.50 

01.707 Common Anode 300 7.50 

01728 Common 64111006 500 2 95 

O 6741 Common Anode 600 r 95 

31746 Common Anode 630 195 

01747 Common Anode 600 2.25 

01.749 Common Cathode 630 95 

01.750 Common Cathode 600 209 
01338 Common Cathode 110 69 

EN070 Common Cathode (010359) 250 75 

040503 Common Catnode (END5001 500 1.29 

6N0507 Common Anode 0405101 500 ' 29 

alr«PRECISION New -T- 37/2 -Digit Portable DMM 

e 
16 'II 

Corr won lest 

1100+, 5008,7770 manual 

and .Dare Ouse 

Overload ProleCled .7 mgh LED Display 

Binary or AC 00,,7í0n Auto Zeroing 

Imv, IVa, 0.1 Om res0147ron Oó610006 rea0mg 

10 7Ng input lmmodence 

DC Accuracy 118 typical 

Ranges: DC Voltage e0-1000V/AC Voltage.0-1000V 
Freq. Response 50.400 HZ/DC-AC Current 2100010 
Resistance 210 meg elm 
Size 6.4.5 4.6 x 

Model 2800 599.95 
AC Adapter BC -28 8.00 
Rechargeable Batteries BP -28 20.00 
Carrying Case LC -28 6.00 

DATA HANDBOOKS 
7-400 Pin -out & Coescr,os/on of 5400/7400 ICS 52.95 
CMOS Pin owl & Descr,plion 01 4000 Series ICS 52.95 
linear vin out /5 Functional Description 52.95 

ALL THREE HANDBOOKS 56.95 

4M3ut`H 

1.1130111 

LM301CN 
11030211 

110304N 
1.5430511 

LM301CN 
LM308H 

LM308CN 

1.5130911 

1513096 

1.3431016 
16131111 

IM31/N 
103116 
1M318CN 

11431914 

1M320K-5 
1M320K.5.2 
10320612 
103200.15 
11432015 
1M310T-5 2 

LA13201 8 

1M320112 
1M320T15 
1M320T-18 
LM320T-24 
1643236.5 
1513246 
1M339N 
1M3406-5 
11434011 6 
1113405 B 

1M340K-12 
LM3106-15 
1M300K1B 
LM3tOK24 
1143407.5 
LM300T-6 

BO 

35 

35 
75 

1.00 

35 
1.00 

1.00 
1,10 
1 25 
1.15 

6.50 
50 

1.30 
135 
1 35 

1 35 
1.35 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
125 
125 
1 25 

5 95 
1.80 

1 35 
1.35 
1.35 

1.35 
1.35 

135 
1.35 

1 25 
1 25 

LINEAR 
00340T 
1113401.1? 
LM3<0T-15 
1M300T-I6 
163401 /24 
1M350N 
LM351CN 
78515 

1M370N 

1.513731 
1.113771 
1M38011 

LM3R0CN 
1038114 
LM302H 
NE501K 
6C5100 

NE5294 
NE531H 
NE536T 
NE5101 

NE550N 
1E555V 

NE5605 
NE5619 

1456213 
NE565H 

NE565N 
NE566CN 
NE567H 

NE56N 
1M103CN 
LM709N 
1117091 
LM710N 
1117111 
21172311 

1M123N 55 

LM133N 100 
LM139N 1 19 

125 1M141CH 35 

125 1M741CN 35 

1.25 L6741 -14N 39 

125 107.176 79 

1 25 1M147N 79 

100 LM7a8H 39 

65 LM748N 39 

1 75 11130311 90 

1.15 LM1304N 119 

3.25 LM1305N 140 
4 00 L4130714 85 

125 6413106 295 
99 1.11135113 1 65 

179 1014146 175 
1 79 LM1458CN 59 

8 00 1010966 95 

6 00 LM1556V I 15 

4 95 1.1121111 1 95 

300 11'2901N 295 
600 103053 1 50 

6.00 L9306519 69 

1.30 L43900N13401I49 
39 LM3905N 89 

500 1143909 125 
500 1M55566 1.05 

5.00 MC55581/ 1.00 

I 75 1M7525N 90 

125 1111534N 15 

1.15 80388 4.95 

I 95 1875150 ?9 
109 15451CN 39 

45 75452677 39 

29 75453CN ,39 

29 15154CN .39 

19 75491CN .79 

39 15492CN 89 

.55 75494CN e9 

RCA LINEAR 
003013 2.15 
CA3023 2.56 

CA3035 2.48 

C43039 1.35 

CA3006 1 30 

CA3053 150 
CA3059 3 25 
C03060 3 25 
CA3080 85 
653001 2 00 
CÁ3082 2 00 

C13083 1 60 

CA3086 e5 

CA3089 3 75 

603091 10.20 
CA3102 2.95 
CÁ3123 2.15 
CA3130 1 39 
54140 1 25 

CA3a01 ?9 
CA3600 1 75 
064194 5 95 

RÚ195 325 

HP 5082-7400 Series - Multi -Digit 
'k' ht. Common Cathode Red 

1G or more 
3-5 volts on 5 mils/second 

0 0, S .79 .69 
7 segment Monolithic 
Dip Package 

3 Dit .99 .79 

4 Digit .99 .139 

5 Digit 1.19 .99 

TV GAME CHIP SET - 59.95 
Includes AY -3-8500-1 Chip and 2.010 171112 crystal 

(2.010 crystal -51.95 ea9W3.8500.1 Chip - 58,9.1 ea.) 

ZENERS - DIODES - RECTIFIERS 
TYPE VOLTS W PRICE TYPE VOLTS W PRICE 

01706 3.3 400mm 411 00 104005 600 PIV 1 AMP 1011.00 

11:2514 5,1 4001 111 00 1144006 800 Pr+ I MOP 10/1.07 

10752 5.6 4000 III 00 114007 1000 PP/ 1 AMP 10/1 00 

104753 6.2 4001, 4/1 00 163600 50 200n 611 00 

111754 6.8 4007 4/1 00 114148 75 Ion 15/1 00 

111359 6 2 4007 8/1 00 1114154 35 111m 12/1 CO 

11.9656 15 40051 4/100 1144305 15 25m 251100 

115232 5 6 5007 28 114734 5 6 lw 28 

145134 6 2 5000 21 1114135 6 2 lei 28 

184235 6 0 5007 28 1144136 6.8 In 2B 

115236 75 5007 28 164738 8.2 In 28 

11456 25 0001 611 00 1114742 12 Me 28 

11.456 ISO Tm 6/I 00 nN41a4 15 Ion 20 

1100850 ISO 107 6/1 00 101183 50 PR 35 AMP 1.60 

1144001 50 Ply I AMP 1211 CO 151184 100 111i 35 AMP 170 
1114002 100 119 1 AMP 11/1 00 1141185 150 P10 35 0041 1.50 

114003 254 Pilo I AMP 12/1 00 141166 200 NV 35 AMP 180 

1104004 400 PIV 1 AMP 1211 00 161188 400 PIN' 35 AMP 3.00 

740500 
746502 
74L503 
74L504 
7ALS05 

741_578 
741510 
741513 
741511 

/41520 
741126 
74LS27 
741528 
741130 

741532 
741540 
741542 
]41547 
741551 
741555 

y 741573 
741575 

\\.1465]5 

.974LS00 TTL 7i15155 ;9 

.29 7415157 1.50 

.35 7415160 1.95 

.35 7415161 1 95 

.29 741.576 49 7415162 1 95 

19 741.583 1.15 741S163 1.95 

.69 741085 2.49 74111E4 I 

1.15 141586 19 7415115 1.95 

.29 741590 89 7415181 3 69 

.39 741592 .89 7419190 2 49 

39 74593 CO 1411191 2.49 
39 741595 1 50 7415192 2 49 

29 141.596 1.89 141.5193 2 19 

39 1415107 59 141.5194 1 89 

39 7415109 .59 7415195 1.89 
1.25 1415112 .59 1415253 115 
1.25 7465123 115 7415257 175 

.29 7415132 125 1411260 55 

.29 7411136 59 7411279 79 

A9 7415138 125 7415367 99 
49 7415139 1 25 7415368 1 99 

69 1415151 1 25 1415610 3.95 

8 0th 
14 pm 

16 pin 
18 pm 

22 Pin 

14 pin 

16 oin 
18 oin 

20 on 

X p 

00 

in 

l6 pin 
8 
B p0, 

IC SOLDERTAIL - LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS 
1.24 25 49 50 10. 1 74 

5 17 16 55 74 pi'i 5 38 

20 19 18 28 pi'r 45 

22 21 20 36 oie 60 

29 26 2' 40 on 63 
01 90 35 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN) 

521 
30 

35 

49 

25 

77 
12 

45 

I0 pin 5 45 al 
pe 39 38 

N p n 43 42 

18 On 75 68 

22 p! .95 85 

50 PCS. RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS 

1 713 

1 ": 
p5 

245 1111111 ll l 36 

30 0 p0,. 

42 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD) 
5 30 27 24 24 pr. 

35 12 29 28 Din 
313 35 32 pr 1 75 1 40 

52 +. 40 m5 t 75 1 59 

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLD) LEVEL #3 
37 Mill74 p 

p0,. 37 28 it 

51 )6 ten 
62 40 pa 
75 

25 49 

44 

59 
62 

5 99 90 

1 39 "6 
159 5 

S 70 63 

110 100 

51 05 
140 
1 59 

7$ 

$1.75 
10 OHM 12 0H6í 15 OHM 10 OHM 22 0104 

ASST. 1 5 ea. 27 OHM 33 OHM 39 OHM 47 060 56 OHM 

68 OHM 62 OHM 100 OHM 120 OHM 150 OHM 

ASST. 2 Sea. 180060 320 OHM 270 OHM 330 OHM 390 OHM 

770 OMM 550 OHM 680 OHM 820 OHM I6 

ASST. 3 5 ea. 12K 158 180 2 26 2 70 

336 390 470 SOS 586 
ASST- 4 5 ea B 2K ION 120 156 I66 

228 278 330 390 470 

ASST. 5 5 ea. 55K 606 826 ION 1206 

1501 006 2206 2701( 3306 

ASST. 6 5 ea, 3906 7701 5606 6800 8200 

IM '204 15M IBM 2704 

ASST. 7 5 ea. 2 TM 0 3M 3904 4 7M 56M 1/a WATT 5% SOPCS. 

ASST. 8R Includes Resistor Assortments 1-7(350 PCS.) $10.95 ea. 

95 

I 25 
45 

155 

50 100 

36 

43 

61 

el 

15 

30 

57 

1 26 
45 

B5 

110 
130 
1 40 

PER ASST. 

1/1 WATT 5% 50 PCS. 

Ií4 WATT 5% 50 PCS. 

I/4 WAT 5% - 50 PCS. 

1/4 WATT 5% 50 475. 

I/4 WATT 5% 50 PC5. 

104 WAT 5-. 50 PCS. 

SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
060 154 @ 4004 SCR 

080 35A @ 2006 SCR 

212320 160 95 20011 SCR 

MN 9601 120 @ 504 Ion BRIDGE AEC 

VOA 9803 124 @ 2005 IW BROGE AEC 

SI 95 

I 95 

50 

I 95 

I 95 

A/n5 <n5 
As'S +a 
2'+77/94 
7n7111 
P.22224 
2112169 

2N23691 

T2484 
2,129060 

2.419074 
210975 
213051 
?MOSS 
MlE1o55 
hums 
20992 
TI1K 

55100 
55103 
07100 
45100 
55/a 
551 co 
5100 

4 51 00 
451% 
15100 
51100 
75100 

5 49 
SI 00 

51 25 

55100 
55/ 00 

TRANSISTORS 
1041551 15/00 
00168 + 51 00 
50569 4 51 00 

2131% 
7140705 
045107 
10111 
051724 

215775 
2N39n3 
010904 
21905 
11906 

210013 
254014 

2144123 

Sit 
55100 
55100 

51 00 

5 65 Il . 

5100 
55100 
+5100 
4 51 00 
4 51 00 

551% 
15100 

10151 00 

P1+1+9 =11 00 

714250 +0100 
714400 4 5100 
1N4b1 '5100 
00402 / 51 00 

7W403 45/00 
214439 551 00 

7145016 451 00 

745%7 45100 
21500¢ 465100 
555059 011 CO 

045179 51100 
015115 151 00 

21019 55100 
5N5509 511 CO 

245951 55100 
1106015,41 251 00 

715437 52 00 

55.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Skeels - 2Sc - Sand 350 Stamp loo 1978 Catalog 
California Residents - Add 6% Solea Tax Dealer Inlormalion Available 

ames 
ELECTRONICS 

1021-A HOWARD AVE.. SAN CARLOS. CO. 94070 
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (4151 592-8097 

All Advertised Prices Good menu November 

CAPACITOR 500011 CERAMIC CORNER 
0150 CAPACITORS 

1-9 10-49 50.160 1.9 1049 50.100 
10 pl 05 04 03 .00100 .05 04 ,035 

22 01 05 04 03 .00070 05 .04 035 
47 01 05 04 03 0101 .05 04 035 
100 pI 05 .04 03 0220 06 .05 .01 

220 pl 05 04 .03 .0470 00 .05 04 

470 01 .05 04 435 1oF 12 09 .075 

100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS 

.001m1 I? 10 07 02201 13 .11 .013 

0022 12 10 07 00711 21 17 .13 

004111 .02 10 07 101 .27 .23 17 

Olml I? 10 07 2201 33 .27 22 

020% DIPPED TANTALUMS (SOLID) CAPACITORS 

1/35V 28 23 17 15/355 30 .26 .21 

15/359 .28 23 17 2 2/250 .31 .27 .22 

221355 .21 23 .17 3.312511 31 .27 .22 

331356 28 23 .17 4 71250 .32 20 .23 
47/359 28 23 .17 5.8/259 .36 31 .25 

68/350 .28 23 17 100250 40 .35 .29 

1.01355 .213 23 17 15/25V .53 ,50 .40 
MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

Adel lead Radial le. 
47/50V .15 13 .10 07/255 IS 13 .10 

1,01502 .16 .14 It .471500 16 .14 .11 

3.3/500 IS .13 .10 1,0/169 15 13 .10 

4 7/250 16 .14 12 1.0/250 16 .14 .11 

10/2S4 15 13 10 1.0/50V .16 .14 .11 

10/50V .16 14 02 4.7/16v .15 .13 10 

221259 17 15 .12 4 7/25V .1S .13 .10 

22.50V 24 20 18 4 71507 .16 14 II 
47256 19 .17 15 101169 14 12 .09 
41,507 25 21 19 10250 15 13 .10 

100259 24 20 18 10/509 .16 .14 .12 

r00,556 35 .30 28 411500 24 21 ,19 

220/250 32 28 25 100/164 .19 15 .14 

220/509 45 ?1 3B 100/251 24 .20 58 
470250 33 29 .27 1001.54 .35 30 .28 

10001165 55 .50 45 2201161 23 .17 .16 

22001164 .70 .62 55 470256 .31 .28 .26 
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DIGI-KEY TOLL 
CORPORATION 

FREEQualill Electronic Components 
n _ 

DON'T FORGET OUR' 
DISCOUNTS WHEN COMPARING PRICES 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

7400 .21 
74o1 .21 
7402 21 
7403 .21 
7404 .21 

7405 .21 
7406 .25 
7407 .25 
7408 .21 
7409 .21 
7410 .21 
7411 .21 
7412 .21 
7413 .25 
7414 89 
7416 25 
7417 .25 
7420 .21 
7421 .25 
7423 .35 
7425 .35 
7426 .25 
7427 .33 
7428 .20 
7430 .11 
7432 .25 
7433 30 
7437 .25 
7438 .25 
7439 .50 
7440 .21 
7442 .53 
7445 .70 
7446 .70 
7447 .70 
7448 10 
7450 .21 
7451 .11 
7453 .11 

', 7454 .21 
: 7460 .21 

7470 .30 
7472 30 
7473 .30 
7474 .30 
7475 .49 
7476 .32 
7480 .70 
7483 .70 
7485 .89 
7466 .28 
7489 2.19 
7490 .44 
7491 .70 
7492 .44 
7493 .44 

U 7494 .70 
7495 .70 
7496 .70 
741001.28 
74107 .30 
74109 33 
74116 1.26 
74121 .35 
74122 .44 
74123 .61 
74125 40 
74126 .40 
74128 .48 
74132 .70 
74141 .88 
74145 70 
74147 1.63 
74148 1.30 

, 74150 1.16 
74151 .70 

'74153 .65 
74154 1.03 
74155 .70 
74156 .70 
74157 .70 
74160 88 
74161 .88 
74162 .88 
74163 .88 

III 74164 .96 
YII 74165 1.15 

74166 1.15 
y'i 74170 1.64 

iR 74174 .98 

R 74175 .93 
M 74176 .79 

74177 .79 
74180 .70 
74180 .70 
74181 2.15 
74182 .79 
74184 215 
74185 2.19 
74189 330 

174190 1.13 
70191 1.23 n 74192 .88 

i74193 .88 
74194 .88 
74195 88 
74196 .88 
74197 d8 

en 

74108 
74199 
74221 
74251 
74279 
74298 
74365 
74366 
74367 
74368 

1,49 
1.49 
.86 

1.09 

.55 
67 
.67 
67 
.67 

741500 .28 
741501 .28 
741502 .28 
741503 .28 
741504 .29 
741505 .29 
741508 .79 
741509 .29 
741310 .28 
741511 .28 
741512 .28 
741313 .47 
741514 1.02 
741515 .28 
741520 .28 
741521 .18 
741522 .28 
741526 33 
701527 .33 
741528 33 
741530 .78 
741532 .33 
741533 .33 
741537 .33 
741538 .33 
741540 .28 
741542 .67 
741547 .79 
741148 .77 
741551 28 
741554 .28 
741555 .28 
74E573 39 
741574 .39 
741574 .39 
741575 .53 
741576 .39 
741578 .39 
741583 .79 
741585 .49 
741586 .39 
741.590 57 
741592 57 
741593 .57 
741595 .88 
741586 88 
7415107 .39 
7415109 .39 
7415112 .39 
7415113 .39 
7415114 .39 
7415125 .49 
7415126 .49 
7415132 .81 
7415136 .39 
7415138 73 
7415139 .73 
7415151 .75 
7415153 .75 
7415154 1.10 
7415155 .75 
7415156 .75 
7415157 .75 
7415158 .75 
7415160 1.02 
7415161 1.02 
7415163 1.02 
7415164 1.02 
7415168 1.14 
7415169 1.14 
7415170 1.73 
7415173 1.34 
7415170 1.06 
7411175 .84 
7415181 1.50 
7415190 1.18 
7415191 1.18 
7415191 .98 
7415193 .53 
7415195 .88 
7415195 .86 
7415196 .86 
7415197 .86 
7415197 .86 
7415211 1.06 
7415240 1.90 
7415241 1.70 
7415242 1.70 
7415743 1.70 
7413244.1.70 
7415247 .79 
7415248 .79 
7415249 .79 
7415751 .84 
7415253 .84 
7415257 .75 
7413258 .75 
7415260 .34 

7415261 
7415266 
7415173 
7415279 
7415283 
7415283 
7415293 
7415295 
7415290 
7415365 
7415366 
7415367 
7415368 
7415377 
7415386 
7415395 
7415670 
811595 
811596 
811597 
811598 

2.00 
.39 

1.28 
.62 
.79 
.65 
.65 

1.12 
1.30 

.67 

.67 

.67 

.67 
1.50 

.39 
1.74 
2.34 n 

.77 

.77 

.77 

11RERFACE 

8093 
8094 
8095 
8096 
8097 
8098 
75450 
75451 
75452 
75453 
75454 
75491 
75492 
75493 

40 
40 
.67 
.07 
.67 
.67 
.88 
.61 
.61 
.61 
.61 
81 
84 

1.09 
110 

MC1488N .90 
MC14898 .90 

4000 CMOS 

4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4010 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4014 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4020 
4029 
4030 
4033 
4030 
4035 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4046 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4053 
4060 
4066 
4071 
4072 
4073 
4075 
4081 
4082 
4502 
4510 
4511 
4514 
4515 
4516 
4518 
4520 
4527 
4528 
4585 

7 

.23 

.23 
1.23 

.79 

.44 

.44 

.23 

.23 

.40 
,96 
96 
.40 

1.05 
1.05 

1.2143 

1.74 
.96 
.23 
84 
23 

1.68 
.40 
.89 

1 .1 4 

151 
3.50 
1.14 
1.14 
.79 
79 
.70 
.70 

1.86 
40 
.40 

1.26 
1.26 
1.26 
1.58 

.79 
13 

.233 

.13 

.23 

.79 
1.14 
1.05 
2 B0 
2.80 
1.23 
1.14 
1.14 
1.68 
.88 

1.23 
.23 

CA3046 .75 
CA3086 .50 
1635114 .76 
113569 1.20 MM5314N 3.7 

1F357N 1.20 
1813741 .716 
LM301AN .44 
IM307N .64 
LM308N 1.00 
LM309K 1.80 
1M311N .90 
LM317T 3.00 
1M317MP 1.90 
1M318N 2.70 
LM320MP-5 1.30 
LM320MP-6 1.30 
LM320MP8 1.30 
LM320MP.9 1.30 
IM320MP-121.30 
LM320MP-151.30 
LM320MP-181.30 
LM320MP-181.30 
LM320h11,241.30 
LM323K 7.50 
1M324N .72 
LM32511 2.70 
LM326N 2.70 
1M377N 2.70 
1M339N 1.15 
LM34035 1.25 
1.613401á 1.25 
LM3401A 1.25 
1M3407-10 1.25' 
1M3401.12 1.25 
11.12408-15 1.25 
LM3407.18 1.25 
LM340T-24 1.25 
LM341 P-5 .98 
LM34IP-6 .98 
1M341P-0 .98 
1M34I P.10 .98 
1M341 P-12 .98 
1M341 P.15 .98 
114341P-18 .98 
1/14341P-24 98 
LM348N 1.60 
IM349N 1.60 
LM358N .72 
1M1310N .84 
lMIB00N .94 
LM1801N 1.70 
1.1418128 4.80 
LM1830N 1.30 
LM1889N 2.00 
1M2111N 1.25 
LM2907N 1.50 
LM2917N 1.50 
LM3089N 1.30 
1M390014 .88 
1.6139006 .88 
1M3905N 1.40 
LM3909N .69 
LM3911N 1.50 
MC1456V 1.00 
MC14580 .53 
MC14968 .70 
MC3302P 1.15 
NE5361 2.50 
NE5401 2.01 
NE555V .48 
NE556A .88 
NE55814 2.40 
NE5S9N 2.40 
NE5600 2.50 
N1561B 2.50 
NE5628 2.50 
NE5654 1.25 
NE566V 1.28 
NE567V 1.36 
114709C9 .44 
UA710CA .44 
0A711CA .53 
04723CA .60 
UA733CA .75 
04741C9 .44 
04747CA .70 
1.16.748C0 .49 
UA7805CU 1.25 
UA7806CU 1.25 
U47808CU 1.25 
UA7812CU 1.25 
UA7812CU 1.25 
UA7815CU 1.25 
UA7818CU 1.25 
1147824C1) 1.25 
UA78L05ACZ .40 
U478106ACZ .40 
1.1A78108ACZ .40 
UA781.1aACZ .40 
04781.124C7 .40 
UA78L15ACZ .40 
11478118AC2 .40 
U4781144C0 .40 
UA7905CU 1.70 
UA7906CU 1.70 
UA7908CU 1.70 
U47909CU 1.70 
UA7912CU 1.70 
UA7915C0 170 
U47918CU 1.70 
UA7924CU 1.70 

Vs. 

MÍIVNESOTA RESIDENTS 218-681-6674 
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= 
RESISTORS TRANSISTORS CAPACITORS DIODES I,C. SOCKETS & PINS SWITCHES 

CLOCK MODULES OPTOELECTRONICS BREADBOADING & TESTING DEVICES DRAFTING SUPPLIES 
DATA BOOKS HEAT SINKS WIRE TOOLS--. AND MORE... WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

8080A CHIP SET 
ONE EACH 8080A, 8212, 8224 and 8228 PLUS 

SIXTEEN 2102-1's - ALL FOR 

$49.95 
MICROPROCESSORS JMJ DIGITAL DISPLAY 

Best Values Yeti 
80804 8 -BIT CPU, 2 U5EC CYCLE 512.95 
8712 8.811 I/O PORT 5 3.95 
8216 8I -DIRECTIONAL BUS DRIVER 5 4.25 
8224 CLOCK GENERATOR 5 3.95 
8228 SYSTEM CONTROLLER 5 6.95 
8251 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE 512.95 
8255 PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 511.95 
17024 2K EPROM 8256.88 5 6.95 
2708 811 EPROM (18.8) 529.50 
2102-1 18 RAM 500 NS S 1.79 
SC/MP 5 VOLT SC/MP CPU 5 9.95 
2650 MICROPROCESSOR 1.25 MN -2 CLOCK 40 DII 524.95 

WIRE WRAPPING WIRE IN BULK ' 
Red sr Block 30 ga. Ilynar 

100' 52.00 ' 500' $8.50 - 1000' 515.00 - 

5% CARBON FILM RESISTORS 

PATENTED CHROMAFILTER SCREEN, DIE CAST METAL FRAME 
MOUNTS IN PANELS UP TO 3/16" THICK, NO EXPOSED 
HARDWARE, SCRATCH RESISTANT AND EASILY CLEANED. 

ELIMINATES GLARE. 

MOUNTING ADAPTERS AVAILABLE TO SIMPLIFY MOUNTING 
AND ASSURE PERFECT ALIGNMENT. R ^ 

Y. 6 % 
495 

aa WATT SIZE 11 
5040/44,. 5 ep., 100p40/44,e 1.7' 4, 

1000 0./44,. 1.2' 4. 

Bishop Graphics 5146- 

lb* 
411.11 44°1 1b4111.V , 'PPP"' P d,,,,.. 

sr 3x55 2.50 

400 BEZEL WITH RED FILTER 
420 MOUNTING ADAPTER FOR MA1001 & MA1002 ... 69 
471 MOUNTING ADAPTER FOR MA1010 69 Soo Our Catalog 

I CLOCK MODULES 

LED 'DIGITS AND LAMPS G 
MD351 .315" zlale DSOs, CC Red s 55 
180500 3" S1yle D0. CC. Red.. 1.35 
MOXII 3" Seale D9n, CC. Aed.. 1.31 
MDaro .B' S1pY D'gR. CC. Rd.. 2.50 
Bf0e01 .3" WO OqO, CA. Mel . 2.50 
N51013 3" D41 Dgns, CC Red.. 2.20 
NOD14 ]" 0421 DIM. U. Red.. 2.20 
NSN561 5" 0421 0'gfs. CC. Red.. 2.e0 
N5H5E4 1" 0421 Oqxs. CA. Red.. 2.00 
050703 .1- U421 0505. CC. Red.. 3.00 
N5N18e T 04210qus. CA. Red.. 3.00 
NS15051 DÑ. Red 1.I14 lamp 

Ma d-ee1.a0/10e14.00/100 
NSLSU56 D'4. Nern. Anpre Red T4 M lmnp 

-IMa. Nam 51.00/10 e16.00/100 

I 5% CARBON FILM RESISTORS,, 
h WATT R1511100 ASSORTMENTS 
R512í .ii M4%i LMdPlóvsr'iü ..°.'1. f9.9Ó 
R5225,sA.:, s .i i. 4."eá >a 7 , ne r.r 41.. ' 59.90 
Vs WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTSa 

Ire. 

ri: ~re sa 
RSI50 v1ñ"i.'s e,i:'ti' ` 59.90 

R52501 -,II Is.1.,aou.-r ...e ae4,nsr°,...i f9,90 

5N 

AN ASSORTMENT Of M[TAIIIED POLYESTER 1 a 9 ° 

300 CAPS 18 VALUES 52600 
In./prowl Gram on d. Some Board. zmpr 440..0 ,.nw, b I 

1. ono r 

For More 
Diamond Tool ,. 

PLESSEY SAMPLER ACE 200-K Tl MA1002 and M4í010 serie, Ned module, xl I100 4l 5encorW,r 
TER CAPACITORS hIll a55embd 3rd aslM'dbeks us a 4 4 1 LED UM, old on 1605 

5 our 

METALIZED POLYESTER CAPACITORS 
.001 . 14 
.0022 .14 
.0033 .14 
.0047 .14 
.0068 .14 
.01 ...14 

_027..15 

I.C. SOCKETS 

¡b B PIN 50101R 17 1.60/10 14.50/, 
14 PIN SOLDER 20 190/10 17.00/C 
16 PIN SOLDER 22 2.10/10 18.75/C II PIN SOLDER 29 2.75/10 24.50/C 
20 PIN SOLDER 30 2.85/10 25.25/C 
22 PIN SOLDER 33 3.15/10 27.75/C 
24 PIN SOLDER 38 3.60/10 32.25/C 
20 PIN SOLDER 45 4.25/10 38.25/C ' 40 PIN SOLDER 63 6.00/10 53.50/C 
8 PIN W -W 14 2.30/10 10.50/C 

.d 1 ,4 PIN W -w 26 2.50/10 22.00/C 
16 PIN W.W 30 2.85/10 25.50/C 

P1 18 PIN W -W 60 5.70/10 51.00/C I 20 PIN W -W 70 6.65/10 59.50/C 
22 PIN WW 84 8.00/10 71.50IC 
24 PIN W -W 96 9.10/10 81.50/C 
28 PIN W.W 1.12 10.00/10 95.20/C ' 40 PIN W.W 1.36 12.50/10 115.00/C . 

.1; MOLEX 1.C. SOCKET PINS 
.85/C 810/M 38.20/5M 275.00/50M 

r1 0E2 SWITCHES I1 50 VOLT DISCS 
SPOT .15 1.25/10 10.00/C 

1 

PF 40/11M.50/C' 
SPOT .19 1.70/10 13.00IC 720 PF 40/10 3.50/C 
DPDT.23 2.00/10 19.00/C 470 PF 40/10 3.50/C 

.001 OF 40/10 3.50/C ]LLINDED HOOK UP Win' .D312 UF... 40710 3 50/C 

.0047 UR... 40/10 3.50/C EEO PVC.. 2.50/100' 10.00/500' .01 OF 45/10 3.65/C 22E PVC.. 7.80/100' 11.25/500' .022 OF 50/10 4.00/C 
24 go PVC.. 2.10/100' 8.50/500' .047 OF .. 70/10 5.60/C : 26 ga PVC.. 2.10/100' 8.50/500' 1 OF ....1 35/10 11.50/C 

mrelormer and Ile Tarea MIy Imam.a dock. 
11. MA1033 clod mash i, a Jule 0ertbd and ns4.4 12 hour dock 
ann. p hp Oill.ne wean 711ur.144r 4506, ad erslol rune hose adra 
robsHe 

w nl et.4 .0 
r a 

moo.O nomoo.usa. o raps d:earh Isom 1 a rr nsfor N rraidedO ' pie Ides One push Moen 
144,6., lar some Ole rime 

MA1002A .s' I® 12 Harr .MPH Cod Modu1 '10.50 
MA1002A SET /4004.. -8x TnaSlonner 6 Sam. 113.95 Ok MA1002C S" LED 31 Harr Clod Madure 110.50 \.....11. 

n // MA1002C SET Module.meorm 685310 sle. 5. '13.95 
wwne.,., mna 55.95 MA1003 11047 Car CMS .Rh woo., 24.95 
*sun equh.a, 56.95 MA1010A 10 LED 12 Herr MAMA Clod Madure '13.00 

MAI010A SET 544.b./T,nlarmer60-45516 116.45 rn STRIPS -WRAPS -UNWRAPS 
s 

MA1010C SET usaw n44la,me. 6 S.n53s 116.45 SILICON TRANSISTORS 

'18" 

114554SS4 

$6.58 

c.vnorr uróileñihmv. 

Digi-Koy Stocks 
fho Fo tiro 

AP line 

MZ High U19its-. AI 
. 

I 

VALUE 

1.15/10 9.00/C .033 ..15 1.25/10 10.00/C 
1.15/10 9.00/C .047 ,.15 1.25/10 10.00/C 
1.15/10 9.00/C .068 ..15 1.25/10 10.00/C 
1.15/10 9.00/C .1 ..-.17 1.35/10 11.00/C 
1.15/10 9.00/C .22 ...73 1.85/10 15.00/C 
1.15/10 9.00/C .33 ...30 2.50/10 20.00/C 
1.25/10 10.00/C .47 -36 3.00/10 24.00/C 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

RADIAL LEADS AXIAL LEADS 
47/50V 08 .65/10 5.41/C .11 .90/10 7.65/C 
1/50V 08 .65/10 5.41/C .11 .90/10 7.65/C MAIOIOC e.' IED 74 Hour Clon Mod re 13 D0 Íl 2.2/50008 .65/10 5.41/C .12 .90/10 7.87/c 
3.3ISOY 08 .65/10 5.411C.12 1.00/10 8.31/C 

MP5918 Ib I.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 4.7/350 OB .65/10 5.41/C .12 .05710 7.91/C 
MP5930 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 4.7/500 . . . 08 68/10 5.75/C .12 1.00/10 8.31/C 
MP52222A 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 10/16V O8 .65/10 5.41/C .11 .90/10 7.65/C 
MP52369A 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M ,0/250 08 .65/10 5.66/C .12 1.00/10 8.31/0 
MP52007A 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 10/35V 09 .70/10 6.12/C .13 1.10/10 8.94/C 
MPS3393 16 I.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 10/50V 10 .75/10 6.58/C .14 1.15/10 9.56/C 
MP53393 c 2216 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/10 22/16V 08 .67/10 5.66/C .12 1.00/10 811/C 
MP53394 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/22/251/.MP53395 

33/16V 09 .75/1016 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/54 11/35V70/10 6.09/C .13 1.05/10 8.74/C 09 
II .85/10 729/C .15 1.19/10 9.98/C 

MPS3563 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 22 SOV 12 1.00/10 840/C .17 132/10 
MPS3565 16 135/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 6.90/C .121.00/10 8.48/CMPS763BA ..... 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 33/25V 10 .81/10 7.50/C .14 1.15/10 9 56/C Il 

P 16 73/35V 131.05710 9.65/C .17 1.34/101123/C 
MMPS364153600 

1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 
16 155/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 33/500 l4 1.13/10 10.41/C .19 1.52/10 12.89/C 

MP53643 16 135)10 13.601C 130.OWM 47/IOV 

47/25V 

09 .71(10 6.52/C .13 1.04/10 9.501( 4 - 

47/160 10 .81/10 7.47/C .141.15/10 9.56/C TN3704 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 

47/359 iá 1.1311ó IÓ áÍ%C .19 1 51%1ó 14.8 iC High 
Digils 1N3906 Ib 135/10 1J.60/C 130.00IM 

45/509 15 121110 11.16/C .21 1.71I10 14.SSIC MA1010 O.B4" lD 
1N012d 16 1.55/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 
284126 16 155/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 

100/109 10 .77/10 6.58/C .14 1.13/10 9.56/C --_- _ -- -Lr/ 2:4401 16 1.55/10 13.60/( 130.00/M 
100/169 I1 .85/10 7.28/C .17 1.30/10 11.21/C 2N4403 16 135/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 
100l250 131.10(10 9.151C 201.55/1013.30/C - - r. 284410 16 1,55(10 13.60/C 130.00/M 
100/350 17 141/10 11.85/C .25 1.93/10 16.50/C 

a 
285087 16 135/10 l3.á0/C 130.00/M 100/50V21 1.71/10 14.55/C .29 2.30/10 19.70(C 2NSOB9 16 135/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 
185110 16 135/10 13.60/C 130.00/M 220/10913 108/10 9.15/C .18 1.41/10 12.05/C 
283055 99 9.20/10 85.00/C 800.00/M 110/16V 15 1.16/10 9.86/C .20 155/10 13.30/( 
MPF102 210/250 21 1.71¡10 14.55/C .29 2.35/10 19.96/C 36 3.35/10 30.60/C . D' 2N5457 48 4.50/10 41.00/C 403000..00/MOOIM 

220/359 . . . . .25 2.03/10 17.26/C .35 2.79/10 23.70/C 
720I4V 29 275/10 19.96/C .40 3.23/10 27.44/C I ' ___ ¡33y=j 15" MPSA13 
330/60 14 1.12/10 9.50/C .10 1.48/10 13.71/C9.20/10 8300/C 800.00/M 
330/100 15 1.16/10 9.83/C .21 1.64/1015.13/( p "=iA pcluel s5se:1.75's 1TAIEP1910 

28 2.60/10 24.00/C 230.00/M 

55 
999 99.20/10 

85.00/C 800.00/M 

30/259 23 1.86/10 15.79/C .38 
330/16V 21 1.66/10 14.14/C .31 2.4s/10 72.70/C - - _ II/2 -WATT ZENER DIODES HARDWARE 3,07/10 28.38/C ; -r 
30/350 33 2.66/10 24.59/( 43 3.43/10 31.68/C 
30/500 54 4.30/10 39.73/C .60 4.81/10 44.45/C -.. '-' - °- .15 1.30A0 11.00/C 2.56 .. 
7 15 1.21/10 11.16IC .20 1.64/10 15.13/C 2-56 1/21/4 5(REWSCREW.. 

. 

. 99/C99/[ 
70j100/6VY 21 1.71110 14.55/C .31 3.45115 22.70/C 1615226B 3.39 1N5242B 12V 4401/4 SCREW... .55/C 70/16V 231.81/1015.39/C .33 2.66/10 24.59/C -° _ 1N527713 3.6V IN52438 13V 4401/2SCREW....60/C 70/25V 19.96/C .43 3.43/10 31.68/C 11452288 3.9V 1852448 14V 6.321/4 SCREW... .65/C 70/35V 41 3.27/10 30.16/C .47 3.78710 34.99/C 1N5710B 4.70 1N5245B 15V 6-32 1/2 SCREW... .75/C 

29 235/10 

S4 4.30/10 39.73/C .75 6.03/10 55.80/C _ 1N5230185230134.79 1N52468 169 8-32 3/8 SCREW... .90/C 
000/6V70/509 22 1.90/10 16.50(C .35 2.76/10 25.54/C ' 1645231B 5.IV I052478 17V 8-32 5/8 SCREW....99/C 000/109 24 1.96/10 16.62/C .38 3.07/100 28,38/C --- 1N5232B 5.6V 1852488 18V 2-56 HEX NUT 55/C 000/160 79 2.35/10 19.06/C .43 3.43/10 31 68/C 11652338 6.09 11452498 19V 4-40 HEX NUT 55/C 000/250 42 3.33/10 28.27/C .68 5.42/10 50.13/C . IN5234B 6.2V 1952508 20V 6-32 HEX NUT 60/C 000/359 60 4.81/10 44.45/C .75 6.03/10 55.81/C IN52358 689 1N52518 22V 8-32 HEX NUT.... .60/C : 100/60 36 2.86/10 26.48/C .43 3.43/10 31.68/C - a 

1852368 7.5V 1 N52528 240 NO 2 LOCKWASHER .85/C 220D/10V 42 3.33/10 18.27/C .60 4.81/10 44.45/C , . 55-°3.0' MA1003 '24.95 1N5237B 828 1N52538 25V NO 4 LOCKWASHER .45/C 2200/16V 54 4.30/10 36.58/C .68 5.42/10 50.13/C e, ea' - . - 1N5238B 8.79 1852548 27V N06 LOCKWASHER 45/C ¡ 
1852398 9.19 161525513 28V N08lOCKWASHER .45/C 

DOUBLE DIGIT DISCOUNTS SAVE YOU EVENMOREI iN52á18 
100 

1852578 
1852568 

330 ul0 4 

HANDLING . 

VOlUN1EDIS000NTi 
VOLUME L 

SILICON DIODES l ̀0 
HANDLING CHARGE 

r 164001 .64/10 5.50/C S49/M 

CHARGES R/!!! AIl items, excepts Bishop Graphics ' DISCOUNT 68/10 
194002 .66/10 5.60/C S51/M 

ond Economy Terminals may be tom- 184003 . 5./C M 
.70/10 5.8095jC 554j552/M 

.82/10 7.05/C $63/M 

.90/10 7.75/C 5691M 

.49/10 8.60/C S77/M 

.40/10 3,50/C S29/6a 

Adaoy 

1111 
he: 1.3 

051 

$ 0.00-S 4.99... Add $2.00 blued for volume drsc0unl- Fo5-tmo1 
$ 0.00-S 24.99 NET 18 óós all disc9untable Thor odd apply the 

1614006 S 5.00424.99... Add $0.75 volume dlscaunt. Then odd to this sub S 25.00-5 99.99 . less 10 % 
1614007 

S 25.00449.99... Add $0.50 total the nondiscountoble items. Add $ 100,00-5499.99 . Less 15% 1841 d8 

S 50.00-599.99... Add 50.25 
the hOMlin9 clarge. This is your tolol 
Cora. pay all sn 566 O6 S 000.00. .9 . Less 25% 

FREE CATALOG 5100.00 Z Up ... No Charge u an a t4 oddrpsses in the U.S.A. and 51000.00 & Up ...lest 25% 
° Canada. 

8ANe0IIIIIIYi 
Orders Accursed by Phone or Mall 

MastorCharge Banb.Amerioard COD Chuck Money Order 
P.O. Boa 677, Thief River Falls, Minn. 56701 (218) 601-6674 

masle, 511015111 

DIGI-KEY 
CORPORATION 

Quality Electronic Components 
P.O. Boo 677 Thief River Falls, MN 56701 (218) 681-6674 

Battery 
4,n 

wrapping 
tool s95 

alA0yTy35sd'INI M 

DATA DOOKS 
14 TTL I.0:s 592 P 

LINEAR I.C.'s 952 P 

CMOS 74C 555 P 
POWER TRANSISTORS 151 P. 
MEMORY 1.C's 592 P. 
MOS/151 I.C.'s 713 P 
INTERFACE I.C.'s 464 P 
VOLTAGE REG I.C.'s 128 
LINEAR AP 1431 P. 
LINEAR AP II 246 P 
AUDIO HANDBOOK 196 P 
SPECIAL FUNCTION 
SC/MP APPLICATIONS 
80804 DESIGN 55,00 :i 
FET DATA800K 53.00 
CMOS 4000 278 P 53.00 
ANALOG MANUAL 637 P. 55.95 

A 

54 00 
55.00 
53.00 
13.00 4, 
53.00 
54 00 
s4 00 
S3.00 
54.00 
53.00 
53.00 
53.00 
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THE SEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENT LEADER IS NOW 

YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR ELECTRONIC DATA & APPLICATION BOOKS. 

IC UPDATE MASTER 
MANUAL 

1164 pages Al last IC Selection has 

been simplified Nov YOU Can refer to 

one loose book. Ile newly reamed 

and updated, seCOnd edoloOn Of IC 

MASTER, lot Ilse eitiCal selection of 

Integrated cleguits Virtually every IC 

device flIPPOCIPed a the United 

Slates is haled en the 1911 IC 

MASTER Whether on IC exists on 

new design. or inane of thOuSindS. 

poi Can locale II in month by open 

en( the MASTER. 

The IC MASTER IS divided into 5 major ralegortes degital, intellace, 

linear. memory and oreCr0000Cessora 
Pall number ondee 01 all desire IRKS made by Pd IC marrulatlyte. 
Part number guide all.S you lo bread each CAITAInY'S putt numbering 

System down .010 ptOduet lentRelalure ranges. packaleng vattottOPS and 

I unctionS Complete applICaliOn notes On all product areas 

()molly updates this assures that all On Mat body of NIOIMaltran IS 

febIlebtlY felteSbed. P11 etc updates ate mulled to you dtrect loom the 

OtableSher, het El charge, with the Completion and teluen 01 Ile enClosed 

regtstration Card. 

Stk No. ICM1000 $24.95 

UNDERSTANDING SOLID STATE 
ELECTRONICS 

log anyone oho mols undersl. now 

sernoconduel. moi and hom toe, woo, to 

dein. in solid slam elettroni< SySte. 12 

Rem, WINN., doom toopele mos 

putties ena plossooes cove., tne Paw 
theory end use si Modes, 'tense., thots 
De optcolestro. Moms end Dopier 
901, and bneo tormteled moth prom 

en layman s language 1m course uses only ' Som. amthmettc and rewires no lethrnal 
Oa Setoond 
Stir No. LC81011 f2S5 

FINGERTIP MATH 
Mook Mom you - .0 Soma. me MO 

nml tangle. - how to mim coMierrn yeu 

didt, meson. youo calculate, could eloi 

Mere than ott another nve ro WO, 
RINGIIIIIP MON has onelui soluMos to, 
anyone oho does glob 
SIM nao LC8103I S2.98 

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS 
gore Course m IOU Dade. IC 1.11 oret 

Oes(riplien el semoonductO4 aM the,o 

propeoloes. the o to tuoebon el ounelion teen 

onto, 4,0110 ohlrOlerobes ol lonfélIero . 14811C trantiSloi copictiel (Keel It 

tee, deOribel the m.eal,rla,noíIooIioI.00 
and other semotonductor materoals aM 

devotes he POO 4140 discusses the whole 

Iamtly ol tem,conenAloe denotes and It 
amones me epploceloons mregialed cor 

hots 
Stk No. LCISIOSI $111.50 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
IOW Pouter on 117 Clint Anyone who 

Su NMI educat,on can master mr. 

strmtur, V4110115 ontep,aled enCo. - 
Oriel Meat be polo MOS MSS and lot 

//0d see boo Rey ate used IM dowse 

.itn, ohm, ol basé( Stete Com 

boles and lundamental orollerated mum 
technology then covets Me gen., We. 
ot Motel and line. or.. 
Orb NO. LC81061 $15.50 

FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS 
134 ones In tnes tenerse lurnr. tan 

gel ail the p.001 dala y 4 need on 

the., Maw... and apObeabll 
held ellect transmtors loe boon 
the physoaal behamour 0 10 Mid elle, 
Lunn., and Shen mplaon, in Mr' I 

ehaiaPrtsters toed Meets on 

come +Po nektons It also corers deer 
opostnt et me III el a ore, <mown, to lo. 
level km., non toner. and p.m anort) 
SIR No. LC81071 $1435 

IMOSPET IN CIRCUIT DESIGN 
116 Oades 1. authoolative rAlee 1110 

odes Me bast/ ortnoples Ind baeloground 

oMmed MOSql denne end moot engi 

me, resun at aoloal «ere oath 

MOSIE I Mots end W.Va..' 
sani. over the enbte field 

born bane iheory and opera,. nt MOS 

leeld Meals to AUStIn usage on ma., 
mewls and MOSMI vi polar orotanattorts 

and on/lodes a htgbly delaoled desri,e 
bon of an Actual MOST(1 remelt., ...Rd 
mutt 
SIM . LC81051 121.50 

FAIRCHILD 
MONI CCD DATA BOOK 

N. over SOO pale% Ibis dalv pro. 
comp. technitai intemlibon 0a0 
Oulro s toll hoes It I pal P Monet 
MOS CMOS and Charm C mated (Noes 
ICED) Included wt. not HiM the enure 
0101 serees but alto Its (000. 00S 
Men,. IdOmpr0031.011 ard C40 Itnes 
I eirmold 
015 50, FS/30100 $4.15 

LOW POWER SCHOTT, end 
MACROLOGiC TTL 

beeonis an c.0111 Olt, 01 1M complete 

5511L5 ohms 9LS serms end magoolort 
19401) arms) Mande, nu.,mat mi., el 

devAes SS, Seleclor oplatement guide and 

051,010,10, diode by nomon as well as 

dale sq.. on SI. MSI and ITS mac/oleo, 
Stu No, FS80101 SITS 

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
DATA BOOK 

Come,ero leennomt data on fatr.O0 S 

toe ot hoe, tolerated ono. ...on 
bodes by lumboo. a ton. enterated Oetua 

CeMs reference one, 1000 Minces and theor 

I old's« doest so merest . catbade COO Worm. 
tor deterrntnteg equovelen1 paeliaRong notnon 

Ihe Co. ,,,, d ace voItade 

loo opetabonal ampnbers, lol 
Inners and competent's, dyeas end coeds 

ao eeeee end lectors diode and transmor 
aesays OM. and IV reptarement types 

_J Texas Instruments DATA BOOKS 
111. DATA 

BOOKO 
.mR N Inn 

Pe* second 
non at the ill 
VIA OanU pie 

complete. up te 

dale lotor.dli. 
evadable, own 

eriong lbe son 

Aar loll .1. and 1:71111 ;111.1 
pornent. 0150 dala on 124 new counts 
the coments rniudr 

krso hay tostimors 
derme types incise., eland. Ill 
end e,Uetm000jotn kesonsy clamped 
III assmnmen drorno evait 
Ill OM inclodind memoe, 
end morocco... IAN 14 data ea% 

1/1510 crass rel.. ea., Inlet 

chyme... Nod, A p.m, ol cut 

feel III ang ITC alwomd terms .49 
symbol \ Updated MACH to O,,oi140 
easement specs.. dOoplele Joe 
A II IC smiles and entemonnetkon 

Panels Margo, tebs and alphanumens 
and tondonal orleces la smoke 
Ortoite Opes 
Stk No. LCC4112 14.95 

SOLID STATE COMMUNICATORS 
Dolan of Communicabons (dlot.e. bloni 
Semcondottort /8 365 01901 

asetut book corers en del. such stenthcant 

eMances al Itettl Her, transmlors. dol 
ord.., tide Irmo.. sOlOn goat 
epotanal loam.. and germanrurn piano 

langéng horn RI to UM 
Pk No. LC81091 $23.50 

CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR AUDIO, 
AillF11, and TV 

352 pages Stresstrig how and cost cunt. 
apo,oaches. I. 0,101511 volume 11 peened 

ean Posen nee some.. solvond typo 

cat problem, on eurko, MAIM and IV occult 
Oesign It corers such mtportam Mores al 

Osiln . etIOS neutraléced and unneu 

trebled mop... 11 weldor denim fo 
leole. drodo eacn 
mode Mr wool system URI and RS1 

sums red. omelet.. stdeo men. 
som. lb automake Pm. 1.. and 

re 

Stk No. LC81101 12330 
TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT DESIGN 

523 pages 100 040 solve yowl otouol «NI^ 
Plomerns Poo., and muively w. the 

help ol Pet author.. Rude wn. bans 
fates r. most treouenby used elements ol 

loanststoo theory mlo coacheal midtown ma 
go. you a loge kombei Orturt eeamo91 
web clear rash 9 loam deSolo P.educts 

It elasScIles all COnonerfolle ...able ban 

setters shonng theee ,elationshop e. 
otner and lo the let< 0401 labriCalind Imbio 

OAS It se.s h. to onlerpret data octets 

and devrce numb, Muskat. equovelenl 

delads technoques loe .asurent 
trolotor Cheractems. 
SIM No. LCB1121 $27.50 

DATA BOOKS 
POWER DATA BOOK 

tfrotarns baser NA.. 
each dec. ;Must. type numberS al oil 

/00.1 too. epordlents en o 
tetateni Oplege.enl baels too ola aentos 
Also onlmonaMM on terhemmy sale °Pr 
anne manueselotto, ammong a. 
heat onion, a. 101100oll, 

StS No FS130103 $3.00 

BIPOLAR MEMORY DATA BOOK 
Ibis dala boot 'Woks 0.1. MOM 3. 
MOO ceteience on OM s PROM s AM 
ROM s al Seteclion cumlos PY ton. 
tton 905 memo. product Rude and Cm. 
oarence It onclu. Rorer Marbeleostus 

n to.. memo!,,, ICI Slam Memo. 
Its Poo 11441.3011.5 Ill D.oer meore 

rep ana Varrototet 
SDI NO, FS130104 $2.50 

MACROLOGIC BIPOLAR 
MICROPROCESSOR DATA BOOK 
Ignropopapneng es a prat. mempd lot 

1.0.00. as neanf OS. Ion.. al 
MOible in one cerembeed NI, 
ilbch Is controlled b. inskuctions sRled 
tit a memo., numetttel ot deittes 

WeTtm hode by lunctoon. mel memory sood 

NIh Zr'.'F'SVIO'le0S $3.05 

INTERFACE DATA BOON 
Dorsal Signets Itansmot. any distance 

must enlee the analog »Reg ot 1.11m,Som 
helote among ai Men Oriel &stone 

loons Mt.., Speeol abeedcon 01001400 

/men io 119 enlerlace Phreen 9.1 depot and 

analog amas Comp,. intomoatton on it. 
hmers me ,,,,,, bat mole and 1111. 

donor...el lone droyets and term. end 

17:,21a0102 $6.95 SSS SO 

DESIGNING WITH OPERATONAL 
AMPLIFIERS 

Apo:HM.11o. Aliwnellwers 
MCI paces Intended Is, all usets ,pica 
lonas asaplOns. 1/6, onlsrmaloon 
telvence poordes nummms aonano WIns 
mom med moots -Comploto 
ab etplanahonn ol [0(h C1011, 
and edambolity to other MO.». 1. 
Pteencal tomotassons ot each attOteUtt. are 

debned and perbool oestim 

are presented Ps peroot optd sdlechon ta, 

components tor sm., tedotmen. MeMa 
mows 
SR No. 1411130900 $17.50 

El USER'S GUIDE 
Ines boal es an en depth de...0 01 tee 

In components 11 Includes a delarled ;pea 
10abon 0 orb derote monal rom 

it'd SM."' .010abons Of IISO . 
nesod 
Stk No. FSE10107 $10.00 

Fe GUIDE TO PROGRAMMING 
lhe Stoat to Pure tnimng is an onnocimh 
0 rnolone landuage hod Ole., Ian... 
program., lot 1M SR Immor X1410 
System 

Stk nao. FS130101 $0000 

FORMULATOR USER'S GUIDE 
Ihes hod clespe. how use tn. lad. Id 

10111401110A system 9 /pore s ..ote pot 
puns rod. en III allembry Ientode . gums 

010,141114 Os,,s tan to lnOoICd 
under solMare control 
SUS nao FS80109 $10.00 

FORMULATOR HARDWARE 
REFERENCE MANUAL 

Ihis Wee pose. in en depth te.necal 
serolnen Ibe IS I 0,0411,1011Seste. et, 

ownponen1 subsyMems end opt.. uproot 
etees amolable IhrougM 
oploons oechn.1 descriptton orsimes 

lemtral fund.. toimactemslms the. 9 
op.. ant detaeled Pooch. ol enree 

late segnals 

51.50 Ph No. FS130110 51230 

McGraw-Hill 
FUNCTION CIRCUITS: 

004.9n end APPlIcallona 
215 pages Pere es romp. .rette 

,,,,, of modem mho, lunoton 
cools he human be, 0130051100 0, . lundementals of oars.. amp.. 
Irearend nel only Ow basic Oceradereolin 
eris ...loons. but also brooding a he. 
releeence to many cornmonty used formulas 
and drlphs They then dew. the role ol 

the bepoiar tanliVer nol onls Pomona 

log anothhets. Mt also Id Pow... al 
mmum luncheon sou. suet es moin 
ours. doodeM. and erns onsetteos 
Stk Na bowmen meso 

With «non rank., roil will receive, (roe it" charge. our new 
ronapnibroni,e 194.8 WI catalog.. (12-90volor). hating 
rotopletr llenan iota, lilt. rat i on, and storied nssonoolitlnie 

t -icing on °stir 10.11Ni 

(tatty the reat goal ity, wort i reformat', r 'taroks Oo,rF 

tUlllei C1 14,001 1 to ',notch, Mil he sriléll e Nyarrifir i soft arTMAI if 
luso All pluaer of el. onittartorterl 

NI.COMPUTERS for ENGINEERS 
and SCIENTSTS 

353 pages Ibis boo. Introduces end.n,5 
and shenush to the P.Meat ot 
nunicomoulers and mintmenpuotoon os 

dencned to help its mete. understand IN 
manulaclurPs Ideralure PM, to make m 

telbeent MOnes ol montromputers 

POrals. and appietabon areas end thee 

lee. the eneptional ol tho, 

S 71 r0 11/180102 521.45 

a Y. 

THE OPTO. 
ELECTRON. 
ICS DATA 

BOOK 
toe pages 252 

01404,1 srolud 
n1 tnitalnd 

emottetk Mote 
delete. OP. 
0.1.4, see 

Ser/emellet ar 

too, resettle 
log. eméltng diodel. rosible ISPleys 
admin. opto cooducts, emended 
closer, or Mons moda05 oe 

model. «Rs went trots guodelines 
.nlochandeablety guide bong ore, 

BOO ooto «etch II nottc..00 em 
des on sub,. nab as Inemtom 
1.01, 11.5111.01.111 tennolues and 

deuce teleabelety 

Stk No. LCC4230 $290 

THE 5.1 ~- 4 CONDUC- 
TOR 

MEMORY 
DATA BOOK 
112 Pais, 
Delao ed speob 

r Ill 
Mts meth., 
SI NOS RMIL 
009s and Shin 

Nos.. 43 ITS RM. Ralf 000 
PM., I Id RAMS PROM Plus 
',mar, el II mroprocemor [mots. 
comple0 meohenical OM lot avaol 

alte manes lypes glossa, ol 

bols and tem. used olls memo, tnte 

011111.11 0014100 3151094ACH 

IS Procutement Speolocation 
Pk No. LCC4200 $2.95 

\ 
(r 

brae 
VoNdy 

SILICON SEMICONDUCTOR 
TECHNOLOGY 

Presentong IM lest miens.oe 1500: 0(0 

of soto. Itom the seen..., 
standpont compmuenstre eolume 

tub hplaons Me use 111101111 10 

tenOSICOS and Weer.. te 

Nato tomato Won.,00 on ol000 
onanulaCtutom saltine atoms. 
.101 prorth and menu. among 

dollmon electacal a. 
00.1 pm,. metallurm 
SIM No. LC81131 123.50 

0.190 Ord ApPlcatIon ol 
TrnelMor SwItcNnu Circuit. 

dala Poole Prengs yet a complete 

mi. dtsruntoo el baroistor 
tetcuets It Peon. Keen 

sharactostot of ..11414044 

Men relates these CloraVerObe .10 

1.10, 0.4 penwmarece 

Slk No. LCI3 1111 124.25 

DESIGNING WITH TTL 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

OTT pages Devi. ler pp. en 

mboed on imic planning aneSten It 

1.1hoetes the reader 'nosh the rm. 
III lama, Ovelind not only 00,1 
philosophy. mom.. balm descrtn 
tons and el«ttoal pertoonatut at the 

No. Our many .0.1 e0PloCe 

nons ol comas on medal systems 
14 aelber, provide a cornme.nsme 
00.1,1. of the Mole loem of diem" 

systems and pre even me unoneleeled a 

.er picture col how mmally any lop, 

cal "unction rney be molemented won, 
Ill Integrated farads 
50550. LCB1151 $21.50 

MOB) LSI DESIGN and 
APPLICATION 

pams láts étd (Oleo ...or metes Are latest de 

ete ...le el. 

0 Fr: 

1.11/0 - Metal mide se...101. 
/ sule onlegIabon It Covers Ocee 

acterostin end technology of 90510 
nbatoltlies mono.% 44I enverler 

01111( roam configuranons. to ,l444 
lew 

Elk Ho. LCB1111 $20.50 

SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY 
DESIGN and APPLICATION 

757 pages Ns book Peers a COFPle 

111111111 New el Me P.m tun.. 
aod the design md atipt.tron sem 
CondOter Comonen11 hp memory sys 

Toll SOO A.. dnd Otonspoo 
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SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR 
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THE LINEAR CONTROL 
CIRCUITS DATA BOOK 
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BIPOLAR MICROCOMPUTER . 

COMPONENTS DATA BOOK 
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THE PERIPHERAL DRIVER 
DATA BOOK 
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ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES 
MICROPROGRAMMING 

jpr HANDBOOK 
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,wiWEXAR IC'S 
COMMUNICATION CIRCUITS 
XR-2208CP Four -Quadrant Operational 

Multiplier S5.20 
PHASELOCKED LOOPS 
XR-210 FSK Modulator/Demodulator $5.20 
XR-215 General Purpose Phase -Locked 

Loop S6.56 
XR-2211CP FSK Demodulator/Tone Decoder S6.88 
FUNCTION GENERATORS 
XR205 Waveform Generator $8.40 
XR-2206CP Monolithic Function Generator $5.12 
XR2207CP Current -Controlled Oscillator $3.84 
TONE DECODERS 
XR-567CP Tone Decoder $1.68 
XR-2567CP Dual Tone Decoder $5.18 
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
XR1468CN Dual ±15 Volt Tracking 

Regulator $3.84 
XR-4194CN Adjustable Dual Tracking 

Voltage Regulator $4.56 
XR-4195CP Dual ±15V Tracking Voltage 

Regulator $3.38 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 
XR3403CP Quad Operational Amplifier $3.33 
XR-4202P Programmable Ouad Operational 

Amplifier S3.60 
XR-4212CP Quad Operational Amplifier $2.05 
XR-4558CP Dual Operational Amplifier $0.86 
XR-4739CP Dual Low -Noise Operational 

Amplifier S1.15 
TIMING CIRCUITS 
XR-320P Timing Circuit $1.52 
XR-555CP Timing Circuit $1.07 
XR-556CP Dual 555 Timing Circuit $1.82 
XR-2240CP Programmable Timing Circuit $3.44 
XR-2556CP Dual 555 Timing Circuit $3.20 
INTERFACE CIRCUITS 
XR-2200CP Hammer Driver 
XR-2201CP/ High Voltage. High Current 
2202CP/2203 Darlington Transistor Arrays 
CP/2204CP 
XR-2271CP Flourescent Display Drivers 
OTHER CIRCUITS 
XR-1310P FM Stereo Demodulator $3.20 
XR2264CP Proportional Servo IC $4.24 
XR.4151CP Voltage.To-Frequency Converter $7.50 

_ - 

1 ;,' 
o 

A " 

MODEL $229.00/K it 
100A 5295.00/Assembled 

TRIGGER EXPANDER KIT - Model 10 

Adds 16 additional Bits - Connects direct 
to Model IOCA (Optional baseplete permits 
mounting to 100A lot integrate,) unit/ 
(Baseplate - SI 2.001 

Model 10 - $229.00/Kit - $295.00/Assembled 

$1.17 

52.25 ea 

$1.15 
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ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY 
COMPONÉNTS é . 

Logic 
Analyzer Kit 

Analyzes any type of digital sy Stem 
Checks data rates in excess of 
8 million words pe, second 
Trouble shoot TTL. CMOS. DTL. 
RTL. Schottky and MOS 'amities 
Displays I61 ,c slates un to 8 digits 

See o nl zeros displayed On your 
CRT. octal or hexadecimal format 
Teas circuits ride, ,maxi operating 
conditions 
Easy to assemble with step by. 
step construction manual which includes 
80 pages nn logic analyser ore, ation 

AVAILABLE THROUGH MAIL ORDER ONLY 

SPECIALS 
FOR 

NOVEMBER 

.125 Dia RED LED XC209H 11 for S1.00 

MONSANTO - 7 SEGMENT DISPLAYS 
MAN 71A 1.50 MAN 73A 1.50 

7400 N SERIES TTL 

1-9 10 U 1-9 10 UP 1-9 10 UP 
SN 7400N S.16 S.12 SN 7474N S.31 5.25 SN 74160N 51.20 S1.10 
SN 7402N .21 .15 SN 7483N .69 .54 SN 74161 N .99 .95 
SN 7404N .18 .17 SN 7486N .38 .30 SN 74162N 1.80 1.70 
SN 7407N .29 .23 SN 7489N 2.40 1.95 SN 74163N .99 .80 
SN 7408N .25 .19 SN 7490N .44 .37 SN 74164N 1.10 .90 
SN 7410N .18 .14 SN 7493N .49 .40 SN 741655 1.10 .90 
SN 7411N .27 .24 SN 7495N .79 .64 SN 74166N 1.25 .99 
SN 7413N .45 .35 SN 74100N 1.00 .79 SN 74170N 2.00 1.85 
SN 74145 .70 .55 SN 74104N .50 .49 SN 74173N 1.50 1.18 
SN 7416N .35 .27 SN 74105N .90 .89 SN 74174N 1.20 .95 
SN 7417N .35 .27 SN 74107N .38 .31 SN 74175N .99 .80 
SN 7420N .21 .16 SN 74109N .56 .54 SN 741775 .90 .70 
SN 7425N .29 .22 SN 74121N .39 .31 SN 74178N 1.30 1.20 
SN 7427N .26 .20 SN 74123N .49 .39 SN 74180N .98 .90 
SN 7432N .31 .24 SN 74125N .59 .47 SN 741810 2.40 1.90 
SN 74370 .27 .20 SN 74126N .54 .47 SN 74182N .94 .90 
SN 7438N .27 .20 SN 74128N .58 .56 SN 74184N 1.90 1.80 
SN 7442N .58 .46 SN 74132N 1.08 .88 SN 74192N .89 .80 
SN 7445N .74 .60 SN 74143N 4.50 3.55 SN 74193N .89 .80 
SN 74465 .80 .72 SN 74145N 1.15 .90 SN 74194N 1.20 1.00 
SN 7450N .22 .18 SN 74148N 1.70 1.55 SN 741950 .75 .70 
SN 7451N .22 .18 SN 741505 1.00 .79 SN 74196N 1.25 .95 
SN 74530 .22 .18 SN 74152N 1.10 1.05 SN 74198N 1.70 1.30 
SN 7454N .20 .15 SN 74153N .88 .70 SN 74199N 1.70 1.30 
SN 74600 .20 .15 SN 74154N 1.00 .79 SN 74200N 5.50 5.40 
SN 7470N .45 .35 55 741555 98 .78 SN 74251N 1.78 1.70 
SN 7472N .39 .30 SN 74157N .98 .78 SN 74279N .85 .70 
SN 7473N .36 .29 SN 74158N 1.30 1.10 SN 74367N .74 .70 
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3 TERMINAL ADJUSTABLE 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

Output adjustable between 1.2 and 37 volts 
Output current in excess of 1.5 amps 
Floating operation for high voltages 
0.1% line and load regulation 
Full overload protection 
High -reliability, hermetically -sealed package 

LM317H (T0-39) S3.45 
LM317K 1T0-31 S3.70 

NON-LINEAR 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

PORTABLE 15 MHz 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

The MS -15 miniscope is only 2.7" x 6.4" 
x 7.5", and weighs only 3 lbs. Vertical 
bandwidth is 15 MHz. The graticuled 
rectangular viewing area is four divisions 
high by five divisions wide. Division 
spacing is 0.25 inches. Internal and 

external triggering, automatic and line 
synchronization modes, and a horizontal 
input are provided. There are 12 vertical 
gain settings from 0.01 V to 50 V per 
division, and twenty one time base 

settings from 0.1 lis to 0.5 s per division. 
An optiorel 10 to 1 probe and a 

carrying case are also available. Power 
is provided by batteries or the 115 V, 
60 Hz line. 

MS -15 
41-140 
41-141 

MINISCOPE $289.00 
CARRYING CASE 30.00 
10 TO 1 PROBE 24.50 

DUAL TRACKING REGULATOR 

This circuit is a dual polarity tracking regulator designed to provide 
balanced positive and negative output voltages at currents up to 
100 mA. It is internally set for positive and negative 15 volt out- 
puts but a single external adjustment can be used to change both 
outputs simultaneously front 10 to 23 volts. This device can be 
used with input voltages up to + and -30 volts and also has pro- 
vision for adjustable current limiting, and utilization at currents 
in excess of 2 amps with the aid of external power transistors. 

SILICON GENERAL SG4501J 

MICROPOWER OPERATIONAL AMP 

Adjustable power consumption to less than 
20 microwatts 
Supply voltages from ±0.75 to ±18 volts 
Less than 15 nA bias currents 
Complete short-circuit protection 
Internally compensated 

SG3250T 
SG3250M 

1-24 
S4.90 
S4.50 

25 UP 

S3.90 
S3.10 

CMOS 7 SEGMENT DECODER/ 
DRIVER LATCH 
Again for military and commercial 
display applications. The 43118 
offers hexadecimal code while the 
45118 offers decimal code. They 
are pin -for -pin compatible. 

1-24 
MD4311BE S2.80 
MD4511 BE S2.80 

100 UP 

S3.25 
S2.55 

25 UP 

S1.76 
S1.76 

1-24 
S4.45 

25 UP 100 UP 

S3.55 S2.95 

REGULATING PULSE WIDTH MODULATOR 

A new monolithic integrated circuit which contains all the control 
circuitry for a regulating power supply converter or switching 
regulator. Included in this 16 -pin dual -in -line package is the volt- 
age reference, error amplifier, oscillator, pulse width modulator, 
pulse steering flip-flop, dual alternating output switches, and 
current limiting and shutdown circuitry. This device can be used 
for switching regulators of either polarity, transformer coupled 
DC to DC converters, transformer -less voltage doublers and 
polarity converters, as well as other power control applications. 

1-24 25 UP 100 UP 

SG1524J $10.15 $8.10 $6.75 

CMOS ALARM CIRCUIT 

9 Volt operation 
Internal Zener reference 
Mosfet differential input 
11015 51.01 pA to 60°C) 
Mode control for DC or AC 
horn output operation 
Audio tone output 
On -chip LED driver 

Stand-by current drain less than 25 µA 
Horn driver on -chip 

On -chip low -battery warning 
Alarm trigger input and output for 
cascaded operation 
Alarm indicator memory circuit 
On -chip audio oscillator 
14 lead dual in -line package 

1-24 25 UP 

MD4301BE $2.50 51.80 

MITEL 
CMOS 7 SEGMENT LCD DECODER/DRIVER/LATCH 

CMOS 7 SEGMENT LCD DECODER/DRIVER 

Suitable for military and commercial LCD applications. 
These devices offer level -shifting on -chip, permiting the 
input voltage swings to be different from the 7 -segment 
output signal swings. The 4056B adds an input latch 
circuit to the 405513 device. Std. 16 -pin packages. 

1-24 25 UP 

M04055BE 51.87 S1.58 
MD4D56BE $1.87 51.58 

For military and commercial displays, especially designed 
for use in microprocessor applications. A direct replace- 
ment for the TTL 9368 device, but dissipates about 25 nw 
instead of 500 mw at 5 volts. The 43688 will operate 
from 3V to 18V while each output segment can source 
over 25 mA of current at 5V to directly drive LED, LCD, 
incandescent, flourescent or gasdischarge displays. Hexa- 
decimal code format. 

1-24 25 UP 

MD43688E S2.80 S1.76 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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PRECISION TIMER 
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 

Eat emely simple, requiring only one external 
mg 18111101 and coca nor, 

12 stage counter provides time intervals up to 
75D0 CR. 
Low internal current consumption of 5 mA 
aeons bane, operation Duhntwm.m 
drive capability of 25 mA. 
Excellent temperature siabitily <0.01%Loci 
Accurate rene010, tuns .01% typical. 

Orkehip regulator or TTc supply option. 

UNIVERSAL COUNT/DISPLAY 
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 

4 digit counter Switehon reset 
Up/down synchronous counting. 
Separate memory latches. 
A uo )tory carry/borrow output. 
Casca,I,ng by direct connections. 
Separate B.C.O. and segment outputs. 
Blanking, ,nclud,ng mark/space intensity 
con 
Automatic zero supression. 
Self scansystem including int. osc 
Control of internal scanning oscillator 
for synchronization. 

Complementary TTL compatible outputs, 
Internal/External eabbrarion facility. 
Mains, contact, or TTL triggered locoing 
sequence imitation. 
Repetitive and cascade operation. 

ZN1034E 53.60 
Dam. sharmeeirrana Nate 45 

Inhibit and clear, Lamp test, 
50 reA minimum segment drive cana- 
brllty (80 mA typical) 
5V suppay/rTL compahla inter Iac,ng. 
Countrate exceedeng 5MHz. 
Schdt input on count. 

ZN104OE 515.00 
Oma she,7aepi,r/tnin New. 45 

MICROPROCESSOR CR YSTA LS 
F RED CASE P/N PRICE FRED C ASE N PRICE 
(MHO IMHZI 

1 00 
2 00 

HC33 
HC33 

CVIA 58 55 
CV2A 6 75 

1000 C18 
1431818 C18 

CV12A 
CV14A 

54 35 
4.35 

3.2768 
00 

HC33 CV38 4 80 
CV3A 

1500 C18 
1800 C18 

CVISA 
CV19A 

4.35 
4.25 

4 434 
5.d0 

ÑCIe 
C18 

HC18 

q80 
cV4C BO 
CV7A 4.80 

20.00 C18 
23 684 C18 

CV22A 
CV 236 

7.20 
4.35 

5 068 
5 )14J 

HC18 
HC18 

CV5B a 80 
C85C 4.80 

2700 C18 
3200 C18 

CV27A 
C V308 

4.35 

6 00 HC18 CV68 4.80 

A na._ 

MOTOROLA'S EDUCATOR II 
MICROCOMPUTER HEP KIT 

Mo)oro)0 M6800 Technology 
Test as'you build le easy steps normally one 
eyeaung assernb y 

Completely se 1 contained with all parts, cabinet 
and instructional manual 

Get starred in the lasmnarrng 
world of Micro Computers 

/or only 
S169.95 

PW EDUCATOR II 
POWER SUPPLY KIT 

S V Amps tic m 
. Designed ned IOr 

rim Educator IIs Vlcr ocompu lei 
Kb 

Complel Kit - all parts, 
o abutte and constrocí i n 

ManualS29.95 

DIODES 
IN914 10/1.00 
IN4002 10/1.00 
IN4003 10/1.00 
IN4004 10/1.00 
IN4005 10/1.10 
IN4006 10/1.20 
IN4007 10/1.20 

MN6040 C-MOS PLL - a 

single -chip phase -locked 
loop intended for use as a 

frequency synthesizer in 
CB transceivers and other 
communications equip- 
ment. S7.90 

DIP SOCKETS 
LOW PROFILE, SOLDER. 

TIN 

1.24 25-49 50 UP 
9 Pal 15 15 r 4 

la 1',n 19 18 17 
16 Pos 21 20 19 
18e,n 20 2) 
20Pin 3a 33 
22 Pin 36 35 
24 Pin 37 36 
28 Pin 44 43 
36 Pm59 58 57 

O Pin 67 61 60 

26 
32 
34 
35 
a? 

STANDARTIND, SOLDER. 

Pm 25 23 
4 P 27 25 

16Pin 30 27 
18 Pm 3s 32 
22 v.n QO 65 
24 Pin 9 45 

28 Pin 09 
361,n 139 

0 Pm I 59 

90 
I 26 
1 5 

12 
24 
25 
30 
60 
42 

81 
5 

I 30 

STANDAGOLDRD, SOLDER, 

8 Pin 30 27 
14 es3 35 32 
in Pin 10 35 
IB Pin 52 47 
22 P,n 70 63 
24Pin ;0 63 
28 ern 1 o 1 00 
36 P 1 75 1 40 
40 Pin I 75 1 59 

24 
29 
12 

43 
57 
57 
90 

126 
1 45 

WIREWRAPCOLD 
ILir1 No. 31 

10 Pin 45 41 37 
14 Pin 39 30 37 
16 Pin 43 42 or 
18 Pen 75 68 62 
24 Pin 1 05 95 85 
28 Pm 1 40 1 25 1 10 
36 0,n159 145 130 
40 Pin 1 75 1 55 1 40 

E -Z Hooks have been designed and held tested through the industry to save 
time and money in commercial electronic production and servicing Tne 
sprsng.Ioaded hook attaches firmly, yet sO gently It will not damage compoo 
ent frees hands while testing. Durably COlbtiucted and fully insulated to r 

single conlact Point a sur,ng true readingt. Meets eaacring, laboratory and 
space age computer technology requirements, AVAILABLE IN 10 RETMA 
COLORS Red, black, blue, green, oragne, yellow, white, violet, brown 
or gray 

MICRO HOOK '711 
XM Micro Hook (1 75" icing 

<1 gram: for drlllcon IC Testing. 
Permits hookups to dentate wires 
where eight and leverage may 
damage component 5.80 ea. 

Spec,ly color. ORDER P/N XM 

Jumper with XM 
Micro Hooks 

Order No. Length Price 1 
204069.12' 12" 51.70 
204 XM.24 24" 1,70 
Spee,ly color. 

NEW from FLUKE - MODEL 8020A 
THE OMM FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 

200 Hr Battery Life 
26 Ranges for 7 Functions 

2000 Count Resolution 
H,ghLow Power Ohms 
~cocoa and Auto 
Polarity 
MO V 'protec led 10 6000V 
against hidden transients 
and overload protection 
to 300 V AC 

Diode Test Function 
Conductance Function 
checks leakage resistance 
to 10.000 meg ohms 

Size: OWL (7.163.46 1.8 IN) 
118.008.604.5 cm) 

Weight' 13 of. ONLY S169.00 

1d.3v 

XM-S MICRO HOOK SET (Includes 1 ea red, black, blue, green. 
orange, yellow, white, brown, via, and Orar Muero 1500k). At this low 
p ic you <n /Ilford more tiran one se, 

COMPLETE SET 110) MICRO HOOKS S7.95 

MINI HOOK 
31_ 

X1001,11 Mini Hook 12.25" long) 
combines rugged construction, mime 

e 

and F,nger.ezo Hypo Action 
for an the best test connections. 
Hook is Loge enough forComponent 
leads, ye small enough to get Into 

fight place ... 5.75 ea. 

Sp ,, fy 
ORDER P/N X100W 

a. ,sat _ '` -. 
Jumper with X -100W 
Mini Hooks 
Order No. Length Price 
204 12 W 12" 51.60 
204.24W 24" 1.60 
SPecIly color. 

a 1165 O.L,,, aim 

Jumper X -100W Mini Hook 
to Stacking Banana Plug 

Order No, Length Price 
20184 32" 51.35 

Specrly co/oe- 

h0:7r' .lF -. 

Jumper with X -100'N Mini 
Hook Order No. Length 

201XM 32" 
_ Price 

51.40 

EXTRA LONG MINI HOOK 
XL 1 Min, Hook 15.0" long) combines al the proven features of :he XIOOW 
win an y. extra onº bod It will m sag e, shorrhen test cornectrom en 

card racks 0hough deco wiring nest w to 4 .. ORDER P/N XL.1 
Specrly co/or. 51.25 

BUILD A WORKING DPM IN 1/2 
HOUR WITH THESE COMPLETE 
EVALUATION KITS. 
Test these new parts for yourself with 
Intersil's low-cost prototyping kits, com- 
plete with A/D converter and LCD display 
(for Inc 7106) or LED display (for the 
7107). Kits provide all materials, including 
PC board, for a functioning panel meter. 

ICL7106EV ILCD) S29.95 
ICL7107EV ILEDI S24.95 

RCA 
COSMAC 
MICROPROCESSOR IC 
CDP1802CD 
4-6 Volt S19.95 

JUMPER, XL -1 MINI HOOK TO STACKING BANANA PLUG 

Order No. Length 
IOtXLI 32" 

Specly colo,. Price 
51.95 

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS 
5.5 WATT AN315 

Designed for mobile radios. 
tape players. etc. Easy to use, 
High Gam - 53 d8 IClosed 
Circuit/. 53.90 ea. 

SPECIAL 
FAIRCHILD 
LM741PC 

3 for S1.00 

INTERSJL 8038 
PRECISION WAVEFORM 
GENERATOR AND VCO 
For seinunaneous sine, 
squareand triangular wave 
forms <.001 Hz to 1 MHz. 

PART NO. 8038CCPD $4.20 

CK Miniature 
Toggle Switches 
SINGLE POLE DOUBLE THROW 

7101 .99 
7103 (CENTER OFF) 1.84 

DOUBLE POLE DOUBLE THROW 
7201 224 
7203 ICESTER OFF 256 

PLESSEY SAMPLER 

300 METALIZED 
CAPACITORS 18 
DIFFERENT STD. 
VALUES 526.00 

TO.220 VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR FROM 

FAIRCHILD 
7805C 5V 7815C 15V 
7806C 6V 7818C 18V 
7812C 120 7824C 24V 

2 for $1.20 

CARBON FILM RESISTORS 15%I 

Only on Multip ea of 
100 pes per value (ohms) 

%W ... 51.69 per 100 
'1W ... 51.79 per 100 

10 100 1.0K 10K 100K 
11 110 1.1K 11K 110K 
12 120 1.2K 12K 120K 
13 130 1.3K 13K 1306 
15 150 1,5K 15K 150K 
16 160 1,6K 16K 160K 
18 180 1.8K 18K 180K 
20 200 2.0K 20K 200K 
22 220 2.2K 22K 22010 
24 240 2,4K 24K 240K 
27 270 2.7K 27K 
30 300 3.0K 30K 
33 330 3 3K 33K 
36 360 3.6K 36K 
39 390 3.9K 39K 
43 430 4.3K 43K 
47 470 4,76 47K 
51 510 5 1K 51K 
56 560 5.66 56K 
62 620 62K 62K 
68 680 6.8K 68K 
75 750 7.511 75K 
82 820 8.20. 82K 
91 910 9.16 91K 

270K 
300K 
3306 
3606 
390K 
430K 
470K 
510K 
560K 
620K 
6806 
750K 
820K 
910K 

1.OM 
11M 
1.2M 
1.3M 
16M 
1.6M 
1,BM 
2.069 
2.2M 
2.4M 
2.7M 
3.0M 
3.369 
3.6M 
3 9M 
4.3M 
4,7M 
5 1M 
5 6M 
6.2M 
6.8M 
75M 
8.2M 
9.1M 

RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS 
Each assortment 0 contains 5 10 ddlernt vetoes 

Vetoes included n (Ohms/ 
045,5% 150 pes total). .51,75 / hW,5%(50 pes total(...51.05 

Asst.1: 10, 12, 15, 18. 22. Zr 33, 39 47. 56 ohm 
Asst.?: 68 82 100. 120, 150, 180. 220, 270, 330. 390 ohm 
Asst.3: 470. 560, 680, 820 ohm, 1K 1 26. 156.) 86 2.26 2 70 
Asst,4: 3 36, 3 96, 4.70, 5,60, 6130. 26, IOK, 12K. 156 18K 
Asn.5. 22K 770 330. 390, 476. 566, 68K. 820 100K. 120K 
Asst.6: 1506, 1800, 2706, 2700 330K 3900 4706 5606.6806 

6200 
Asst.? 1 M.1 261,1 551.1 81M.2 25/,7 7M.3 31,4.3 969.4 769,5,61.1, 

I', W Assoc Iment No 7 doesn't ,ne,une 5 6541 
Asst.RR:1411 caven assort menta /Mosel 

XW 5. 350 pes total 510.95',w 5s 350 ocs 101x1 511.55 

5;Iren 
HYBRID 
AUDIO 
POWER 

AMPLIFIERS 

4-"k o 
o.po 

SANKEN Series 51-10000 amplifiers 
are self -Contained power hybrid am- 
plifiers designed for Hi -Fi, stereo, 
musical instruments, public address 
systems and other audio applications. 
The amplifiers have quasi-comple- 

entary Class 8 output. The circuit 
employs (lip -chip 1101)5 sí015 with 
high reliability and eassivated chip 
Power transistors with excellent sec- 
ondary breakdown strength. Built-in 
current tom ding ,s provided for SI - 
1050G and all devices can be oiler 
erect from a single or split power 
supply. 

01-10100 110W output) . , . S 6.90 
01.10200 120(0 output) ... 513.95 
SI.1030G 130W output) ... 519.00 
SI1050G 150W output) ... $27.80 

Data Sheet Application Notes - S0.50 

v 

The KIM 1 Microcomputer System 

The KIM Family 
KIM 1 5245.00 4oemesei 
KIM 2 179.00 46 Static Memoi y 

KIM 3 289.00 Slane Memory 
1004 119.00 othed, n 
KIM 5 80.00 ROM Ea,Ai)enion 
KIMR0M.1 15000 EOao1Assembler 
615100512 50.00 01516TH 

KIM Documentation 5 9.95 KIM 1 User Manual 
9.95' 
9.95'Haidwam Manualula 
9.95 KIM1.1.,th 
4.95 

Mo or 4.95 Termina 
9 95 KIM A 

cob le. nuel 

9.95 KIM Tat Edam 
anmul 

SOCKET FOR 
SANKEN 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

Si 10100' 
SI 10206 s.9í e. 

Si 103pGr 
s 1Y, rs 

51 1040G 

CAPACITORS 
50V CERAMIC DISC 51.00 Per Package 

5p1 9/pkg 
15pf 9/pkg 
25p1 9Ipk9 
27p1 9/pkg 
4791 (3lpkg 
68pf 8/pkg 

100pi 8/pkg 
150P1 8/pkg 
220p1 8/pkg 
270P1 7/pkg 

30001 7/pkg .0047mfd 9/pkg 
33001 7/pkg .005mfd 9/pkg 
390pf 7/pkg .01m Id 9/pkg 
470p1 7/pkg .015mfd 8/pkg 
560p1 7/pkg 02mfd 8/pkg 
68001 7/pkg .022m1d 8/pkg 

.001mfd 9/pkg .03m1d 8/pkg 
.0015m Id 9/pkg .039mftl 7/pkg 
.0022m1tl 9/pkg ,047m1d 7/pkg 
.003mid 9/pkg .Imid 6/pkg 

PLESSEY POLYESTER MINI BOX 

MF V S MF V S MF VS 
001 1000 .14 .012 630 14 15 100 .20 
0012 1000 14 .015 400 15 lb 100 .21 
0015 1000 14 .018 400 15 22 100 23 
0018 1000 ,14 022 400 15 27 100 .26 
.0022 1000 14 .027 400 15 33 100 .30 
0027 1000 14 ,033 250 .15 39 100 .33 
0033 1000 .14 039 250 .15 47 100 .36 
.0039 630 .14 047 250 ,15 .56 100 44 
.0047 630 ,14 .056 250 15 68 100 .47 

.0056 630 14 .068 250 .15 82 100 .54 

.0068 630 .14 .082 250 .17 1,0 100 .60 

.0082 630 14 1 100 17 

.01 630 14 12 100 .18 

MATSUO DIPPED TANTALUM 
MF V S MF V S MF v 5 

1 35 33 2.2 20 33 10.0 35 .90 
15 35 33 2.2 36 40 15 0 20 45 
22 35 33 3 3 35 .42 15.0 35 1 32 
33 35 33 4 7 35 45 22.0 16 .45 
47 35 33 6.8 16 40 33.0 20 1.32 
68 35 33 6.8 35 ,45 47 0 20 1.53 

1.0 35 33 10 0 16 42 68.0 16 1.62 
1 5 35 .40 10 0 25 .45 

1% MICA 500V 
51 PF .29 
62PF.29 
75 PF .29 
82 PF .29 

100 PF .30 
120 OF .32 
150PF.35 
180 PF .41 

220 PF 41 
240 PF 46 
300 PF .50 
390 OF .50 
470 PF .50 
620 PF .52 
820 PF .53 

1000 PF .60 

1 500 PF 60 
2000 PF .90 
2200 PF .94 
4700 PF 1.80 
5100 PF 1.80 

10000 PF 3.60 

ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC IRADIAL LEAD) 

to 12 10 16 16 33 25 22 100 35 30 ]30 50 SS 

0 2 18 13 36 24 100 SO 35 4c 10 35 
33 50 30 220 10 23 420 16 40 

31 05 6 25 170 25 
é lu :c : GO 

0 1 ]} 16 270 35 70 50 3 

72 2 es 4 
22 3! ] 

4i 
!u ] li 0 J 

i5 ] 72 50 26 100 10 18 
o i0 25 40 3 

1 

IS 33 1000 50 I 70 

0 10 
.a 

33 16 n 1p0 ns z6 730 3s 45 2200 35 140 
2200 SO 2. SO 

No. 101 
250 pº 
INFORMATION 
BOOKLET 
Only $4.95 

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS - P.O. Box 220EP, Culver City, CA 90230. Send check or 
money order, COD, Master Charge and BankAmericard welcomed. Minimum Order: 
$10.00. Add S1.00 to cover postage and handling. California residents add 6% sales tax. 
TELEPHONE ORDERS: Call (213) 641-4064. 

ANCRONA STORES DO NOT ACCEPT MAIL OR TELEPHONE ORDERS 

CALIFORNIA CALIFORNIA ARIZONA OREGON GEORGIA TEXAS CANADA, B.C. 
ANCRONA ANCRONA ANCRONA ANCRONA ANCRONA ANCRONA ANCRONA 

11080 Jefferson Blvd. 1300 E. Edinger Ave. 4518 E. Broadway 1125 N.E. 82nd Ave. 3330 Piedmont Rd., NE 2649 Richmond 5656 Fraser St. 

Culver City, CA 90230 Santa Ana, CA 92705 Tucson, AZ 85711 Portland, OR 97220 Atlanta, GA 30:305 Houston, TX 77098 Vancouver, B.C. 

1213) 390-3595 (714) 547-8424 16021881-2348 (5031 254-5541 14041261-7100 17131529-3489 V5 W 2V4 
16041324-0707 
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NEW 
WIDE FIELD 
TELESCOPE 

m.º-`r-, 

MND 
ÑÓLIDAY'VALUES[ 

Astroscan lets you enjoy clear, bright, wide- 
angle views of stars, moon, comets, etc. Com- 
pletely portable, this unique 41/4", f/4 New- 
tonian reflector houses top quality optics. De- 
signed for ease of handling and use, Astro - 

scan weighs only 10 lbs. and stands 17" high. 
What an instrument! 
No. 2001 .... 

$149.95 Pod. 

CROOKE'S 
RADIOMETER 

powered by sunlight 
Fascinating solar rotor spins 
at 3,000 RPM. First -surface 

silvering on 1/2 dome makes 
hemispherical mirror. 5x3". 
No. 60,529.. . 

$5.75 Ppd. 

SUPER QUALITY 
10X MAGNIFIER ; 

a 

This Hastings triplet is 
possibly the most favored 
pocket magnifier today. Full 10X, color -corrected, flat- 
field, cemented lens system. Great for jewelers, col- 
lectors, engravers, hobbyists, etc. Mtd. in aluminum I 
cell; chrome -plate case. 3/4" o 13/4" closed; 
clear lens dia. 1". 

50X -150X -300X MICROSCOPE 

Great for students. 
Top Quality achromatic obj. lenses make this 
a superior microscope for beginners. Rack 8 
pinion focusing, revolving 3 -objective turret. 
sturdy metal construction. Wooden case. 10" 
high. 
No. 70,008... . 

Only $39.95 Ppd. 

Free .Catalog 
EDMUND ECONOMY 
WEATHER STATION 

Learn Weather forecasting 
Kit lets you build a complete weather sta- 
tion. Learn how instruments work and how 
they predict weather. Incl. anemometer. 
windvane, electronic wind speed/direction 
indicator, air -tank barometer, sling psychro- 
meter, rain gauge, cloud chart, wire, fore- 
casting manual. Great for science projects. 

$23.50 
Free Catalog, 

No. 71,022 . . . . 

BUILD A MINIATURe 
WORKING CLOCK 

' Everything you need to build 
these fine wooden clocks. Each 
contains a pre -assembled move- 

` ment from Germany's Black Forest. 
(Al Grandfather Clock 

(7x13/4x11/2") 
No. 72,225 .. $70.00 

PPd 

(81 Wall Clock 1 

(8 Vsx31/ºx 1.74") 
No. 12,226 .. $1000Ppd. 

No. 30,344 .... $1 

ORDER 
FREE CATALOG; 

s HERE 

Send for your FREE 
164 page Edmund 
Scientific Catalog - 

with over 4000 bargains 

2.95 Ppd. 

1 
a 

5. . .,.,: . r 
b +!t- ss~2.1 

,W + :e4,i 
Ira 

,,,,A,- 

" 

a 
- _, -, = 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
Dept. AV22, Edscorp Bldg. 
Barrington, New Jersey 08007 

Send GIANT 164 Page Catalog 
packed with unusual bargains. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

IBl 

1 I 

ENVIRONMENTS 
Strange, beautiful records that can help you think. 

Scientifically designed to help you study, read, medi- 
tate, romance or eliminate unwanted noise, these 
long-playing 331/3 rpm records provide a unique tran- 
quil experience. Each provides one hour of naturally 
occurring sounds that range from soothing surf to 
thunderstorm. 

Al Seashore/Aviary - surf on one side, melodic birds 
on other. No. 12,156 

B) Thunderstorm/Rain in Forest-beautifully realistic 
rainfall. No. 72,157 

$7.25 ea. Ppd. 

- 

SENSITIVE 
TR METAL DETECTOR 

Fully transistorized transmitter/receiver (TR) 
detector with sensitivity rivaling models twice 
the price. Built of rugged aluminum with a 
waterproof search coil. Detects a penny at 5". 
Wt. 2 lb. 6 oz. 

No. 80,262 .... $39.95 Ppd. 

GIANT MAGNET, 
Tie a line to our over- LITTLE PRICE! 
150 lb. -lift ceramic mag- 

' net and haul up treasure 
I from the sea. 4 ceramic 

magnets, in series, be- 
tween steel plates. A 1 -lb. 
"giant"! 
No. 42,318 
(1x11/4x43/8") ... 

$11.95 Ppd. 

'TO. ORDER PRODUCTS 
USE THIS COUPON 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
Dept. AV21, Edscorp Bldg. 

nmEa,w1 Barrington, N.J. 08007 
omn 

Charge My Amer. Exp. BAC (VISA) MC 

Mk Interbank # Acct # 

Card # Exp Date 

OD Sig 

ESS 

30 DAY GUARANTEE 
You must be completely satis- 
fied with any Edmund Item or 
return it within 30 days for 
a full refund. 

Please send me the following items I have 
indicated below: 

Stock No. Qty. Price 

Handling 51.00 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
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Watch for our supermarket bargains each month! 

Tom_ env 
-GOOD NEWS. =____ 

BARGAINS OF 
THE MONTH 

RCAIHIgh quality 
1\ 

"POCKET" VOM 
1000 ohms per volt I: 

Model WV -539A. Feature. 
1 7 precision. movements 
diode protectedaainst 
burnout. Measure. DC volts 
0-15-150-1000: AC volts 
0-15-150-1000; DC current 
0-150ma: resistance X1000. 

!Sensitivity 1000 ohms/volt 
AC -DC. Uses renlite cell, 
not included. Size 2 
31/g x l % "- Wt. 5 ozs. 
Cat. No. 11E3921 

CI $5.50 TV GAME 
_ & HIr 

JOY STICK 1) Includes four 100K pots 
1 9 /1 

77- 

For TV E: computer games, 
and q/ x 

With a x x 1". With 
1" handle. Wt. 8 0 
Cat. Na11E3808 

411 Order Cat. No. 11E4048 and Type No. 
Type Sale 
ICM7205 Stopwatch 514.9s 
AV3-8500.1 Six TV Games 9.95 
MM5330 41/4 Digit DVM 4.95 
8038C Volt Control O. 4.95 
602376 Encoder ROM BCD 6.95 
95H900C 350 MHz Prescaler 8.88 
MC14410 Touch Tone Encoder 9.95 

0MK2002P Char. Gen. (2513 equal) 3.95 
O 72074/7208 Frequency Counter, pair 29.95 

31/4 Digit DPM 12.50 
2.95 

14.95 
4.95 

22.88 
1.39 

111. POLY PAKS "CHIPS" 
AWAY IC PRICES! 1. C. PENNEYS 

8 -11 -rack 
TAPE 

TRANSPORT 

0.4" 
LED 
Digits! 

$29.95 

31/ 

VEIS FAS.!, 
cpp1,Y PAK$® 

IS THLD' WORE 

- 

LARGEST 

ELDISCOUNECTRONITC SUPERMARKET 
NOV. 77 POP ELECTRONICS SPECIALS 

'IT OPEN FACE DPM 
Dual Range! DIGITAL PANEL METER 

0-2V, 0-200mV 
LOWEST PRICE ANYWHERE - . others have 'em at Kit 349.95, Displays DC voltage in 31/4 digits. at 0.05% 
accuracy! Minus sign automatically displays negative 
input. High input impedance, 100 meeohma. Uses the 
latest MOS-LSI circuitry, (7107), assembles in min- 
utes. Automatic zeroing. Voltage range seleetnble by 
changing two components (bath sets supplied). Com- 
plete kit with PC hoard, readopts, IC, d all other com- 

j005001s. Less case. Requires 1-5VDC. Size 3t,e" z 5". 
Cat. No. 11E4041 DPM Kit Wt. It coos.. 529.95 
Cat. No. 11E4042 OPM Wired 39,95 
Cat. No. 11E4038 7107 Chip 15.95 

Attention 2 meter Pat TOUCH-TONE $2250 Mobile Phone from your 

ry 
ENCODER KIT mobile or portable rig. Kit 

tincludes: Chomerlcs touch 
one pad. Motorola MC- telly 'em separately 
144 10 chin. A all campo' 11E3382 Touch Tone IC MC14410P ....56.95 
ants necessary, with PC 11E3149 12 -Kay "feather touch Keyboard 6.811 

hoard. 1 mllr. crystal. 0 11E3635 1.00 MHz Crystal 5.95 
151. 8 or.s. Cat. No. 913385 11E3383 Aetopetch PC Board 25 

ICM71O7 
MM5316 
8080A 
1702A 
2708 
2102-1 

Alarm Clock 
Microprocessor 
Erasable PROM 
fiK EPROM 
1K RAM 

DIP Reg. 51.69 ea. 

Switches Year Chale. 

1.00 N 
011E3668 2 

We've sold as ceh as 11(3669 3'ern 
n mis 

011E3021 4 
Ih em8 .when you huy. All 

11E3671 6 SPST, fill 14 -pin DIP ,ag2677 6 
socket. Wt. 1 -oz. 

,[711(2677 

BARREL KIT #203 
CALCULATOR 
KEYBOARDS 

'J0 for $1.9 
:.It's true! 20 -key, 4 func- 

tion keyboards at ridicu- 
, loos give-away. 501. 12 oza. 

Cot. No. 11E3524 
B ARREL KIT #225 /-) 
SOUND TRIGGERS 
3 for , 
$1.98 `-`-".. 
"I land clap" sea 'tires cry, - 

Sal mike amplifier, triggers 
SCR- Use for alarm., lc! 
.Wt. 6 one. No. 11E3625 
BARREL KIT #184 
1/4 -WATT METAL FILM 

150 for 
$1.98 f' 

100% metal film reedit - 

tors. Long lead,. 11E3413 

BARREL KIT #126 
UPRIGHT ELECTROS 

`40 for -, 
$1.98 ! 

lmf to 300mí In mixture 
of voltages. +n0% marked 

good. 11E 3226 

BARREL KIT #253 
LINE CORDS' s,., 

8 for ny 
$$A 

1 f A Dower uses! 
1leavy-duty. 6 -ft. long, 18 
gage. White vinylinsula- 
tion A molded plug. Wt. 8 

ozs. Cat. Ña 11E3843 

c115 ooled 
Ian- 

d motor 
le slides easily 

Into modular 
abinet. 

ECG INDUSTRIAL 

SPEED 
CONTROL 
3 FOR $0595 
S16. 
A 090 item. Rated t 1200 watts. A eery elaborate 
olrcult for controlling may electrical and lectron.. 
device.. Emily controls speed. of electric drills, brush 
type motor., etc, Built with heavy duty aluminum fram- 
ing. Complete with external Pot. for variable 
speed control. Heavy date colored 
micas for 115VAC 60 cycle., and Item to be controlled. 
10/32 mounting stud. Outperforms our pr.vioua eoil- 
Oar. With hookup diagram. Use so temperature con- 
troller too. Wt. 2 lb.. Cat. No. 11E3392 

Cat. No.11E4Ol $5.95 
5 GIGAHERTZ 

MICROWAVE POWER TRANSISTOR 
IASIS take note! High frequency, high power NPN. 
dad mount TO -128 case. Perfect for UHF and micro- 
wavehrtdleutiond gear. 1/4" din. eos,' rose. Ve" leas. an stud for heat sinking. Bureo 
411 V. Ilfe 20-200. In max 500 mils, power dissipation 
I watts. Two emitter lepdx. Type 001043. Wt. 2 ono. 

`.,_ Great for Light Shows, Strobes, ' 

\\% Light Displays, I. 

..'»4 Slide Projector! 
Worth many 
times our ' 

69Q $250 
oNrs on p zoo t \-__i ' askingprice- 

E¡CH ófor SPECTROL °° 'ó ó o zÑ wide angle f 
''SKINNY -TRIMS" ""w °' 

s" saiuere. Screwdrivertype ,0 ° 101 focusing lens. 
shaft, 20 9c tolerance, 1/z 0 I1E3864 25 Turn fiat.11E3863 

25 Turn 
typo 64 

64 
B íó1K yy u Cor rt slroclion. C11 [3866 Single tern Rat type 63 S IN 1 PROJECT -ALL 

1250 
11 

GO h PC I cud . Order by Cat. No. slat, y l 
CI 1001 

upright and rIne. aval.bi. all type. ...I1.61.11c.t.N. air. ° tM.a 

SLIDE PROJECTORS 3 AMPS 

.$16.88 
Ideal for CB's. Team rigs, 
tape decks h ! 5í2o' rn U.S maker. Originally designed a o slide projector - 
cabinet, 6 x 4t/s x 2t/ ". Some may be modified for projecting bar of lite. High 

4QAMPS With on/off witch, LED quarry 3 lens condensing ystem. Require. standard 

$19.95 
b. built-in circuit break- 100 watt projection bulb. 35mm slides Can he Inserted í 

110 VAC 00 lls, Wt. 
let d removed manua lly. lleavy duty bnkelite case, grey 

-5'71 bs. Cat No.11E3453 IT Xenon. 'Ile slicer your o n low' 'cool' light 

Completely 12 V DC 3 Amps output how. Use o Xenon flesh tube and make a strobe íí1hí. 
p y @ P pu Sissy other uses too numerous to mention. Size: li a 

wired Regulated, continuous duty 5t/ u 41/_", tt't., r, Ibl. Cat. N o. 11E 3870 

BARREL KIT #221 
IC SOCKETS /el 

8 for 
$1.98 hob 

Mfr unloads! Four 14 -pin, 
four 18 -pin. Solder tall, 
lo-profile. No. 11(3621 

BARREL KIT #182 
JUMBO RED LEDS 
15 for $1.98 
100% material, user can- 
cellation from ' factory 

i excellent replacement or 
der your quality 
tope ystem! Automatic or 
manual track selection with 

s. Program 
shutsoff 

Indicator 
automat- 

ically when tape. is re- 
d. Built-in low-distor. 

V U D 11 

preamp and w free 
plop. Willi lanut ow free 

cables. Requires sternal 

5 

Shielded Dower. Sunn,r. With etotruc. 
preamp Rica.. Size 9 x 6 x-31/ ". 

Wt. 4 Ins. Cet. Nol 1[3010 

i'B" 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

..Lt-SEJ_11A 

BARREL KIT #200 
6 DIGIT READOUT I 
MODULES 
5 for $1.98 ri 
Barrel. and bn;rela Á n 
time to test. Calculator and, 

dri;arc 

er hip. beneath epoxy 
on bock. W't. 6 oza11E3A15 

ARREL KIT #205 
INI BLOCK 

CAPACITORS ' 

'50 for $1.98 
Unbelievable! Worth $50. 
High precision suhmini 
caps for ell applications. 
Wt. 3 oza. No. 11E3528 
BARREL KIT #163 
MINI TRIM POTS 

30 for l cut. 

$1.98 
dumps, 3V 10 mil.. For Asst. values 100 to 1 meg 
100'. of P-ojects, red lens. What n buy. Single turn. 

Cal. No.{1E-3369 r Al. Wt. 6 oz. 11E3345I gain. Wt. 20 00.1. 11E3330 

EXCLUSI, 
GUARANTEED 
50% YIELD ON 
UNTESTED 

,BARREL KIT 
HOBBY 
1702A 
ROMS 
3 for $1.9 
Hobby fallouts of the fe- 
mo .able eroerem- 
nnble ROM. 2048 bit. 
Cat. No. 11E3729 
ARREL KIT #201 BARREL KIT #19401 

EVV INDICATORS 10 AMP INLINE 
/leads BRIDGES 

15 for $1.98 20 for $1.98 

TEST 'EM YOURSELF 'N SAVE! I BARREL KIT #364 BRIDGES! KIT ,270 
//// HOOKUP WIRE ., 

W'e but 2 tono of 2.4, 10 
d 25 amp full wave and 

flow' good, we don't 
kno'v. Untested and hobby. 
Wt. 9 ors. No. 11(4022 

244 -1 I BARREL KIT #23! 
HALF INCH 
READOUTS 

Factory dumped Innbarrels 
Test lamp manufacturer We can't test 'em. but for 
dumps inventory! (forth the price you can't go 
69e ea. Like ern n-o-u-lieat. wrong. (lobby. Wt. 8 ozs. 
Cal. No. 1IE 3526 hobby Cat. No. 11E3475. 

For aikee, stereos; 1-cond. 
plus shield, 22 go, vinyl 
jacket. Wt. 1 lb. 

at. No. 11E3577 

15 for$1.98 
From factory to you''In- 

Iudee Fairchild END -500 
14 507's. 11E3829 

ARREL KIT #192 
NYLON GEARS 
40 for 

BARREL KIT #160 
HOBBY VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 
10 for $1.98 
L51 -309K TO -3 burr 
hot by the pound- but 

ants to cheek 'em? 

BARREL KIT #115 BARREL KIT #109 BARREL KIT #104 
MOLEX 100 %)opo O, 

TERMINAL STRIPS SLIDE VOLUME 
SOCKETS good 100 for $1.98 CONTROLS 

150 for' cat.No iWide asst of terminal strip 10 for 
1 ie 3144 !tors,. from 1 contact 

Calculator maker dump! we bps barrel dump 
manufacturers $1.98 
is your gain, 

gut ca zillion of 'ern,tat. I lb. Cat.No11E3136y 

BARREL KIT #870 
NAT. IC BONANZA! 
100 for $1.98 
Robby and untested. factory 
mired in barrens. Lineare, 
7400'1, ROMS, DTL'S, reg- 
itern, clock and calculator 
chips end more. Wt. 12 ozo. 
Cat. No. 11E2860 

BARREL KIT #39 
HOBBY NPN POWER 
TRANSISTORS 
15 for $1.98 
Factory fallouts and "off 
spec" TO -3 powers. 100% 
hobby, no opens, no shorts. 
Wt. 1 Ib,Cat No.11E2617 

BARREL KIT #861 
4 
'IOBBY LEDS 

0 for $1.98 

BARREL KIT 183 
LM -340T VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS rl 

'Cat.No. 11E3057 

BARREL KIT 1138 
PANEL SWITCHES 
30 for $1.98 9 Ozs, 

eled, Did you hear of OAK? An. 
who other egpt 

m 
aker barrelled 

Your all type. ofrotar,es, e 
lrh,, elides. etc. 11E326B 

BARREL KIT #101 
RESISTOR SPECIAL 
200 for 
$1.98 

Includes: Vs, /, t/".. 1, 2 - 
waiters. carbon. 8 oz. 
100% good. 11E3054 

PRE.CUT'N'TINNED º0 for 
200 
Breada 

engthsoarders ó $ 1.t. 9>, 

wire, precut into 4" to 8" 
lengths. Asel. color plastic 
Jncketa. Wt. 12 oza. 200 
IL 

approx. 
No. 11E3959 

BARREL KIT #239 
SHIELDED CABLE 

$1.98 
Wide variety of sizes 1" 
3" gears foyrr the mechan- 
ical gee tloin hobbyists. 
Wt. 10 a. No. 11E3427 
BARREL KIT #128 
MINI -DIP IC'S 

100 for $1.98 
741's. LM380, 703, 517, 
655, who knows? Factory 
mised. you test. Untested 
and hobby. Wt. 1 lb. 
Cat No. 11E.3245 

BARRELET KIT 
#99 PHOTO 

CELTS 
10 for $1.98 
Asst. CE types, CDS types, 
Mixed by factory. Big job 
for no to separate. 100% 
good. Cat.No.1113052 

BARREL KIT #188 
400 PARTS L1 

$1.98 " 
Includes resistors. cape. 
diodes. IC's. for PC work, 

On 1'C boards. Damped 
into nto barrels by factories, 
10016 material. Wt. 12 gas. 
Cat. No. 11E3401 

BARREL KIT #127 
AXIAL ELECTROS 
40 for 
$1.98 

Asst. capacities and 
voltaces. Cat No,11E3227 

BARREL KIT #93 
HALF WATTERS Pi 

200 for $1598 
Resistor factory tried to 
1001 us by tabling 100 0' resistors istors ` 

barrel. But value Is there. 
4 oz -11E1046 Untested 

`BARREL KIT #71 
,_CAPACITOR SPECIAI 

WOW! Top U.S.A. maker' notary rejects, hobby, -cos. 
dumps discrete. in barrels. ItFmelio rejects May include 
(lobby and untested. Use- I. 5. 12. 16. 18 or 24 micas, molded., plastic., 
able yield 50% or better! volt, TO.220 power lob. c Comics, discs, etc. Nifty 
Wt. 4 ozs. Cat Noa11E2859Wt 4 non, Cat.11E2635 100%good Cat.No 11E2738 

ARREL KIT #31 
METALLIC Asalk- 
RESISTORS 
100 for $1.98 

Made .sly by Corning, n 
the finest resistor de. 
Mostly 1/z wsl ler.. 1 % t 5%e Rol. & barrel of 

luca. Cat No. 11E2609 

BARREL KIT #3o 
PREFORMED 
RESISTORS 
200 for 1.98 

100 pcs. 
$1.98 

'te tat barrels of '., rind - 

/10. 
" a ter. fur cue ore. 

1 '/n, 100 ,attvr.. 
No.11E 26081009. good 

BARREL KIT #14 
PRECISION 
RESISTORS 

BARREL KIT #7 
VOLUME 
CONTROL S 

200 for 30 for, 
$1.98 $1.98 10o% good 

Singles, duals, variety of 
i Marked and unmarked 1/4. s values, rtyl el. bog e 

, 2 wntts.NollE 2428 small ones. Cat. 11E2421 

©Poly Paks Inc.O, Wakefield, Mass., U.S.A. 1977 

NOVEMBER 1977 

BARREL KIT # f!- 
1N4145/914 mil' 
SWITCHING DIODES 
100 for $1.98 

Imagine 
í 

amons ewaohi. 
A,",tes at these ' 
Cat.No.11E 2418 Untested. 

CIRCLE NO. 

BARREL KIT #26 BARREL KIT :20 
PLASTIC TRANSISTORS LONG LEAD DISCS 
100 for- ' 100 for 

III -Fi fr.. shelf i ventor>. Untested d hobby lrnnaia 

lint he dumped 'ern i ear- tort. TO -92 (TO -18), soot, 
Is, Preformed, for PC use, 2l) number., asst. manufaC- 

Mixed unto.. tooI11E ̀ 605 Curers, W't. 8 ozs!11 (2600 

BARREL KIT #1 ,, Terms: Add postage Rated: net30 
SPIT 400 DIP IC'_' r Phone: Wakefield, Mass. (617) 245-3829 
75 for $1.98 - Retail: 16-18 Del Carmine St., Wakefield, 

dMarked 

and 16 pin dip.. POLY PAKS a>' nr:dude gates, OdD- 
opa, registers, counters, 
who knows? Untested, hob who 

Wt. 14 ors.' 11(2415 P.O. BOX 942E LYNNFIELD, MA. 01940 

MINIMUM ORDER -$6.00 
46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

BARREL KIT #27 
PREFORMED DISCS 
150 for moo) 

BARREL KIT #68 `lr 
A W 2 TTERS 

2 WA for 100 
$1.98 go6oé 

Suppliers throw 'em In the 
barrel. It's a íi'1 gold mine. 
All morkedCat.No.:11E2735 

BARREL KIT #61 
POLYSTYRENE CAPS 
100 for 
$Il.98 

Fine. capo made. A, a Ram- 
ble we bought 10 barrels 
from factory. mixed value.; 
n:l guod..Cat.No-11(2729 

$1.98 $1.98 
"au .ion elle' Prime. 

xrked only, Long leads 
Cat. 11E2598 100% gool 

BARREL KIT #58 
SLIDE SWITCHES , 

30 for $1.98 . 

All shapes, stirs,spot. and., 
e taries, cm. Tremen- 

dous shop yak for 100's of 
switching projects. 

BARREL KIT #19 
DIPPED MYLARS 

60 for $1.98 
Finest capacitors 
eh!, finish, Imagine facto- 
ry dumping 'en In barrels. 

Cet.No11E 2597100 % good 

SAL7 
Send for FREE 

Fall -Winter CATALOG 
C.O.D.'S MAYI 
BE PHONED 
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ii~__ SD SALES COMPANY 
£~0-111~114~1' P.O. BOX 28810-D DALLAS , TEXAS 75228 

NOW -THE ULTIMATE 
Memory Capacity 32.K FOR 

Memory Addressing BUY AN S100 COMPATIBLE 
THE SAME BOARD TO 

rIlemory Write Protection 8K AT YOUR OPTION 
RAM CHIPS FROM S.D. SALES! 

8K, 16K, 24K, 32K USINGWITH 

8K BOUNDASIN S & PROTECTION. 
MOSTEK MK4115 LOOK AT THE FEATURES 

BOARD. 
Utilizes DIP switches. 

PC board comes with sockets for 32K operation PRICES START AT 
THE ABOVE NOW AVAILABLE ADD S96.00 FOR EACH 

Board fully assembled 

'AVAILABLE THE 1st QUARTER OF 1978: 
16K, 32K, 48K, 64K USING MOSTEK 4116 8 l4 F 0 WITH 16K BOUNDARIES & PROTECTION.Memory 

A MAXIMUM 
BY 

S139.00 
ADDITIONAL 

and 

RAM BOARD 
427. Interface 

8K RAM BOARD AND UPGRADE CONTROL, 
OF 32K IN STEPS OF UTILIZE 

MERELY PURCHASING MORE 
AT A GUARANTEED PRICE - 

WE HAVE BUILT INTO THE Power 

FOR 8K RAM KIT. 
8K RAM DESIRED 

ON BOARD 
tested for $50.00 extra. VIDED WITH 

STEALING 

R $139. MEMORY 

Capability 
DATA AND ADDRESS INPUTS 

LOW POWER SCHOTTKY DEVICES. 

Requirements 
+8VDC 400 MA DC 
+18VDC 400MA DC 
-18VDC 30MA DC 

on board regulation is provided. 
(INVISIBLE) REFRESH IS PRO - 

NO WAIT STATES OR CYCLE 
REQUIRED. 

ACCESS TIME IS 375ns. 
Cycle Time is 500ns. 

NEWPRICEI Z-80 
CHECK THE ADVANCED 

Expanded set of 158 instructions, 
5VDC power supply, always stops 
Plus feature), dynamic refresh and 
quality double sided plated through 
manual and all parts plus sockets provided 

Add 510.00 extra for Z 

ALL OF 
We 

CPU BOARD KIT Complete Kit 
FEATURES OF OUR Z-80 CPU BOARD: $^ 8080A software capability, operation from a single 139 

on an M1 state, true sync generated on card (a real 
I 

NMI available, either 2MHZ or 4MHZ operation, 
, , vKICE', 

PC board, standard kit shipped with Z-80 technical '1)JCL! 
for all IC's. Z-80 Chip & Manual Sep. - 39.95 10:'41" 

-80A chip which allows 4MHZ operation. 

ABOVE ARE S100, IMSAI & ALTAIR 
can supply modifications needed for many 

FDI1y - 
consumtion utilizing 
Sockets provided for 
board. 'Add 

The Whole 
'A' COMPATIBLE. 

other systems! 

- reduced 
WER RAM 

on 
low power 21 L02-1 500ns RAMS - 
all IC's. Quality plated through PC 

S10.00 for 250ns RAM operation. 

Works - $79.95 
NEW PRICE! 

SIX DIGIT ALARM 
CLOCK KIT 

FEATURES: Litronix dual 1/2" displays, Mostek 
50250 super clock chip, single I.C. segment driver, 
SCR digit drivers. Greatly simplified construction. 
More reliable and easier to build. Kit cincludes all 
necessary parts (except case). P.C. Board and Xfmr 
optional.Eliminate the hassle - avoid the 5314! Do not 
confuse with Non -Alarm kits sold by our competition! 

P.C.B.-53.00;ACXFMR-51.50 $9.95 KIT 

MUSICAL HORN 
ONE TUNE SUPPLIED WITH EACH KIT. ADDI- 
TIONAL TUNES - $6.95 EACH. SPECIAL TUNES 
AVAILABLE - YOU SUPPLY THE SHEET MUSIC 
WE SUPPLY PROGRAMMED PROM TO YOU. 
STANDARD TUNES NOW AVAILABLE: - DIXIE - EYES OF TEXAS - ON WISCONSIN - YANKEE 
DOODLE DANDY - NOTRE DAME FIGHT SONG - PINK 
PANTHER - AGGIE WAR SONG - ANCHORS AWAY - 
NEVER ON SUNDAY -BRIDGE OVER RIVER KWAI - 

CAR & BOAT KIT HOME KIT 

$34.95 $26.90 

JUMBO LED CLOCK KIT 
FEATURES: 
A. Bowmar Jumbo .5 inch LED array. 
B. MOSTEK - 50250 -Super Clock Chip ()I! 
C. On board precision crystal time base. OD 

-L 
GO D. 12 or 24 hour Real Time Format. 

E. Perfect for cars, boars, vans, etc. 
F. P.C. Board and all parts (less case) included. 

Alarm option - $1.50 

ACXFMR-51.50 $16.95 KIT 
RAM'S CPU'S PROM'S 

21 L02 - 500 NS 8/11.50 
21 L02 - 250 NS 8/15.95 
2114 - 4K 14.95 
1101A-256 8/4.00 
1103 - 1K 99 

Z-80 includes manual 39.95 
Z -80A includes manual 44.95 
8080A CPU 8 BIT 11.95 
8008CPU8BIT 695 

1702A - 1K - 1.5us 3 95 or 10/35.00 
2708 - 8K Intel - 450ns 14.95 
5204 - 4K 7 95 
825129-1K 250 
2708S - 8K signetics 650ns 9 95 

CESSOR CHIPS -MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS -MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS-MICROPROCE 
8212 - I/O PORT 3 50 
8214-PIC 12.95 
8216 - NON INVERT BUS 4 95 
8224 - CLOCK GEN 4 95 
8226 - INVERT BUS 3 95 
PIO for Z-80 14 95 
CTC for Z-80 14.95 

8228 SYS CONTROLLER 8 20 
8251 PROS. COMM. INTERFACE 10.95 
8255 PROS. PERP. INTERFACE 13.50 
8820 DUAL LINE RECR 1 75 
8830 DUAL LINE DR 1 75 

2513 CHAR. GEN 750 
8838 QUAD BUS. RECR 2 00 
74LS138N - 1/8 DECODER 99 
8797 - HEX TRI STATE BUFFER 1 25 
1488/1489 - RS232 1 50 
TR1602B UART 395 

NTER CHIPS -COUNTER CHIPS -COUNTER CHIPS- COUNTER CHIPS- COUNTER CHI 
MK50397 6 digit elapsed timer 8 95 MK50380 Alarm chip 2 95 MK5002 - 4 digit counter 8 95 
MK50250 Alarm Clock 4 99 MK50396 6 digit up/down counter .12.95 MK5021 Cal. Chip w/sq. rt 2 50 

ITT DUAL SENSE AMPLIFIER. 
75234 AND 75235. 49c each 

SPRAGUE DUAL DIFFERENTIAL 
AMP. TD101 49c each 

GENERAL INSTRUMENT DIODE. 
1N82AG 19c each 

FLAT PACK 5400 SERIES. 
SPECIAL BUY FROM ITT. 

20 Assorted Devices for $1.00 

bl CAP ASST. 
P.C. leads. At least 
10 different values. 
Includes .001, .01, 
.05 + other Stan- 
dard values. 

60/$1. 

39 MFD 
16VMallory 
Electrolytic 

15/$1. 

RESISTOR 
ASSORTMENT 

PC leads 
A good mix 
of values. 
SPECIAL! 

200/$2. 

ICs from XEROX 
IC's Reasoned front l'C boards. All tested; full spec. 

7400 - 9c 7430 - 9c 7493 - 26c 
7402 - 9c 7440 - 9c 7412'1-227 
7404 - 9c 7437 -lOc 74123-32c 
7,{10_ 9c 7438-IOc 74755-22c 
7416 -13c 7451 - 9c 74193 -35cOur 
7420 - 9c 7474 -16c 8233 - 35c 
1402A - 5Oc 7475 -24c Intel 1302 

GREAT BUY!! LIMITED QUANTITY! 45c 

MICRO -DIP byEECO $1.95 
NEW SERIES 2300! 

WORLD'S SMALLEST BCD CODED DIP SWITCH! 
P.C. Mount! 2300-02G-1248; 2300-12G-1248 compliment 

THERMISTORS 
MEPCO -NEW! 

1.5K OHM 

5/$1.00 

JOY STICKS 
4-100K 

POTS 

$3.95 ea. 

IC SOCKETS 
14 pin - 5/$1.00 
16 pin 5/$1.25 
28 pin - 3/$1.00 

Slide swims Asst. 
best seller. In. 

clues miniature & 
standard values. 

12/1.00 
1000 MFD 

FILTER CAPS 
Rated 35 WVDC. 
Upright style with 
PC leads. Many 
popular values. 

4/$1.00 

RPOWER ESISTOR 
15 OHM 
25W by" 

CLAROSTAT 

75 ea. 

7500 Mallory 
3OWDVC 
Computer 

Grade Caps 
$3.00 each 

ITT Part # SAJ 101 euv 
GOOD 

IDEAL FOR ELECTRONIC 
MUSIC CIRCUITS - 
FREQ. DIVIIDERS. 

7STAGE 
490 ea. 

P.C. LEAD 
DIODES 

1N4148/1N814 

100/$2. 

TRIM POTS 
10K, 20K, 

25K 

10/51.00 

1N4002 
lA 

100 PIV 

40/$1. 
CALL IN YOUR BANKAMER- Texas Residents Call Collect: 
ICARD (VISA) OR MASTER 214/271-0022 
CHARGE ORDER IN ON OUR 
CONTINENTAL TOLL FREE 1-600-527-3460DERS 

WATTS LINE: DEALER INQUIRIES INVITEDI 

NO COD's. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 

terms - 60 Day 5% SALES TAX. ADD 5% OF ORDER 
FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING . OR - 

UNDER S10. ADD 75c HAND- fofley Rack uara`ltee! LING.FOREIGN ORDERS - U. S. 
FUNDS ONLY! 

110 

Orders over $15. - Choose $1. FREE MERCHANDISE! 
CIRCLE NO. 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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14 pin low profile 
16 pin low profile 

18 pin low profile 
28 pin low profile 
40 pin low profile 

_L- Radio 
Hut 

Money bacx guarantee. NO COD'S. Texas resi- 

dents add 5% sales tax. Add 5% of order for 
postage and handling. Orders under $15.00 add 75 

cents. Foreign orders add 10% for postage. 
For your convenience, call your BankAmericard or 
Master Charge orders in on our Toll Free Watts 
Line: 1-800-527-2304. Texas residents call collect: 
1-214-271-8423. 

P.O. Box 38323P Dallas, Texas 75238 

PLASMA DISPLAY 
KIT 00 DS 1N CK. 

Kit includes: INS 

12 digit display with .4" characters 
Power transformer 

*Drilled PC Board 
*Thirty minute assembly 
Line cord NOT included. 

ONLY 

$3.95 

-i l i _r.!r.4:. 

UNSCRAMBLER KIT 
* Full instructions included 

000D1 

scan Drilled fiberglass P.C. Board v1th 
ao 01 

One hour assembly maces 
Only 

$19.95 Easy to install 
1,te 

*Punched case 
This unit can unscramble any scrambled 

frequency such as the new Motorola scramble 
and so on. 

Off LnO1 

VO 
LLD 6110/61¿ 
ITT 501 Quad Seg. Dr. 
ITT502 Hex Digit Dr. 
ITT503 Quad Seg. Dr. 
ITT506 Hex Digit Dr. 
ITT508 8 Digit Dr. 
ITT509 8 Seg. Dr. 
ITT511 Quad Seg. Dr. 
ITT514 8 Digit Dr. 

.35 

.49 

.49 

.49 

.49 

.49 

.55 
.59 

We have 100's of thousands of the above 
listed parts. These parts 100% prime. 

master charge 
TN I CARD 

i 

order 
by 

phone 
BANKAMERICARD 

khg 

NI -CAD BATTERIES 
These are brand new nickel cadium bat- 
teries. They are banded together in packs 

of "4AA". ONLY $4.50 pk. 

MK 5005 
4 -digit counter/latch 
decoder; 7 segment out- 
put only. 24 pin dip 
with specs. $8.00 Each 

SPECIAL DEVICES 

L () () K 

82523 
2513 
1101A 
1103A 
8713 
87978 

$2.19 
$10.00 

.75 

$1.10 
$1.25 
$1.25 

SOCKETS 
NOW IN STOCK! 

.22 

.25 

.30 

.69 

.89 

LS 
)41500 
741507 
741503 
)41504 
741505 
741508 
741509 
741510 
741511 
741513 
741514 
741515 
741520 
741521 
741522 
'^ 1526 

527 
741530 
1532 
537 

741538 
74`540 
741542 
741551 
741554 
741555 
74153 
741574 
741576 
741586 
741590 
741593 
74159] 
7415109 
; 4L5112 
3415113 

7415125 
7415126 
7415132 
7415133 
7415136 
7415138 
7415139 

i 
21 
28 
.28 

21 
28 
21 
21 
15 
.99 

:4 

32 
32 
26 
22 
32 
.32 

26 
55 
26 
26 

26 

35 

39 

SS 
55 

55 

39 

38 
17 
4) 
.79 

25 
27 
.71 

21 

7415145 1.00 

7415151 .70 

7415153 .70 

7^15155 .69 

5156 30 
7415157 25 
7415159 )1 

7415160 85 
7415161 85 
7416162 SS 
7415163 85 
7415168 .85 

7415169 85 
7415170 1.69 

7415173 1.10 

i<isi74W 5 .91 
7415190 95 
7415191 .95 

7415193 95 
7415193 .95 

)41519+ 95 
7415195 85 
5196 85 

7415197 85 
741525, 85 
7415253 8I 
7415257 

]1 7415258 
7415260 26 
7414266 26 
7415279 .55 

7415290 .75 

7415293 .61 

415295 .95 
7415298 95 
7415365 55 
7415346 .55 

7415367 SS 
7415368 SS 
7415390 1.75 

7415393 115 
7415670 230 

TTL 
"iff, 

7400 
7401 
7402 
7403 
7404 
7405 
7406 

7408 
7409 
7410 
7411 
7413 
7420 
7421 
7423 
7425 
7426 
7427 
7437 
7438 
7440 
7442 
7443 
7444 
7447 
7448 
7450 
7451 
7453 
7454 
7460 
7470 
7472 
7473 
7474 
7475 
7476 
7480 
7482 

.13 

.13 

.13 

.13 

.15 

.13 

.16 

.19 

.19 

.13 

.18 

.37 

.13 

.13 

.25 

.29 

.24 

.19 

.23 

.23 

.13 

.47 

.59 

.59 

.68 

.71 

.13 

.13 

.13 

.13 

.19 
.27 
.25 
.29 
.29 
.47 
.31 
.31 
.57 

7483 .67 
7486 .28 
7489 1.25 
7490 .65 
7491 .61 
7492 .43 
7493 .43 
7494 .67 
7495 .67 
7496 .67 
74100 .28 
74107 .28 
74121 .29 
74123 .48 
74125 .37 
74141 .75 
74145 .85 
74151 .61 
74153 .61 
74154 .98 
74157 .63 
74161 .86 
74163 .85 
74164 .85 
74174 .91 
74175 .85 
74180 .67 
74181 1.89 
74191 .98 
74193 .81 
74194 .81 
74195 .69 
74H00 .25 
74H05 .25 
74H20 .25 
74H61 .25 
74H73 .25 
9316 .85 
9601 3/1.00 
9L04 .35 

CMOS 
CD4000 .19 
CD4001 .19 
CD4002 .19 
CD4006 1.20 
CD4007 .19 
CD4009 .47 
CD4010 .47 
CD4011 .19 
CD4012 .19 
CD4013 .32 
CD4014 .78 
CD4015 .78 
CD4016 .32 
CD4017 .95 
CD4018 .95 
CD4019 .45 
CD4020 .97 
CD4021 .97 
CD4022 .97 
CD4023 .19 
CD4024 .75 
CD4025 .19 
CD4027 .45 
CD4028 .89 
CD4029 .99 
CD4030 .35 
CD4035 .99 
CD4040 1.00 
CD4041 .69 
CD4042 1.05 
CD4043 .60 
CD4044 .60 
CD4046 1.50 

CD4047 1.89 
CD4049 .49 
CD4050 .49 
CD4051 1.25 
CD4053 1.25 
CD4056 1.15 
CD4066 .78 
CD4071 .19 
CD4081 .23 
CD4507 1.00 
CD4508 2.8Q 
CD4510 1.10 
CD4512 1.10 
CD4516 1.10 
CD4518 1.10 
CD4520 1.10 
CD4528 .87 
74CO2 .25 
74C04 .32 
74C107 .79 

TT LSPECIAL 
$016E 

10/1.00 
10/1.00 
10/1.00 
6/1.00 

10/1.00 
10/1.00 
8/1.00 
3/1.00 
2/1.00 

prime from 
compatible 

WI 
9002/7400 
9003/7410 
9004/7420 
9006/7460 
9007/7430 
9009/7440 
9)16/7404 
9024/74109 
9300/74195 
9000 Series parts 
ITT. Pin for pin 
with 7400 numbers shown. 

LT701 E CLOCK KIT 
KIT INCLUDES: 
*POWER TRANSFORMER 

So5 

PUNCHED CASE 

SWITCHES 
12 HOUR OPERATION 
Kit Only $14.95 

Complete except for line cord. 

VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY KIT NO. 1 

*Continuously variable from 5V to 20V 

*Excellent regulation up to Y, Amp *Case Included 
*Kit includes all components 4400 Mfd of filtering 
Drilled fiberglass P.C. Board *One hour assembly 

This model will power a 5 watt transistorized CB Radio. 

ONLY $10.95 
VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY KIT NO. 2 

Same as above but with a 1 Amp output, also with case. 

Only $13.95 
LINEARS 

LM301 41130 
LM307 .30 
LM308 
LM309K 
LM311 
LM318 
LM377 
LM380 
LM3900 
LM710 
LM711 
LM723 
LM741 
LM748 
NE553 
NE555 
NE556 
NE565 
NE567 
1458 
75491 
75492 
3043 
8038 

.95 
1.49 
.85 

1.15 
1.85 

.75 

.40 
.25 
.25 
.69 
.25 
.25 

1.95 
.40 
.95 
.95 

1.25 
.55 
.29 
.35 
.75 

3.95 

ORDER BY PHONE. 
harge your order to BankAmericard or 

Master Charge 
USE OUR TOLL FREE WATTS 

1-800 

527-2304 

60Hz CRYSTAL 
TIME BASE 

This kit enables a MOS clock circuit 
to operate from a DC power source. 
Ideal for car, camper, van, boat, etc. 
60Hz ouput with an accuracy of 
.005% (typ). Low power con- 
sumption 2.5 mA (typ). Small size 
will fit most any enclosure. Single 
MOS IC oscillator/divider chip 5-15 
volts DC operation. 

ONI-si $5.95 each 

SELLER!BEST fó r$10 001o50 0 

Come by and visit our retail 
store in Garland. Located at 

3017 Lincoln Court. 
Store Hours: 

10-6 p.m. Tue.-Fri. 
Sat. 10-3 p.m. 
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8 -TRACK 
40 -MINUTE 
Reg. 

*Designed 
Reproduction 

Erased 

BLANK 

&4-341 

Never 

TAPE 

for Music 

Used 

.,., 

VIII 

I'' 

I 

BATTERYBLE 

,-LATE 

.1.2 
Made 
Manufacturers 

EACH 
Volt 

By 

CELL 

3 Famous 

SNIDE 
A 

\ i: 

,.,........,. . -_ 

--'If 
II 

L 1 

& GAS 
REG. 

19.99 

Protects 
From 

Loud 

ALARM 

1 499 
Your Family 

Fire & Smoke 
Horn Warning 

CASSETTES 

- , / 
Pkg. 
of 3 

REG. 

IAll 
60 -Minute 

Blank 

TA 

. 

879 .' 
. 

C 

NICKEL 

SOW 

AS 

., 
11 

CADMIUM 
BATTERY 

A 75 
*Standard Penlight Size 
*Rechargeable Over & Over 
2 -"AA" Ban. Pock. 2.4 Vats 
BA 359 ...... Ea. 2m 
3-"M" Bon. Pock. 3.6 Volts 
BA -327...... ..... Ea. 300 

BA-JM61 
Ban. Pock 4.e 

Eo iA0 

: " 

4' 

I. 

VHF 
3-CHAMMEL 

RA -422 

-AM 

*Hear 
Police, 

*Hurry! 
*Just 
9V 
XM-677.Crystals 

in 

Install 
Battery 

PORTABLE 
RECEIVER 

Was 
677 

(Hi -VHF 
Weather, 

Quantities 

tal 
Cat. 
150-175 

Crystals 
Included 

Fire, 

Limited 

.... 

mHz) 
More! 

Needed 

Ea.129 

AUTO RADIO 
PUSHBUTTON AM EXPERIMENTER'S 

WIDGET CAMERA 
CB 

CONVER499TER 

CB 

Mornio 
CHANNELS 

-417 

THRU 

*Converts 
- Auto audio 

CB Monitor 

23 

AM 
to 

' 
- 

AU -580 

SHUTTER ASSEMBLY1 
- 

. --1 
Í `'I 

:,- 

de -t I 
1 

Mounts In or Under -Dash 
Has Volume, Tone and 
Manual Tuning Controls 

12 VDC Negative Ground eQ 

1:1 
*Photo Cell, Resis- 

*Electronicsñurer 
for Camera 

_ 

`-- ,For Traffic & 
%-rf 

.: - - tiara 
° _ - 

Road 
Reports 

Condi- 

mono Fm -Am RECEIVER CHASSIS RESISTORS 
1ÓO PIECE 

ONLY rnSAP 

AA -010 

' 

1 1. , 

RÓP6 

ANTENNA 
TRUNK 

MORT 
Coneuul 
Antenna 

'installs in 
utes Without 
Special 

Your 

Min- 

Tools 

99 -' j1Íai RA 573 

f #4 

KIT 

RR - / 
*For 

a 
'r 'r 

*Mono 
AM 
*Tape 

Stereo 
RA 

Phono Input 
-FM Antennast. 

Output *Head Phone Jack 
11-12 VDC Operation 

Version of Above 
-574 9.99 

--yy v.,-.11.0",'-'-..1_7411 ' -077 

Less Than 
1C Each 

[ '/e-'fz. 1 Watt 
Resistors 

2" 
SPEAKER7 

2/1.50 

------------ 

PIfl 

ai 

SS 

a 

-295. 
Oc 

*Replacement 
for Radios. Re- 
corders, Etc. 
8 to 10 Ohms 
Impedance 

8 OHM 

,(t l 49 c p,a, 

Was 0i.' 
in 677 Cat. 

9 of 
o4 nes % WittTou Plugs 9 

VOLUME 
Pkg. 

. 
d a r T, 
'd . 

CONTROLS 

of 
1 274 

ONLY 

1,:. 

á 
*Various 

- Diameters PI 

&Lengths 
Have 

Switches 

40 TERMINAL 
STRIPS 

XM-501 NT' . 
p. 

7 Number : 
Ó 

Ass't Lengths 
and Various 

Terminal 
der Lugs 

C 
REG. 

of 
Sol - 

'7 . 

' ® -^c W 
260 S. FORGE OR EST. ' DEPT. 1-5 AKRON, OHIO 44327 

HARDWARE 

Reg.ZBEA. 
1 POUND 

!-W-076 o 
"° 

KIT 50 -PC. 
CAPACITOR 

,i 
r 

LOW VOLTAGE 

CD -407 

- - 

KIT 

50 
' 

REG. 

Axial and Radial 
Lead Types 

Low Voltage, High 
Capacity Types 

NAME 
.... 7.1..: 

<< ADDRESS l;' l _- , 
CITY STATE ZIP 

- "- 
01V SD( # DESCRIPTION PRICE EA TOTAL Large Assortment 

of Screws, Washers, 
Etc. Nuts, Bolts, 

Blg 5 lb.Version, Wt. 5 lbs 
HW-181. Reg. 1 00 
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r.aA 
. . . 

NOUNCINGNEWLOWPRICES' 
AT RADIO SHACK, THE "PARTS PLACE" 

e 

.. . 

1 ., 

Top quality devices, fully functional, carefully Inspected. Guaranteed manufacturer's quality control procedures. These are not rejects, not 
to meet all specifications, both electrically and mechanically. All are fallouts, not seconds. In fact, there are none better on the market! 
made by well known American manufacturers, and all have to pass Count on Radio Shack for the finest quality parts. 

TTL 
Digital 

iÍ f 
I li ' ICs 

First Quality Devices Made by 
National Semiconductor and Motorola 

Type 
Cal Last NOW 
No Yea, ONLY 

7400 276.1801 5 49 356 
7402 276.1811 S 49 390 
7404 2761802 5 59 356 
7406 2761821 S 69 496 
7410 276 1807 S 49 394 
7413 276.1815 S1 19 790 
7420 276-1809 5 49 39c 
7427 276-1823 S 69 496 
7432 276.1824 5 69 494 
7441 276-1804 SI 59 996 
7447 2761805 5199 994 
7448 276-1816 51 99 990 
7451 276-1825 5 49 396 
7473 276-1803 5 79 496 
7474 276-1818 5 79 49c 
7475 2761806 51 19 796 
7476 276-1813 S 79 596 
7485 276.1826 $1 59 1.19 
7486 276-1827 6 69 496 
7490 276-1808 51 19 796 
7492 276-1819 51 19 694 
74123 276-1817 5169 99C 
74145 276-1828 SI 49 1.19 
74150 276-1829 61 79 1.39 
74154 276 1834 S1 79 1.29 
74192 276 1831 51 69 1.19 
74193 276 1820 $ 1 69 1.19 
74194 276 181: 51 69 1.19 
74 196 276 1811 $1 69 1.29 

74C and 4000 Series CMOS ICs 
'4Cu0 276 .aul S 69 494 
74CO2 276 2102 5 69 490 
74C04 276 2303 S 69 496 
74C08 276-2305 5 69 496 
74C74 276-2310 5129 696 
74C76 276-2312 5159 896 
74C90 276-2315 52 29 1.49 
74C192 276-2321 62 49 1.69 
74C193 276-2322 $2 49 1.69 
4001 2762401 5 69 496 
4011 276-2411 S 69 494 
4013 276-2413 5129 896 
4017 276-2417 5249 1.49 
4020 2762420 52 49 1.49 
4027 276-2427 51 29 89c 
4049 27E-2449 S 99 696 
4050 276-2450 5 99 69c 
4511 276.2447 $2 69 1.69 
4518 276-2490 52 49 1.49 

Linear ICs 
First Quality Devices by 
National Semiconductor 
and Motorola 

Cal Last NOW 
No Year ONLY 

301AH 276-017 5 69 490 
3249 276-1711 51 99 1.49 
339N 276-1712 51 99 1.49 
386CN 27E-1731 51 99 99c 
555CN 276-1723 $149 790 
556C9 276.1728 $2 79 1.39 
566CN 27E-1724 52 99 1.69 
567CN 276-1721 52 99 1.99 
723CN 2711740 5 99 696 
741ÁN 276-007 S .69 49C 
741H 276-010 S 69 496 
3900N 276-1713 $139 990 
3909N 276-1705 $129 99C 
39115 276-1706 $2 19 1.99 
4558CN 276-038 5 99 790 
75491 276-1701 5149 996 
75492 276-1702 0149 996 
7805 276-1770 01.59 1.29 
7812 276-1771 51 59 1.29 
7815 276-1772 51 59 1.29 

Experimenter's 
PC Board 
Simplifies 
IC Projects 

Ideal. for two -circuit projects. Fire - 
retardant copper -clad board is only 
21/205x1/16". Really simplifies inte- 
grated' circuit projects by extending 
leads for easy soldering. 
276-151 2 99 

Microcomputer Chip 
8080A Microprocessor. With a 16 -bit address bus capable of 
addressing up to 65k bytes of memory and up to 2561/0 ports. 
"TRI-State" data bus gives it DMA and multiprocessing capa- 
bility. All buses TTL compatible. Up to 244 variable length 
instructions, with 6 general purpose registers plus an accumu- 
lator. 40 -pin DIP. 100% Prime. 276-2510 17.95 
RS2102 Static RAM. 1024 -word by one bit random access read/write 
memory. Under 750 nS access. Single --5V power supply. 
276-2501 2 49 each or 8/14.95 

LEDs/Optoelectronics Digital Displays 

1 
'18" 

11Item Cat No Reg Now Only TrFrEYYTi 

Solar Cell 
8 Silicon Solar Cell 

33 Photocell 
10 FPT 100 

Lg Red LEO 

v Lg CI, LED 
11 Med Red LED 
T Med Clr LEO 
'! Sm Red LED 

276-115 
276.128 
276-116 
276.130 
276.041 
276.047 
276-026 
276-040 
276-042 

2/690 
2/690 
2/690 
2/696 
2/990 

1.59 
1.99 
990 
796 

2/490 
2/496 
2/490 
2/490 
2/496 

Project Accessories 

01 

O ® 

IC Troubleshooting Test Clip. Test up to 

14 inns with probes Or clips Reg 4 59 

276.1950 Sale 2.99 

:. IC Troubleshooting Test Clip. Test up to 

16 pins with probes or clips. Reg. 4.99 
2761951 Sale 3.49 
16 Experimenler Socket. 2,47 rows of 5 

connected be points 276-172 9.95 
B Bus Strip. 2s40 connected he points 
Clips to Socket above. 276-173 1.99 
(F Standard Edge -Card Board. 22 -pin 
1295 mounting boles 276.152 . 2.99 

10 2-Vollage Source Edge -Card Board. 
1368 mounting holes 276-154 2.99 
10 3-Vollage Source Edge -Card Board. 
1368 mounting holes 276-153 2.99 
c 22 -Pin Edge -Card Board Connector. 
44.lerminals 2761551 2.99 

o 100 -Pie Edge -Card Board Connector 
For standard 5-100 hobby computer bus. 
276-1554 4.99 each or 5119.95 

19 DIP Header. 16 -pin spacing 
276.1980 1.29 

': Right Angle IC Socket. Mouol LEDs 
vertically 16 -pin spacing 
276.1985 1.45 

4; Metal Cabinet. 3'4x2ol,cx4- 
270.251 2.59 
9 Metal Cabinet. 4a2Nk6' 

270-252 3.49 
41 Metal Cabinet. 6'.x2 4x7'9" 
270-253 4.49 

IC Socket 
Wrapping Tool 
For making superior, precision connections -without sol- 
dering. Wraps, unwraps, and strips 30 -gauge wire. Modified 
wrap for extra security. No bits, sleeves or special skills 
needed. Balanced, 41/z" long. All -metal. 276-1570 .. 6.95 
14 -Pin Wire -Wrapping Sockets. 276-1993 Pk. 2/1.29 
16 -Pin Wire -Wrapping Sockets. 276-1994 Pk. 2/1.39 
50' Red Wire. #30 Gauge Kynar. 278-501 1 99 
50' White Wire. #30 Gauge Kynar. 278-502 1 99 

' 50' Blue Wire. #30 Gauge Kynar. 278-503 1 99 

.z. 1111T0/111í 

C 

_dP E 

:t. . 

I I r 

U 

Transformers 
6.3 Volts 1.2 Amps. 1'/exl'Abe 1Wts". 

273-050 2 29 

29 6.3 Volts, 3 Amps. ,cx2xl6: 
273-1510 3.99 
12 Volts 5 Amps. 492x219". Req. 8.95. 
273.1513 Sale 6.95 

18 Volts (Center Teeelnal), 4 Amps. Ideal 
for 5V (using CT), or 120 sold -state regu- 

lators. 44202W. Reg. 8.95. 
273.1514 Sale 6.95 

WHY WAIT FOR MAIL DELIVERY? 
IN STOCK NOW AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU! 

1795 
Digits 

514 4 
Cat 
No 

0.5" Anod. 276-1201 
0.5' bath. 276-1202 

Size Drive 
Last NOW - 

Year ONLY 

59.95 6.95 
59.95 6.95 

Digits Size 

m 1 0.6" 
GE 1 0.6" 
® 1 0.3" 
0] 1 0.3" 
© 1 0.3" 
® 1 0.3' 

Drive Cat. No. 
Last NOW 
Year ONLY 

Anod. 276-056 $3.99 2.99 
Cath. 271066 53.99 2.99 
Anod. 276.053 52.99 1.99 
Cath. 276.062 52.99 1.99 
An0d. 276-1210 4/58.97 4/6.99 
Cath. 276-1211 4/58.97 4/6.99 

Selected Diodes 
Type Cat. No. 

154001 276-1101 
154003 2711-1102 
164004 2761103 
1N4005 279-1104 

Last Now 
Year Only 

2/390 
2/590 2/497 
2/697 2/596 
2/796 2/690 

164735 276-561 2/896 
164739 276-562 2/896 
154742 276-563 2/896 
164744 276-564 2/896 
Tugger 

Diode 276-1050 5.49 396 

155401 276.1141 2/696 
155402 2761142 2/890 27794 
165403 270-1143 2/997 2/89e 
1145404 275-1144 2151 19 2/990 

PTC205 276-1114 3/1.396 

SCR's and Triacs 
Device Rating Cat No 

Last Now 
Year Only 

LASCR 2000.1 6A 276-1095 51 59 996 
SCR 200064 276-1067 51 39 89C 
SCR 4000.64 276-1020 51 49 990 

True 2060.60 276-1001 51 39 696 
Tr,ac 4000.64 2761000 51 49 990 

BR 50710.1 44 276-1151 790 
BR 106710.1 4A 276.1152 99C 
BR 1000.44 276.1171 1.49 
BR 2060.44 276-1172 1.69 
BR 400V.40 2761173 1.89 
BR 50710.64 276-1180 1.99 

Digital Car 
Clock Module 
Just add switches and install! Type MA1003, 
with MOS/LSI clock circuit chip, green 
fluorescent display with four 0.3" digits. Has 
2.09 MHz crystal, blinking colon activity indi- 
cator. Six -pin edge -connector. For any 
12VDC source. 277-1003 24.95 n 

Low -Profile DIP Sockets 
8-15n. 276-1995. Reg. 2 for 5.69 . 2/59C ' .. , ..Y 
14 -Pin. 276-1999. Reg. 2 for 51.19 2/896 ;;.- 
16-15n. 276-1998. Req. 2 for $1.19 2/896 
28 -Pin. 276-1997. Req. 51.19 Each. 896 r , 

40 -Pie. 276.1996. Req. 51.39 Each. 99C .r 

8 -Rocker DIP Switch 
Incorporates 8 on -off Aki411R-i 
switches. For easy je 
change of preset logic 
states. Fits any 16 -DIP 
socket. 275-1301 ... 1.99 

Radie IhaeK" 
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STROBE FLASH TUBES 
For Photo -Electronic Flash Or Psychedelic Stroboscopes 

Standard Tube - Similar to G.E. FT -106. Maximum Flash Voltage, 
400; Minimum Starting Voltage (with 4K V Trigger) 200 Volts: Maximum . 
Watt Sec. Input, 50; Approx. Life at Maximum Watt Sec., 8,000 
Flashes: Approx. Life at 1 Watt Sec., 100,000 Flashes. 

3 49 CF -43 3/10.00 10/30.00 , 

Deluxe Tube - Similar to G.E. FT -110. Maximum Flash Voltage, 500; 
Mininum Starting Voltage (with 4KV Trigger) 220 Volts: Maximum, 

" I Watt Sec. Input. 100; Approx. Life at Maximum Input, 10,000 Flashes; J Approx. Life at 1 Watt Sec.. 200,000 Flashes. 1 29 
' t J CF -44 L2 3/12.00 

4900. Elston. Avenue ! : Chicago, Illinois 60630.< ;Tel. 312-283-4800 
SMOKE ALARM 6KV TRIGGERING COIL U.L. Listed -- 

Loud Alarm Horn 
9 Volt Battery Powered 
Built In Life Indicator 

F-249 

N. / 
Scotch 
D....oANr;F 

'' 

90 Minute 

SCOTCH 
SC -90 

DYNARANGE 
CASSETTE 

RECORDING 
TAPE 

Low Noise - High Density CJ -22 1 88 3/5.50 

40 CHANNEL 
CB AUTO 

RADIO 
CONVERTER 
Converts AM Car 
Radio To 40 Channel 
CB Receiver 

F-222 688 
VENTILATION FAN - 4" BLADE 

.f.---'.. t 
5 

,.t.' 

115V - 60 Hz 
Ideal For Cooling Electronic 
Equipment. Etc. 
Oilite Type Bearing For Cool 
Efficient Operation 

N-853 .99 
PKG/200 1/2 WATT 

10% CARBON RESISTORS 

Great Values R-70 66 
CHROMALOX I HEAT ELEMENT 

;II` 

I -A- 

N -889 

.39 
4/1.40 

PKG/20 IN3548 DIODES 
600 ma 500 P. V. 

a>_ .- .49 pkg. of 20 

L-23 
L-27 
L-17 
L-9' 
L-29 
L-37 

-4-"""-.I1 

f - 
90,000 MFD 10 

100,000 MFD 15 
4,000 MFD 25 
5,500 MFD 25 

8,200 MFD 25 Volt DC 
2,000 MFD 35 Volt DC 

COMPUTER 
GRADE 

CAPACITORS 
SPECIALS 

Volt DC .99 
Volt DC 1.39 
Von DC 1.09 
Volt DC .99 

L09 
1.00 

CF -46 
139 

3/4.00 

MINIATURE PHOTO FLASH 
CAPACITOR 

R1zbSzcoon 

600 MFD. 360 Volts Size: 1" Dia. x 3-5/8" 

L-242 229 ea. 2/4.00 10/19.00 

VOICE 

1' ACTIVATED 1r t' SOLID STATE 
SWITCH 

Locks On When Acti- 
vated 

Disconnected 5-45 .8 V Opens When Circuit Is Momentarily Q 
1'/2-3 VOLT 

ADJUSTABLE DC 
SIGNAL HORN 

Use In Warning Devices. Alarms, Etc. 

N-34 49 3/1.35 

FIRE/HEAT 
SENSOR 

Heat Sensor Closes At 135 
Deg. F., Opens At 105 Deg. 
F. 

S-2 .49 3/1.35 

TRANSISTOR 
IN CIRCUIT - OUT OF CIRCUIT 

DYNAMIC CHECKER 
Tests Go And No Go At Currents 
From 5 ma To 50 ma 
Shows Current Gain, Electrical 
Open And Short Circuits 
Test PNP & NPN, Low. Medium and 
High Power Transistors. 

F-144 
777 

12 FT. SHIELDED AUDIO CABLE 

Shielded Single Conductor 
Low Capacity Cable 

JAPANESE 
TRANSISTORS 

Used in many Panasonic Cassette Tape Recorders, 
R0209A, etc. 
E-246 258172 AF Amp Output .45 5/2.00 
E-247 2SB172A AF Amp Output .45 5/2.00 
E-248 2SB173 AF Amp Output A5 5/2.00 
E-249 2SB175 AF Amp Output .45 5/2.00 
E-250 2SB178 AF Amp Output .79 3/2.00 
E-251 2SB324 AF Amp Output .79 3/2.00 
E-252 2SC645A Mix/Oscillator A5 5/2.00 

Converter RF & IF 
Amplifier (FM Radio) 
VHF Tuner, UXF OSC. 

Special SOCKET 
WRENCH KIT 

r.. Handy seven piece soc- 
%ket set with 41" hand- 

le. For all hex head 
screws and nuts from 
'A" thru 7/16" dia- 
meter. 

N-533 .29 
PKG/4 LED SOLID STATE LAMPS 

Low Power Consumption For 
IC Compatibility And Cool Op- 
eration 
1.6 Volt/2 Volts Forward Volt- 
age 10.0 uA Reverse Current 
Subminiature Size, Red Trans- 

parent Or Diffused (Two Models) 
Very Intense Light Source: 2.0 mcd Luminous Intensity 

E-156 Pkg/4 Red Transparent 
$ E-157 Pkg/4 Red Diffused / 

Your Choice 49 pkg. 

SPERRY 9 -DIGIT SP -425-09 
PLANA PLASMA DISPLAY 

Character Height: 
0.25 Inch 

1. I8; rte' 0 t1 Brightness: 70 Foot 
r1S5;1.7,¡vju L:U Lamberts Viewing 

Distance: 15 Feet 
MAIL 

E-206 66 
SIGNETICS UTILOGIC II I-C.'S 

.49 
.39 
.29 
.39 
.39 
.49 
.29 

-I 

H-11 .29 . 
a 

CB IN LINE 
POWER METER 

Monitor RF Output On 0-10 Watt 
Scale 
Constant In Line Monitoring 

Limited Quantity 299 
F-306 

end for::óur FREE CATALOG -, 
.with Hundreds of Electronic Items ó : r 

, ,Minlmum 'order $300; allow. .25 per pound shipping and' 
,h:50 handling charge. Ill,: residents "-add 5% sales tax 
: Pricel- good thru' Dec. 1 st, 1977 . or -while stocks .:last: 

. ' ,tome -items may be of limited quantitités and subject 'fi° 

{,. r' ` - ' CIRCLE N0. 21 -0N FREE INFORMATION CARD " . ,to prior -sale: . 
o, 

Greater Than 1 Volt Noise Margins 
High Capacitive Drive Capability 
All Units Packaged With 

E-69 SP -387A Quad 2 -Input Nand Gate 
E-70 SP -374A Triple 3 -Input Or Gate 
E-71 SP -317A Dual 4 -Input Expandable 
E-73 SP -370A Triple 3 -Input Nor Gate 
E-74 SP -328A Dual D Binary 
E-77 SP -380A Quad 2 -Input Nor Gate 
E-78 SP -334A Dual 4 -Input Expandable 

SMALL 17 -KEY ® = CALCULATOR 
an ®` KEYBOARD 

.000 0 With On/Off Switch And K Switch 
Size: 3'h"H x 234"W 

M <II' 
E-32 .99 3/2.75 

Dept. PEI ; 

4900 -Elston Ave. 
oChicagQ,':IL 60630 

'.Te1:. 312-283=4800" 
AmericanRadioHistory.Com



UNIVERSAL 4K x 8 MEMORY 
BOARD KIT 

S69.95 
32.2102.1 fully buffered, 16 address lines, On 

board decoding for any 4 of 64 pages, standard 
44 pin Ibuss. _ 

EXPANDABLE F8 CPU BOARD KIT 
S99.00 

feamrrng Farrbug PSU.1 K.o1 static ram, RS 232 
interface, documentation, 64 BYTE register 

4K BASIC FOR FAIRBUG F8 
on paper lade 525.00 

C/MOS (DIODE CLAMPED) 
74C10- .22 4012- .22 4023- .22 4042- .78, 
74C193-1.50 4013- .40 4024- .75 4046-2.25 
4001- .22 4015- .95 4025- .22 4049- .40' 
4002- .22 4016 .40 4027- .40 4050- .40 
4006 1.20 4017-1.05 4028- .88 4055-1.50 
4007- .22 4018-1.00 4029-1.10 4066- .80 
4009- .42 4019 .25 4030 .22 4071- .27 
4010- .42 4020-1.05 4033-1.50 4076-1.05 
4011- .22 4022- .95 4035 1.10 

' WSU-30 Hand wire wrap tool used 
to wrap, unwrap & strip A 30 wire $5.30 

o /24EIGHT DIP SOCKETS /30 WIRE 
C 8PIN - .22 24 PIN - .40 WRAP WIRE 

SPECTRA 
OF 

SPECTRA 
FL 14 PIN - .25 28 PIN - .50 

STRAND 
SINGLE 

16 PIN - .28 40 PIN - .60 10'/5 1.SÚ 100781.40 
100'/813.50 18 PIN - .30 

27088K EPROM $20.95 
2522 STATIC SHIFT RE6 S 195 
2513 CHARACTER GEN S 995 
2518+116 X 32 BIT SR $ 2.50 
2102.1 1024 80 RAM . $ 99 
2476 S 3.50 
MK4008P 5 1.95 
528046 DYNAMIC HAM S 4.75 
1101A256 BIT RAM S .75 
MM5203 UV PROM S 695 
1702A UV PROM S 4.95 
52044K PROM 51095 

" 82523.. .5 1.95 
AY51013UART S. 695 

LIGHT ACTIVATED SCR's 
TO 18.200V 1A S 1.10 

.I IN 4148 111491 15,51 30 

MCA 81 OPTICAL LIMIT SWITCH 51 50 

LED READOUTS 
FND 359 C.C. 4" S .50 DL704'.3" C.C. S 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ' n 

4 12".6 I Y. -SINGLE SIDED EPOIIT 
BOARD 116" rhIl k, unetcned 
S.60 ea. 5 52.60 

R7 WATT LD-65 LASER _DIODE IN. $&95. 
2N 3820PFET I. 45 
21 5457 N FET $ .45 
2N2646. . S .45 
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 4 S1 00 
2N 6028 PROG UJT S 65 
MINIATURE MULTI TURN TRIM POTS 
100. 500. 1 K,2K,5K,10K,25K.50K,100K, 
2001(500K 1 Meg. 5 75 each 3, $2.00 

CCD202-100X 100 charge coupled device 
Image sensor 5145.00 

VERIPAX PC BOARD ^ 
Th,s board es a 1116" single sided paper epoxy 
board. 4';",6'," DRILLED and ETCHED 
which will hold up 10 21 single 14 pin IC's 
or 8. 16. or LSI DIP IC's warn busses for 
power supply connector. . . 

S4 00 
MV 5691 YELLOW.GREEN 

BIPOLAR LED . S .90 
FP 100 PHOTO TRANS .. S .50 
RED YELLOW. GREEN or AMBER 

LARGE LED's 6/51.00 
1L.5 IMCT.2) 5 75 
MOLEX PINS 100/51.00 

1000/58.00 
10 WATT ZENERS 3.9, 4.7, 5.6, 8.2. 

12,15,18,22,100,150 or 200V . ea. S .60 
1 WATT ZENERS 4.7, 5.6.10 12. 15 

18 or 22V . ea. 5 .25 
MC6860 MODEM CHIP 59.95 

Silicon Power Rectifiers 
PRV 1A 3A I2A 506 125A 

100 .06 14 .30 80 3 /0 
200 .07 .20 .35 1 15 4.25 
'400 09 25 .50 140 6.50 
600 11 .30 .70 1.80 8.50 
800 .15 .35 .90 2.30 10.50 

1000 .20 .45' 110 2.75 12.50 

"SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
2%" diameter 

,.4V at 500 ma,S4.00 
REGULATORS 

309K $ .95 340K.5,12,15 
723 S .50 or 24V 5 85 
LM 376 . S .60 3407-5, 6, 6, 12 

320K 5 or 15V S1,40 15.18 or 24VS1.10 
320T 5, 15 78 MG 51 35 

.95 or 24V . . $ .85 79 MG S1.35 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
2143565 NPN Si TO 66 . S .95 
7N3772 NPN 5 TO 3 . S I 60 
2N1546 PNP GE TO.3 5 .75 
2N4908 PNP Si TO 3 S 1 00 
2N6056 NPN to TO 1 Da'Irngron S 1 70 

2N5086 PNP Sr TO.92 . , 4/5 100 
2N4898 PNP TO 66 S .60 
2N404 PNP GE 10.5 . 5/S 1.00 
2143919 NPN Sr T0.3 RF . . . S 1.50 
MP$A 13 NPN Si 70.92 . 3/5 I 00 
2N3767 NPN Si 10-66 
252222 NPN S 70-18 
753055 NPN S TO 3 . . 

253904 NPN S 10.92 
2N3906 PNP S, 10.92 
2'45296 NPN S, 10'220 
2N6109 PNP S, T0-220. 

A 2N3638 PNP 5. TO -5 
2N651 7 NPN T092 S. 

5/5 1.00 
5 .70 

5/S 1.00 
. 5/S 1.00 

. S 50 
S .55 

5S I 00 
3S 100 

7400- .14 

7401- .14 

7402- .14 
7403- 14. 

7404- .18 

7405- .18 
7406- .25 

7407- .25 
7408- .18 
7409- 17 

7410- .14 
7411- .20 
7412 .20 
7413- .39 

63 
.25 
25 
14 
.25 
22 
.25 
.14 
.25 
.21 
.21 
.14 
70 

.40 

7414- 
7416- 
7417- 
7420- 
7425- 
7426- 
7427- 
7430- 
7432- 
7437- 
7438- 
7440- 
7441- 
7442 

TEL IC SERIES 
7445- .55 74151- .60 
7446 .65 74153- .60 
7447- .65 74154 .95 
7448- .65 74155 .70 
7450- .15 74157- .58 
7472- .29 74161- .85 
7473- .29 74163- .80 
7474- .29 74164- .95 
7475- .45 74165- .95 

74173- 1.20 
74174- .95 
74.175 .82 
74176 .75 
74177- .75 
74180 .65 
74181- 1.90 
74190- 1.00 
74191- 1.00 
74192 .83 
74193- .83 
74194- .85 
74195- .52 
74196- .86 
14257 1.25 
74279 .87 
75324 175 
75491 .50 
75492 .50 

7476- .30 
7480- .35 
7483- .62 
7485- .87 
7486 .30 
7489 1.85 
7490- .42 
7491- .58 
7492- .43 
7493- .45 
7494- .70 
7495- .65 
7496- .65 

74107- .28 
74121 - .33 
74123 .65 
74125 ,40 
74116 .40 
74150- .90 

M7001 ALAR N CLOCK CHIP .... 55.75 

MINIATURE DIP SWITCHES 
CTS.206.4 Four SPOT swrtcnos In 

one min,erp package 51.75 
CTS -206-8 EwlI SPOT switches In 

a 16 pm O P r>aukage 52.20 

08V SPST him la0redo noun sly 
r' 330 Ohm +o,ll'sstance S 75.35200 

FND 70 C.C. .4- S .55 MAN -7..3" C.A. S .95 ALTO MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 

FND 503 C.C. .5- S .85 NS 33-3 dig. array S .75 RS232 DB 25P male . $2.95 MTA 106 SPDT S1 20 

FND 510 C.A. 5 S 85 Di 747 C A .6" $1 4 CONNECTORS DB 255 female.... $3.50 MTA 206 DPOT Sl 70 

Í 
n 

Terms: FOB Cambridge Mass. " Send 252 for áu6 catalog featuring' 
Send Cheek or Money Order. Transistors and Rectifiers 
Include Postage, Minimum 145 Hampshire St., Cambridge, Mass. - 

Order 15.00, CODS $20.00 n , 

111/ P.O. BOX 74A 
SOMERVILLE, MASS. 02143 TEL (617) 547.4005 

SOLID STATE SALES' 

CIRCLE NO 56 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

,¡.. Fu11,Wave Bridges 
-PRV 2A 6A 25A 

100 1.30 
200 .75 1.25 2,00 
400 95 1.50 3.00 
600 1.'70 1.75 4.00 

SANKEN AUDIO POWER AMPS 
Si 1010G 10 WAITS S 795 
5,1020 G20 WATTS 51595 
Si 1050 G 50 WATTS 527.95 

TANTULUM CAPACITORS' 
22UF 35V 5.51.00 IOUF 10V S .25 
47UF 35V 5,51.00 22UF 25V S 40 
68UF 35V 5S1 00 15UF 35V 3/51.00 
IUF 35V 5$1 00 30uF 6V 5/51.00 
2 2 OF 20V5r51 00 33ÚI I5V S 40 
3 3UF 35V 4 51 50 47UF 20V 5 .35 
4.7UF 15V 5/51.00 68 OF 15V S .50 
68UF 35V 4 SI 00 

74LS SERIES 
741.500 26 
7á15o2 - 26 
1503 - 26 

41.504 28 
741505 - .28 
743.508 - 28 
741.509 - .29 

741.510 26 
741.511 - 26 
741513 - 50 
741.515 - 29 
741520 76 
74L521 26 
741.522 - .26 
741.526 - 33 
741.527 33 
74L53Ú 26 
741.532 - 33 
741_537 - 37 
7.11538 37 
74L5a0 27 
74..542 se 

-102 
-1 02 

1 02 
0 

10 
-1 72 

1 39 
1 05 

1415170 -1.22 
7415190 -150 
7415191 1 50 

741547 - 79 741.5192 1 75 
4L551 - 26 7415193 -1.75 

741554 26 74L5195 -1 25 
741.590 - .95 7415196 - .99 
741573 40 74L5197 99 
41574 .40 1415221 1.25 

741576 .40 7415257 -1 35 
741590 69 741.5258 1.38 
741.592 .85 'á15279 5 

741.593 - 85 15365 - ,66 

741.5109 43 7415366 - .66 
415117 43 741.5367 - .65 

14L51 1a 43 741.5368 66 
7415114 43 1415390 2.20 

7415125 
15126 

741.5132 
7415136 
7á15138 
L5139 

7áL5151 
7415153 
7415155 
7415156 
741.5157 
4L5160 

741.5161 
741.5162 
741.5163 
7áL5168 
1.5169 

415170 
7415173 
741.5174 

s5 LINEAR CIRCUITS 
65 M1O1 - 75 L 

- 80 301/748 31 

- 39 LM307 - 30 
- .72 LM 308 - 95 

77 lM 311 - 95 
.98 LM 318 1 35 

- .93 LM 319 95 
-2.00 LM.324 I05 

LM 339 
98 LM 358 1 40 

lM 370 I 15 

M 37/ 2 50 
LM 380 - 95 
1M381 -125 
LM 382 1 25 
LM 537 2 50 
L M 553 
VII 555 - 44 

556 95 
rvE5401 -2 75 
560 2 00 
565 110 
566 I 50 
567 1 50 
703 90 
709 - 25 
0 35 

)41Curv 31 
747 65 
L. 1310 -2 50 
1456 65 

use o 
CA3046 - 5 
3900 49 
8038CC -3.90 
U479195 . 1 95 

TRIACS SCR'S 
PRV IA 10A 250 1,5A 6A 35A 
100 40 .70 1.30 .40 50 120 
200 70 1.10 1.75 .60 70 160 
400 1 10 1 60 2 60 1.00 1.20 2 20 
600 1 70 2.30 3 60 1,50 1.00 

WE SHIP OVER 95% 
OF OUR ORDERS THE 

DAY WE RECEIVE THEM 

FM WIRELESS 
MIKE KIT 
FM -1 52.95 

Transmit up lo 300' 10 an r M r4dqGen.. m uike 
ceysvo Ru1eon3,1,7wos 

TONE DECODER KIT 

BvUFae°Up°aC"4 aElusuhPlC CI ocaluato5001 e 

rrge tage rpui n s6)1C. 
lane d 

on,fSN dpmod.vpaaiinq.Y,É many 
x ip. 12 owW n lpucmor,4 ae. 

n mE,r,p R pn7 51o13roi1s 
Complete Mt. TD -1 54.05 

LED 
BLINKY KIT 

A greai Meehan get - 

es 2lueso LEDs 
Use lor .at. badpea. 

YW ease°0gíet s" 
g 

Complete Kit, 13L.1 52.95 

SUPER.SNOOP AMPLIFIER 

.,Ar 
iw, of mrike ReQoresoa 

ppa aa'Gewtomnitaíg 
i2:tit>oceop1pru i 

pnyy 
8 

Complete Kit. 

p5 

13 .9 54.96 

MUSIC LIGHTS KIT 
See music cum elwea3 chem ! ale 
flicker wim musk or .. %'e light 

or 
xealo.,rne tor 

Each eaannel,nO, r rnro.a.er, 
4 poe'admotelprp.n 

Completes Kit. ML -1 67.96 

SIREN KIT 
Produces ward d doh nwa,d wail char. 

of pea. 30 
end 

200x.. 
ha. uses 445 "1- 

Weaker 
Coinulel° ,It 5M-3 52.96 

CODE OSCILLATOR KIT 
mall at.° 

6 411, use.iGre good 
angry check, voila9enlarcrornné 

Completeoscillator Kit. 010.1 52.50 

POWER SUPPLYKIT 

v.rl.o,ó1°x15 rig 4pteer, n4pirlá pes 
3p4 1 aro 50mv ho .eºuiatdn, good voila 

ins 6d small size NM lees transformers littering 
s b e I amp and IS io 30PCT 

Complete Kit. P5.31.1' 56.95 

DECADE COUNTER PARTS KIT 

7uÍs ]+eon uMH7""nr.e 7451',21 
LED 

Nook 
oi LEO. current iim 

how io W,id an 
up 

uynlow cc'odsi heo.countor 
611 al Put% ecu-1 53.50 

Frequency 
Counter 

$79.95 KIT 
You've requested it, and now it's here! The CT -50 Fre- 

quency Counter Kit has more features than counters selling 
for twice the price. Measuring frequency is now as easy as 

pushing a button, the CT -50 will automatically place the 
decimal point in all modes, giving you quick, reliable read- 
ings. Want to use the CT -50 mobile? No problem, it runs 
equally as well on 12 VDC as it does on 110 VAC. Want 
super accuracy? The CT -50 uses the popular TV color burst 
freq. of 3.579545 MHz for time base. Tap off a color TV with 
our adapter and get ultra accuracy - .001 ppm! The CT -50 
offers professional quality at the unheard of price of $79.95. 

Order yours today! 

CT -50, 60MHz Counter Kit $79.95 
CT-50WT, 60 MHz counter, wired and tested $159.95 
CT -600, 600 MHz prescaler option for CT -50, add $29.95 

VIDEO TERMINAL 
KIT $149.95 

A compact 5 x 10 -inch PC card that requires only an ASCII key- 

board and a TV set to become a complete Interactive terminal for 
connection to your microprocessor asynchronous interface. Its i 

many features are single 5.volt supply, crystal controlled sync and 

baud rates (up to 9600 baud), 2 pages of 32 characters by 16 lees. 
read to and from memory, computer and keyboard -operated cursor 
and page control. parity error display and control. power -or. Inl- 
IIalleallon, lull 64 -Character ASCII display, block -type see-lhru cur- 
sor. Keyboard/Computer control backspaces, forward spaces. line 
feeds, rev. line feeds, home, returns cursor. Also clears page, 
clears to end of Ilne. selects page t Or 2. reads from or to memory. 

The card requires 5 volts at approx. 900 ma and outputs standard 
75 ohm composite video. 

TH3216 Kit 5149 95 

TH3216, Assembled and Tested 5239 95 

VD -1. Video to RF Modulator IOt $ 6 95 

600 mHz - 

Prescaler -p- 
Fully assembled and tested. 
Extend Inc range of your counter to IO ,Imes higher In frequency. 
Works with any counter. High sensitivity Input with buds -m on{hip 
pre -amp. 
PS -1 B,-10 $59 95 

CT -SO )redolency counter 

`65.á'i y2S 
.,..4 

UTILIZES NEW MOS-LSI CIRCUITRY 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Sensitivity: less than 25MV 
Frequency range: 5Hz to 60MHz, typically 65MHz 
Gate time: 1 second, 1/10 second, with automatic decimal 

point positioning on both direct and prescale 
Display: 8 digit red LED .4" height 
Accuracy: 10 ppm, .001 ppm with TV time base! 
Input: BNC, 1 meg ohm direct, 50 ohm with prescale option 
Power: 110 VAC 5 watts or 12 VDC ® 1 Amp 
Size: Approx. 6" x 4" x 2", high quality aluminum case 
Color burst adapter for .001 ppm accuracy available in 6 

weeks. CB -1, Kit $14.95 

- SIX DIGIT 
r1'ck 12/24 HR 

- CLOCK KIT 
Want a clock that looks good enough for your living room] 

Forget the competitor's klucges and try one of ours! Features: Jum- 

bo A" digits, Polaroid lens Wier, extruded eliminum case available 
In 5 colors, quality PC boards and super instructions. All pans are 

Included, no extras to buy. Fully guaranteed. One to two hour as- 

sembly time. Colors, silver, gold- black, blue and bromic (spec'lyI. 

Clock Kit, DC -5 52295 
Alarm Clock, DC -8, 12 hr. only $24.95 
DC -5 with 10 min. ID timer 52595 
Mobile Version, DC -7 $2595 
Assembled and tested clocks available. add 
$10.00 t0 kit price. 

741 MINI DIP. house marked 10/52.00 

II©i 
ne 

orders 
weicome 

gu4r4 141r14pd4n m 

e or mony refund. 
ea Order. pilaw 510 
pdd 75e. COD add 

sales 
NY ad 7y. 

i 

CAR IC II %t 
CLOCK 
KIT $27.95 
12/24 -Hour 12.0011 AC or OC 

High Accuracy 11 minulem,onlh) 
6 lumba a" LES readouts 
Easy, no{planty hookup 
[Sway blanks wnh ,oe//,Oe 

Case, nrcuntrng bracket Included 
Super insuuc/Ions 

Compute 611. DC -11 52795 

AUTO mMMEx 
5250 

Giram 

m OCn 

LINEAR REGS TRANSISTORS 
555 .50 309K .99 NPN 2N3904 type 10711.00 
556 .75 340K-12 .99 PNP 2N3906 type 1081.00 
566 1,49 7805 .99 NPN Power Tab 40W 351.00 
567 1.49 7812 .99 PNP Power Tab 40W 3/51.00 
324 1.49 7815 .99 FET MPF-102 type 3/52.00 
1458 .49 78MG 1.50 UJT 2N2646 type 3/52.00 
380 -1.49, 723 .49 2N3055 NPN Power .75 

lráms3U Ictpics.ó 
L . 

: BOX4 4072A 'ROCHESTER, NY 1/610 -17161 271-6487 

m 

m 
n 

0 
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PLANNING TO 

/C fal 

Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you 
won't miss a single issue of POPULAR 
ELECTRONICS. 
Attach old label where indicated and print 
new address in space provided. Also include 
your mailing label whenever you write con- 
cerning your subscription. It helps us serve 
you promptly. 

Write to: P.O. Box 2774, Boulder, CO 80322 
giving the following information: 

Change address only Extend my subscription 

ENTER NEW SUBSCRIPTION 
1 year $12.00 Payment enclosed 
Allow 30-60 days for (1 extra BONUS issue) 
delivery. Bill me later 

AFFIX OLD LABEL ---- 
I if you have no labethandy,printOLD 

addresshere. 

- I 

I Name-- 

IL Address 
la 
I City 

please print 

Zip¡ 
I State 

NEW ADDRESS HERE 0212 

Name 

Address Apt 

City 

please print 

State Zip 
Additional postage on foreign orders: add 53 a year for Canada, 55 
a year for all other countries outside the U.S. and its possessions. 
Cash only on foreign orders, payable in U.S. currency. 

Ira 8Y 

ADVANCED °- 
C01ViPUTER MEK D1 & MEK D2 COMPATIBLE MODULES 

PRODUCTS 
2-6800 KIT ONLY 9626K 80 Sr. 

'J.5,0.130[7,10.a 
ar.0 t2gsoo 

u0 3 
16 Nor raomr, edónt ag t\ isvdru.ec.v ao 

%tb0..,.eoaa py PLUSMOT090LATVMONITORS-PRIME 

212 

Mrs 

LOGOS I THE BEST 8K RAM KIT 

w:"7tíi 
>. f._` 

Assembled & Telled 5199.95 
K. Pone Only 6179.95 

Feature,: 
l owpower 21L02. 450251. Dip Switch 

amiable addressing down to 256 
rte blocks, No tales. gully but. 

.erect, battery bxk 
wait 

Plus the lust 32K Stabs Memory* 
hk Board Uses 21144K RAMS 
40 16K . . . 5 569.99 

24K . . . 859.98 
32K . . 99999 

DATA BOOKS 

5sc tau. Am Vo. 11 

9V 

ulk 
., oa ... 

N 

al 

g gn,a., n.,deon., 

sn 
ss 

295 
295 

295 
2s 

s 

95 

13 50 

is6ó 

LOWEST PRICES YET 

2708 EPROM . 

2716 EPROM . 

2 80A 4MH3 . 

Z-8025053 . 

. 521.95 

. 559 95 

. 54195 

. 629.95 

POO. 9.104 6 tart rock 52. 
51.95 

miter 16 re« M 4;.4k 

SPECIALS 

Ln 
m 

Nr.,u 

3 
OJ 

CyL 

02 
O h 

* 
Piushuge backup y 
wrth 
VOLUME 

aI ºfor 

Call for a 9 olatio 

T 

MOTOROLA EXORCISER & 

.15 4K 3311051 00 mud 11113000 1 

SK 3.1.1Ktrul,tod.le 02a W 1559- ,orae 615995 .20 16 Poo dmoul 1. 375.00 
51Mm RAM Mud. 350 00 

COMPUTER KITS 
MOT ME K6800132 

KIM 16502 Kit 
EVK99 KO 

Intercept JR 6100 K,I 
Iasi, Corn. terbook 
NSC Scamp Kir 
NSC Keyboard KR 
MASAI 8080A w/22 
PIC 8 Priority 
SIO K,r 
Crpmemco 2.2 

Bytesayar w/PROM 
Daaaler 
Dr7A 
JS-1Joystick 
811 EPROM/RAM Ku 
ZPU Kit 

235.00 
245.00 
13300 
281.00 
450.00 
99.00 
95.00 
751.00 
125.00 
125 00 
595.00 
14500 
195.00 
215.00 
145.00 
65.00 

124 95 
295.00 

wow 

All Shipments FCM or UPS. Orders 
under 510000 Odd 5% 60ndbn9 and 
pinta/. Orders over 5100.00 add 2.5% 
nandtp & portage. Ma,lereharge/Bank. 
amencard/COD accepted 1,125% deposit. 
C.I,ior a R ndnh add 6% ua . Foreign 
Orders add 8% handling. A11 

rectory t guaranteed. ,same 
prime 

a er 
shop.. Ada 25 cent% for Data. 

P. O. BOX 17329, 
Irvine, California'92713 
New Phone (714) 558-8813 

e. 

.455 

'CHAR GEN/ENCODERS/UARTSy 
51883 6.95 S2350US1IT 
16028 5.50 167113 41,11,1 29.95 
0V51013.0 5.50 1482 13.95 
AY51015A 995 1472 1395 

MM5320 TV Synch Gen 7.95 
MM5369 Pre,caler 3.95 
51515376 UM Chip 2.95 
CT5001 Call Chip 7.95 
CT7001 Clock Chip 5.95 
MM5314 Clock Chip 4.95 
MM5316 Clock Chip 
MM5375 Clock Chip 

4.95 

4.95 

9032513 Lower Case 10.95 
9032513 Uppercase 9.95 
.0952376 Keyboard Encoder 14.95 
4953600 Keyboard Encoder 14.95 
O 06571 Char yen 14.95 "1 
5106574 

14 

6574 Char din 
.95 6106575 Char gen .95 

SPECIALTY CHIPS 
34702 Baud Rate Gen 515.95 
u p0372 Floppy Controller 55.00 
.00371 Meg Tape Controller 49.95 
App Notes for 372 Floppy 6.95 
WD 1771 Floppy Controller 59.95 
AY535504', DVM Chip 24.95 
MK5007 Counter 695 
ÁY53507 OWN Chop 12.95 
W01941 Dual Baud Gen 9.95 
ICM720811'1 Cr. Dup.Orner 16.95 
1CM70451N Slop Watch Chip 18.95 

1 Baud Rare Gen 12 95 
C45300 Saw Fen. Geri 1.50 
RF Modulator 6.95 
B500.1 TV Game Chip 24.95 
MM57100 Game Chip 16.95 
0053104 Clock 3.75 
LM1889 Modulator 3.95 

W , 

NOar Fint .° ,- 

Store OPep 

1310 8 EdinCArg2705 
slots An, T slots 

Operation Assist 
It you need Information on outdated or rare 

equipment -a schematic. parts list. etc. -another reader 
might be able to assist. Simply send a postcard to Opera - 
lion Assist. POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 1 Park Ave.. New York. 
NY 10016. For those who can help readers. please re 
spond directly to them. They'll appreciate it. (Only those 
items regarding equipment not available from normal 
sources are published.) 

Precise Model 300 triggered sweep oscilloscope with mag- 
nifier feature and Model 111 Em and Gm tube tester. Need 
schematics and instruction manuals. Also means to generate 
set-up data for tubes after 1955. Len Kerchner, 96 Cryan St., 
Chicopee, MA 01020. 

Hickok Model 800 tube tester. Instruction manual and sche- 
matic. James G. Miller, 4951 Glenalbyn Dr., Los Angeles, CA 
90065. 

Sentinel military oscilloscopes (circa 1960's). Instruction and 
repair manuals. Lester Neal, Route 5, Seymour, IN 47274. 

Gretch electronic guitar amplifier. Schematic or information 
on output coupling transformer. Jack H. Frazier, 1063 Wil- 
son, University City, St. Louis, MO 63130. 

Coastwlse Electronics "Ferret" Model 600 r -f signal gener- 
ator. Schematics, technical and calibration information. Jim 
Conaway, B-105 University Village, Athens, GA 30601. 

Tektronix Model 535 oscilloscope, type K module. Operation 
manual and schematic. Terry Garrity, 326 W. Blvd., Bismark, 
ND 58501. 

Hammartund Model DX -215 receiver. Schematics or owners 
manual. Karl Williamson, Box 251, Fenton, MO 63026. 

Lafayette Model HA -225 shortwave receiver. Schematic, op- 
eration manual or alignment information. David Norton, R 
811 Taylor Ave., Scranton, PA 18510. 

HFE Model T-4214 transistorized oscilloscope. Manual or 
schematic needed. Jack D. Generaux, 2919 Formay Ave., 
Grand Junction, CO 81501. 

Aiwa Model 75T-01 "Commander" television. Need sche- 
matic. Harry Werner, 555 Casey Rd., E. Amherst, NY 14051. 

Central Electronics Model B sideband slicer, multiphase O 
multiplier. Schematic and alignment information. Charles Se- 
gar, Rt.1, Box 94, Sawyer, MI 49125. 

Triumph oscilloscope. Need instruction manual. Tim Wager, 
266 40th Street Way NE, Oakland, CA 94611. 

Jackson Model 640 test oscillator and Model 633 dynamic 
tube tester. Supreme Model 550 deluxe tube tester. Need 
schematic diagrams. Jaime Joel Varela G., Box 2000 (e.g.), 
San Salvador, El Salvador. 

RCA Model 8K superheterodyne receiver. Schematic or any 
available Information. Warren W. Painter, 9613 La Tuna Can- 
yon Rd., Sun Valley, CA 91352. 

Dlasound Model MC -50A stereo (serial number 
5000190880). Need component No. AN272U. Oliver K. 

Brown, Rt.1, Glen Flora, WI 54526. 

Philco Model 42-380, code 121, superheterodyne receiver. 
Schematic, parts list and source of tube. Robert J. Galligen, 
Box 326, Niantic, CT 06357. 

Apelco Model AR -9 CB transceiver. Schematic and service 
manual. T.E. Huxhold, Box 36, Frederick Acres, Hardy, VA 
24101. 

Cossor Model 4100 oscilloscope. Instruction manual and 
schematic. Elliott Lea, 14 Jonathan Ln., Chelmsford, MA 
01824. 

Western Electric Model 1 -BA telephone answering set. Op- 
eration and repair manuals. P. Dounson, 914 W. Mistletoe, 
San Antonio, TX 78201. 

Solar capacitor analyzer Model CE. Schematic or any avail- 
able Information. John Strada, 8110 Colegio Dr., Los An- 
geles, CA 90045. 

Lambe Model LA50-30B power supply. Owner's manual and 
schematic. J.L. Van Over, 5488 Lance Rd., Medina, OH 
44256. 

U.S. Army Signal Corps Model BC -348-P receiver. Opera- 
tor's manual and circuit diagram. Owen Scotland, Box 356, 
Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands, B.W.I. 
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struction marival, schematic or any available information. 
Frank R. Crim, 1321 S.W. 95h Ave., Deerfield Beach, FL 

33441. 

Nekerrnann A Korting West German radio/stereo (NR 
828/43). Service manual and/or schematic. Rex Faulkner, 
2677 Estelle Ct., Smyrna, GA 30080. 

National Model NC -100X receiver. Schematic or manual. 
Edward S. Sears, 174 Charles Dr., Valparaiso, FL 32580. 

Bell Model 2425 AM/FM stereo amplifier. Service manual 
and/or schematic. Paul Parkhill, 1094 So. 5th Ave., Kan- 

kakee, IL 60901. 

RME multi -band communications receiver. Schematic and 
any available information. Scott Brissey, 414 Bloom, 1st Flr., 

Highland Park, IL 60035. 

Tech Model TO -3 oscilloscope. Information, schematic and 
manual. John Visser, 12627 98th Ave., Surrey, British Co- 
lumbia, V3U 2K7 Canada. 

National Electronics Loba Type CA -1267 voice operated 

relay. Schematic and operations manual. Mike Roman, 930 
State St., Grinnell, IA 50112. 

UMC Model 24A -C oscilloscope. Need technical manual. 

Sgt. Ron Hathcock, C Co 32 Sig BN Box 107, APO 09757. 

Lafayette Model KT -320 shortwave receiver. Operation 
manual. David B. Stancel, 99 Morris Dr., Ringgold, GA 
30736. 

Tektronix Model 514-D oscilloscope. Need manual. Anthony 
Matlosz, 419 Rahway Ave., Elizabeth, NJ 07202. 

Teac Model 505-3 reel-to-reel tape recorder. Need service 
manual. Melvin McDaniel, 1822 N. Appleton St., Baltimore, 
MD 21217. 

W.T. Grant Model 1004830 9 -inch TV receiver. Schematic 
and service information. James E. Saffin, 919 Ford Ave., Og- 
densburg, NY 13669. 

Midland Model MID 7040A07 cassette recorder. Need sche- 
matic. Fabian Velazquez V. Virrey de Mendoza, 937 Morelia, 
Michoacan, Mexico. 

Lexington (Div. Concord Electronics) Model LE -1 stereo re- 

ceiver. Schematic and service information. Frank, 217 
Ridgedale Ave., Florham Park, NJ 07932. 

Rider radio manuals Vol. 1 through XXIII. D.A. Swindal, 1112 

San Jose Ln., Hanahan, SC 29406. 

Ampex Model 008 stereo console. Need schematic. K.G. 

.Brown, 5032 Gilbert Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76116. 

Eico Model 753 transceiver. Need source of No. 751 ac 

power supply. R.J. Hickey, Box 673, Comer Brook, New 
Foundland, Canada. 

Heath Model EV805A universal digital Instrument. Schemat- 
ics, instvctlons and/or manuals. J. Baker, 1718 E. Geier, 
Seattle, WA 98112. 

Bell & Howell Model 2295 tape recorder. Need schematic. 
IT&T Model 6521 FX stereo combination equipment. Sche- 
matic. G.W. Farr, 85 Violet Ln., Lakeland, FL 33801. 

Magnalone Model 200 hi-fi stereo vibrato. Schematic, tube 

(Continued on page 118) 

ACOUSTIC COUPLER BY NOVATION 

,his orjginama, only 
rn w manufactured 
for in T.I. 725 data 1 

q /.upler " r 
I use 

terminal. It is compatible with Bell 10.3 and 11.1 data 
sets or the equnalen1. The con ikr operates asynchronously 
Ill a nasimum speed of 310 hand in the lull or hall 
duple. mode. All signal output are compatible with TTI . 

)ranamil freq. Ls 1270hí- for mark and 1070h/. for space. 

Receive freq. is 2277th,. for mark and 220251u. for rpanu'. 
Unit requires 1112 ,ohs and .5 ,nits tar operation. 
Complete with schematic and all pertinent information. 
fully reconditioned. calibrated and guaranteed. 

RS232 TO ITT TO RS232 CONVERTER All 
P.C. HOARD AND SCHEMATIC ONLY ...54.50 
COMPI LIE XII WIFH COMPONENTS kt,. 56.50 P.C. BOARD MATERIAL 

1/16" glass epoxy copper clad. 
1 oz. 2.sided or 2 oz. 1. 
sided. 

2 

3"x6" 
190 

2.50 19.95 
4.00 29.95 

6"x6" 4.00 29.95 
4"x12" 5.00 39.95 
Contact ACE For Oaotes On 
Custom Sizes. 

po-`' Qc 

"'O, 
ETCH MATERIAL 

Ace makes it nary with etch 
powder. Etds'em to your own 
specifications. 
EP -1 makes.... lqt 51.50 
EP2 makeº....19x1 53.50 

with instructions) 

ar ou s 

'1 s and colors 5295 
l 

`1EAT-SHRINK TUBING ASST. 22251(" 

e sitcoms TEFLON TUBING ASST. 25/6" lengths n s sires 
and colors........ 

11 

51.95 

I' PRECISION RESISTOR ASST 200 FOR 051-1 54.95 
ASST contains a balanced inventory. 

LINER UIOI)E IS752 5.6V 400mW 100 FOR S5.95 
1000 FOR 549.95 

r All. MI/LD ELF( "IRONIC H ARDWARF_.........5100 
l'ITTM'S' 12V U1: MOTOR $1.93 E.SI:II 

p The Pittman runs on a low e. 2 .,,11, rated 

4/ 1 12 .nlle 230 ma.. 2.0" n lorry... lor al 
\y{ - S011oiI'SI. 1.1/8"d,a. \2" Anne ,.,Ih 0.110" 

.haft. Sew, guaranteed 111 for 515.011 

STANDARDS KIT 
An of preuuOn 

m Te for ealmration of 
t 

ponenest 

e9ulpment. Kit includes 
1101 assorted 1% capacitors, 
110) ed 0.01% r 

.0rt 
tors 

and 111.m per glove o" ,">°" et d tea new eel ee e,ode. 
ONLY 56.95 

KYNAR WIRE WRAP WIRE 
Solid silver plated 30 AWG, 
blue red. yellow, black, 

o wn,te. 
100' spool 51.50 
500' spool 55.95 
1000' spool 59.95 
26AWG red or blank 
500'spool. 57.95 
1000'spool ..... S12 50 

IOK LINEAR POT 
I II" shaft. I "Ma 
base 5.75ea 

10 for 5495 

BISMUTH liL O' 
Hells in boiling warm. 407. 
ingnl 51,93 11h. ingot 09.95 

FUN TO PLAY WITH! 

LINEAR POTS WI SWITCH 
1K rated at 125yae OA. 
Shalt a 5"1.1.5/16:' 
10K rated 125,x, 3A. 

Shalt sire. 

TKIAC ekggj 
G.E. SC5111 ISA 2001, 
in preen fit r . Ideal 
for ['Mtn organ. 

111 for $7.30 SI.IN1 ra. 

MINI KIT MI 
I ONZ.' CRYSTAL TIME BASE 

INI KIT INCLUDES MM5369 
ND 3579.545HZ. CRYSTAL 
ITN SCHEMA TIC 53.95 

NEwLE TT PACK AR 

common anode ®7 
c30 ,oft a RED 

ONLV S.75 EACH' 
1N9148 100/54.95 1100/539.95 

EAGLE - PICHER 
CF6V5 6 volt 5 A. 
spill - proof. recharg 
able battery. 

512.50 e 

10 tot $99.95 

NEW: 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

COMPUTER GRADE GAPS 
320 COMI'ULYTIC 

S000HFD.60V DC 10/512.30 

24.000MFD-50V 54.50 EA 

INFRARED SENSOR PAIR 

1 ea. Infrared LED 
or 2', 1 ea. Infrared De t t 

$1.00/set l0.TURN PRECISION POT 
5peeool, model 534 15x 

and .25% tin. 5a MO 
n" shah. A.elable in 5K, 

10K, or 50K 3250 ea. 
ny 10 for 519.95 

1oWO1 WATT AUDIO AMP. 
ONLY 5.49 EACH 
Same as MFC6070 ' 

' 
in 8 pin mini dip: 

10 FOR 53.95 W/DATA 

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG 
a a Fl FC.TRnNIC. TERMS: Include 

MINIMUM ORDER 510.00 
cheek a order. 

PARTS NO 60u. Te.a.,e.,drnrs.da sp ,... 
5400 ,Ibrhelld.l. Ora C.n.d. . d ,I..bu .4d 12.50.0,:,.,a. 
uoue n. Te.a. 77.102 countries add 15.00 for .n.l.r, rt... 

1171]) 6e9.9114 Ne pa, p ,nae. up la In pound.. 
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NEW LSI TECHNOLOGY onn .nn 

FREQUENCY COUNTER 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART COUNTER FEATURING THE 

MANY BENEFITS OF CUSTOM LSI CIRCUITRY. THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY APPROACH 
TO INSTRUMENTATION YIELDS ENHANCED PERFORMANCE, SMALLER PHYSICAL 

SIZE, DRASTICALLY REDUCED POWER CONSUMPTION [PORTABLE BATTERY 
OPERATION IS NOW PRACTICAL], DEPENDABILITY, EASY ASSEMBLY AND 
REVOLUTIONARY LOWER PRICING! 

13/4 LBS. 
COLOR: 
BLACK 

SIZE: 
3" High 
6" Wide 

51/2" Deep 

.ORDER BY PHONE OR MAIL.. 
COD ORDERS WELCOME 

KIT #FC-50 C 

LEAD 
=EEO 

_FqEDUeNCY 

010 fE6 

tiATEL 0016 
SEC 

SS - 
SUP 

' IM",1n1 

FEATURES ASID SPECIFICATIONS: 

II 

_ I 

t -: 

DISPLAY: 8 RED LED D GITS .4" CHARACTER HEIGHT 
GATE TIMES: I SECOND AND 1/10 SECOND 

[AUTO DEC. PT. PLACEMENT) 
RESOLUTION: 1 HZ AT 1 SECOND, 10 HZ AT 1/10 SECOND. 
FREQUENCY RANGE: 10 HZ TO 60 MHZ. (65 MHZ TYPICAL). 
SENSITIVITY: 1C MV RMS TO 50 MHZ, 20 MV RMS TO 60 MHZ TYP. 
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1 MEGOHM AND 20 PF. 

[DIODE PROTECTED INPUT FOR OVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION.) 
ACCURACY: 1 PPM1 ° .0001°'o): AFTER CALIBRATION TYPICAL. 
STABILITY: WITHIN 1 PPIN PER HOUR AFTER WARM UP (.001°r XTAL) 
IC PACKAGE COUNT: 8 (ALL SOCKETED) 
INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY: 5.2 V DC AT 800 MA. REGULATED. 
INPUT POWER REQUIRED: 8-12 VDC OR 115 VAC AT 50/60 HZ. 
POWER CONSUMPTION: 4 WATTS 
INPUT CONNECTOR: BNC TYPE 

60 MHZ COUNTER WITH CABINET & P.S $119.95 

KIT #PSL-650 650 MHZ PRESCALER [NOT SHOWN] 29.95 

MODEL#FC-50WT 60 MHZ COUNTER WIRED, TESTED & CAL. 165.95 

MODEL #FC50/600 WT.. 600 MHZ COUNTER WIRED. TESTED 8 CAL. 199.95 

KIT RFC -50C IS COMPLETE WITH PREDRILLED CHASSIS ALL HARDWARE AND STEP-BY-STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS. WIRED & TESTED UNITS ARE CALIBRATED AND GUARANTEED. PRESCALERS 
WILL FIT INSIDE COUNTER CABINET. 

TERMS: FOR SHIPPING, HANDLING & INSURANCE 
TO US & CANADA ADD 5% ALL OTHERS 10%. 

' 'FLORIDA RES. ADD 4% SALES TAX. COD 
CHARGE $1.00. 

. 

BANXAMFRICAAD 

nrReae r 

o 

OPTOELECTRONICS, INC. 
,BOX 219. HOLLYWOOD, FLA. 33022 e (305) 921.2056, 
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r 

World's Lowest 
IC Prices 

MEMORIES 

M. 

0.2371123 I ,5 

I 1.1 112514004I 4:00 

r00 
vM6sam 
NS 9260 1 SO 

77160619 .2 001.414 

002477 3 25 

MW 

7401 
M. 
M. 
IWO 
1471 
7,01 
NM 

MN 
.45 

/750 
.59 
Sul 

m. 

1486 
6190 
7492 
/495 
14101 
/4150 

MIW 

.173 

14.9 
74161 
/4163 

17 

17 

25 

1.2 

20 

i: 

40 
35 

28 

44 
49 

Go 

SO 

60 
60 

30 
1 SO 

46 
110 

74165 80 

/117.4 35 
741 

14111 10 
alp 

7418, 1 50 
101 85 

/4197 tO 

4:ár 
1K 611 

/419/1 75 
9602 so 

acre 
504011K v 

1.31 
145311 

49115 Oa 
/41113 
1451. 1 50 
/45139 1 SO 

/49140 SO 

/ 45151 I 50 
/41153 2,70 
745,2 

>50 
>SO .51 PS 

;1 
SO 

w 
mwo 

1,040 

SCHOTTKY 

612502 

4,54414$ 

5115 

.spo 

74,511 

Salislaclion 1005, guaranteed 

ELTRON 
C 0.0 Orders Phone Iday or night' 4013,354.1448 

HIL 670 

i,> 
7.126 
/41,21 
/415213 
7.930 

011.527 
16,516 

779551 
611.954 
612.5 
7.973 
6196 
7475. 

1.9834 
/129116 
74251. 

:.2 

14159, 
7.695 
74991. 
In 1102 
6115112 

/ 4151 12 

1499114 
/At sk 

.:0.34 

.95129 
1469.1 
/499153 
011 9164 

/115/63 
24175164 
7.11 70 

141.51 
ML51 Ph 

141.5181 
6129190 
.1.1191 
/415192 
7415.1 

sr141 

11. 
771 

23 
23 
23 
2, 

rr 

23 

23 

39 
39 

Gs 

SO 

sm 
130 

300 
1)0 
IM 

1 SO 

14,5211 
rarSne 
7465.0 

/495261 
/4912. 
6195710 
/465290 

/4692,33 
0121265 
/6,366 

67,3/5 
/4993116 

CMOS 

4001 
4002 
4006 

4000 
401, 
4012 
/013 
401, 
4015 
,1019 
auro 
40n 
4033 
402S 
4027 
40211 
4,11 
4.0 
4047 
4043 
Apda 
1.001 
JOSO 

4064 

en 

65 

In 
an 

unrArds 

u ;; 
suome 

14506 

200 

PO BOX 2542P 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
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1.1 PRECISION RESISTOR KIT,_ 
METAL FILM, 1%, RN60 
TEMP COEF 50 pint]. 
1/4 WATT, COLOR BANDED 

o 60 values, 2 resistors each $27.75 
supplied in a 15 drawer, 't 
60 compartment cabinet SHIPPING CHARGE 

RESISTOR ASSORTMENT 12251 
2 RESISTORS PER VALUE 

10.5 100 499 1.65K 4.53K 7.50K 13.0K 22.IK 
20.0 130 604 2.00K 5.11K 8.45K 14.0K 24.9K 
30.1 162 ,750 2.49K 5.49K 9.09K 15.0K 27.4K 
49.9 200 1.0K 3.01K 6.04K 10.0K 16.2K 30.1K 
60.4 301 1.21K 3.48K 6.49K 11.0K 17.8K 34.0K 
76.8 402 1.40K 4.02k 6.98K 12.1K 20.0K 40.2K 

r 

44.2K 
48.7K 
52.3K 
57.6K 
63.4K 
69.8K 

- 

,- 

-` 
- 

$2.00 

- 

t 

,. 

' 

80.6K 
90.9K 
100K 

147K 
210K 
464K 

$16.95 2:708 
1 5 314 $2.115 

CLOCK CHIP 

MAN 72 .99 FND 359 " .59 
DL702 .99 MVIOB 6/S 1.00 

2102 $1.29 
1024 bit static RAM 16 pin 

NSN 74R .99 RL 209 12/51.00 8008 $16.95 
MEMORIES 8080A $16.95 
1101 5.69 745200 3.25 
1 103 .69 7489 1.75 

MM5389 Divider DIP $2.35 f m 
Crystal 3.58 MHZ color TV $1.50 

1702A 5.95 82S23 2.75 
5262 .99 93410 1.39 

UART 
AY51013A $6.95 

FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
Satislaclion guaranteed. Shipment laill he made postage prepaid within 3 days I rum 
rec riot of order. Payment mar be made with personal check, charge a and (include 
number and exp. dale). Or none. order. Phone Orders- BMA and M/C card or C.O.D 

Add 91.00 to cover shipping and handling it order is less than 510.00. 
California residents add sales tax. Inc l ode shipping expense Ior orders shipped out of 
U.S. and Canada approx. l0".. of order. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 
VILLAGE SQUARE, P.O. BOX 449 DEPT P 

F ai CARMEL VALLEY, CA 93924 USA t® PHONE (408) 6459-3171 

CIRCLE NO 67 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS 
BOX 2355, OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614 

TERMS: Prices good through end of magazine cover date. 
Cal res add tax. OankAmericardm /VISA® /Masterchargee 
orders ($15 min) call (415) 562-0636, 24 hrs. Allow up 
to 55 shipping (more for power supplies); excess re- 
funded. CO)) orders OK with street address. 

New from VECTOR.. 
VP2 ASSEMBLED MICROCOMPUTER CASE...an 
adjustable packaging system for 5-100 
buss microcomputers. Card guides and 
hardware for 12 cards, with provision 
for 21 cards total on .7511 centers. 
Instantly accessible interiors with 
slip out covers; sturdy chassis plate 
for power supply. And...it's really 
beautiful $134.30 

* 

1 
12.4 at 509 duty cycle. 

.05V regulation, current 
limiting, crowbar over - 
voltage protection. Easy 
to build , compact kit. 

Excellent for powering 
ham, CB, and automotive 
equipment from the AC 
line. Please include 
sufficient postage; case 
6 hardware not included. 

8%\ S liPPLYV,550 
ADD 24KOF MEMORY TO.i 

YOUR COMPUTER - $450 é 
Now you can buy 3 of our popular 8K ECONOR4M II boards 
for $450. Features? All static design (eliminates 
dynamic timing hassles); tri-state outputs; configured 
as two separate, independent 4K blocks with individual 
protect for each block; zero wait states (4 Mtllz Z -80s: 
use 1 wait state, implemented on board); provides vec- 
tor interrupt if write attempted in protected block. 
Fully buffered. Fully socketed. True low power. 
XSPC-24 Three 8K ECONORAM II kits $450.00 
#CK-008 8K ECONORADt II (kit form) $163.84 
ICK-010 Same but assembled, tested, 1 yr warr $188.50 
ICK-007 4K ECONORADtII (kit form) $100.00 
MCK-009 Same but assembled, tested, 1 yr ware $120.00 

44 '-~1~111111155111111111151111 

4000 
4001 
4002 
4007 
4008 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4019 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4027 
4028 
4029 

7 4030 
' 4033 

CMOS 
$0.25 
0.29 
0.34 
0.29 
1.28 
0.53 
0.53 
0.29 
0.29 
0.50 
1.23 
0.90 
0.45 
1.23 
0.55 
1.50 
1.23 
1.20 
0.29 
1.03 
0.29 
0.75 
1.00 
1.73 
0.53 
1.50 

4037 0.50 
4040 1.50 
4041 0.85 
4042 0.85 
4043 0.60 
4044 0.60 
4047 1.63 
4049 0.50 
4050 0.50 
4051 1.03 
4052 1.03 
4053 1.03 
4060 1.48 
4066 0.58 M 
40690/ 

74C04 0.3301 
4070 0.60 0 
4071 0.33 M 
4073 0.33 
4075 0.33 ha 
40760/ 
74C173 1.63 

4081 0.33 
4116 0.50 
14511 2.00 

grandson of a 
Cheap Clock 

Still only $14.50. 6 half -inch read- 
outs give 12 or 24 hour display. In- 
cludes circuit board, parts, transfor- 
mer ---everything except case. Socket 
included for clock IC. Kit form only. 

OPERATION ASSIST 
(Continued from page 117) 

diagram and service Information. Gus A. Green, 12692 
Green St., Boron, CA 93516. 

Paco Model ST -45 AM/FM tuner. Schematic and multiplex 
module. T. Turbak, 947 Ludlow St., New Bedford, MA 02745. 

Hallicrefters Model S -38C ham receiver. Schematic and 
owner's manual. Mark Joseph, 9104 Bennett Ave., Evans- 
ton, IL 60203. 

Gulf Coast Electronics Model AF 28 51 1604000-114 pow- 
er supply training aids E.A.F.B. Owner's manual, operation 
manual and schematic. Trav .I ler ,Radio Corp. Model 
TS -3826/U audio oscillator. Schematic and maintenance 
manual. Jack Aguilar. Aparthdo 11-407, Mexico 11, Mexico 
City, Mexico. 

Phone -King Model J36 phone answering machine. Sche- 
matic or address of manufacturer. Tri-Town Electric Co., Wil- 
low Creek Rd., Lenox, MA 01240. 

B&K Precision Model 960 transistor radio. Owner's manual, 
schematic and any available information. Wilfrid J. Cote Ill, 
704 S: Filbert St., Stockton, CA 95205. 

Halllcrefters Model SX-99 shortwave receiver. Schematic 
needed. Sony Model TV -74, Serial No. 15382. Schematic 
with voltages and oscilloscope waveforms. Mike Carter, 400 
Home Dr., Trafford, PA 15085. 

Precise Model 308-C oscilloscope. Need schematic and/or 
manual. Steven Housholder, 227 S. Third Ave., Lombard, IL 
60146. 

Multi -Products CitiFone CB transceiver. Need schematic 
and tube line-up. Billy L. Nielsen, Rt. 2, Box 253E, Radcliff, 
KY 40160. 

National Model NC -173 receiver. Schematic needed. Ron 
Bondy, Jr., Box 1176, 67 Alice, Essex, Ontario, Canada 
NOR IEO. 

Knight -Kit Model 400A tube checker. Need tube chart. H.A. 
Davis II, 8803 Montery Ct., Indianapolis, IN 46226. 

Bendlx Model PATR-10A flightweight transceiver. Sche- 
matic and operation manual. Motorola Model FMTRU 5-V 
transceiver. Schematic and operation manual. Gulf Coast 
Electronics Model AF 28 51 1604000-114 power supply. 
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Schematic and owners manual. Joaquin A. Araujo, 225 La- 
vaca St., San Antonio, TX 78210. 

Wards Model JWR764A airline phonograph. Need tube 
#35L6 GT and schematic. Van Duncan, 2338 Woodhurst 
Dr., Richmond, VA 23233. 

Precision Apparatus Series 10-54 tube and set tester. Op- 
erating instructions, schematic and parts list. Martin A. Wein- 
er, 16 Judith Ln. , Monsey, N.V. 10952. 

RCA Model RBC-1/CRV-46148 receiver and Model 
CRV-20130 power supply. Schematic and alignment in- 
structions. Paul E. Solheim, 1115 1st Ave. N., Great Falls, 
MT 59401. 

Estey Electronics Orcoa concert organ. Need power trans- 
former #66-0003A.Howard Watts, 3040A Whittier, St. Louis, 
MO 63115. 

United Scientific Labs Contact -23 CB radio. Schematic 
and operation manual. Charles McKinney, 11151 Speed- 
way, Parimont, WV 26554. 

Astrodata Model 6190 time code generator. Operation and 
maintenance manuals. Michael Schulsinger, 1002 Wood - 
lawn Ave., Springfield, OH 45504. 

Halllcrafter Model RBY-1, Type CHL-46195 receiver. Need 
schematic, service information and operation manual. 
George A. Mikulka, 42 Roseleah Dr., Waterford, CT 06385. 

Truetone Model DC -4850 auto radio. Schematic and parts 
list. Sylvania Model 4315M hi-fi record player. Need model 
number and manual for record changer used with player. 
Charles D. Prater, Edna, KY 41419. 

Solar Model CE capacitor checker. Need manual and sche- 
matic. Maurice Trego, 1612 E. 31st Court, Des Moines, IA 
50317. 

Zenith Model E1345 black and white television and G. E. 
Trimline 500 stereo. Need schematics. Michael Persic, 
18021 Karen Dr., Encino, CA 91316. 

Tektronix Model 585A oscilloscope and I.T.&T Model 
1735D oscilloscope. Schematics and manuals. A.F. Carlson, 
University of Miami, Chemistry Dept., Box 249148, Coral Ga- 
bles, FL 33124. 
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FB&F'B&FB.. F={i e6 FB&FB1-V1./ FB6Fe 'F2'^ ^' 
KEY -TO -MAGNETIC - 

Z 
TAPE RECORDER 

Singer/Pertec 4301.7 & 4311.7 systems 
d with display station, keyboard, 7 tack 
.. magnetic data recorder, controller, etc. 

Units are used, and were In good run- 
ning order when removed from service. 

a Sold "AS IS", tapes not included, hip 
pad via truck, freight collect - customer 
pays all shipping. Manuals available 
separately, Sh. Wt. 200 Lbs. 
Md.4301.7 5218.88 

Complete Madbal... $28.50 
Md. 4311-7 (includes remote data corn - 

Q munication channel) $248.88 
Complete Manual... 528.50 

Q 

a 

LL 

o 

o 

z 

SAVINGS 
8. QUALITY 

With SURPLUS 

//i. )11 

iR a o: _ 

f 

OTHER SINGER SYSTEMS... includ- 
ing Md. 52 Line Printer, Work Station, 
Employee Entrance Station, etc... are 
available from B&F. Send for catalog. 

PEAKER SYSTEMS KIT 
Fantastic air -suspension enclosures, de- 
signed for direct dispersion of high fre- 
quency tones and wide dispersion of the 
bass tones. Size: 17 x 10% e 9%". Sold 
with two 8" woofers: two 4" dome 
tweeters; two crossover networks; grill 
cloth and instructions . all the parts 
you need to build a pair of quality air - 
suspension systems! New, all U.S. made. 
Sh. Wt. 35 Lbs .7ZU70242. $49.50/set 

CABINETS ONLY 
Cabinets described above, less other 
components, sold in pairs. Wt. 25 Lbs. 
$25.00/pair 580.00/4 pairs 

TV HOCKEY/ '. r. I TV -COMPUTER t 

SOCCER GAME, r _Í,4 INTERFACE KIT r 
4 games in 1, Joystick controls, LED 

scoring, Novice/Expert. Features hockey 
mods in which player retains & shoots 
Mick while stick -handling up & down Ice. 
2.dimeris'ional play. 115VAC. Wt. 5 Lbs 
7HU7b284.. 522.50 ea . 5100.00 for 5 

LASER DIODES! 6 to 9.5 W 
Emit coherent infra -red, with data 
& PE's Sept article on laser diodes. 
Wt. 4 oz . 6M160464 . $6.88 ea. 

LOGIC Power Supply KIT: 5V, TA 
5 volts. 1 amp, regulated. No cal.e, all 

other parts supplied. Sh. Wt. 3 Lbs. 
7C70267 , .. 56.00 ea... 515.00 for 3 

Phone Orders Welcome! Charge It. with 
BAC, MC or AE credit cards. No COD's. 

POSTAGE: l'l,a... add p,cbµ 
BLFB&FB& FB&FB&FB&F' 

CIRCLE NO. 66 ON FREE 

Only $7.88 each! 
Converts any standard TV'into a com- 
puter monitor. Self-contained RF oscil- 
lator & modulator allows easy interface 
of any video output device to a standard 
TV set. Kit consists of parts of a video 
game, includes power supply & data. 
Sh. Wt. 5 Lbs.. 7ZU70213.. Qty. Ltd. 

$7.88 each ..or .. $48.00 for 7 

B&F ENTERPRISES 
Dept. "P" 

119 FOSTER ST. 
PEABODY, MA. 01960 

(617) 531-5774 

B6FB6FB&FBLFB&FB&F 
INFORMATION CARD 

DX LISTENING 
(Continued from page 93) 

Holness, Fri. 1130, Sat. 0330. A Jolly 
Good Show, Wed. 0030, Thu. 2030. Sa- 
rah Ward, Fri. 2115, Sun. 0630. 

R. Australia takes requests on Count- 
down, Mon -Fri at 0900-1100, an hour 
not intended for North America, but 
when it can be heard if you're up; try 
5995 kHz. 

R. Budapest once had 0300 broad- 
casts on Sunday set aside for music re- 
quests, and may still have. 

R. Moscow does the same Wed. 
2315, Thu. 0115, 0315, 0445, 0645. 

RCI accepts requests for Canadian 
music for Saturday broadcasts. 

R. Nederland is adding a special edi- 
tion of His and Hers for North America 
on Wednesday. 

Folk Music. Most stations include 
some of their ethnic music throughout 
their transmissions. Switzerland is in- 
stantly recognizable because of this. 
BBC World Service is more methodical, 
with various 15 -minute series at chang- 
ing times. Radio Finland promises Fin- 
nish music of all kinds on Voices of Fin- 
land, the last Tuesday of each month. 

VOA has two especially good pro- 
grams of music not of the US, but from 

the target area-Music Time in Africa, 
Sun. 1635, 1935; and in the Spanish 
service, Triunfos Musicales Latinoame- 
ricanos, Sun, 0035. 

Week in Review. Many stations take 
this approach, realizing that many listen- 
ers join them on weekends who can't lis- 

ten every day. 
AFRTS Washington carries several 

weekly reviews from the domestic com- 
mercial networks. You may well never 
have heard them on your local affiliate, 
because they are unsponsorable. World 
of Religion (CBS), is on Sat. 0235, 0835, 
1435, 2035. Voices in the Headlines 
(ABC), with dramatic music, is reminis- 
cent of movie newsreels, Sun. 1635, 

2235, Mon. 0435, 1035, 1635. Washing- 
ton Week (CBS), Sun. 0005, 0605, 
1205, 1805. The World This Week 
(CBS), Mon. 0305 and 1116. This Week 
at the UN (Mutual), Sun. 0315, 0915, 
1515, 2115. All these appear an hour 
earlier by GMT during daylight time. And 
about half the times are usually, but not 

always, pre-empted for sports coverage! 
CBC Northern Service Sunday Morn- 

ing, "a week in the life of the world," re- 

ally in depth, but entertaining, 
1400-1700 (summer 1300-1600). 

SBC Saturdays, 2 or 3 minutes of a 

show called The Week in Switzerland. 
VOA This Week, Sat. 1310, 1710, 

2110, Sun. 0110. 
UN Radio 15 -minute English UN news 

summaries weekly on Sat., but five days 
a week while the General Assembly is in 

session, 0230, 0545, 0845. 
IBA, Israel This Week, on Sat. 

Finland Review of the Week, on Sat. 
BBC World Service can afford to spe- 

cialize: About Britain, Sat. 0145, 0515, 
1015; Europa, Sat. 1115, Sun. 0215, 
2115; This Week and Africa, Sat. 0335, 
0515, 1500; From the Weeklies, Fri. 

231E, Sat. 0715. 
R. Japan Weekly News Review, Sun. 

0905, 1605, 2005, 2205; Mon. 0005 in 

the general services; Sun. 2355, Mon. 

0140 in regional services. 
R. Australia The Week in Business, 

Sat. 0210, 0810, 1410. 
R. Cairo This Week in History, Sun. 

2255. 
Belgium The Week That Was, Sat. 

0015. 
Austria The Week in Austria, Sat. 

0130, 0330, 0430. 
Radio RSA History in the Making, last 

item on Friday broadcasts. 
FEBC, Manila Weekly News Review, 

Sun. 0930, 1330, 1545 (not for North 
America). O 
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ABOUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION 

Your subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS is maintained on one of the world's most modern, effi- 
cient computer systems, and if you're like 99% of our subscribers, you'll never have any reason to 
complain about your subscription service. 

We have found that when complaints do arise, the majority of them occur because people have writ- 
ten their names or addresses differently at different times. For example, if your subscription were listed 
under "William Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona," and you were to renew it as "Bill Jones, Ce- 
dar Lane, Middletown, Arizona," our computer would think that two separate subscriptions were in- 
volved, and it would start sending you two copies of POPULAR ELECTRONICS each month. Other exam- 
ples of combinations of names that would confuse the computer would include: John Henry Smith and 
Henry Smith: and Mrs. Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor differences in addresses can also lead to 
difficulties. For example, to the computer, 100 Second St. is not the same as 100 2nd St. 

So, please, when you write us about your subscription, be sure to enclose the mailing label from the 
cover of the magazine -or else copy your name and address exactly as they appear on the mailing 
label. This will greatly reduce any chance of error, and we will be able to service your request much 
more quickly. 

Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory 
f" 

tested. Guaranteed money back: Quality IC's and 
other components at factory prices. 
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Digital Thermometer $48.50 
, Batt. oper. general purpose or medical 

32°-230'F. Disposable probe cover ±.2° 
accuracy. Comp. assy. in compact case. 

iM301.e 
110 

n01n2 I10 
01,11 1 40 

M310n18 1.10 
10 

043432 4 21 :50 
10370 1.15 

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $17.45 
' Includes everything except case. 2 -PC 

boards. 6-.50" LED Displays. 5314 clock 
°' chip, transformer, all components and 

full Instructions. Same clock kit with .80 
displays. $22.75 

Digital Temperature Meter Kit 
Indoor and outdoor. Automatically 

x switches back and forth. Beautiful. 50" 
LED readouts. Nothing like it available. 
Needs no additional parts for complete, 

65, full operation. Will measure -1000 to 
+200°F, air or liquid. Very accurate. 
Complete instructions. S39.95 

Clock Calendar Kit $19.95 
CT7015 direct drive chip displays date 
and time on .6" LEDS with AM -PM indi- 
cator.. Alarm/doze feature includes buz- 
zer. Complete with all parts, power supply 
and instructions, less case. 
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Stopwatch Kit $26.95 
Full six digit battery operated. 2-5 volts. 
3.2768 MHz crystal accuracy. Times to 
59 min., 59 sec., 99 1/1 00 sec. Times std., 
split and Taylor. 7205 chip, all compo- 
nents minus case. Full instruc. White or 
black plexiglass case. $5.00 

ELECTRONICS , 

Home Alarm Kit $18.75 
Designed for use with electronic siren 
module. AC power, battery backup, entry/ 
exit delay. Instant alarm for night use. 
NO/NC circuits. Test and arm Indicators. 
2 amp switching capability. All parts with 
complete instructions minus power sup- 
ply. Electronic siren module kit. $2.75 

60 Hz Crystal Time Base New Cosmac Super "ELF" 
RCA CMOS expandable microcomputer Kit $4.75 Converts digital clocks 

- w/HEX keypad input and video output for from AC line frequency to crystal time 
base. Outstanding accuracy. Kit includes: graphics. Just turn on and start loadln 9 ° PC board, MM5369, crystal, resistors, 

' your program using the resident monitor capacitors and trimmer. 
on ROM. Pushbutton selection of all four = r , CPU modes. LED indicators of current 30 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 

, CPU mode and four CPU states. Single Same basic CMOS counter as above plus 
step op. for program debug. Built in pwr. level controls and dual FET inputs. Pre- , supply, 256 Bytes of RAM, audio amp. & ° scalable to 200 MHz with PC board and 
spkr. Detailed assy. man. w/PC board & full $47. 
all parts. Comp. Kit $106.95 Custom . Fully wired and tested. $67.7755 hardwood cab.; drilled front panel 18.75 Power supply kit (incl. PC board) 58.50 

O Nicad Battery Backup Kit w/all parts 4.95 .. . 1 

001 

Fully wired and tested in cabinet 139.95 25 MHz Fre uene CounterKit Also announcing the formation of an 1802 - 
, Q y 

software exchange club; write for details. As low as 10 Hz 6-.50' digits expandable 

a 
w/PC board, parts & toll instruc. 537.50 ° 

Fully wired and tested $57.50 1977 IC Update Master D ° ' ' 
. ''' ' ''- '3 Power supply kit (incl. PC board) 58.50 

Manuál Complete integrated circuit Cosmac ''ELF" Kit $89.50 - 
3 

data selector from all manufacturers. Original "ELF" plus PC board with mont- Auto Clock Kit $15.95 
1,234 page master reference guide to ° for on PROM. Comp. kit of parts Including DC clock with 4-.50 displays. Uses 
the latest IC's including microprocessors 

7 
audio amp. and spkr., pwr. supply and National MA -1012 module with alarm 

and consumer circuits. 17,000 cross ,' detailed assy. man. Board only w/parts 0 option. Includes light dimmer, crystal 
references for easier sourcing of hard to ° list and schematic. $14.95 Custom hard- ° timebase PC boards. Fully regulated, 
get parts. Special pricing: $24.95, with . wood cab.; drilled front panel. 18.75 complete instructions. Add $3.95 for a 1 

free update service thru 1977. Domestic °r Nicad Battery Backup Kit w/all parts 4.95 beautiful dark gray case ready to install. 
postage $2.00. Foreign $6.00. Fully wired and tested in cabinet 119.50 ° This is the best value available anywhere! 

TERMS: $5.00 min. order. U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 5°fo lax." 
FREE: Send, for your copy of our,1977 BankAmericard and.Master Charge accepted. _ 

-. Shipping' charges will be. added.. . G .- ;. ° QUEST CATALOG -'Include 11e stamp.' ° 

Popular Electronics 
NOVEMBER 1977 
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lectronicsC assifie 
REGULAR CLASSIFIED: COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services, $2.25 per word. Minimum order $33.75. 

EXPAND -AD CLASSIFIED RATE: $3.35 per word. Minimum order $50.25. Frequency discount: 5% fór 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance. READER 

RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell, $1.35 per word. No minimum! DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: 1" by 1 column (2-1/4" wide), $260.00. 2" by 1 

column. 5520.00. 3" by 1 column. $780.00. Advertiser to supply film positives. For frequency rates, please inquire. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: Payment must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. First word in all ads set in caps. 

All copy subject to publisher's approval. All advertisers using Post Office Boxes in their addresses MUST supply publisher with permanent address and 

telephone number before ad can be run. Advertisements will not be published which advertise or promote the use of devices for the surreptitious interception 

of communications. Ads are not acknowledged. They will appear in first issue to go Ic press after closing date. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd month preceding 

cover date (for example. March issue closes January 1st. Send order and remittance to POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue. New York, New York 

10016. Attention: Hal Cymes. 

FOR SALE 

FREE! Bargain Catalog-I.C.'s, LED's, readouts, fiber op- 
tics, calculators parts & kits, semiconductors, parts. Poly 
Paks, Box 942PE, Lynnfield, Mass. 01940. 

GOVERNMENT and industrial surplus receivers, transmit- 
ters, snooperscopes, electronic parts, Picture Catalog 25 

cents. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908. 

LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential Catalog 
Free. KNAPP, 3174 8th Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540. 

ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. FREE FLYER. 

Large catalog $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, 
Bluffton, Ohio 45817. 

RADIO-T.V. Tubes -36 cents each. Send for free catalog. 
Cornell, 4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

AMATEUR SCIENTISTS, Electronics Experimenters, 
Science Fair Students...Construction plans-Complete, 
including drawings, schematics, parts list with prices and 
sources... Robot Man - Psychedelic shows - Lasers - 
Emotion/Lie Detector - Touch Tone Dial - Quadraphonic 
Adapter - Transistorized Ignition - Burglar Alarm - 
Sound Meter...over 60 items. Send 50 cents coin (no 
stamps) for complete catalog. Technical Writers Group, 
Box 5994, University Station, Raleigh, N.C. 27607. 

METERS-Surplus, new, used, panel or portable. Send for 
list. Hanchett, Box 5577, Riverside, CA 92507. 

MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC devices catalog 10 cents. 
Greatest Values - Lowest Prices. Fertik's, 5249 "D", Phila- 
delphia, Pa. 19120. 

SOUND SYNTHESIZER KITS-Surf $12.95, Wind $12.95, 
Wind Chimes $17.95, Electronic Songbird $6.95, Musical 
Accessories, many more. Catalog free. PAIA Electronics, 
Box J14359, Oklahoma City, OK 73114. 

BUGGED??? New locator finds them fast. Write, Clifton, 
11500-L N.W. 7th Avenue, Miami, Florida 33168. 

YOU WILL SAVE BIG MONEY! Surplus, Clearouts, 
Bankruptcy, Inventory, Deals. Catalog $1 (redeemable). ET - 

COA Electronics, Box 741, Montreal, H3C 2V2. U.S. Inqui- 
ries. 

HEAR POLICE / FIRE Dispatchers! Catalog shows ex- 
clusive directories of "confidential" channels, scanners. 
Send postage stamp. Communications, Box 56 -PE, Com- 
mack, N.V. 11725. 

UNSCRAMBLERS: Fits any scanner or monitor, easily ad- 
justs to all scrambled frequencies. Only 4" square $29.95, 
fully guaranteed. Dealer inquiries welcomed. PDQ 
Electronics, Box 841, North Little Rock, Arkansas 72115. 

RECONDITIONED Test Equipment. $0.50 for catalog. 
Walter's Test Equipment, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, CA 
94806. 

POLICE/Fire scanners, large stock scanner crys- 

tals, antennas. Also CBs. Harvey Park Radio, Box 

19224, Denver, CO 80219. 
TELETYPE EQUIPMENT for sale for beginners and exper- 
ienced computer enthusiast. Teletype machines, parts, 
supplies. Catalogue $1.00 to: ATLANTIC SALES, 3730 
Nautilus Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11224. Tel: (212) 372-0349. 

WHOLESALE C.B., Scanners, Antennas, Catalog 25 cents. 
Crystals: Special cut, $4.95, Monitor $3.95. Send make, 
model, frequency. G. Enterprises, Box 461P, Clearfield, UT 

84015. 

BUILD AND SAVE. TELEPHONES, TELEVISION, DETEC- 
TIVE, BROADCAST Electronics. We sell construction 
plans with an Engineering Service. Speakerphones, An- 
swering Machines, Carphones, Phonevision, Dialers, Color 
TV Converters, VTR, Games, $25 TV Camera, Electron 
Microscope, Special Effects Generator, Time Base Correc- 
tor, Chrome Key. Engineering Courses in Telephone, Inte- 
grated Circuits, Detective Electronics. PLUS MUCH 
MORE. NEW Super Hobby Catalog PLUS year's subscrip- 
tion to Electronic News Letter, $1.00. Don Britton Enter- 
prises, 6200 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048. 

NOVEMBER 1977 

YES,YOU CAN 

_.-! ELECTRONIC 
ORGAN 

That hasa PIPE ORGAN SOUND 

BUILD 
AN 

With DEVTRONIX easy to build assemblies. 

Own the ultimate in organ design & sound 

at 1/3 the cost of commercial organs. 

BROCHURE AND DEMO RECORD $1.00 

Dept.. C 
5872 Amapola Or. 

San Jose, CA 95129 

NAME BRAND Digital/Analog Test Equipment. Discount 
prices. Free catalog. Salen Electronics, Box 82, Skokie, Il- 

linois 60076. 

SURPLUS COMPONENTS, Communication and test equip- 
ment. Illustrated catalog 25 cents. E. French, P.O. Box 249, 
Aurora, Illinois 60505. 

CB RADIOS, monitors, crystals, CD ignitions. Southland, 
Box 3591-B, Baytown, Texas 77520. 

TELEPHONES UNLIMITED, Equipment, Supplies, 

All types, Regular, Keyed, Modular. Catalog 50 

cents. Box 1147E, San Diego, California 92112. 
POWERFUL, ADJUSTABLE, REGULATED, THREE OUT- 
PUT POWER SUPPLY and 900 easily removable parts in 

complete CARTRIVISION television recorder electronic 
assembly with documentation. Perfect for MICRO- 
PROCESSOR, IC, transistor, television, CB radio applica- 
tions. $24.95 total. Free brochure. BankAmericard, Master 
Charge. MADISON ELECTRONICS, INCORPORATED, 369, 
D55, Madison, Alabama 35758. SATISFACTION GUARAN- 
TEED. 

CARBON FILM RESISTORS 1/4W, 1/2W - 1.7 cents each. 
FREE sample /specifications. Other components. COMPO- 
NENTS CENTER, Box 134P, New York, N.Y. 10038. 

PROFESSIONAL UNSCRAMBLERS - several models that 
fit any scanner. Free information. Capri Electronics, 87537 
Windom, St. Louis, MO 63114. 

UNSCRAMBLE CODED MESSAGES from Police, 

Fire and Medical Channels. Same day service. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Don Nobles Electronics, 

Inc., Rt. 7, Box 265B, Hot Springs, Arkansas 

71901. (501) 623-6027. 
ANYTHING ELECTRONIC - we've got it. Catalog $1.00. 
Razoo, Box 1224, Cupertino, Calif. 

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS 
AND SAVE UP TO 50% 
Send lo, our lree lacl.packed 44.page Catalog, 
manual and leorn how to assemble your own mar - 
element stereo speakers hom scratch or from ktls 

Our catalog includes chaplets on design. conslruc 
lion. xoners. enclosures. m,dronges. woofers., 
tweelers and horns Wnle us lode), 

SPEAKERLAB 
Dept. PE -A. 5500 35th N.E. 

Seattle, Washington 98105 

USED TEST EQUIPMENT - Tektronix, HP, GR. Write: PTI, 
Box 8699, White Bear Lake, MN 55110. Phone: (612) 

429-2975. 

WEATHER MAP RECORDERS: Copy Satellite 
Photographs, National -Local Weather Maps. Learn 

How! $1.00. Atlantic Sales, 3730 Nautilus Ave., 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11224. Tel: (212) 372-0349. 

AUDIO EXPERIMENTERS, Serious Music Syn- 

thesizer Stuff: literature, kits, components, cir- 

cuits and more. Send SASE for FREE INFO. CFR 

Associates, POB F, Newton, NH 03858. 

UNSCRAMBLER SUPER SALE: Our famous Code -Breaker 
works with all scanners and tunes all scramble frequencies 
only $29.95. COD's (501) 273-5340. Mail orders to: 
KRYSTAL KITS, BOX 445, BENTONVILLE, AR 72712. 

SEEKING ORIGINAL JAPANESE TRANSISTORS FOR CB 

REPAIR? Request complete list. Compare 1 to 9 prices. 
2SC710, Scents; 2SC517, $3.95; 2SC799, 53.60; 2SC1306, 

$4.40; 2SC1678, $2.25; TA7205P, $3.90; BA521, $3.70, 
BA511, $3.40. Fuji-Svea Enterprises, Dept. P, Box 40325, 

Cincinnati, OH 45240. 

FREE CATALOG. Solar Cells, Nlcads, Kits, Calculators, 
Digital Watch Modules, Ultrasonics, Strobes, LEDS, Trans- 
istors, IC's, Unique Components. Chaney's, Box 27038, 

Denver, Colorado 80227. 

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. Troubleshooting Tech- 
niques -Digital Gate Decode Chart, both $5.00. Micro Info 

Assoc., Box 849, Castroville, Calif. 95012. Calif. residents 
add 6% tax. 

QUALITY KITS, Test Equipment, Tools, Books, IC's, Com- 
ponents, Hobbyist Services, Newsletter, over 7000 sche- 
matics and plans. $1 (refundable), brings big value packed 

catalog. Bargains! Tek-Devices, Box 19154A, Honolulu, HI 

96817. 

,ANYONEtCAN SOLDER WITH, 
DO-IT-YOURSELFERS! 
Let Kester solder aid you in your home repairs 
or hobbies. A radio, TV, model train, jewelry, 
plumbing, etc. Save money - repair it yourself. 
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to Kesler 
for a FREE Copy of "Soldering Simplified". 

KESTER SOLDER 
4201 Wrightwood Ave. / Chicago, III. 60639 

KETER 

ELECTRONIC WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL - operates 
any household appliance from 100 feet. Inexpensive. Send 
for free brochure. KINCAID ELECTRONICS, 1619 King 
Street, Alexandria, VA 22314. 

DIGITAL IC's, TTL, CMOS, plans, kits and parts. Free 
bargain flyar. T. Wong, 103 E. B'way, Dept. 4A, New York, 
N.V. 10002. 

UNBELIEVABLE Goldmine of Electronic Schematics. 201 

Dynamite Projects. $9.99. Send for free project list. Special 
Telephone Accessory Schematics, $5.99. Spacetech, Box 
182, Gillette, N.J. 07933. 

SPEAKERS - Save 60%. Factory assembled or kits. Free 

catalog. Quality Acoustics, 15428 Center, Harvey, Illinois 
60426. 

100 RESISTORS $1.50 postpaid. SASE catalog. OK Elec- 
tronics, Box 291, Dept. PE -1, Onalaska, WI 54650. 

DATAPOINT PROFESSIONAL ASCII serial video terminals 
RS -232-B excellent, guaranteed 90 days: No. 3000, $695; 
No. 3360 buffered version, $825; No. 2200 CPU, $2,195 
F.O.B. T -C -V, Box 3067, Alexandria, Virginia 22302. 

VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS: Norelco LDL 1000/52 Records 
and Plays on 1/2 inch tape. Guaranteed Excellent: $260.00, 
UPS Postage Paid. Gordon K. Kapes, 1127 Ridgewood 
Drive, Highland Park, Illinois 60035. 

NEW ELECTRONIC PARTS. Stamp brings free catalog. 
Nudata Electronics, 104 N. Emerson Street, Mt. Prospect, IL 

60056. 

B&K TEST EQUIPMENT. Dinosaur discounts. Free ship- 
ping. Free catalog. Spacetron, 948 Prospect, Elmhurst, IL 

60126. 

FREE TELEPHONE Supply catalog. Most standard 

style telephones, long cords, plugs, and jacks in- 

cluding new modular parts. Flemco, 20272 37th 

Ave., N.E.. Seattle, Wash. 98155. 

121 
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PC BOARDS FROM YOUR ARTWORK 

Our o re board t1 blue epos, lePoay composite laminate) and , 

:oodn1 O-IO Anna epOOY i .pelt atC000. AST 
Al, a for mderaeurso ,na 
The fellow". pride. arespuatrtd sod tor boards to 121st 
BASIC PRICE- .11 /np In. Far 3 see board add .05 /so t 1 For 
0.10 .1 . a add .01 /sa i 

el 
For ]o. copper Ida .015 /AC th. 

Molttre 0('00 (If a supplied u1 010e) .O6 /sp i 

es drilled (r6e .031 unless o eclned) .001 per bole. 
Cash vita order- (Check money 

P 
do n end currency.) 

VISA IB.ne Amerlere) L .ASTER CHARGE ew r rir 1 

order eleom. Ohu des 10 A5 010{<r ut PO. Se II1 sales t Price. bjen n e.e..mxon i ut notice 101 

7 -DIGIT Electronic Timepiece - Pink Noise Generato 
Kit - Free details. West Side Electronics, Box 636-P1 
Chatsworth, California 91311. 

STOP WATCH, programmable from pocket calculator. 
Complete plans $2. Carl Keene, 19022 Stingray Lane, Hunt- 
ington Beach, CA 92646. 

MAKE YOUR PLANS COME TRUE by using electronic kit of 
Touch Switch, Patrol Car Siren, Sound Switch, Singing 
Bird. Each Kit $5.00 ppd. QMC, P.O. Box 4816, Irvine, Cali- 
fornia 92716. 

WIRE AND CABLE. New expanded list - free. Ram Elect- 
ronics, Box 336-P, Brookhaven, N.Y. 11719. 

VERSATILE TESTER TESTOFON 

CDtt 

For all electric & electronic tasks, Indicates results by 

audible signal, ensures safe testing on dead 8 live cin 
cuits up to 6008. Tests transistors, diodes, ICs, NOS, 

capacitors, coils. transformers, motors, etc., off mains. 

Assembled TESTOFON costs 124.95 each. Complete kit 
costs only $12.45, incl. 24'pge. instruction booklet. 

Send check or money order to: 

TACOTEST, INC., 913 Hannah, Troy, Ml 48098 

1930-1950 RADIO PROGRAMS. Cassette and Reel Cata- 
logue $1.00. Remember Radio, Dept. PE08, 951 West Pipe- 
line, Hurst, Texas 76053. 

8223 PROM programmer kit, simplify logic design by burn- 
ing your truth table quickly, verify mode tests prepro- 
grammed chips, includes 5V regulator on PCB, user sup- 
plies 12 VDC, 300 ma, send $17.50. James Upchurch, Box 
1102, Sebring, Fla. 33870. 

WHY WORRY about leaving car lights on? ALARM 

ALERTS, with pulsing tone. VALUABLE GIFT. 

$11.75. CRL Enterprises, P.O. Box 415, Export, 

PA 15632. 
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED DIGITAL CROSSHATCH/DOT 
GENERATOR. Kit $31.95, built $41.95. Free Catalog. 
PHOTOLUME CORP., 118 East 28 Street, New York, NY 
10016. 

PLANS AND KITS 

AMAZING ELECTRONIC !. PRODUCTS !/ 
LASERS SUPER POWERED, RIFLE, PISTOL POCKET SEE IN DARK PORO 
TECHNICAL OEBUGGING UNCRAMBLERS GIANT TESLA STUNWAND TV 
DISRUPTER ENERGY PRODUCING. SCIENTIFIC DETECTION. ELECTRIFYING 
CHEMICAL ULTRASONIC CB, HERO, AUTO AND MECH DEVICES, HUNDREDS 
MORE 

. 
ALL NEW PLUS INFO UNITO PARTS SERVICE. 

INFORMATION unlimited , 

Boa 626 Lord Jeffery PZ. Amherst N.H. 03031 

FREE KIT Catalog contains Test and Experimen- 
ter's Equipment. Dage Scientific Instruments, Box 

1054P, Livermore, CA 94550. 

...--"~tt CONVERT ,TV TO 
--; NEW1}.6 FT. WIDE.SCREEN! 

Easy Do -It -Yourself Kit 
1e'Project a giant 5's6' picture onto wall or screen. 

B&W/Color. Kit contains detailed plans, Inst. -and 
Precision Lens System. Only $15.95 ppd., 

Guarafl- or write for Free illustrated details. 
teed lti4t The Macrocoma Co., Dept. DC 

Washington Crossing, PA 18977 

FREQUENCY COUNTER, 300 MHz, miniportablehnobile, 7 

digit .4" LED display, dual timing, memory. Construction 
plans: $3.00. Kits available. PANAXIS, Box 5516 -AK, Walnut 
Creek, CA 94596. 

TESLA COIL - 40" SPARKS! Plans $7.S0. Information 75 
cents. Huntington Electronics. Box 2009-P, Huntington, 
Conn. 06484. 

ILLUSTRATED MANUAL, tells how to make an electric 
chess board that can play you In a game of chess! Simple 
materials for the device cost less than $15! Manual also 
tells how to make an electric checker board that can play 
checkers! Send check or money order for $10 to: Gary J. 
Van Braght, P.O. Box 26062, Lansing, Michigan 48909. Very 
little knowledge of electricity required to make either 
device! Not obtainable elsewhere. 

THE "KING OF KITS". Artisan Organ Kits feature all new 
modular construction, with logic -controlled stops and RAM 
Preset Memory System. Write for brochure to: AOK 
Manufacturing, Inc., P.O. Box 445, Kenmore, WA 98028. 

NEGATIVE ION Generator. Construction Plans, $10.00. Kit, 
$165.00. (Information -$1.00). Golden Enterprises, Box 
1282 -PE, Glendale, Arizona 85311. 

MIXERS-Preamps-Speakers, Top Quality, 
Kits -Plans -Parts. Send 25 cents for catalog. 
Audio Design & Engineering Co., P.O. Box I54, 
Lee, Mass. 01238. (413) 243-1333. 

TIGER SST 
SIMPLI-KIT 

THE DO-IT-YOURSELFER NOW! 
a high quality CD Electronic 

Ignition System in kit form. 
Contains all components and solder to 
build complete Solid -State Electronic 
CD Ignition System for your car. As- 
sembly requires less than 3 hours. 
Increases MPG 15% Eliminates 4 of 5 tuneups 
Increases horsepower 15% Instant starting, any 
Plugs and Points last weather 
50.000 miles Dual system switch 

Fits only 12 volt neg. ground... Only $21.95 postpaid 

Star Corporation 
P.O. Box 1727 Grand Junction. Colorado 81501 

HIGH FIDELITY 

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount 
prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and 
ADC. Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. P, 

Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218. For 
Fast Service call Toll Free 800-221-0906. 

BURGLAR ALARMS 

Burglar .,5(moke . 

Fire Alarm Catalog 
Billions of dollars lost annually due 

to lack of protective warning alarms. 

FREE CATALOG Shows you how to 
protect your home, business 
and person. Wholesale 
prices. Do-it-yourself. Free 

engineering service. 

Burden Security Co. 

Box 82802 PE 117 Lincoln, Ne. 68501 

EMERGENCY automatic telephone dialer, M-334. FCC reg- 
istered. Free security catalog. S&S Systems, 5619A St. 
John, Kansas City, MO 64123. (816) 483-4612. 

C.B.'s BECOME BURGLAR ALARMS with Modex Alarm 
Circuit. Plans $1.99. Modex, Box 887, Middletown, Conn. 
06457. 

WANTED 

GOLD, Silver, Platinum, Mercury wanted. Highest prices 
paid by refinery. Ores assayed. Free circular. Mercury Ter- 
minal, Norwood, MA 02062. 

INSTRUCTION 

LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all 
makes including transistor. Experimental kit -trouble- 
shooting. Accredited NHSC, Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT 
SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A, Sacramento, Calif. 
95820. 

SCORE high on F.C.C. Exams...Over 300 questions and 
answers. Covers 3rd, 2nd, 1st and even Radar. Third and 
Second Test, $14.50; First Class Test, $15.00. All tests, 
$26.50. R.E.I., Inc., Box 806, Sarasota, Fla. 33577. 

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, 

Masters, Ph.D's. Free revealing details. Counsel- 

ing, Box 317-PE11, Tustin, California 92680. 
SELF -STUDY CB RADIO REPAIR COURSE. THERE'S 
MONEY TO BE MADE REPAIRING CB RADIOS. This easy - 
to -learn course can prepare you for a career in electronics 
enabling you to earn as much as $16.00 an hour in your 
spare time. For more information write: CB RADIO REPAIR 
COURSE, Dept. PE117, 531 N. Ann Arbor, Oklahoma City, 
Okla. 73127. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! HYPNOTIZE! Astonishing details, 
strange catalog free! Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, 
Washington 98507. 

GRANTHAM'S FCC LICENSE STUDY GUIDE -377 pages, 
1465 questions with answers/discussions - covering third, 
second, first radiotelephone examinations. $13.45 post- 
paid. GSE, P.O. Box 25992, Los Angeles, California 90025. 

INTENSIVE 5 week course for Broadcast Engineers. FCC 
First Class license. Student rooms at the school. Radio 
Engineering Inc., 61 N. Pineapple Ave., Sarasota, FL 33577 
and 2402 Tidewater Trail, Fredericksburg,.VA 22401. 

1977 TESTS -ANSWERS for FCC First Class 

License. Plus "Self -Study Ability Test." Proven! 

$9.95. Moneyback Guarantee. "FREE" BRO- 

CHURE. Command, Box 26348-P, San Francisco 

94126. 
GET your Commercial FCC License. New Exams by author 
of successful published workbooks of FCC Practice Tests. 
500 Questions Second Class, $11.95; 200 First Class, $7.95; 
100 Radar, $4.95; Postpaid. Save, all three $19.95. Com- 
plete mathematical solutions. Free counselling service. 
Victor Veley, P.O. Box 14, La Verne, Calif. 91750. 

MICROCOMPUTERS -Learn microcomputer and micro - 
processing software and hardware fundamentals for hobby 
or career expansion. Send $5.95 per book to: Computer 
Concepts, P.O. Box 641, Dept. 23A, Hackensack, N.J. 
07602. 

RADIO BROADCASTING: Become DJ, engineer, owner. 
Start your own station - receive free tapes, records. Learn 
Details Free. "Broadcasting", Box 5516 -AK, Walnut Creek, 
CA 94596. 

TUBES 

RADIO & T.V. Tubes -36 cents each. Send for free 
Catalog. Cornell, 4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

TUBES receiving, factory boxed, low prices, free price list. 
Transleteronic, Inc., 1365 39th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

11218A, Telephone: 212-633-2800. 

TUBES: "Oldies", Latest. Supplies, components, sche- 
matics. Catalog Free (stamp appreciated). Steinmetz, 7519 - 
PE Maplewood, Hammond, Ind. 46324. 

TUBES antique, obsolete, new up to 55% off list, used from 
29 cents with no minimum order. Send 25 cents for list of 
over 1,000 types. Connolly, Box 1333P, Sun Valley, Calif. 
91352. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

MANUALS for Govt Surplus radios, test sets, scopes. List 
50 cents (coin). Books, 7218 Roanne Drive, Washington, 
D.C. 20021. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. Buy In your Area. How, where. 
Send $2.00. Surplus, 30177 -PE Headquarters Building, 
Washington, D.C. 20014. 

JEEPS -$59.30! CARS -$33.50! 200,000 ITEMS -GOV- 
ERNMENT SURPLUS -Most COMPREHENSIVE DIREC- 
TORY AVAILABLE tells how, where to buy -YOUR AREA- 
$2.00-MONEYBACK GUARANTEE -Government Informa- 
tion Services, Deparment GE -1, Box 99249, San Francisco, 
California 94109. 

MAG NETS 

MAGNETS. All types. Specials -20 disc, or 10 bar, or 2 stick 
or 8 assorted magnets, $1.00. Magnets, Box 192-H Ran- 
dallstown, Maryland 21133. 

RECORDS 

INDIRECT DISCS with Burwen fidelity. DICK WELLSTOOD - Jazz Piano, PETTY TRIO - Dance. $15 each. DECIBEL 
RECORDS, Dept. 6, P.O. Box 631, Lexington, Mass. 02173. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

UP TO 60% DISCOUNT. Name brand instruments catalog. 
Freeport Music, 114 G. Mahan St., W. Babylon, N.Y. 11704. 
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TAPE AND RECORDERS 

RENT 4 -Track open reel tapes-free brochure. Stereo -Par - 
ti, P.O. Box 7, Fulton, CA 95401. 

8 -TRACK and CASSETTE BELTS - money back 
guarantee. Long wearing. Free Catalog - $3 minimum 
order. PRB Corp., Box 176, Whitewater, Wisconsin 53190. 

VIDEO TAPE, Brand new. 1/2 inch, $10.50/hour. Free infor- 
mation. Oregon Magnetics, P.O. Box 13374P, Portland, OR 
97213. 

RECORDS-TAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labels; no pur- 
chase obligations; newsletter;. discount dividend certifi- 
cates; 100% guarantees. Free details. Discount Music 
Club, 650 Main St., Dept 5-1177, New Rochelle, New York, 
N.Y. 10801. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make 
money! Free Proof. Torrey, Box 318 -NN, Ypsilanti, 
Michigan 48197. 

FREE CATALOGS. Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. 
Tools, supplies, full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, 
Dallas, Texas 75201. 

MAILORDER MILLIONAIRE helps beginners make $500 
weekly. Free report reveals secret plan! Executive (1K11), 
333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601. 

GET RICH with Secret Law that smashes debts and brings 
you $500 to $5 Million cash. Free report! Credit 4K11, 333 
North Michigan, Chicago 60601. 

HIGHLY ONE-MAN PROFITABLE 

ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary, knowledge not required, 
sales handled by professionals. Postcard brings 
facts about this unusual opportunity. Write today! 
Barta-AN, Box 248, Walnut Creek, CA 94597. 

HOW TO MAKE $2,000 WEEKLY at home using other peo- 
ple's money. Guaranteed. Free Details. Richlieu, Box 
25357, Dept. F8, Houston 77005. 

NEW LUXURY Car Without Cost. Free Details! Codex-ZZ, 
Box 6073, Toledo, Ohio 43614. 

MECHANICALLY INCLINED individuals desiring owner- 
ship of Small Electronics Manufacturing Business - with- 
out investment. Write: Marks, 92-K9 Brighton 11th, 
Brooklyn, New York 11235. 

$500.00 WEEKLY! IMMEDIATE Home income stuffing en- 
velopes. FREE Supplies! Guaranteed! Send 25 cents, 
Stamp. ALCO, 819/10 -PEN, Las Vegas, NV 89119. 

$500/1000 IMMEDIATELY, stuffing envelopes, free sup- 
plies, rush stamped self-addressed envelope. Robert Drake 
Company, 1256 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11213. 

EARN $1,000 MONTHLY 
Work one hour daily in the privacy of your 
home and in your spare time. "GUAR- 
ANTEED," "FREE DETAILS" write: 
UNICORN,ZE11 7350 NUGGET COURT, 
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80911. 

FREE REPORT: Big Money In Mail! Transworld-9K, Box 
6226, Toledo, Ohio 43614. 

GET RICH!!! Secret law erases debts. Free report exposes 
millionaire'$$ secrets. Blueprints, No. EE11 453 W. 256, 
NYC 10471. 

EARN IMMEDIATELY Stuffing Envelopes. $300.00 thou- 
sand possible. Free supplies. Send stamped envelope. 
Salamon Industries-PE2, 6059 W. 55th St., Chicago, IL 
60638. 

$3,000.00 MONTHLY. Immediate income. Stuff envelopes at 
home. Information, send self-addressed stamped envelope. 
Cottage, Box 730-HGK, Baldwin Park, CA 91706. 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN- 
ITIES. Report on jobs now open. Details FREE. Aviation 
Employment Information Service, Box 240E, Northport, 
New York 11768. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 

MODULAR TELEPHONES now available. Sets and com- 
ponents, compatible with Western Electric concept. Cata- 
log 50 cents. Box 1147W, San Diego, California 92112. 

TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, lap -dissolve, multiprojector 
audiovisual plans $8.50. Free Catalog. Millers, 1896 
Maywood, South Euclid, OH 44121. 

MAKE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY PC boards with silk- 
screen techniques. Complete information, $4.95 postpaid. 
TerraTronic Research, Box 513SP, Quincy, III. 62301. 

REAL ESTATE 

$500 PER DAY POSSIBLE. New C.B. related business. BIG...FREE...CATALOG! Over 2,500 top values coast to 
Send 25 cents. P.A. Schubert Company, P.O. Box 187, coast! UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612 -EP, West 47th, Kansas 
Howell. Mich. 48843. City, MO 64112. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 
0 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 15 

16 17 18 

19 20 21 

22 23 24 

25 26 27 

28 29 30 

31 32 33 

34 35 36 

Please refer to heading on first page of this section 
for complete data concerning terms, frequency dis- 
counts, closing dales, etc. WORD COUNT: 15 

WORD MINIMUM. Include name and address. 
Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) 
counts as one word each. Zip Code not counted. 
Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or 

group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols such 
as 35mm, COD, PO, AC, etc., count as one word. 
Hyphenated words count as Iwo words. Telephone 
numbers count as one word. 

Words 

$2.25 (Commercial Rate) 
S3.35 (Expand -Ad Rate) 
S1.35 (Personal Rate) 

Account # 

O Payment of S 

enclosed for insertions. 

AmEx l7 BAC 

O MC O Diners 

CHARGE: for insertions. 
You will be billed monthly. 

® 

Expiration Date _ 

Master Charge Interbank # (4 digits above name) 
SIGNATURE MUST BE PROVIDED BELOW 

PRINT NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

PERSONALS 

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international 
correspondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Verlag, 
Box 110660/Z, 0-1000 Berlin 11, Germany. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

ug , l,^ . , I 
RECOÓNMON...FINANCIAL 

REWARD...OR CREDIT 
FOR"INVENTING IT FIRST" MAY BE YOURS! 

If you have an idea for a new product, or a way 
to make an old product better, contact us, "the 
idea people" We'll develop your idea. irtroduce it to 
industry, negotiate for cash sale or royalty licensing. 

Write now without cost or obligation for free 
information. Fees are charged only for contracted 
services. So send for your FREE "Inventor's Kit." It 

has important Marketing Information, a special 
"Invention Record Farm" and a Directory of 1001 
Corporations Seeking New Products. 

RAYMOND LEE ORGANIZATION 
230 Park Avenue North.New York,NY 10017 

At no cost or obligation, please rush 
my FREE "Inventor's Kit No. A-112 " 

Name 

Addreso 

Cry State Zp 

Phone No. Area Code 

FREE PAMPHLET: "Tips on Marketing Your Invention", 
from an experienced fee -based invention service company. 
Write: United States Inventors Service Company, Dept. T, 
1435 G Street NW, Washington DC 20005. 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS. Many new prod- 
ucts. Catalog. Jackson's, Dept. K, Brownsville Rd., Mt. Ver- 
non, III. 62864. 

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES 

FREE book prophet Elijah coming before Christ. Wonderful 
bible evidence. Megiddo Mission, Dept. 64, 481 Thurston 
Rd., Rochester, N.Y. 14619. 

TECHNICAL MANUALS - Ameco, Arrl, Cowan, Gilfer, 
Rider, RCA Radio Callbook, Sams, Tab, T.I. Postage 35 
cents bk ppd. Five. Madison Electronics, 1508 McKinney, 
Houston. Texas 77002. 

HYPNOTISM 

SLEEP learning. Hypnotic method. 92% effective. Details 
free. ASR Foundation, Box 23429EG, Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida 33307. 

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Catalog! 
Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345. 

AMAZING self-hypnosis record releases fantastic mental 
power. Instant results! Free trial. Write: Forum (AA11), 333 
North Michigan, Chicago 60601. 

HOME ENTERTAINMENT FILMS 

XMAS SHOP EARLYI You save $2.00 + postage...order 
Super Bowl VIII (DolphinsNikings), Super 8 Color, $17.95 
ea. MarcianoNJalcott, 2 Super 8 B&W reels, $16.00 set. 
Ali/Frazier II, 2 reels Standard 8 Color, $25.95 PPD ($14.00 
off). "Wheels Keep Rolling" 1976 Indy "500" film, Super 8 
Color, 200' reel, $19.95 ea PPD. Make selections from Col- 
umbia catalog, $0.85; Universal 8 catalog, $0.75; Sportlite 
forms, $0.35. 10% off to catalog buyers on purchases of 
$50.00. SPORTLITE, Elect -11, 20 N. Wacker Drive, 
Chicago, IL 60606. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

I 
SIGNATURE PE -1177 

NOVEMBER 1977 

MPG INCREASED! Bypass Pollution Devices easily. RE- 
VERSIBLY!! Free details-Posco GEE11, 453 W. 256, NYC 
10471. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
Home Computer Sales Forecasts 
A recent study compiled by the Venture Development 
Corp., Wellesley, Mass., reveals that purchases of com- 
puters and related products for home use will increase 
at an average 37% annual rate for the period 1976-1981. 
The study, "The Home Computer," cites that software 

UNITS 

1'J7F 

will represent the fastest growing submarket of the hob- 
by computer industry, averaging 81% growth through 
1981. Among peripherals, the floppy disk is expected to 
exhibit the fastest growth, rising 63% annually in units 
sold. Cassettes, CRT/video and printer sales are also 
expected to rise substantially. Computer stores will ac- 
count for 61.6% of hobby computer sales in 1977, ac- 
cording to VDC's analysis, increasing at an average 
47.8% annually in units. 

New-Fangled IC's 
Small, compact integrated circuits that can be clipped 
off a roll of film is the new style of IC being introduced 
by Siemens. The familiar beetle -like DIP, unmistakable 
shape of the IC, now has a challenger. The new produc- 
tion process involves mounting the silicon chips in the 
"windows" of polyimide ribbon similar to "super 8" 
motion picture film, with a potential of 1000 IC's per 
roll. Before the chips are mounted, the film surface is 
coated with copper, tinned and etched to produce con- 
ductors and terminal points. The inner ends of the con- 
ductors protrude into the "windows" of the film to pro- 
vide both physical support and electronic binding. 
Known as the "Micropack System," the new circuits 
are expected to be used in compact units such as film 
cameras and flat desk -top computers. 

Protection for Sensitive Equipment 
General Electric's Tube Products Department intro- 
duced a self-contained plug-in Voltage Spike Protector, 
Model GESP-752. The device, not to be confused with a 

lightning arrester, is designed to protect TV receivers, 
stereo equipment and other sensitive electronic equip- 
ment from brief high -voltage surges from lightning 
strikes near power lines or switching "off" and "on" of 
major appliances. The GESP-752 plugs into a 120-V 

grounded receptacle and acts like a safety valve, ab- 
sorbing transients before they reach the equipment. It 
does not interfere with normal circuit flow nor add to 
energy cost. 

RCA Pledges Free TV Labor . .. If 

RCA has a new consumer program to assure customer 
satisfaction with television set repairs. According to a 
company spokesman, if RCA has made a date to visit a 
customer's home and fails to keep the appointment, the 
customer will pay no labor charge. The same promise of 
free labor if a service appointment is broken is also be- 
ing offered to RCA's Whirlpool customers. 

Energy Fair 1977 
"Energy Fair 1977" is scheduled for November 3-6 at 
the Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, CA. The 
show will highlight alternative energies, and energy con- 
servation techniques and products with the intention of 
bringing industry, science and the public together for 
meaningful communication and a positive approach to 
the energy problem. Features of the fair will be an Ener- 
gy Career Center with a job -opening section, a slide 
show, a children's exhibition area, leisure parks, an en- 
ergy literature information center, and a do-it-yourself 
area with energy -conservation and alternative -energy 
booths. 

LCD Is Victor Over LED in Watches 
If you've noticed that there are fewer watches on the market 
with LED readouts and more with LCD's these days, you 
were right. Ashley -Butler, Inc, which makes LCD readouts 
and various timekeeping devices using them, says that a re- 
cent watch industry projection showed that 56 percent of the 
approximately 15 -million digital watches produced in the U. 
S. this year will have liquid crystal readouts. It is believed 
that the preference for LCD's is partly due to the availability 
of new inexpensive and efficient decoder -drivers. The new 
circuits provide a capability of driving digits from 2 inches to 
over 6 inches and makes LCD's practicable for what are ex- 
pected to be broader applications. 

Radio Prospects by 1985 

Notes from a study, "Radio in 1985," made for the National 
Association of Broadcasters: FM will attract 51.7% of the ra- 
dio audience due to the increase in quadraphonic broadcasting 
and a reduction in FM signal reception problems. . . . AM 
stereo may be ready to provide competition by 1980. . . 

There will he 560 -million radio sets of 2.4 per person com- 
pared to 401.6 million today. . . . The government may re- 
quire all radiosets to be AM/FM. . . . CB is not expected to 
have a major impact on radio. . . . Satellites will be used in- 
creasingly for interconnection of stations or networking, 
yielding better audio quality. . . The darkest cloud on ra- 
dio's horizon is proliferating cable systems carrying radio as 

well as television. 
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- Announcing 

electronic components 
One -Stop Coponent Center 
*Over 200 quality items in- 

cluding integrated circuits, 
resistors, diodes, transis- 
tors, capacitors, connect- 
ors, switches, sockets, 
LEDs and Data Books 
covering all JINI-PAK® 
items. 

*Immediate delivery on all 
- orders 

*Store display racks avail- 

able 

*Stock rotation and return ' 

policy. 

Direct mail program avail- 
. able from list of active 

electronic buyers in dealers' 

area. 

* National advertising cam- 

paign in leading electronics 
magazines to include, list 
of qualifying dealers 

*Nationally known mañu- 
facturers' products at prices 
every dealer can afford 

`*Guaranteed products 

*Standard industry -part 
numbers 

um-pak 
relechwiiccornpoie?R 

Component Center 

A component line of proven 

sellers ° developed for the 

independent dealer. Ideal for 
computer shops, " school 

stores, ' electronic dealers, 

hobby shops, or any location 

where there is-, a potential 

market for electronic sales. 

._ 

A product line which sup- 

' plies most of your needs 

from one distributor with a 

reputation for fast and 

efficient service. Attractive 

and compact display racks 

make initial installation of 
the JIM-PAK® line easy. 

Your customers deserve the 

best. Now you can profitably 
retail name brand compon- 

ents at competitive prices. 

Be the first in your area -to 

announce and sell the JIM- 

PAK® line. Write or call 

today. ® , FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING SCHEDULE CONTACT: m -pa 
, a division of -ames Electronics, 1021 Howard Avenue, San Carlos, Califcrnia 94070, (415) 592-8097 
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The Touch by Regency is the 
first fully synthesized, 16 channel 
scanner to put over 15,000 radio 
frequencies at the command 
of a fingertip. 

But even with its vast range 
of action frequencies, The 
Touch never allows you to miss 
a call on your favorite channel. 

Because The Touch lets 
you set up Channel 1 as priority 
receiver. And it samples that 
frequency every 1.5 seconds. 

Another point: The Touch 
can bring you severe weather 
warnings. Automatically. Simply 
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set Channel 16 to the National 
Weather Service alert mode, if 
available in your area. The Touch 
will cut into any severe weather 
broadcast. 

In other words, it can 
override a thrilling fire to bring 
you news of a frightening 
tomado. 

What else can you do with 
The Touch? 

You can scan for action on 
your 16 favorite stored 
frequencies by merely touching 
SC. Or search for the unknown 
by pressing SS. And let The 
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Touch seek out frequencies you 
probably never knew existed. 

And when you find new 
action, The Touch tells you 
exactly what you've found in the 
LED display. 

The Touch by Regency. No 
complicated programming to 
do. No crystals to buy. It's the 
new soft touch in scanning. 

Your Regency dealer has 
the details. 

The Touch by Regency. 
The Ultimate Scanner. 

. 
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You're never more than 
1.5 seconds away from 
your favorite frequency. 
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